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A MARINE GEOPHYSICAL :rnvESTIGATION OF THE 
CONTINENTAL MARGJN OF FAST GREENI...Z\ND· (63~ to 69°N) 
by 
Thanas Leonard Al::mstrong 
The copyright of this thesis rests with the author. 
No quotation from it should be published without 
his prior written consent and information derived 
from it should be acknowledged. 
A thesis sul:::mitted for the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy at the university of Durham 
Grey College June 1981 
"He felt much Like a man who had had a tooth pulled out that 
had been bothering him for a long time. After an excruciating pain 
and a sensation as if sanething enolJtlOUS, sanething larger than the 
head itself had been tonl out of his gum, the patient, scarcely 
believing his own happiness, feels that what has been poisoning his 
life for so long has ceased to exist and he can once more live, think 
and interest himself in sanething other than his tooth. " 
extract fran Anna Karenina Vol. 1 
by I.eo N. Tolstoy 
translated by Rochelle S. TCMilSend 
Heron Books, London, 1958 
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During late JUly and August 1977, a marine geophysical investigation 
of the continental margin off East Greenland between latitudes 63°N and 
69.1~ was undertaken by the university of DUrham using the research 
vessel, R.R.S. Shackleton. Nearly 3500 km of continuously ·recorded 
bathymetric, magnetic and gravity data and approximately 20CO km of 
ItUJ.lti-channel seismic reflection data were recorded in a series of 
nearly parallel profiles perpendicular to the .assumed. strike of the 
continental margin. Disposable sonobuoy work was also carried out. 
The reduction, processing and inteJ:pretation of the geophysical 
data are described. In particular, the application of the max:iJmJrn 
entropy method (MEM) of spectral estimation (using Burg·'s algorithm) 
to the problem of estimating the depth to buried magnetic sources is 
assessed. 
The principal geophysical results include: 
1. The location of the ocean-continent boundary is inferred fran 
seismic reflection data and the recognition of marine magnetic ananalies. 
Oceanic ananalies 22 through 24 are tnmcated by the continental margin. 
The marine ananaly sequence 13 through 21 is tentatively extrapolated 
northwards through the Denmark Straits and stops against the Denmark 
Straits fracture zone. 
2. It is proposed that the Tertiacy plateau basalts of the Blosseville 
coast do not teJ:Jninate abruptly offshore but are down-faulted and 
continue eastwards, overlain by a prcgraded sequence of Tertiacy 
secliments. 
3. An interpretation of one processed, CDP stacked seisnic section 
north of the Greenland-Iceland Ridge is presented. Several mconfcmnities 
are recognised on the basis of seismic stratigraphic analysis. 'I'YJo 
seismic horizons showing distinctive offlap against oceanic basanent are 
tentatively dated at 30 Ma and 22 Ma respectively. No evidence is fOtmd 
for the presence of Mesozoic sediments offshore. 
4. Gravity modelling indicates that the prograded wedge of Tertiazy 
sediments observed north and south of the Greenland-Iceland Ridge is 
not . isostatically canpensated. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCl'ION 
1.1 The sw:vey and its scientific goals 
A marme geophysical investigation of the continental margin off the 
east coast of Greenland between latitudes 63° and 69.1°N was carried out 
in August 1977 by the Department of Geological Sciences, Durham tJni.versity. 
This was the third of a series of marine geophysical surveys . undertaken 
by Durham university to study the nature and precise location of the · 
passive contmental margin of East Greenland. 'l'he two earlier cruises 
traversed the contmental margin between latitudes 58° and 65° N 
(Featherstone, 1976; Featherstone, Bott and Peacock, 1977). 
The location of the present survey and its relationship to the 
previously studied area to the south are shOM'l in Figure 1.1. 
The earlier studies of the Fast Greenland continental mai:gin had 
reduced the elanent of speculation surrounding its structure and evolution, 
but there remained many unresolved problans. The aim of the present work 
was to extend the two previous marine geophysical surveys, off South East 
Greenland, northwards through the Denmark Straits. and- mto the Noz:wegian 
Sea. In this way, it was hoped to accanplish several scientific goals, 
including 
(1) the accurate definition of the ocean-contment bolmdal:y to the 
north; 
(2) a geophysical study of the sul:rnerged Greenland-Iceland aseismic 
ridge and its inmedi.ate environs, and the location of the off-
shore teirnination of the Tertia:ty plateau basalts along the 
Blosseville ooastlme; 
(3) the location of any major sedirnentaJ:y sequences along the 
contmental margm and the location of a possible southward 
contmuation of the thick Mesozoic sedimenta:ty succession of 
Jameson Iand (north of Scoresby Stmd) ; 
and ( 4) having deteJ:mined the precise location and structural framework 
of the continental margin, to draw the findings together mto a 
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Figure 1.1 The location of the geophysical investigation of the continental 
margin of East Greenland (1977). and its relationship to previous 
Durham work. 
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tectcn:ttc synthesis consistent with constraints imposed by the 
overall geological evolution of the northern North Atlantic region. 
Above all, the early history of cx:mtinental break-up in the North 
Atlantic and the fcn:mation of the Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe aseismic ridge 
system are still not fully understcx::xi. Geophysical techniques were applied 
during the research cruise in an attanpt to elucidate these fundamental 
problans associated with the East Greenland continental margin. 
1. 2 An outline of the geology of East Greenland 
Any pre-drift cx:mfiguration of cx:mtinental land masses prior to .the 
opening of the North Atlantic and the N01:wegian-Greenland seas presupposes 
an accurate knowledge of the ocean-cx:mtinent boundary. Further speculation 
an the tectonic evolution of the ocean danands an insight into the· geology 
and structural framework of the land masses contiguous to the area. A 
simplified geological map of East Greenland, modified fran Haller (1970) , 
is shown in Figure 1. 2. The following synopsis of the geology of East 
Greenland ~ predaninantly taken fran Haller (1970), Birkelund et al (1974), 
and Escher and Watt (1976) . 
The geology of the South East Greenland coast is characterised by 
three old Precambrian l.mits; the Archaean cratonic shield area rounded 
by 1:\\0 Proterozoic xoobile belts - the Nagssugtcqidian to the north and the 
Ketilidian to the south. The Archaean craton cx:msists predaninantly of 
quartzo-feldspathic gneisses yielding ages around 2500 - 2700 Ma. for the 
last regional met.aioorphism (Birkelund et al, 1974), although the earliest 
granitic rocks of the area have given isotopically detennined geological 
ages between 3700· and 4000 Ma (Oxford Isotope Geology Laboratory and 
McGregor, 1971) • This represents the oldest material yet discovered in 
the earth's crust. The Ketilidian IOObile belt of South Greenland consists 
of reworked older gneisses and metamorphosed sed.ilnents and lavas into which 
granitic intrusions were anplaced. The major thezmal event took place 
apprcocl.mately 2500 - 1600 Ma ago, although tectonic and magmatic activity 
continued for about 800 Ma after cx:mpletion of metamorphism during which 
E-W trending grabens acccmn.odated cx:mtinental sandstone deposition and 
basaltic volcanism. ·To the north, the reworked gneisses of the 
Nagssugtcqidian mobile belt exhibit a marked, though not universal, grain 
striking NW-SE in East Greenland and vary between arrphibolite to granulite 
metam::>rphic facies. The major defo:cnation probably began about 2500 Ma 
ago (Birkelund et al, 1974). 
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Figure 1.2 A simplified geological map of East Greenland, modified from Haller (1970) 
and Escher and Watt (1976). Sonobuoy locations are indicated for the 
Durham cruises (this survey and Walker, 1977) and for published VEMA 
work (Eldholm and Windisch, 1974; Gronlie and Talwani, 1979). Nominal 
bathymetry is shown by the 1000m depth contour. 
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A further metalrorphic province, called the Rinkian IOObile belt, 
appears to the north of the Nagssugtcqidian in West Greenland, but it is 
not known whether the Rinkian provillce extends into East Greenland. This 
is because the northern extent of the Nagssugtcqidian is covered by Tertiacy 
basalts. 
Bet.v.Jeen latitudes 70° and 82~, the coastal geology is daninated by 
the caledonian fold belt. Haller (1970, 1971) recognised three phases of 
orogenic develq::ment; 
(1) the main orogeny due to deep-seated IOObility occurred in latest 
Ordovician to earliest Silurian time (Henriksen and Higgins, 1976) , 
but appears to have been a diachronous event, the main Caledonian 
m::wements of North East Greenland occurring between Upper Silurian 
and loNer ~ time; 
(2) Late Caledonian spasms, associated with regional cxrnpression producing 
folding and the injection of palingenetic intrusions, follCJ!N'ed with 
the foz:mation of a NW-trend.ing intra-montane molasse basin cxrnprising 
more than 7 km of Middle and Upper ~ Red Beds; 
(3) minor succeeding episcxles, including minor folding and thrusting, 
persisting into the :Lc::lwer carboniferous. 
In Central East Greenland, sediment deposition continued throughout 
Middle Carboniferous to :Lc::lwer Penni.an times in a N-NE trending depressional 
zone fonned by a new suite of fracture lines. A thickness of 5 - 6 km of 
molasse sediments accumulated in fault-botmded troughs as the folded 
Caledonian mountain chain undel:went extensive peneplanation (Haller, 1970) . 
The western boundal::y of the subsiding basin was fonned by a faulted 
contact of "en echelon" faults (Surlyk, 1978) against the Caledonian 
mountain belt. The area to the east continued to subside as a series of 
westward-tilting, faulted blocks resulting fran persistent tensional 
tectonics. 
In the late Penni.an, a marine transgression took place fran the north-
east (Birkelund and Perch-Nielsen, 1976) and a maxiim.nn thickness of 
300m of marine Upper Pennian deposits of neritic to littoral facies were 
laid down in a wann, shallow sea environment. 
A fluctuating marginal sea persisted throughout the Mesozoic, the 
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underlying basanent continuing to subside as a canplex of antithetic fault 
blocks. In Triassic times, fine clastic deposits with coarse inter-
calations were deposited in a shallow sea, open to the north (callaron 
et al, 1972) • However, as the sea retreated northwards, coarser clastic 
deposits were laid dCMn and towards the central Janeson Land basin, 
flood-plain sandstones and shales appeared. A hot, arid climate coupled 
with a fluctuating shore-line persisted and resulted in evaporite foz:mation 
(gypsum). 
The Jurassic basin of East Greenland developed as a graben rifting 
fran south to north in a series of steps. SUrlyk (1977, 1978) postulated 
that NW-SE trending cross faults situated in the major fjords of Central 
East Greenland (Figure 1. 3) subdivided the basin into a series of- fault 
bounded blocks which were progressively transgressed fran the south by an 
advancing sea. Basin evolution took place in a number of phases. The 
most .important events (Surlyk, 1978) were: 
(1) the initial marine transgression which invaded the southernmost 
block 1 in the Pliensbachian. The shallow marine sediments include 
fo:reshore and beach sandstones grading upwards into tidal, estuarine 
and shelf mudstones and sandstones. The advancing sea transgressed 
block 2 in Toarcian-Bathonian times; 
(2) the major transgressive phase in East Greenland occurred in the 
Bathonian (or latest Bajocian) which produced fully marine conditions 
over blocks 1 and 2 and northern blocks 4 and 5 were inundated for 
the first time when Middle Jurassic sandstones were deposited directly 
onto deeply eroded caledonian basanent. However, the Middle Jurassic 
deposits, up to 600 m thick, are predaninantly regressive, indicating 
a prograding shoreline; 
(3) a major phase of fault-controlled subsidence, traceable all over 
East Greenland, occurred in the Late Oxfordian. This abrupt event 
is marked by a widespread change fran shallow marine sandstones to 
relatively deep-water black mudstones; 
(4) the most important phase of Mesozoic block-faulting subsidence took 
place in Middle Volgian tirces. Rejuvenated source areas in the 
south provided huge volumes of coarse shallow marine sandstones for 
deposition on block 1 and on Milne Land to the west in Middle Volgian-
Valanginian times. This tectonic phase is hardly developed on block 2, 
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Figure 1.3 The location of the main Jurassic fault blocks 
of Central East Greenland proposed by Surlyk 
(1978). Arrows indicate the dominant direction 
of sediment transport. The time of the first 
post-Triassic transgression is shown alongside 
each block. 
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but thick syntectonic sequences appear on the other blocks. The 
blocks north of block 2 suffered strong antithetic rotation towards 
the oontinent (Surlyk, 1977) and the sediments accumulated in the 
marginal troughs indicate lateral basin fill, in mat"ked contrast to 
the longitudinal basin fill indicated by all the other Jurassic 
sed.im:?nts of the Central East Greenland basin. 
Surlyk (1977) concludes that the faults responsible for the block-
faulted subsidence of the Mesozoic sed.ilrentacy 'basin were oontrolled by 
structural trends .in the caledonian and older basement, although rifting 
itself was independent of earlier tectonic events. 
The Cretaceous period was one of relative quiescence during which 
alm:::lst continuous basin subsidence acccmnodated marine shales, sandstones 
and canglanerates. The extent of Cretaceous outcrops .in East Greenland 
to the north and to the south is greater than for any other Mesozoic 
succession. Gentle folding took place in earliest Cretaceous time in the 
south part of block 1, the fold axes plunging a few degrees to the south. 
This m:wanent has been interpreted as due to left-lateral wrenching along 
a cross fault situated .in Scoresby Sund, · the fjord limiting the block to 
the south (Surlyk, 1978). 
Tensional tectonics throughout the Mesozoic period have produced a 
major sedimentary basin sane 800 km long, with a maxirmJm width of 140 km 
in south Jameson Land and containing a maxirmJm thickness of 5 km of 
sediments. In contrast, an isolated occurrence of Late Cretaceous to 
Early Tertiary sediments, overlying the metanorphic basanent canplex but 
predating the Tertiary basalt sequence, occurs to the north-east of 
Kangerdlugssuaq (Wager, 1947). These thin sediments make up the 
Kangerdlugssuaq Group, which canprises of the Sorgenfrei Fonnation and 
the Ryberg Fonnation (Deer, 1976). The Sorgenfrei Fonnation consists of 
30 m marine shales, containing a dinoflagellate flora of Upper Albian age 
at its base and arcrnonites of IDwer Cenananian age above. The shallow 
marine sands and calcareous siltstones of the Ryberg Fcmna.tion contain 
dinoflagellates of Maastrichtian and Danian age, including bivalves, 
gastropods and rich plant floras also. These sediments reach a thickness 
of up to 170 m. This sedi.m:mt group represents shallow marine deposition 
in a basin \<bose probable south-westein extent was situated in the 
Kangerdlugssuaq region. 
A succession of l?asement-derived conglanerates, arkosic sandstones 
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grading upwards into dark sandstones with an increasing proportion of 
volcanic debris lies unconfonnably on the Danian sediments. The Tertiary 
basalt sequence follows and thin marine shales containing Lower Sparnacian 
dinoflagellates are intercalated with the earliest volcanic ~~. This 
evidence dates the onset of effusive volcanic activity to latest 
Palaeocene time (Deer, 1976). 
The plateau basalt series was outpoured during a major eruptive phase 
during which a thickness of up to 9 km. of predaninantly tholeiitic and 
transitional tholeiitic basalts was extruded over the Kangerdlugssuaq 
region and inland fran the Blosseville Kyst, extending northwards as 
far as Scoresby Sl.Uld. Most of the lavas were erupted subaerially, although 
sul::mar:ine pillow lavas grading uy;Mards into subaerial flows have been 
recorded south of Scoresby Sund and lower basalts between Kangerdlugssuaq 
and I.e. Jacobsen Fjord were also extruded under water. Subsidence 
occurred contemporaneously with lava effusion. Individual flows may 
exhibit extensive lateral persistence and deeply eroded fjord exposures 
reveal flows which are apprax:imately parallel to one another over lang 
distances, indicating that the basalts accumulated in an approximately 
horizontal orientation. 
At Kap Dalton (69°25 'N), about 40 m (Henderson, 1976) of marine 
sedi.Inents known as the "Kap Dalton Series" rest confonnably over the 
basalt pile. These sediments were preserved on a down-faulted block 
(Wager, 1935) and marine fossils extracted fran the sequence yield a 
I.ower to Middle Eocene age (Deer, 1976). This marine series of about 
130m thickness (Henderson, 1976) is also found at Kap Brewster (70°10'N), 
in conjunction with a basal conglanerate, overlying pillc:M lavas and 
brecciated volcanics (Hassan, 1953) which indicates marine transgression 
prior to the ccmpletian of volcanism. A separate post-basalt marine 
transgressive sequence called the "Kap Brewster Series" also occurs. These 
beds, 76 m thick, rest directly on basalt and consist of a basal conglanerate, 
overlain by sandstones and coarser clastics (Henderson, 1976) and are of 
probable Miocene age. 
The important sediments of the Kangerdlugssuaq Group and the Kap 
Dalton Series, bracketing the major phase of basalt effusion, place the 
onset of volcanism in latest Palaeocene time and its apparent CClllpletian 
by Middle to late Eocene time. HC7t19Ver, Henderson (1976) draws attention 
to the fact that Hassan (1953) considered the marine fauna of the Kap Dalton 
Series to lie in the extended range fran Eocene to Oligocene. 
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E\lrt:her igneous activity took place in the fo:on of basic intrusions 
(Skaergaard and Kap Edvard Holm) and minor intrusive sills and dykes. 
Several intrusive canplexes occur to the north of Scoresby Sund. However, 
the coastal area of the Blosseville Kyst was subjected to a large-scale 
crustal flexure whereby subsidence to the east formed the sul::merged 
Iceland-Greenland aseismic ridge beneath the Denmark Straits and UpNarping 
to the west fonned the highest mountains in Greenland (up to 3700 rn). This 
vertical differential rnovanent of the order of 8 krn was accanpanied by a 
major swa:on of coast parallel dyke intrusion. 'Later igneous activity in-
cluded the emplacanent of several syenite, granite and alkaline intrusions 
with minor dyke swanns. 
Subsequent erosion and the extensive Pliocene-Qlatemary glaciation 
have eroded deeply into the coastal geology of East Greenland, pra:iucing 
spectacular fjords and sul::marine ice-scoured troughs acccmncx:lating local 
seclinlent accumulations. Offshore scarps and sul:marine topcgraphy have 
been strongly influenced by ocean bottan currents (contourites). 
1. 3 The tectonic evolution of the northern North Atlantic Ocean 
The recognition of marine magnetic lineations parallel to the mid-
oceanic ridge systans of the world and their explanation via the hypothesis 
of seafloor spreading (Vine and Matthews, 1963) have enabled the details 
of ocean basin evolution to be worked out and have lent credence to the 
idea of continental migration. 
There follG~S a review of current literature on the geological 
evolution of the North Atlantic ocean basin canpiled predaninantly fran 
the following authors: Laughton (1975) , Talwani and Eldholm (1977) and 
Srivastava (1978). The review is written fran the standp::>int of plate 
tectonics, since the chronology of marine magnetic ananalies is well 
established (Heirtzler et al, 1968) although subject to frequent review 
(Berggren et al, 1979; Kruczyk et al, 1977; LaBreque, Kent and cande, 
1977; Larson and Hilde, 1975; Odin, CUrry and Hunziker, 1978; Tarling 
and Mitchell, 1976). The revised magnetic p::>larity time scale according 
to Hailwood et al (1979) has been adopted throughout this thesis, unless 
stated othexwise. This time scale, together with important tectonic 
events , is shown in Figure 1. 4 • 
The present geographical distribution of continents, continental 
fragments and ocean basins in the northern North Atlantic Ocean is shown 
in Figure 1.5. 
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Figure 1.4 The revised magnetic polarity time scale according to 
Haih1ood et al., ( 1979) with principal geologic and 
tectonic events annotated alongside. The major lowstand 
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in global sea level indicated is after Vail et al., (1977b). 
Anomaly 33 was inferred from LaBreque et al., (1977). 
For further references, see text. 
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Figure 1.5 The presentgeographical distribution of continents, continental 
fragments and ocean basins in the northern North Atlantic Ocean 
redrawn from Laughton (1975). The two lines bordering the 
continents represent the top and bottom of the continental slope. 
The mid-ocean ridge system has been shaded. 
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Initial rifting between Africa and America began during Triassic 
times in the north (Morocco-Senegal) and during Late Jurassic to Early 
Cretacequs times in the south (Forster, 1978) . The time of opening of 
the South Atlantic has been estimated as Early Cretaceous, probably 
Valanginian, about US - 130 Ma ago (Larson and La.dd, 1973), but recent 
palaeanagnetic results (Schult and Guerreiro, 1979) indicate a small 
separation of South America and Africa fran the so-called "pre-drift 
configuration... This separation may reflect a pre-Triassic or Early 
Jurassic rifting phase which ranained essentially static throughout the 
Mesozoic until the end of r.a.rer Cretaceous time. The northern South 
Atlantic was canpletely open by Albian time, 100 - 105 Ma ago (Reyrnent, 
1969), although it was bounded to the north by a sinistral transfonn 
fault running fran south of Newf'oundland to the south of the Iberian 
peninsula. 
Before Late Cretaceous time, the continental landmass north of the 
Azores-Gibraltar Ridge ranained intact but rifting :tetween Portugal and 
the Grand Banks cannot be ruled out (Kristoffersen, 1978). The spreading 
phase :tetween Europe and North America began at the end of the Late 
Cretaceous nonnal geanagnetic polarity inteJ:val, about 90 - 95 Ma ago 
(Kristoffersen, 1978). The oldest marine magnetic ananalies recognised 
in the North East Atlantic were originally ananalies 31 and 32 (Williams 
and McKenzie, 1971) , but these have recently teen re-identified as 
ananalies 33 and 34 by Cande and Kristoffersen (1977) with a subsequent 
revision of the relative widths of magnetic polarity inte:rvals in the Late 
Cretaceous. However, the identification of ananaly 31 by Pitman and 
Talwani (1972) for the NW Atlantic and by Williams and McKenzie (1971) 
for the NE Atlantic was favoured by Srivastava (1978) as a result of geo-
physical investigations in the Labrador Sea. 
The date of the initial rifting episode :tetween Europe and North 
America has been estimated as Hauterivian (120 Ma ago) from geological 
considerations by Dewey et al (1973) who assumed a transfonn fault 
(North Pyrenean fault) bounding the Iberian peninsula to the north, as 
proposed by Le Pichon et al (197la, 197lb). Ha.vever, Ries (1978) con-
cluded that the sllt1ple rotation model proposerl by Carey (1958) and Williams 
(1975) for the opening of the Bay of Biscay was consistent with available 
geological and geophysical data. 
Initial rifting in the Bay of Biscay probably began during the Late 
Triassic and Jurassic (Ries, 1978) and the phase of seafloor spreading 
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coincided with opening between Iberia and the Grand Banks about 90 - 95 Ma 
ago (Kristoffersen, 1978). A ridge-ridge-ridge triple junction at the 
westem end of the Bay of Biscay was proposed by Kristoffersen (1978), 
the initial opening extending northwards fran the Azores-Gibraltar Ridge 
into Rockall Trough. During the interval 90 - 95 Ma to ananaly 34 
(Late Santonian), opening took place in Rockall Trough, Newfoundland 
separated fran Ireland and the Bay of Biscay opened as Spain rotated in 
an anticlockwise direction away fran Europe. Towards the end of ananaly 
34 time (Late Santonian) , spreading ceased in Rockall Trough and the 
spreading axis jumped westwards, south of Rockall Bank. This jump initiated 
the Charlie Gibbs fracture zone and another transfo.tm set south of Hattan 
Bank. Relative motion took place between North America and Rockall Bank 
for the first time. During the reversed magnetic interval between ananaly 
33 and 34 (Early Campanian), spreading ceased in the Bay of Biscay 
(83 Ma ago; Ries, 1978) and the triple junction west of Iberia became 
extinct (Kristoffersen, 1978). The westward migration of the spreading 
axis fran Rockall Trough was interpreted by Srivastava (1978) as 
coinciding wi. th the onset of seafloor spreading in the. labrador Sea about 
ananaly 32 time (75 Ma ago according to Hailwood et al, 1979). 
Alternatively, the spreading phases in the Rockall Trough and New-
foundland basin, between the Grand Banks and Portugal, may have been 
carmected by a NW-SE trending transfo.tm fault located eastwards of Orphan 
Knoll and Flemish Cap (Srivastava, 1978). Laughton (1975) further 
speculates that the transfo.tm fault may have extended to the north-west 
towards the Labrador Sea and that seafloor spreading may have occurred 
between SE Greenland and Hatton Bank contallporaneous wi.th the opening of 
Rockall Trough to fonn a proto- Iceland basin. Fran geophysical studies 
of the continental margin off Labrador and NE Newfoundland, Grant (1972) 
proposed the existence of an "intracratonic" depression along the proto-
Labrador Sea which was active since early Palaeozoic tbne and accanrodated 
Mesozoic sediments in a trough fm:med by graben subsidence. Thick 
sedimentacy sequences have been proved in offshore West Greenland in the 
Melville Bugt graben (Keen and Barrett, 1972) and although in situ sediments 
of pre-Cretaceous age have not been proved, their presence appears to be 
highly likely (Henderson, 1976). 
The presence of Mesozoic sediments has been postulated in Rockall 
Trough, overlying oceanic crust (Scrutton and Roberts, 1971) and Mesozoic 
sediments may also be present on the oontinental margin of SE Greenland 
(Featherstone et al, 1977). These predictions require confiDnation by 
drillmg but, if proved, they may reflect an episode of major graben 
subsidence prior to rifting and seafloor spread.ll'lg. 
A rower Penni.an age for seafloor spreading in the Rockall Trough 
has been proposed by Russell (1976) and Russell and Smythe (1978). 
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These authors extend the zone of Pemdan spreading northwards, through 
the Faeroe-Shetland Trough, into the NOl:wegian-Greenland Seas, so that 
this proto-northem North Atlantic Ocean opened before the Bay of Bis~y. 
Its extent was bounded to the north by the Greenland-Svalbard transfom. 
fault and to the south by the proto-Bay of Biscay fault. These transfom. 
faults are small circles with a c:cmnon pole of rotation (Russell and 
Smythe, 1978). Russell (1976) interprets the foundered continental base-
ment proposed by Talwani and Eldholm (1972) beneath the v¢rmg Plateau 
off westem Nozway as ocean floor basalt of Lower Pem.ian age. 
The5e conflicting hypotheses a:mcerning the early evolutionary 
histocy of the northern North Atlantic ranain unresolved. Deep borehole 
infom.ation is required to reduce the tmcertainties remaining in the 
interpretation of this caq;>lex area. 
The oldest marine magnetic ananaly recognised in the Labrador Sea was 
ananaly 32 (75 Ma old, campanian; Srivastava, 1978). Extensive tensional 
and block-faulting tectonics preceded the onset of seafloor spreading 
and sediment accumulation in subsiding graben structures developed 
(cf. Grant, 1972). Active seafloor spreading started in the southem 
Labrador Sea first and only began in the northern Labrador Sea during 
ananaly 28 time, preceded by a phase of crustal th:iJmi.ng and stretching 
in response to tensional stresses. Srivastava (1978) places ananaly 28 
in Maastrichtian time (about 68 Ma ago; Le Pichon et al, 1976) whereas 
Hailwood et al (1979) place ananaly 28 in the Early Palaeocene, about 
63 Ma ago. No active spread.ll'lg took place in Baffin Bay at this time. 
Imned.iately before ananaly 24 time (about 53 Ma ago), there was a 
drastic change in the spreading direction in the Labrador Sea induced by 
the onset of spreading in Baffin Bay, the opening of the Noz:wegian Sea 
and spreading between SE Greenland and Rockall Plateau. At this time, a 
ridge-ridge-ridge triple junction was established south of Greenland 
(Kristoffersen and Talwani, 1977) . 
Laughton (1975) postulated that the new spreading axis between 
Rock~l Plateau and Greenland was located to the east of the proposed 
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proto-Iceland basin, adjacent to the foot of Hatton Bank. This .ilrq;.>liecl 
that the pre-existing sea floor of Upper Cretaceous age was left ad-
joining the SE Greenland continental margin. However, Vann (1974) and 
Featherstone et al (1977) interpreted the gap of sane 80 km between 
Rockall Plateau and Greenland obsel:Vecl in pala~hic reconstructions 
as causecl by the subsidence of attenuated continental crust, giving 
rise to a magnetic snooth zone along the continental margin. In order 
to explain the obseJ:Ved discrepancy between the cx:mputed finite difference 
poles of rotation describing ocean floor spreading between ananalies 25 
and 32 in the Labrador Sea and the North Atlantic respectively, 
Srivastava (1978) concluded that the old oceanic crust interpretation 
was the most favcurable hypothesis. Although active seafloor spreading 
between SE Greenland and Rockall Plateau started at about ananaly 24 
time, the earlier phase of rifting inferred fran studies of the poles of 
rotation began as early as the Campanian (ananaly 32; about 75 Ma ago) 
and oceanic crust may have evolved between Greenland and Europe during 
this intezval (about 63 km of oceanic crust at a spreading rate of 
-1 2.5 mn yr between Greenland and Rockall Bank according to Srivastava 
(1978)) . Ha-JSVer, the subsidence of attenuatecl continental crust remains 
an equally valid solution to this problem. 
Seafloor spreading has continued in the Reykjanes Basin to the south 
of Iceland since ananaly 24 time. Featherstone et al (1977) noted the 
pinch-out of marine magnetic ananalies 22 through_ 24 against their pro-
posed ocean-continent boundary on the SE Greenland margin. A westward 
jump of the spreading axis just prior to ananaly 21 t.ime (47 - 48 Ma ago) 
has been proposed by Featherstone (1976) to explain this phenanenon in 
relation to the segment of ocean floor older than ananaly 21 located 
just north of Hatton Bank (Roberts, 1975) which apparently doubles its 
expectecl width. 
The spreading history to the north of Iceland was ext.renely canplex. 
Seafloor spreading in the No~ian Sea about the Aegir and Mohns Ridges 
started between ananaly 24 and 25 time (52 - 56 Ma ago) and until the 
cessation of spreading in the Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay just prior to 
ananaly 13 time (IaNer Oligocene, about 35 - 36 Ma ago), Greenland migrated 
to the north-west relative to Europe. Far this reason, only the NoJ:Wegian 
Sea opened up. This motion was acccmnodatecl by canpression and shearing 
along a transfonn fault separating Greenland fran SValbard and the Barents 
shelf. When spreading stopped in the Labrador Sea, Greenland began to 
move with the North American plate in an almost westerly direction 
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relative to Nol:Way and separation of the transfo:rm margins took place 
due to seafloor spreading about the Atka Ridge (also called the Knipovich 
Ridge) to create the Greenland ocean basin. The time of extinction of 
the triple junction to the south of Greenland was accurately dated by 
Kristoffersen and Talwani (1977), who reccgnised ananaly 13 as the oldest 
marine magnetic ananaly in the NW Atlantic area to continue parallel to 
the Reykjanes Ridge without deviation into the Labrador Sea. 
Spreading about the Mohns Ridge, between the Jan Mayen fracture zane 
to the south and the Greenland-Senja fracture zones to the north, has 
been relatively undistw:bed since. the time of initial opening. The 
oldest marine magnetic ananaly identified in the Iofoten Basin was 
ananaly 24 (Talwani and Eldholrn, 1977). North of the Greenland-Senja 
fracture zone, the asymnetric disposition of the Atka Ridge relative to 
the margins of the Greenland Sea and the txJ<JrlY developed magnetic 
ananalies in this basin were thought to indicate several eastward jumps 
of the axis location since the onset of spreading about ananaly 13 time 
(Talwani and Eldholrn, 1977) . Ho.vever, I.e Pichon et al (1977) considered 
the constraints imposed by seafloor spreading in the Eurasian Basin of 
the Arctic Ocean an any reconstruction of continental landmasses around 
the Atlantic Ocean. These authors concluded that the asymnetry of axial 
position shown by the Atka Ridge was a direct consequence of the spreading 
geanetry proposed and asymnetrical spreading or jumps of the ridge axis 
were redundant hypotheses. 
The Atka Ridge is offset to the west by the Spitzbergen fracture 
zone, a transfonn fault connecting the Atka Ridge to the Nansen Ridge 
in the Arctic Ocean. 
However, the evolution of the Norwegian Sea between Iceland and the 
Jan Mayen fracture zone was less straightforward. The major phase of 
seafloor spreading took place about the Aegir Ridge (Figure 1. 5) . 
The oldest marine magnetic ananaly identified in the Norway Basin 
was ananaly 23 (Talwani and Eldholrn, 1977). The absence of older ananalies 
pranpted Talwani and Eldholrn to suggest that an earlier, short-lived, 
spreading axis was active in the Nol:Way Basin shortly before ananaly 23 
time and· then, u:pon its extinction, the spreading activity migrated west-
ward to the Aegir Ridge. These authors speculated that the magnetic 
anomalies generated during the brief spreading episode prior to anomaly 23 
time lie adjacent to the Faeroe-Shetland escarpnent. 
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Havever, in recent work relating to the Norwegian Basin, Nunns ( 1980) 
and Robinson (1980) have identified ananaly 24 after reappraisal of marine 
magnetic ananaly correlations about the Aegir Ridge. 
'!he nature of the crust underly:ing the Faeroes is still the subject 
of controversy. Tal.wani and Eldholm (1972, 1977) considered the crust 
beneath the Faeroes to be of oceanic origin and they proposed the ocean-
continent boundazy to be situated along the eastern margin of the Faeroe 
block (that is, along the westem margin ofthe Faeroe-Shetland channel). 
In. contrast, Bott et· al (1974) forwarded the continental nature of the 
crust beneath the Faeroes, the ocean-continent boundaiy being along an 
escazpnent fomdng the western margin of this block. Unpublished multi-
channel seisnic reflection data and a reappraisal of magnetic ananalies 
to the west of the Faeroe-Shetland escazpnent (Robinson, 1980) lend 
support to the continental nature of the crust beneath the Faeroes. The 
location of the ocean-continent boundazy to the west of the Faeroes reduces 
the gap in the palaeogeographical reconstruction of the northem North 
Atlantic due to Talwani and _Eldholm (1977). 'Ihe fit of the continents 
aro1.md the North Atlantic Ocean as proposed by I.e Pichon et al (1977) also 
indicates continental crust beneath the Faeroes. 
The phase of seafloor spreading along the Aegir Ridge continued 
fran ananaly 24 time (about 52 Ma ago) 1.mtil about ananaly 7 time (about 
27 Ma ago). '!he magnetic ananalies generated by this, nCM extinct, 
spreading axis between ananaly 20 time and ananaly 7 time fonn a fan-shaped 
pattern in the Norway Basin, sane 300 km wide at its northern end na.rrc:Mi.ng 
to nearly 150 km width in the south. Talwani and Eldholrn (1977) dismissed 
the hypothesis that these ananalies were caused by rotation about a pole 
close to the southern extremity of the extinct axis and proposed the 
existence of a further spreading axis active over the same :period of time 
(between ananaly 7 and ananaly 20 time) during which the observed fan-sha:ped 
ananaly pattern was created. 
When the Aegir Ridge became extinct, the spreading axis jumped westward 
and the continental fragment (Johnson and Heezen, 1967; Johnson et al, 
1972) of the Jan Mayen Ridge was separated fran Greenland by seafloor 
spreading. This spreading episode was relatively short-lived and the 
extinct axis of the Iceland Plateau was abandoned before ananaly 5 time 
(10 Ma. ago) due to a further westward jump of spreading activity to fonn 
the presently active Kolbeinsey Ridge (also· called the Iceland-Jan Mayen 
Ridge) . Johnson et al (1972) proposed the existence of an :intennediate 
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spreading axis prior to the later phase associated with the Kolbe:insey 
Ridge but its position was relocated by Talwani and Eldholm (1977) on the 
basis of a re-identification of magnetic ananalies. The latter authors 
reported \IDpublished work by Chapnan and Talwani which suggests that 
spreading about the intennediate Iceland Plateau axis took place between 
ananaly 6A time (23 Ma ago) and ananaly SD time (18 Ma ago). 
Vogt et al (1980) studied detailed lON-level aeranagnetic data 
between Iceland and 70~ and, after a revised correlation of marine magnetic 
ananalies about the Kolbeinsey Ridge, concluded that the intennediate 
Iceland Plateau axis does not exist. 
Active seafloor spreading has continued along the Kolbe:insey Ridge 
since its initiation prior to ananaly 5 time (about 13 Ma ago; Talwan.i 
and Eldholm, 1977) to the present day. The asymnetric FQSition of the 
ridge axis was recognised by Johnson and Heezen (1967) who suggested the 
FQssible existence of an extinct spreading axis in the Nol:Way Basin. The 
discovery of the Aegir Ridge and its associated suite of magnetic ananalies 
vindicated their hypothesis. 
The Kolbe:insey Ridge is botmded northwards by the Jan Mayen fracture 
zone, the transfonn fault connecting this spreading axis to the currently 
active Mohns Ridge in the northern No:rwegian Sea. To the south, the 
Tjomes fracture zone offsets the spreading axis and provides a connection 
with the currently active spreading axis in the neovolcan.ic zone of 
eastern Iceland. However, Palmason (1974) and Saemundsson (1974) have 
both independently suggested that this axis has only been active for the 
past 3 or 4 Ma. Before this time, the western axis located approxiroately 
between the Reykjanes Peninsula and the Kolbeinsey Ridge was actively 
spreading. In their reconstruction and proposed spreading history for the 
Norwegian Sea, Talwani and Eldholm (1977) suggested that Iceland :t;er se 
only came into existence subsequent to ananaly 7 time (about 27 Ma ago). 
A number of geophysical surveys have been carried out over the 
Iceland-Faeroe Ridge (Batt, Bl:.UNi.tt and Stacey, 1971 ; Fleischer, 1971; 
Johnson and Tanner, 1972; Batt et al, 1974; Fleischer et al, 1974; 
Zverev et al, 1977; Batt and Gurmarsson, 1980). It represents a narrON, 
upstanding bathymetric feature about 400 rn deep along its smooth crest 
and it is separated fran the Iceland Block to the NW and the Faeroe 
Block to the SE by narrow, abrupt bathymetric scarps. Sediments are 
thin or absent over much of the crestal region except where preserved in 
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local troughs (for example, Bott et al, 1971). 
The correlation of marine magnetic ananalies has not been possible 
over the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge but sane large amplitude, circular magnetic 
ananalies probably indicate igneous intrusions of ring type associated 
with the eroded cores of ancient volcanoes (Ingles, 1971) . 
Bott (1974) emphasised the similarity of crustal structure beneath 
Iceland and the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge respectively and he referred to the 
crust beneath both regions as of Icelandic type. In both areas, variable 
upper crustal layers, most likely representing basaltic volcanics, are 
underlain by a well-defined main crustal layer of P-wave velocity 6.4 to 
-1 -1 6. 8 km s . Along the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge, a 6. 7 km s refractor at 
4 to 8 km depth represents the top of the main crustal layer (Bott and 
Gunnarssan, 1980). Ha.rever, beneath Iceland the depth to the Moho varies 
between about 8 and 18 km (Bott, 1974) in contrast with the estimated depth 
to the M:Jho beneath the central and south-eastern part of the Iceland-Faeroe 
Ridge of 30 to 35 km, shallowing by a few k.ilanetres to the NW approaching 
the Iceland Block (Bott and Gunnarsson, 1980). Also, an ananalously lCYN 
velocity upper mantle of P-wave velocity about 7.2 km s -l underlies Iceland 
-1 
whereas a more nonnal sub-Moho velocity of about 7. 8 km s represents 
the upper mantle beneath the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge (Bott, 1974; Bott and 
Gunnarsson, 1980). 
Although the crustal structure beneath Iceland and the Iceland-Faeroe 
Ridge is similar, significant differences are apparent. Bott (1974) lists 
the principal differences as follows: 
( 1) layer 1 ( 3. 2 - 4. 6 km s -l P-wave velocity and varying in thickness 
fran 0 to 3 km) beneath the aseismic ridge representing localised 
basins filled by pyroclastics and possibly sediments is absent on 
Iceland; 
(2) crustal thickness beneath the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge is significantly 
greater than beneath Iceland; 
(3) ananalously laY upper mantle P-wave velocities occur beneath Iceland 
in contrast with the fairly nonnal sub-Moho velocities beneath the 
Ridge; 
( 4) in general, corresponding layers beneath the Ridge exhibit higher 
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velocities than those beneath Iceland. 
Evidence far the nature of the crust beneath the Faeroe Islands was 
presented by Bott et al (1974). These authors proposed that continental 
crust underlies the Faerces because 
(1) P velocities of 5.9 to 6.2 km s -l and less, characteristic of the g 
Faeroe Islands, have not been observed beneath Iceland; 
(2) the main crustal layer of velocity 6.4 to 6.8 km s-l within Icelandic 
type crust has not been observed at shallow depth beneath the Faeroes; 
(3) an upper mantle velocity, P of 8.2 km s -l is observed beneath the 
. n -1 
Faerces but the ananalously low value of 7. 2 km s is observed below 
Iceland; 
(4) the crustal thickness beneath the Faeroes, about 37 to 40 km (Bott 
and Gunnarsson, 1980) , is substantially greater than beneath Iceland. 
Further evidence for the ocean-continent bounda.J:y being located 
between Icelandic type crust of the Iceland-Faeroe Ilidge and the proposed 
continental crust of the Faeroe Block was provided by the observation of 
converted P-waves originating at this continental margin (Bott et al, 1976). 
The unusual thickness of the Icelandic type crust beneath the Iceland-
Faerce Ilidge (nonnal oceanic crust has a thickness of order 7 km) has been 
attributed to vigorous differentiation of crustal material fran an under-
lying upper mantle at an exceptionally high temperature (Bott, 1974). 
Oceanic crust to the north and south of the Iceland-Faeroe Ilidge has been 
created by seafloor spreading over the last 53 Ma and it is likely that 
this ridge has been generated by processes related to the fonnation of the 
ocean basins contiguous to it. 
No detailed geophysical surveys have been undertaken over the Greenland-
Iceland Ilidge but its structure and origin is probably similar to that of 
the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge. 
The Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe aseismic ridge stcx:xl above sea level fran 
Eocene to Middle Miocene times (Vogt, 1972; Gr¢nlie, 1979) and provided 
a major barrier to water circulation in the North Atlantic Ocean (Vogt, 1972; 
Talwani and Udintsev, 1976). After subsidence of the ridge system, the 
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overflow of cold water fran the Norwegian Sea into the North Atlantic 
initiated fast-fleMing bottan currents (Vogt, 1972) and erosion of the 
South East Greenland continental scarp by contour currents (Featherstone, 
1976). 
Seafloor spreading continues today, as indicated by earthquake epicentres, 
along the Reykjanes Ridge, the neovolcanic zone of Iceland, the Kolbeinsey 
Ridge, the Mohns Ridge and the Atka Ridge, which is offset by transfonn 
faulting fran the Nansen Ridge in the Arctic Ocean. 
1. 4 The relationship between onshore geology of East Greenland and the 
evolution of the ocean basins in the northern North Atlantic 
Embodied in the scientific rationale motivating the marine geophysical 
cruise off the East . Greenland continental margin was an attempt to 
establish the relationship between the onshore field geology and the off-
shore structure inferred f~ geophysical measurements. 
Fran studies of the .Mesozoic faulting in Central East Greenland, 
Surlyk (1977) proposed a rncdel for the· Mesozoic basin develo:pnent of East 
Greenland which predicted the location of a t:ri pie. junction in the area 
south of Scoresby Sund and the existence of "failed ann" sedimentary 
basins caused by crustal updarning. In his sketch map reconstruction of 
the northern North Atlantic prior to opening, shONn in Figure 1. 6, Surlyk 
(1977, 1978) emphasised the Jurassic relationship between the Mesozoic 
sedi.Irenta.ry basins of Central East Greenland and the Viking graben of the 
North Sea. He further postulated the existence of a third ann to the 
graben structure along the East Greenland coast south of Scoresby Sund. 
Surlyk (1977) supported his hypothesis for a t.rip\e · junction fontai 
by crustal updaning with the following evidence: 
(1) the anns of \:.r·, p\e. junctions so for:rned are widest at the centre of 
the dare and becane narro.-rer with increasing distance fran the centre. 
The Jurassic basin of Central East Greenland narrows fran about 140 krn 
width in the south to only 10 - 20 krn in the north; 
(2) the ideal configuration of rifts radiating fran a \:r\p\e junction is 
a syrcrretric pattern of three graben at .an angle of 120° to one another. 
The sharp change in direction of the coastline south of Scoresby Sund 
~lies that a coast-parallel basin off the Blosseville coast would 
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Redrawn from SURLYK(1978) 
Figure 1.6 Sketch map showing basin formation related 
to the Mesozoic rift of East Greenland and 
contemporaneous rifts in the northern North 
Sea and North Atlantic Ocean. A postulated 
Jurassic t.r-ip\e junction south of Scoresb:y 
Sund is inferred. 
fonn an angle of about 120° with the roast-parallel Jurassic basin 
to the north; 
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(3) the direction of secli.Irent transport in the fault-controlled Jurassic 
basins of Central East Greenland indicates longitudinal sediment 
fill towards the south. I.Dngitudinal transport tCMards the centre 
of the tr\p\t.::- junction is characteristic of many "failed ann" 
sedimental:y basins. 
This m::xiel proposed by Surlyk predicted a major sequence of Mesozoic 
sediments offshore along the East Greenland continental margin. To what 
degree the distribution of graben structures had been affected by subsequent 
episodes of seafloor spreading throughout the Tertiary or whether sul:marine 
erosion had renoved any surviving remnants of the Mesozoic basin was a 
matter for speculation. Indeed, the very existence of such a sedim:mtal:y 
basin was entirely conjectural, althoughHenderson (1976) indicated the 
probable extent of major sedimentacy units off the roast of Greenland 
based on the interpretation of aeromagnetic data. 
It was the purpose of the 1977 geophysical cruise to East Greenland 
to tJ:y to find sana answers to these questions. 
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DATA ACQUISITION AND PRELIMINARY PRCX:ESSING 
2 .1 Introduction 
The continental margin of South East Greenland between latitudes 
58° and 65~ was investigated by Durham University during two geophysical 
research cruises in 1973 and 1974 (Featherstone, 1976). During late July 
and August 1977, a further marine geophysical investigation of the East 
Greenland continental margin was carried out between latitudes 63° and 
69 .1 %', thereby extending the previous survey area into the Denrrark 
Straits and beyond the sul:merged Greenland-Iceland aseismic ridge. 
The 1977 sw:vey was carried out by the research vessel RRS Shackleton. 
The ship was allocated and financially supJ?Orted by the Natural Environment 
Research Cot.mcil. 
Provisional ship 1 s track for the sw:vey was drawn up on the basis of 
an offshore ice-limit indicated by ice synopsis charts provided by the 
Meteorological Office, Bracknell. Actual ship 1 s track was updated during 
the cruise consistent with prevailing ice and v;eather conditions, and the 
inexorable demands of t..irre. 
Bathymetric, magnetic, gravity and multi-channel seismic reflection 
data were recorded along predominantly NW-SE profiles approximately per-
pendicular to the anticipated strike of the continental margin. The 
geophysical data were augmented by two diSJ?Osal sonobuoy seismic 
refraction/wide-angle reflection experiments. The survey area and the 
ship 1 s track are shown in Figure 1.1. 
The senior scientist responsible for the conduct of the research 
cruise was Mr J. H. Peacock. 
The ship was at sea for a total of 16 days (28 July until 13 August) , 
out of which 12 days v.>ere spent in active data acquisition in the survey 
area. With the exception of heavy stonns at the l:::egi.rming and end of the 
survey, good weather prevailed throughout the cruise. The northen1 lirni t 
of the geophysical investigation was dictated by extensive offshore ice 
conditions at latitude 69°N. Despite this, nearly 3500 km of continuously 
recorded bathyrretric, magnetic and gravity data were collected in the survey 
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area and approximately 2cxx:> krn of rnulti-charmel seismic reflection data were 
gathered in a series of nearly parallel profiles traversing the continental 
margin. 
2.2 Equip-rent and data acquisition 
The instr1..l!rentation for rreasurerrent and recording of geophysical and 
essential related data is outlined belCM. other important acquisition con-
siderations are included under the relevant section. 
Bathyrretl:y: 
IOS Precision Echo Solmder - Mark 3 (analogue) 
Digitrak Precision Depth Recorder (digital) 
Gravity: 
La Coste and Ranberg shipboard gravity rreter rrounted on a gyroscopically 
controlled stable platfonn 
.instruitent no. s - 4¢ 
t.ine constant = 4 minutes 
calibration constant = ¢. 9915 rrgals/division 
The La Coste and Ranberg stabilised platfonn shipboard gravity rreter, 
with its attendant CCllllpUter and servo-rrechanisms, was located just fo:rward 
of arnidshi ps, and at approximate sea level, in the gravi.neter roan of the 
RRS Shackleton. The overall length of the ship was 61 rretres and its 
displacanent was 1685 tonnes. 
The theoretical and practical considerations of rreasuring gravity at 
sea are discussed at length by Worzel and Harrison (1963), La Coste (1967) 
and La Coste, Clarkson and Hamilton (1967). 
The gravity rreter provided analogue output of the gravity rea.d.Ulg, 
the spring tension, the cross coupling correction and the total correction 
applied to the recorded gravity values. 
Gravity corrections due to the ship's rrotion (the Eotvos correction) 
were made off-line on the IBM 1130 crnputer during subsequent data 
reduction (see section 2. 3) . 
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The absence of track intersection points in order to assess discrepancies 
in gravity values resulting fran navigational inaccuracies and ins1:rll!rent 
drift was unfortunate. Stoiit'!Y weather toNards the end of the survey pre-
cluded a retum to Reykjavik along a track intersecting the profiles 
already surveyed. However, one track intersection point was achieved at 
68. 7063°N, 24.6067°W and the discrepancy l:etween gravity values on the two 
profiles at their ccnm::m point was found to l:e. 0. 7 Ill3'al. Valliant et al 
(1967) reported on sea-gravin'eter trials carried out on the Halifax Test 
Range in 1972. The test consisted of a total of 33 traverses over precisely 
located and calibrated test profiles. They defined their errors as the 
difference l:etween surface and underwater rreasured gravity values reduced 
to a catmOn datum. The mean observed error for the La Coste and Ranberg 
S-39 gravity rreter was 1. 8 ± 1.0 Ill3'al and the spread of errors was observed 
to l:e a nearly nonnal Gaussian distribution. 
Taking into account ins1:rll!rent drift considerations (see details of 
the gravity tie-ins, section 2. 4) , the survey gravity measurenents were 
probably accurate to within ± 2 .o Ill3'alS at worst. 
Magnetics: 
Varian proton precession rnagnetc:Ireter 
model no. 14937; serial no. lOS 
6 second polarisation period 
The proton precession rnagnetc:Ireter measured the total magnetic field 
of the earth. The details of its operation are well known (for example, 
Dobrin, 1976). The sensor bottle was encapsulated in a :robust waterproof 
container and towed behind the ship by a low-noise towing cable. The 
length of cable played out was approximately 183 rretres, about 3 tirres the 
length of the ship, in order to minimise the unpredictable magnetic effect 
of the vessel. Provided that the sensor bottle is more than 2 ship's 
lengths astern of the ship, the magnetic disturbance induced by most ships 
does not exceed 3y and can noiinally l:e neglected (Bullard and Mason, 1963). 
Navigation: 
LORAN Type C Receiver 
Magnavox Satellite Navigator 
Micro-Technica Sirius Gyro Ccmpass 
Weather facsimile receiver (ice synopsis charts) 
Grenway crystal clock and timing system 
'IW::>-canponent electranagnetic velocity log 
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The primary navigation method was provided by TRANSIT, the U.S. Navy 
Navigation Satellite system, which employs six satellites in circular, 
polar orbits circling the earth every 107 minutes approximately (Stansell, 
1978). The interval between position fixes varies fran about 35 to 100 
minutes depending on the navigator 1 s latitude but at typical survey 
latitudes of 60° - 70°, the average fix interval is approximately 30 to 
50 minutes. 
Satellite navigation E!fil?loys the Doppler shift of a signal transmitted 
by the satellite and received by the observer. For a rroving observer, the 
motion must be recorded before an accurate position fix can be canputed. 
The shipboard HP2100 ccmputer took ship 1 s speed from the two-canponent 
electranagnetic velocity log and ship 1 s heading f:rorn the gyre compass in 
order to canpute an approximate fix by dead reckoning. During a satellite 
pass, the Doppler count on the incaning signal was used to update the 
initial estimate to provide accurate fix solutions at the beginning and 
end of each Doppler count interval. When the fix solution had converged, 
delta-latitude and delta-longitude values were applied to the current 
position and so the accurm.ll.ated dead reckoning error was elim:ina.ted. 
A camplete discussion of fix accuracy is given by Stansell (1978) . 
Position fixes computed fram satellites with elevations between 10° and 70° 
were chosen, since passes falling outside these limits -were more ·likely to 
suffer degraded accuracy. Furthenrore, fix solutions requiring only 3 or 
4 i teratians to converge on to the final fix were selected in preference 
to other satellite fixes. Subject to these criteria, specific satellite 
fixes were transferred fram the satellite logger paper roll and input 
manually or on paper tape into a navigation file on the mobile IBM 1130 
canputer. 
Stansell (1978) estimated that for a stationary observer, fix accuracy 
was of the order of 50 metres root mean square radial error. HOtJever, a 
velocity-north solution for a rroving observer was subject to greater error 
and it may be opt:i.rnistic to claim absolute fix accuracies to within 100 
metres rms radial error for the cruise data. The single track intersection 
point result sha.ving a discrepancy of only 0. 7 rngal between the gravity 
values recorded at the carm::>n point along two independent profiles may 
.indicate good relative fix accuracy for the survey but on the basis of 
only one cross-over point, this is a tentative conclusion. 
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LORAN-e navigation data were also recorded at 10 minute intervals by 
the scientific watchkeepers. The basic principle of LORAN navigation was 
the use of tllne-difference readings representative of the relative positions 
of the receiver and three fixed location transmitters, carpris.ing two 
master/slave pairs. The master transmitter station was located on Eysturoy 
.in the Faeroe Islands and the two slave stations on the Snaefellsnes 
peninsular of Iceland (lane SL3-Y) and Jan Mayen Island (lane. SL3-Z) 
respectively (see LORAN-e Position Plotting Chart No. 7 404 , U.S. Defence 
Mapping Agency). Fix accuracy was a ftmction of the distance from each 
transmitter and the correct use of area correction factors on the LORAN-e 
charts. Accuracies of approximately 50 to 200 rretres were to be expected 
.in areas of good ground wave cover. 
HOif.lever, the angle of .intersection of the hype~l::x:Jlic lines of position 
corresponding to the available master/slave pairs .in the survey area was 
so acute as to be tmfavourable for accurate fix detennination. Therefore, 
it was decided not to use the LORAN-e navigation data, but to rely solely 
on satellite navigation for updating position est:i.ma.ted by dead reckoning. 
Data logger: 
The output fran the gravimeter, rnagnetareter, Digi track depth recorder, 
gyro canpass, crystal clock and electrcmagnetic velocity log (fore-aft and 
athwart velocities respectively) were sampled at 1 second intervals and 
recorded in multiplexed fonn on magnetic tape by a m:xlified Decca data 
logger (Stacey et al, 1972). The digitally recorded data were supplemented 
by analogue output fran the gravimeter, rnagnetaneter and precision echo 
sounder, the analogue records being armotated at 10 minute intervals by 
the scientific watchkeepers. 
A scientific log was continually updated at 10 minute intervals and 
this provided back-up data for the other pararreters .in the event of data 
logger failure or tape malf\IDction. Pararreters .included cc:mpass heading, 
fore-aft and athwart velocities, pairs of LORAN-e readings, details of satellite 
navigation fixes and general ccmnents relating to instrurrent performance 
and details of experimental status. 
Seismic source: 
3 Bolt airguns, synchronised to fire s:i.nrultaneously 
chaml:er capacity: 1 @ 4.92 litre and 2 @ 2.62 litre 
noiitlal working air pressure = 10. 3 - 12. 4 MPa 
naninal source depth = 6. 7 rn 
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The ideal seismic energy source consists of a delta function impulse 
whose frequency spectrum is constant over all frequencies. All frequencies 
are equally represented. A single airgun seismic source provides a sharp 
impulsive primary pulse but much of its energy remains to generate an 
extended series of secondaJ:y pulses. This bubble oscillation is very 
troublesare because if the dCMI'lgoing signal consists of the primary 
event plus a series of secondaJ:y pulses, any "single" event fran a sub-
surface reflecting horizon will appear on the reflection record as the 
primary plus a train of secondary arrivals. In this way, the bubble 
oscillations can <XIllpletely swamp real events on the seismic record. 
Bubble oscillation can be rerroved by the data processing technique 
of deconvolution or an at~t to suppress the train of bubble pulses can 
be made by design of a sui table airgun array. Moden'l seismic reflection 
surveys use a canbination of both methods. 
The airgun is a reliable and powerful seismic energy source producing 
a signature with a broadband energy spectrum (Brandsaeter, Fa.restvei t and 
Ursin, 1979). The objective of both deep penetration and high resolution 
can result in a <XIllpranise between their conflicting design requi.renents. 
High resolution danands a signal with a broad frequency spectrum. Deep 
penetration requires enhanced source strength within the low frequency 
canponents of the source spectrum (Brandsaeter et al, 1979). In designing 
a seismic aqquisition system, Giles and Johnston (1973) stress the inter-
dependence of source, receiver and recording systems. In particular, 
the far-field signature of the seismic pulse depends on the airgtm array 
depth, the streamer depth and the impulse response of the recording system. 
The output pressure waveform from a single airgun has been derived 
theoretically by Ziolkowski (1970). The fo:rrn of the radiated pressure 
and the oscillation of bubble radius from a single airgun are shown in 
Figure 2 .1. The period of oscillation of the bubble pulses for a single 
airgun is given approximately (Giles and Johnston, 1973) by: 
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Figure 2.1 The radiated pressure and oscillation of bubble radius 
from a single airgun of capacity 0.155 l, o~erating at 
depth 14m and air pressure 13.3 MPa. Ro is the radius 
of the bubble at which the internal pressure and 
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hydrostatic pressure are equal (redrawn from Ziolkowski, 1970). 
where T == the bubble period (seconds) 
P = the absolute gun chamber pressure (bars) 
V = the gun chamber volurre (litres) 
P = the absolute hydrostatic pressure (bars) . 
0 
This equation does not take into account the perturbing effects of 
the sea/air interface and the proximity of other airguns on the bubble 
period estimated. These effects are discussed at length by Giles .and 
Johnston (1973) and Safar (1976a, 197Gb), but see also Buchanan (1977), 
Ziolkowski (1977) and Safar (1978). 
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Equation 2 .1 indicates that the frequency content of the airgun 
signature is controlled by the size of the initial bubble. Large gun 
chamber volumes and high ccrnpressed air pressures give long period bubble 
oscillations and enhance the low frequency content of the spectnun. Con- . 
versely, increasing the depth of the airgtm reduces the bubble period and 
so increases the frequency of the pulse. However, Mayne and Quay (1971) 
carried out tests to detennine the seismic signatures of large airguns 
and observed that at shallow depths, relative responses at high frequencies 
were enhanced relative to airgun signatures obtained at greater depth due 
to surface reflection fran the sea/air interface. These authors also 
observed an increase in the low frequency content of the airgun signature 
at shallo.-.er depths. The results were obtained with a 16. 39 2 divided-
chamber airgun operating with an air pressure of 11.7 MPa at ·depths of 
6.1 m and 12.2 m respectively. 
The initial pressure of the a::liipressed air in the gun chamber is not 
a crucial factor in detennining the bubble oscillation frequency, especially 
at high pressures. Giles (1968) carried out tests with a 0.66 2 airgun at 
9. 8 m depth and observed a peak frequency change fran 24 to 23 Hz for a 
pressure change fran 10.3 to 13.8 MPa. He concluded that a fluctuation in 
air pressure of ± 0.68 MPa was easily tolerable and would still yield a 
reliable and reproducible seismic signature. 
Therefore, by using several different guns with different chamber 
sizes synchronised to fire simultaneously, it is possible to generate a 
broad, flat frequency spectrum between reasonably specified limits and so 
shape the output spectrum in order to approach the broadband characteristic 
of the ideal seismic signature (Giles, 1968). 
The far-field signature of a single airgun represents the superposition 
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of the primary pulse and ghost arrivals from the sea/ai.r interface above 
the source and receiver respectively. The radiation pressure frcm the 
airgun propagates approximately as a spherical bubble. On reflection at 
the sea/air boundary, the up-going signal is reflected downwards with a 
phase change of -1T. Therefore, an inverted, ti.Ire-delayed wavefonn is 
superimposed on the down-going primary. Ziolkowski (1971) develops this 
theory for a single airgun and concludes that whenever the source depth, 
ds and receiver depth, <\. are integer multiples of A/2 (where A = the 
fundarrental wavelength of the bubble pericx:l) , . zeroes will appear in the 
frequency spectrum of the received signal at frequencies, f given by 
v 
w f =-A 
where A = the wavelength associated with the bubble pericx:l 
V = the velocity of the seismic pulse in water. 
w 
2.2 
The airgun depth, d s and streamer depth, <\. for the East Greenland 
survey were different (~ ~ 2ds) so that two sets of zerces in the 
frequency spectrum of the recorded signal were generated due to ghost 
superposition on the primary signal. Ziolkowski (1971) proposed the 
elimination of zeroes in the frequency spectrum of the received signal by 
using several non-interacting airgtmS of different chamber capacities 
located at different depths. However, this theory was restricted to air-
guns sufficiently separated to ensure that each bubble acted independently 
of the other bubbles. 
Nootel::x:x:m (1978) investigated ai.rgun separation distances necessary 
to prevent bubble interaction and observed that it was the capacity of 
the larger of two airguns which detennined the separation necessary to 
prevent interaction. Nootebcx:m gave the following relationship: 
1/3 
o = s .1 ( :
0
) v
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where D = the distance between the guns in rretres 
. -2 
P = the absolute gun chamber pressure in Nm 
P = the absolute hydrostatic pressure in Nm - 2 
0 3 
V = the chamber volurre of the large gun in m • 
2.3 
At a naninal depth of 6. 7 m and an air pressure of 10. 3 MPa, Nootebcx::m' s 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram illustrating the towing arrangement and 
airgun separation distances for the 3-airgun array used 
during the East Greenland marine geophysical survey, 1977. 
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so 
criterion predicts a mininrurn separation distance of 4. 6 m for the 4. 92 R.. 
airgun. The arrangement and dimensions of the 3 airgun array used for the 
marine survey are shown in Figure 2. 2. The separation distance of 0. 9 m 
suggests that the bubble pulses fran each airgun were very strongly inter-
acting. 
A simple calculation is carried out retrospectively in order to 
assess the perfonnance of the airgun array. let us estimate the equilibrium 
bubble radius, R of each airgun when firing independently of one another. 
0 
The extension of bubble theory, developed for a single airgun in the absence 
of boundaries, to an array of 3 airguns whose bubble pulses THere strongly 
interactive represents a crude, first-order approximation but it does 
provide a working rrodel for the operation of the airgun array. 
The equilibrium bubble radius, R is the radius of the bubble at 
0 
which the partial pressure of air inside the bubble is equal to the hydro-
static pressure outside the bubble and at an infinite distance away fran 
it. Assuming a perfectly adiabatic bubble oscillation, the equation of 
state for a fixed mass of gas is given (Ziolkowski, 1970) by: 
pVl = CONSTANT 
where P = the pressure of gas 
V = the volume of gas 
n = y = the ratio of specific heats. 
Using Equation 2. 4 and assmning that the initial gas bubble is a 
sphere of volume equal to the airgun chamber, the equilibrium radius, R 
0 
of the gas bubble is given by: 
R = (1...)1/3 V 1/3 ( pI )l/3n 
o 4~ I P 0 . 
where PI = the initial air pressure in the airgun chaml:er 
VI = the volume of the airgun chaml:er 
P0 = the hydrostatic pressure o~tside the bubble. 
2.4 
2.5 
The equilibrium radii for the 4.92 R.. and 2.62 R.. airguns respectively 
are tabulated, together with their respective bubble periods and associated 
data, in Table 2 .1. The data are calculated for a naninal airgun pressure 
of 10.3 MPa') n =-1. r~ o.ncl Po = o. o~CO M PQ. ~ot' (..)o.tet depth= b .1 n\. 
Table 2 .1 Calculated airgun parameters for naninal airgun pressure of 
10.3 MPa 
AIRGUN BUBBLE BUBBLE EQUILIBRIUM 
CAPACITY PERIOD rnmuENCY BUBBLE RADIUS 
litres X 10-3 Hertz m=tres 
seconds 
2.62 82 12.2 0.38 
4.92 101 9.9 0.46 
10.16 129 7.8 -
It is interesting to note that Safar (1976b) deduced that the 
minlmurn distance, D necessary to prevent bubble interaction between any 
pair of identical guns is approximately given by: 
D ::: 10 R 
0 
The value of R = 0.46 rn for the 4.92 i airgun yields a value for 
0 
D = 4. 6 rn which agrees with the predicted separation distance given by 
Nootel:xxm (1978), Equation 2.3. 
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2.6 
Inspection of Figure 2.1 shows that after the airgun has been fired, 
the initial pressure pulse peaks and falls to its equilibrium value, whilst 
the bubble radius increases and attains its equilibrium value, R for the 
0 
first time. How long does it take for the bubble radius to expand to its 
equilibrium value? Table 2.2 gives approximate times taken for the 
.. 
initial bubble to expand to its equilibrium value. These data were taken 
fran actually recorded pressure signatures observed by Mayne and Quay 
(1971} and Smith (1975). 
The time taken for the bubble to attain its equilibrium volume 
appears to be approximately independent of airgun size for the 4. 92 i and 
2. 62 i a.irgtms, and an average time of 11 rns has been adopted. The 
geanetry of the bubble pulses for the 3 airgun array, 11 rns after the shot 
instant, is shown in Figure 2.3. The simple theory predicts no overlap 
between bubbles until after the primary pressure pulse has been radiated. 
The bubble radii oontinue to increase through their respective equilibrium 
values and each bubble expands to a maxirm.Irn radius typically of the order 
1. 8 Fa (Ziolkowski, 1970, 1977). Therefore, al.rrost imrediately after the 
primary pressure pulse has been radiated fran each airgun, the bubbles over-
lap and coalesce to fonn one large bubble. 
AIRGUN CAPACITY, litres 
2.62 4.92 2.62 
0 1 I .2 .4 .6 .a I 
I I I I 
metres 
Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram to show the geometry of the 3 airgun bubble 
pulses 11ms after the shot instant. Ro represents the equilibrium 
radius of each respective airgun. 
lJ1 
1\.) 
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Table 2. 2 Observed values for the t.irne taken by the initial bubble to 
attain its equilibrium radius, R
0 
TIME FOR AIRGUN AIR AIRGUN 
BUBBLE TO CAPACITY PRESSURE DEPTH REFERENCE 
ATl'AIN R litres Ml?a rretres 
-3 0 
X 10 sec. 
13 4.92 9.0 7.9 Smith (1975) 
10 4.92 11.7 6.1 Mayne and 
Quay (1971) 
ll 2.62 8.6 4.6 Smith (1975) 
8.3 8.5 
Safar (1976a) made two important points. Firstly, he estimated that 
80% of the equilibrium volume of the air bubble for a single airgun is 
occupied by the gun. Secondly, the initial volume of the bubble is con-
siderably less than that predicted by assuming a spherical source with 
initial volume equal to that of the airgun chamber. The first point 
.indicates that the equilibrium radius, R estimated fran the s:i.n'q?le theory 
0 
is probably too small since a fixed mass of gas will occupy a smaller 
volume than the actual gas plus airgun oombination at the same external 
pressure. The second point means that the equilibrium radius estirnated 
fran Equation 2. 5 is too large since VI was overestimated. 
Fortunately, although the relative magnitude of these opposing 
constraints cannot be estimated here, their effects tend to cancel one 
another and it probably .indicates that the estirnated equilibrium radius, 
R is approximately correct. 
0 
Giles and Johnston (1973) pointed out that using an array of small 
airguns placed close enough together so that their bubbles coalesce when 
fired simultaneously is a more effective method of obtaining the pulse of 
an equivalent volume large airgun. The initial pulses of each gun are not 
attenuated but reinforce each other to provide an enhanced primary pulse. 
The .interaction of the coalesced bubbles tends to attenuate the bubble 
pulse carpared with the output frc:rn a single large airgun of equivalent 
volume. 
The bubble period of the coalesced guns is the same as the period 
of a single big airgun of the sarne total volume. The bubble period of the 
airgtm array of total volume 10.16 t is 129 ms canpared with the periods 
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of 101 ms for the 4. 92 ~ gun and 82 ms for the 2. 62 ~ gun (Table 2 .1) . 
The presence of two different gun chamber volumes in the array 
provided a broader frequency spectrum in the far-field signal and the 
different bubble oscillation periods caused roore effective bubble pulse 
attenuation in the coalesced bubble, therefore yielding a superior 
primary-to-bubble ratio relative to a single gun of the same total volume. 
The superposition of the 3 primary pressure pulses provided a higher 
amplitude primary signal than that obtained fran an equivalent voltm~e single 
airgun. 
Unforttm.a.tely, the signature of the airgun array was not measured at 
sea by using a single hydrophone to record the far-field signal. The 
signature was not m:::nll.tored throughout the sw:vey either, although small 
variations of the erni tted signal can occur due to airgun synchronisation 
errors, fluctuations in gun depths related to ship' s speed and failures 
of single guns (Nooteboan, 1978) . However, Nootel::x:x::m camnented on the 
use of the constant m:mi toring of the airgun signature to provide data for 
the derivation of a deconvolution filter for each trace and concluded that 
it was ineffective for a signal with primary-to-bubble ratio better than 7. 
Seismic streamer: 
Geanechanique 'Flexotir' marine seismic streamer; 
11 active sections, each active section 50 m in length, 
48 hydrophones per section arranged in 3 in-series groups of 
16 detectors connected in parallel; 
50 m passive sections se:parating active sections 
offset = 228 m 
total length = 1345 m 
depth of carnpensation = 12.2 m 
The seismic streamer was towed behind the ship and its precise layout 
is shown in Figure 2. 4. Each section of the seismic streamer consisted of 
an approximately neutrally buoyant, oil-filled neoprene tube containing 
stress rre.mbers and mechanical and electrical connectors. The active 
sections contained, in addition, 48 equally-spaced hydrophones arranged 
in 3 groups, each group canprised of 16 hydrophones connected in parallel. 
The outputs fran the three groups were sunmed in series to form an array 
and this signal fonned the input to one channel of the shipbome recording 
system. 
228m ~ TAILBUOY 
~ 4 ~:::.c:;;;:: .........__, ~ - - --- ~ ... - - .... ~ -SEA 
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2 
! 
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Figure 2.4 Towing arrangement of the hydrophone streamer and airgun array for the acquisition of multi-channel 
seismic reflection data, East Greenland marine survey, 1977. 
l1l 
l1l 
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The seismic streamer incorporated a lJmited number of noise-reduction 
features. In order to decouple the streamer fran the motion of the ship, 
the streamer was attached to the tc:Ming cable through a 100 rn long spring 
section. Two lead weights were attached to the tow cable in order to 
sul:::rne.rge the rest of the streamer to a suitable towing depth. Each 
active section of the streamer was separated fran its neighbour by a 
passive section. The effect of the motion of the tailbuoy was suppressed 
by tenninating the streamer with a passive section. 
The tow-depth was controlled by two depth controllers, 'condeps' or 
'birds' , fitte:i irrmed.iately before active sections 1 and 5 respectively. 
The angle at which the fin of each controller moved through the water 
was governed by the pressilre difference between canpressed air in a tank 
in each bird and the hydrostatic pressure of the surrounding water. The 
depth of oampensation was set at 12.2 rn. 
A canplete discussion of hydrophone streamer noise is given by 
Bedenbender, Johnston and Neitzel (1970) and Schoenberger and Mifsud (1974). 
Reduction of the absolute ta-~-noise level is equivalent to increasing the 
depth of penetration of the seismic systan, since the ultimate resolution 
of primary arrivals fran deep reflecting horizons is governed by the noise 
level in the ac:quisition instrumentation. 
Schoenberger and Mifsud (1974) carried out sea-going trials on a 
streamer already designed to incorporate several noise reduction features. 
Their conclusions and the implications for the seismic streamer used for 
the East Greenland survey are sunmarised here: 
(1) The depth controller 'birds' were identified as significant discrete 
noise sources. The bird noise was local and syrnnetric, and its 
spectral characteristics were found to lie in the seismic band between 
7 and 30 Hz. A minimum separation of about 3 rn between bird and 
active section was recarmende:i on the basis of noise level observations 
in hydrophone response adjacent to depth controllers. The noise level 
was found to be about 14 db above the ambient noise level at a 
distant hydrophone along the streamer at tow speeds around 9. 8 krn hr -l. 
Hence, the location of depth controllers inmediatel y preceding active 
sections 1 and 5 probably was a source of local noise on these seismic 
charmels. 
The ship, lead-in cable and tailbuoy were not considered to be 
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significant discrete noise sources. 
(2) The rana.ining non-bird noise was concentrated in the frequency range 
between 10 and 25 Hz. Randan and coherent noise canp:ments were 
recognised. 
The array of n hydrophones improved the signal to noise ratio for 
randan noise by a factor of rn. The hydrophone separation in each 
active section was 1. 0 rn. Schoenberger and Mifsud found that the 
coherence distance for their streaner was less than 2. 4 rn (the 
coherence distance is the smallest separation of hydrophones for 
which the noise is still uncorrelated) . Assuming that the 1 randan 1 
noise was still uncorrelated for the array with detector spacing of 
1.0 rn, the signal to randan noise irnprovanent for n = 48 was a factor 
of 6. 9 relative to that of a single hydrophone. 
The array was less effective in reducing coherent noise. Since the 
main energy of the noise was in the seismic frequency range between 
10 and 15 Hz, this was only to be expected. Savit, Brustad and 
Sider (1958) developed the following expression for the amplitude, 
\i of the output fran an array of M detectors evenly distributed 
over an aperture, s: 
. [ M 
- SJ.n H • 
~- . [ 1 M sm M-1 • 
where A. = the apparent wavelength of the incident wavefonn. 
2.7 
The effective aperture of each active section of the streaner was 
slightly less than its naninal length because the hydrophones were 
mounted aJNaY fran the ends of the active section. The fonn of the array 
response for S = 4 7 rn and M = 48, equal gain detectors is shown in 
Figure 2.5. Schoenbe1:ger and Mifsud (1974) observed that the 
daninant coherent noise was in the fonn of a wave travelling 
horizontally away fran the boat with a velocity of 1524 rn s -l. For 
this velocity, each array of the "Flexotir" streamer acted as a lav 
pass filter with cut-off frequency about 30 Hz, a 3 db point at 14 Hz 
and an attenuation rate of approximately 21 db/octave in the range 
between frequencies 14 and 30 Hz. Note that the direct water wave 
(with approximate velocity of 1460 rn s-1) fran the airgun source 
0.6 
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Figure 2.5 The array response for each active section of the hydrophone 
streamer, each section consisting of 48 equal gain hydrophones 
separated by a distance of 1m. 
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suffered a similar degree of attenuation. 
What about the effect of each array on seismic arrivals? The apparent 
velocity, V~ of an .incident seismic event is given by: 
v 
VA= cos 9 
where V = the actual velocity of the .incident wavefront 
(= the velocity .in water, 1460 m s -l) 
e = the angle between the streamer and the ray path of the 
incident wave. 
2.8 
For e = 70° and a frequency of 30 Hz, the relative amplitude of the 
signal passed by one array of the "Flexotir" streamer was about 0. 82. 
Far lGJer frequency events and arrivals impinging on the streamer at 
steeper angles, the degree of attenuation was even smaller. 
(3) The general conclusion regarding hydrophone streamer noise was that 
it was not induced by electrical noise or ambient sea conditions. The 
noise was locally generated. It was tmifonn along the cable but was 
not prcxluced by cable strurcming and vortex shedding. Pressure 
fluctuations along the cable were also considered to be unlikely sources. 
The nature of the noise source was not known. 
The superposition of ghost arrivals on seismic signals .incident on 
the streamer due to reflections fran the air/sea .interface has already been 
discussed .in oormection with the design of the airgun array. 
No measurement of the feather.ing angle of the seismic streamer was 
made dur.ing the survey (the feather.ing angle is defined as the angle between 
the profile along which the ship is sailing and the l.ine of the seismic 
streamer). Disregard of feather.ing resulted .in a degraded resolution of 
the f.inal stacked seismic reflection rerord because reflection po.ints -were 
no longer carmon as assumed in ccmnon depth point (COP) stacking. However, 
since the survey program was primarily undertaken to def.ine st.nlctural 
trends on a regional scale, no c~ation for feathering was necessary 
(Renick, 1974) . 
Seismic rerording: 
Series 1010 Geophysical Digital Recording System manufactured by 
SDS Data Systems (SDS 98 01 37A) <Xlillprising: 
(1) signal conditioning cabinet including gain control and geophysical 
low-pass and high-pass filters; 
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(2) recorder cabinet with 2 magnetic tape transports (Model no. FT 152, 
Potter Instrument Co., Inc); digital data recorded on to 9 track, 
~ inch, 800 bytes per inch, gap less magnetic tape (Marorex) ; 
(3) power unit cabinet consisting of Lambda Electronics, Model IM, 
Regulated Power Packs; 
(4) Me1stet- eo~ttol u11i.t it\cotpor-o.bt\~ s~ste.M c.ontt-ol lo~ic, O.i\a.lo5u-e 
Seismic display: f\\ulhple.x~t- ar.d. a4\Q\o~ue to d.i~\to.l c.on\/e.t~e.t: 
(1) 2 EPC single-channel variable area display units using an electrically 
generated spark on heat sensitive paper; 
(2) 1 Geospace Digital Seismic M:lnitor Recorder (Model no. MR-lOlA); a 
single-channel variable area display using galvananeter reflected beam 
trace on light-sensitive paper (the quality of the records deteriorated 
with age and exposure to light) . 
For each of the 11 seismic channels, a line balancing circuit was 
used to match the impedance of the amplifier to the high impedance of each 
active section of the streamer to enable optinrurn power transfer. A 
ccmnon m::xie rejection technique was used (Havill and Walton, 1975). 
The analogue input to each channel was subject to an anti -aliasing 
filter. The alias filter was an active, low-pass filter with a 3 db point 
selected at a frequency of 62.5 Hz and a "roll-off" of 72 db/octave. The 
sampling frequency used for seismic acquisition wa.S 256 Hz. Hence, the 
sc31lq)ling interval was 4 ms and the Nyquist frequency was 125 Hz. 
High- and low-pass analogue filters were optionally available on each 
seismic channel depending on the nature of the acoustic noise. The lOti-
pass filter was active, with a 3 db point manually selectable fran any of 
3 values in the range 50 to 100 Hz and a "roll-off" of 24 db/octave. The 
high-pass filter was passive, with a 3 db point manually selectable fran 
any of 3 values in the range of 5 to 35 Hz and a "roll-off" of 18 or 24 
db/octave. 
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True amplitude recovery was made available by a binary gain ranging 
(BGR) amplifier with a dynamic range of 160 db. However, care was exercised 
in the selection of early gain control applied to the analogue signal in 
order to avoid saturation of the BGR amplifier by the first arrivals. 
The Master Control Panel governed the operational sequence and the 
magnetic tape fonnat. The length of recording time was set to 7 s for the 
multi-channel seismic data and to 12 s for sonobuoy data acquisition 
(channel 12). Adjustable elements of the digital gain control (CGC). were 
the rate of change of the amplifier gain applied to the time sequence 
representing late arrivals and the delay for which the analogue signal was 
to be held in order to prevent over amplification of early arrivals. 
Each channel was sampled by an analogue multiplexer, subjected to 
autanatic gain control and converted fran analogue to digital fonn by a 
16-bi t 'i.Ord analogue-to-digital converter. The seismic data were then 
stored in mu.l tiplexed fonn on magnetic tape. 
Thus, for each shotpoint, the sequence of events for the data 
acquisition process was as follows: 
1. A timer pulse generated by an internal clock signals acquisition 
sequence initialisation. 
2. Magnetic tape rev.rmmd until end-of-file (EOF) mark of previous 
data set located and any tape malfunction or malposition sensed. 
No errors indicated, then tape c::ares forward. 
3. Preset early gains chosen for amplification of signal fran each 
channel. 
4. Format the magnetic tape and write header block data with early 
gains. 
5. Fire airguns. 
6. Seismic time sequence of each channel subject to pre-amplification 
and arrives at analogue multiplexer. Data multiplexed. 
7. Analogue to digital conversion and seismic data stored in multi-
plexed fonnat on magnetic tape. 
8. "Read after write" facility and de-rrD..lltiplexing of data for single 
channel display on shipbome monitor (EPC or Geospace display) . 
The shot interval was 21 s and the above sequence of events, 1 - 8, 
was repeated for every shotpoint. 
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Figure 2.6 Schematic block diagram of the Series 1010 Geophysical Digital Recording System (SDS Data Systems, SDS 98 
01 37A) used for multi-channel seismic reflection data acquisition on the East Greenland marine survey, 1977. 
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The A/D converter had facility for 30 input channels; 24 primary data 
charmels, 3 auxiliaxy charmels and 3 timing channels - "up-hole" geophone, 
water-break detector for the time origin and a time code for record delay 
since shot instant. 
The "read after write" facility was basically the inverse of the 
recording sequence and parity checks were made to validate the most recently 
written data on the magnetic tape. Each 20-bit word consisted of 15 bits 
for the A/D conversion, . 4 bits to store the binary gain factor and 1 bit 
to represent the "sign" of the signal. The reconstituted data was then 
displayed on the two EPC shipboard monitor display units in order to 
check the recorded data and to observe any subsurface geological features 
discemable on the single charmel record. Channel 2 was chosen for display 
because it exhibited the highest signal to noise ratio. Record lengths of 
1 and 4 s twt:rway travel time respectively were displayed. 
The Geospace single-channel monitor recorder was used primarily to 
record the progress of disposable sonobuoy exper:i.rnents. 
The seisnic acquisi tian systen is sumnarised in Figure 2. 6. 
The seisnic recording systen was provided by Durham University and 
its q::eration was supervised by the senior scientist, Mr J. H. Peacock. The 
rest of the equipnent and technical expertise was made available by the 
Natural Enviromnent Research Council through the Research Vessels' Base, 
Ban:y. 
2 . 3 Prel.irninaJ:y shipboard processing 
Preliminary processing and reduction of gravity, magnetic, bathymetry 
and navigation data were carried out on a mobile IBM 1130 canputer system 
(Stacey et al, 1972) installed in the ship's hold. 
The geophysical data, sampled at 1 second intervals, ware stored in 
multiplexed fonnat in 10 second data blocks on magnetic tape by the 
modified Decca data logger. These data were transferred fran magnetic 
tape on to disc, the data being de-nn.1ltiplexed, checked and sm:x:>thed as 
required to provide a continuous function suitable for filtering. 
The purpose of filtering the geophysical data recorded by the data 
logger was to renove the attenuation and phase distortion of the gravity 
data introduced by the heavy air damping of the gravimeter beam and to provide 
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an accurate cut-off frequency for all the parameters related to the gravity 
measurements, including the recorded navigation data (Stacey et al, 1971). 
Frequency filtering was carried out in the discrete tine danain by the 
convolution of the digital filter impulse response with the Sc3It"pled data. 
Filtering was applied in two stages. A la-~-pass filter with cut-off 
frequency of 1/20 Hz was applied to all parameters and consisted of 141 
coefficients. A second stage filter with cut-off frequency of 1/240 Hz, 
consisting of 191 coefficients, acted as a weighted low-pass filter for 
the gravity data and a flat la-~-pass filter for the other parameters. 
Finally, the filtered navigational and geophysical data Sc3It"pled at 
1 s intervals were reduced to data sampled at 2 minute intervals, and also 
at l/10 minute intervals for the bathymetric and magnetic data. 
Having input selected satellite navigation data into the IBM 1130 
canputer, the ship 1 s track calculated by dead reckoning was adjusted to 
fit the accurate satellite position fixes. In this way, position fixes at 
2-minute intervals along ship 1 s track were calculated. '!his canpleted the 
processing of navigation data. 
The free air gravity ananaly was calculated using the International 
Gravity Fonrru.la (1967), having tied-in the relative readings of the ship-
borne gravimeter to the absolute value of gravity at a temporary base 
station established in Reykjavik harbour. The details of the gravity tie-
ins are given in Section 2.4. 
The gravity readings taken at sea were corrected for the EotvOs effect 
caused by the rrotion of the ship relative to the rotating earth. The 
resulting centripetal acceleration was eliminated by applying the correction, 
E given by 
E = 2wV cos cp sin a 
where w = the angular velocity of the earth 
V = the absolute speed of the ship 
cp = the latitude 
a = the az.inUJ.th along which the ship is heading. 
2.9 
Equation 2.9 indicated that the navigation errors impose serious 
limitations on the accuracy of gravity measurements taken on a rroving 
platfonn at sea. For example, for a = 90° and cp = 66°, an error in ship 1 s 
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speed of 1 km hr produces an effect of 1. 7 I1Y3'al and an error in latitude 
of 100 rn prcduces an effect of 0. 7 I1Y3'al. For north-south motion, an 
error of 2° in ship's heading results in an effect of 0. 7 I1Y3'al. 
Finally, the free air gravity ananaly was canputed by subtracting 
the theoretical gravity value at the ship's geographical location fran the 
corrected, observed gravity value at that point. 
Instrument drift was investigated by a gravity tie-in to the gravity 
base station in Reykjavik during the mid-cruise port call on Julian Day 225. 
The observed instrument drift was +0.38 I1Y3'al. Since the magnitude of 
the drift was small, no correction for mstrurnent drift was applied to the 
gravity data. A further gravity tie-in was carried out in Manchester, 
England after canpletion of the total survey programme and the observed 
drift was + 0. 2 9 rrgal. 
For the magnetic data, the magnetic ananaly was calculated as the 
difference between the observed total magnetic field and the theoretical 
value predicted by the International Geanagnetic Reference Field (IGRF), 
Epoch 1965.0. The spherical hal:m:lnic canponents of the IGRF were expressed 
in the Schmidt quasi-nonnalised fo:cn (Barraclough, 1978). No corrections 
were applied for dil.lD'lal variation. 
Bathymetric data fran the data logger magnetic tape were recorded in 
metres, a velocity of sound in water of 1463 rn s -l (800 fathan s -l) having 
been assumed during the conversion of two-way transit t..ilres into depths by 
the precision depth reoorder. Having located the relevant Matthews Area 
for the survey and input this information into the IBM 1130 canputer, a 
correction for the variation in the velocity of sound in sea-water was 
applied so that oorrected depths could be calculated. The Matthews Area 
correction takes the fo:cn of coefficients for a polynanial calculated to 
fit the oorrections for a specified area and includes adjustments for 
salinity, terrperature and location over the world's oceans (Matthews, 1939). 
Throughout the processing sequence, the facility to display the data 
in the fo:rm of maps and profiles was used extensively. Obvious spikes in 
the data were edited manually. Finally, the processed geophysical data 
were displayed as profiles and as profiles along si.rrplified ship's track 
on a map of scale 1 : l,cxx:>,cxx:> (Mercator projection). For canpleteness, 
the profile data are presented in Appendix A, and a chart with geophysical 
data plotted along si.rrplified ship's track is stored in the pocket inside 
the ba.ckcover of this thesis (Enclosure 1) • 
The progranming sequence used for the reduction and preliminary 
processing of the geophysical data is fully documented by Stacey and 
Allerton (1974). The logical procedure carried out is sunmarised in 
Figure 2.7. 
2. 4 Details of gravity tie-in 
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The La Coste and Ranberg shipbome gravirreter only recorded relative 
changes in the value of gravity fran one location to another. Therefore, 
it was necessary to tie-in the instrurrent readings to the known absolute 
value of gravity at a chosen base station before embarking an the survey 
programne. 
A tanpJrary gravity base station was established an the quay alongside 
the RRS Shackleton in Reykjavik harbour. This 1:errq?orary station was tied-in 
to the gravity base station 0081 REYKJAVIK OI, located in the grounds of 
the catholic Church in Reykjavik (Palmasan et al, 1973), using a portable 
Worden gravimeter (mcdel 115, meter no. 748, calibration constant = 0.0931 
(3) rn:]als/d.ivision) . 
A check for instrurrent drift was made during the mid-cruise port call 
to Reykjavik using the same temporary base station established for the 
original tie-in at the beginning of the cruise. 
After ccmpletian of the total survey programme, the ship retumed to 
Manchester Dry Docks Ltd., where a 1:errq?orary base station was established 
to which the shipbome gravimeter was tied-in. The quayside gravity 
station was then tied-in to the pr:i.mary base station located at Daresbw:y 
(National Gravity Reference Net, 1973: F .B.M. no. 2900, grid reference 
SJ 5774 8235) using a portable La Coste and Ranberg gravity meter (nodel G, 
\ 
instrument no. 453). 
The various gravity tie-ins are sunmaried in Figure 2.8. 
The Icelandic gravity values given by Palroasan et al, (1973) were 
based on the old gravity reference system referred to a unique value of 
gravity at Potsdam, whereas the Daresbury gravity value was part of the 
NGRN'73 gravity network which was tied-in to IGSN'71 (Coron, 1972). The 
follCMing extract was taken fran Coron {1972), and translated thus: 
0081 REYKJAVIK CH 
g=982 277.36 mgal 
instrument 
drift=-~-0·.38 
mgal 
REYKJAVIK 
HARBOUR 
g =982 280.86 
mgal 
MANCHESTER 
DRY DOCKS 
g=981372.87 
mgal 
DARESBURY 
FBM No.2900 
g=981 351.80 ± 0.04 mgal 
Temporary gravity base station 
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Figu~e 2.8 Diagram to summarise the details of gravity tie-ins made in 
Reykjavik and Manchester for the Durham marine geophysical 
survey, 1 977. 
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"In the IGSN' 71, the absolute value of g at Potsdam became 981260 m:ral 
approximately, and all pre-existing gravity values based on the Potsdam 
reference value (981274 ItBal) must be reduced by a factor of the order 
of 14 m:Jal in order to be converted .into the Reseau Gravi.Iretrique Inter-
national Unifi~ 1971. " 
Thus, a factor of 14 m:ral was subtracted from the apparent drift at 
Manchester Dry Docks Ltd. to obtain an instrument drift of + 0.29 mgal. 
Since the observed values of instrument drift were small and any 
periodicity associated with the instrument characteristics was unknown, no 
drift correction was applied to the sw:vey gravity data. 
2 . 5 Magnetic StODIIS 
A preliminary ins:pection of the magnetic a.nanaly along each profile 
of the East Greenland marine survey did not indicate the obvious presence 
of any strong magnetic disturbance due to magnetic sto:rms. 
Nevertheless, observatory magnetogram records were obtained fran 
Eskdalemuir (Scotland) 1 Lei.rvogur (Iceland) and Narssuarssuaq (South 
West Greenland) in order to confinn that the survey had been carried out 
during a magnetically quiet pericxi. Ha.vever 1 after detailed inspection 
of the observatory records, a radically different picture began to emerge. 
The geographic latitude and longitude of each observatory were con-
verted to geanagnetic latitude and longitude relative to the north magnetic 
pole using transfonnations proposed by Mea1 (1970). Mea:i gave the latitude, 
e and longitude, A of the north magnetic pole at Epoch 1965.0 as: 
0 0 
e = 78.565"N 
0 
Assuming a westward precessional rotation of the geanagnetic dipole 
at a rate of 0.05° of longitude per year and a rotation of the dipole toward 
the geographic axis at a rate of 0.02° of latitude per year (Stacey, 1969), 
new geographic coordinates of the north magnetic pole for Epoch 1977.0 
were calculated to be: 
e = 78.8o5"N 
0 
A = 70.361~ 
0 
The geographic and geana.gnetic dipole ooordinates of the magnetic 
observatories are tabulated in Table 2. 3. 
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Table 2. 3 Geographic and geanagneti~ ooordinates of magnetic observatories 
at Epoch 1977 .o 
GEX:GRAPHIC GECMAGNEI'IC 
OBSERVAroRY CCORDJNATES COORDINATES 
degrees degrees 
Eskdalernuir 55.3 N 58.2 e 3.2 w 83.8 A 
Lerwick 60.1 N 62.3 e 1.2W 90.0 A 
U=i.rvogur 64.2 N 69.9 e 21.7 w 71.8 A 
Narssuarssuaq 61.2 N 70.8 e 45.4 w 38.2 A 
Kraichrnan (1977) ccmnented that the auroral zone is usually defined 
as the region- between 65° and 75° geomagnetic latitude. Knecht (1972) was 
more specific and pointed out that at any given time, the auroral arcs are 
generally confined to a narra.v, nearly oval belt encircling the geanagnetic 
pole. This belt is called the auroral oval and its extent is shown in 
Figure 2. 9. Due to the earth' s rotation, the auroral oval sweeps out a 
large geographic area. Additional to this ditunal variation, the extent 
of the oval is a ftmction of magnetic activity, contracting ta.vard.s the 
magnetic pole in quiet periods and expanding towards the geanagnetic 
equator during increased activity. The so-called auroral zone is a circular 
belt centred on 67° geanagnetic latitude (Knecht, 1972) . 
As shown in Figure 2. 9, the auroral oval sweeps along the whole length 
of the East Greenland coastline and is therefore subject to the intense, 
impulsive and ooncentrated current flow of the auroral electrojet which 
represents a sharp focusing of current along the auroral oval. The 
magnetic disturbance is attributed to currents in the ionosphere and 
magnetosphere. 
This indicates that the magnetogram records fran the U=.rwick and 
Eskdalemuir observatories, which lie outside the auroral zone as shown 
by their geanagnetic latitudes (Table 2. 3) and the extent of the auroral 
oval (Figure 2. 9) , are quite unsuitable for predicting magnetic stonn 
behaviour in the region of East Greenland. In the light of this, the 
geographic coordinates 
t~:~1~~t auroral oval at 0800 UT 
:· .. :;.·.t·: .. :_.:: 
P3 
LJ area swept over by auroral 
oval during the day 
L Leirvogur observatory 
N Narssuarssuaq observatory 
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Figure 2.9 The location during moderate activity of the auroral 
oval and the extent of the area affected by its 
precession due to the earth's rotation. Redrawn from 
Knecht (1972). 
magnetic data used by Featherstone (1976) and Featherstone, Bott and 
Peacock (1977) ItU.lSt be re-examined since these authors did not refer to 
observatory magnetograms recorded within the auroral zone. 
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The effect of the auroral magnetic stonns was extensive. Stonn 
activity was recorded every day and was usually of several hundred gamnas 
amplitude for the horizontal carp:>nent (typically the nost disturbed 
canponent of the geanagnetic field) . The auroral magnetic stonns occurred 
predaninantly in a time window between about midnight and 0800 hours 
the following moming, except when the stonn continued throughout the day! 
By canparison, the maxinrum peak to peak magnetic stonn value for the 
horizontal canponent recorded at Eskdalemuir over the period of the survey 
was 128 gamma. 
The detailed effect of magnetic stonns on individual magnetic 
11 ananalies 11 is considered in relation to their interpretation (see Chapter 5) . 
The accurate quantitative correction for magnetic stoii!l effects was not 
attanpted. Kraichman (1977) developed folJl'IU1.ae for the prediction of 
magnetic and electric field fluctuations in the open ocean fran magnetic 
field data recorded at land stations away fran any ooastlines. Both 
I.eirvogur and Narssuarssuaq observatories are situated adjacent to coast-
lines and the whole survey was carried out along the coastline of East 
Greenland. Due to the discontinuity of conductivity at a coastline, 
perturbations occur in both electric and magnetic fields. The magnitude 
and spatial extent of the perturbation is a function of the oonducti vi ty 
contrast between land and sea, the pulsation period, the bottan configuration 
and the relative orientation of the coastline and ionospheric current 
(Kraichman, 1977) . Due to these uncertainties, no corrections for magnetic 
stoii!l fluctuations were applied to the magnetic ananalies. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MAGNEI'IC AND GRAVITY rnTERPRETATION METHODS 
3 .1 Intrcduction 
The advent of the Fast Fourier Transfom (FFI') algorithm of Cooley 
and Tukey (1965) has provided a valuable tool for the interpretation of 
gravity and magnetic anana.lies in the spatial frequency danain. Ananalies 
of a canplex nature in the spatial danain quite often reduce to a more 
simple, manageable fom in the spatial frequency danain (Bhimasankaram, 
Nagendra and Rao, 1977) and the canputational efficiency of the FFT algorithm 
facilitates transfollt'lation between the spatial and spatial frequency 
danains. 
Before entering a detailed presentation of the interpretative 
techniques adopted, it is i.nlf;ortant to understand the nature of the geo-
physical data and the general problems involved in making a Fourier trans-
follt'lation fran one danain to another. 
The FFT algorithm and the general theory of frequency analysis assume 
that the function of interest has been sampled at equal intezvals in time 
or space. The marine geophysical data were recorded digitally, processed 
and finally presented in digital fom sampled at unifom intervals in time. 
Variations in ship • s speed and heading reduced the data to an unevenly 
spaced digital sequence in the spatial danain distributed about a line 
of naninally constant heading. 
In planning the survey, each profile was drawn along a line of constant 
heading perpendicular to the anticipated structural trend of the continental 
margin (a line of constant heading is called a rhumbline or laxodrane) . 
However, due to the limitations of marine navigation, the actual geophysical 
data related to points which no longer accurately defined a line of constant 
az.imuth. Since the ship sailed along profiles which were approximately 
lines of constant heading, the laxodrane was the natural choice for a 
baseline on to which recorded data were to be projected. The best fitting 
laxodrane through the navigational fixes was found by the method of least 
squares. 
A useful property of the Mercator map projection is that a line of 
constant azimuth plots as a straight line. Reccgnising this property, the 
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navigational fixes of each profile were first projected on to the major 
sphere enclosing the ellipsoid of revolution of the Earth by converting 
geodetic latitude to reduced latitude (Ewing and Mitchell, 1970; and 
Figure 3 .1) . This alla-red the simple Mercator projection formulae for 
the case of a spherical Earth to be used to transfonn reduced latitude 
and longitude coordinate pairs on to the x-y plane. The projection fonnulae 
(Richardus and Adler, 1972) used were: 
y = a ln {tan <i + !) } 3.1 
X= aA 
where cp =reduced latitude (see Figure 3.1) 
A. = longitude 
a = the equatorial radius of the earth. 
The best fitting loxodrane was then fitted to the navigation data in 
the x-y plane by the method of least squares. Each navigation point was 
projected along a nonnal to the loxodrane and new coordinates calculated. 
The new x and y coordinates were transfonned back into reduced latitude 
and longitude, and the reduced latitude was further converted into the 
equivalent gecdetic latitude. The arc of a great circle was then fitted 
between each pair of points using spherical trigonanetry. The radius of 
curvature at a given latitude was calculated using Euler 1 s Theoran (Ewing 
and Mitchell, 1970) and the incremental distance between each pair of 
navigation points was found as the product of the radius of cw:vature in 
krn and the angle of arc in radians. Therefore, the sampling interval 
calculated was the shortest distance along the Earth 1 s surface between 
adjacent data points and the ctmU.llative distance along ship 1 s track was 
the sum of all such incranents. 
A listing of the canputer prcgram, MERCAT and running instructions 
appear in Appendix B. 
Stansell (1978) quoted a root mean square radial error of 27 to 37 
metres in satellite navigation positioning for a stationary receiver and 
recorded a maximum error of 77 metres (nns radial error = 32 m) for 
69 fixes taken at a fixed location. The proposed method of calculating 
distance along ship 1 s track was certainly within the limitations of 
precision of satellite navigation for a moving observer at sea. 
major circle to 
ellipse 
q, = geodetic latitude 
¥t =geocentric latitude 
a= reduced latitude 
f = a - b e2= 2 f - f 2 
a 
~ t a n a = ( 1 - e 2) t a n q, 
(after Ewing & Mitche11,1970) 
75 
..... 
section 
through 
ellipsoid 
Figure 3.1 The relationship between geodetic, geocentric 
and reduced latitudes. 
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Before application of any frequency analysis methods, interpolation 
of the unevenly spaced magnetic data was carried out using the method of 
cubic spline interpolation (available as a standard subroutine on the 
NUMAC canputer system). The final constant sample rate was chosen to be 
the mean spatial sampling interval of the data projected on to the laxo-
drane fitted by the method of least squares. 
The spatial Sart'1?ling interval, Ax deteJ:rnined the max.llnum spatial 
frequency or Nyquist frequency, ~ by the unifoiJll sampling theorem 
(Hsu, 1967) 1 to be: 
1 ~ = 2Ax 
Suitable analogue and digital filters 'tlere applied during data 
acquisition and processing to prevent aliasing (see Section 2.3). 
Difficulties arise in trying to estimate the frequency content of a 
"process" fran a "sample" of finite length. This leads to the concept 
3.2 
of a data windCM. If the "process" is sampled by a rectangular window, 
spurious high frequency cattp:)nents may be generated by the sharp cut-off 
at each end of the sample. Various data windCMS have been designed in 
order to taper data in the spatial danain prior to Fourier transfo:rmation. 
In power spectral analysis, a further problem conceD'lS the statistical 
variance of the estimated paver spect.nim. The variance of the spectral 
estimate is reduced by its convolution with a sui table spectral window 
in the spatial frequency danain (Papoulis, 1977) . The data windCM is 
applied to the sample in the spatial danain as a taper to eliminate 
spurious high-frequency canponents. The spectral windCM is applied as a 
convolution process in the spatial frequency danain in order to smooth 
the spectral estimate and thereby enhance its statistical reliability. 
However, it is inp:>rtant to note that if a "sample" tends to taper 
itself, a more reliable spectral estimate is likely to be obtained if a 
rectangular data windCM is used. Further tapering will only distort the 
spectrum. This often applies to the transfo:rmation of horizontal or 
vertical derivatives and to isolated magnetic ananalies. 
The magnetic and gravity interpretational techniques adopted in this 
work follCM in the remaining sections of this chapter. 
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3. 2 The interpretation of magnetic ananalies using spectral estimation 
techniques 
The interpretation of isolated magnetic ananalies has conventionally 
taken the fonn of either the direct determination of characteristic para-
meters fran the observed ananaly or the assumption that the l:xx1y causing 
the ananaly is of a simple geanetrical sha:pe for which the analytical 
expression for its ananalous effect is known. The detennination of 
characteristic parameters for magnetic ananalies is well established 
(Vacquier et al, 1951; Bruckshaw and Kunaratnam, 1963; Am, 1970) and 
estimates of depth, width and magnetisation can be fOtmd by plotting 
pairs of parameters on master CUI:VeS drawn for ideal-sha:ped bodies, in 
particular, the arbitrarily magnetised dyke. 
However, parameter detennination is often subjective and is particularly 
sensitive to the accurate definition of the steeply dipping flanks of a 
magnetic ananaly. The ranoval of an appropriate regional ananaly may also 
be problanatical (for example, in the method of Bruckshaw and Kunaratnam, 
1963). In addition, an ananaly which is not ccmpletely isolated fran 
other ananalous sources will be distorted by the superimposed effects of 
adjacent ananalies. 
The power spectrum of magnetic ananalies, defined as the square of 
the amplitude of the frequency spectrum, has been used for the interpretation 
of aeranagnetic data (Horton et al, 1964; Naidu, 1969, 1970; Spector 
and Grant, 1970). The practical implementation of s:pectral estimation 
has s:pecial problems of its own. However, spectral analysis represents 
an attempt to introduce a relatively simple, semi-autanatic approach to 
the interpretation of magnetic ananalies and it may be employed for data 
sets over which parameter techniques would be difficult to apply. In 
estimating the ~ s:pectrum (using FFI') all available field data are used, 
not just the field at certain characteristic points- (Bhimasankaram et al, 
1977) and averaging over a large number of values reduces the effect of 
snall randan errors on the interpretation of the results (Shanna and 
Geldart, 1968) . 
Spectral analysis has provided a methcd for the partial separation 
of effects due to near-surface high-amplitude ccrrponents fran those of 
dee:per origin. Total separation of these effects is not possible because 
of spectral overlap between ananalies caused by "shallow" and "deep" sources 
(Bhattacharyya, 1966; Spector and Grant, 1970). 
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The tmderly:i.ng philosophy behind spectral analysis techniques for 
depth estimation to ananalous bodies is illustrated :in the following 
section. Details of the practical estimation of power spectra are dis-
cussed with special reference to the maximum entropy metl;lod (MEM) and 
finally 1 an appraisal of the MEM spectral depth estimate teclmique is made. 
3. 2.1 Spectral analysis and the depth to buried magnetic sources 
Treitel et al (1971) developed an :interpretation model based on the 
assumption that the magnetic effect of the surface of magnetic basanent 
rocks can be simulated by an tmcorrelated distribution of magnetic line 
sources. 
The follCM:i.ng assumptions were made: 
(1) The magnetic effect of a magnetic basement canplex overlain by a 
sequence of sedimentary rocks can be approximated by a single tm-
correlated distribution of infinitely long magnetic line sources• at 
a depth d below the profile of observation. Treitel et al (1971) 
conceded that magnetic bodies situated above this :interface affect 
the validity of this assumption but appealed to field experience 
which vindicates their approach :in many geological situations: 
(2) the source strength is assumed to vary as an arbitrary 1 but botmded 
ftmction, m(x') per tmit length of the spatial coordinate x' only; 
( 3) every elemental line source is assumed to be perpendicular to the 
(x' 1 Z) plane and extended to infinitY in both nonnal directions; 
(4) the Fourier transfonn 1 M(K) of the magnetic source strength m(x') is 
assumed to exist. 
The geanetry adopted for the derivation of the power spectrum due to 
a buried magnetic line source distribution is shown in Figure 3. 2. However, 
the details of the derivation are omitted because it is the result of 
Trei tel et al' s work which is important here. 
In tenns of the total magnetic :intensity vector 1 ! (x) the power 
spectrum, ST (K) of T (x) is given by 
y 
0 X 0 tx' x' 
tz 
t 
I 
z 
line sources 
of strength m[x' J 
1 
cos • = + [cos2I cos~D- P) + sin21 ]'2 
Figure 3.2 The geometry adopted for the derivation of the power spectrum due 
to a buried magnetic line source distribution (after Treitel et al., 1971). 
-.) 
1.0 
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where a = the angle between T and_!,, its projection in the plane of the 
profile (see Figure 3.2) 
d = the depth to the magnetic basanent surface 
A 2 = the power spectrum of the uncorrelated line source strengths 
K = the wavenumber. 
3.3 
The depth d enters the equation in the exponential teJJn only. Treitel 
et al pointed out that the depth tenn is independent of the uncorrelated 
line source strengths, A2 and the angle a between the vectors T and t. 
Fran Equation 3. 3, the power spectrum is independent of the inclination 
and declination of the Earth's magnetic field and the az:imuth of the pro-
file too. 
Taking the natural logarithm of roth sides of Equation 3. 3 and 
nonnalising to the K = 0 tenn gives the reduced fonn 
3.4 
This equation represents a straight line of slope, -2d, passing 
through the origin of a ln ST (K) versus K plot. Therefore, the estimation 
of the depth of the magnetic source material, subject to the initial 
assumptions, reduces to the problen of measuring the slope of the log-
power spectrum. 
Green (1972) pointed out that in their derivation of the power spectrum 
of the total magnetic intensity caused by an uncorrelated distribution of 
magnetic line sources, Treitel et al (1971) had chosen their expression 
for the magnetic scalar potential (Grant and West, 1965; page 230) in-
correctly. However 1 Green (1972) anphasised that this error does not alter 
the depth dependent tenn. 
The power spectra of other s~le bodies may be expressed in analytical 
fOIIn to yield additional interpretative m:xlels which may be applied in a 
variety of geological situations. 
The case of a two-di.men.sional magnetised step is shown in Figure 3. 3. 
The total field magnetic ananaly 1 (lT due to a finite magnetised step 
(Nabighian 1 1972) may be written in SI units as: 
where l.l = the magnetic penneability of free space 
0 
k = the susceptibility contrast of the step 
F = the Earth's magnetic field 
i = the inclination of the Earth's field 
A = the angle between magnetic north and the positive x-axis 
and tan I = tan i/cos A. 
The remaining parameters are defined in Figure 3. 3. 
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3.5 
The horizontal derivative is obtained by differentiating Equation 3. 5 
with respect to x and, allowing the thickness to approach infinity, 
this gives: 
D (x,z) = 2kFc sinS (d-z) cos p + x sin p 
X 2 2 (d-z) + x 
where d = the depth to the upper surface of the infinite step. 
This expression for D (x,z) is also the magnetic ananaly due to an 
X 
infinite thin sheet dipping at an angle S with respect to the horizontal 
and with its highest point at depth d. The Fourier transfonn of D (x,z) 
X 
3.6 
at the Earth's surface, for which z = 0, is given by Nabighian (1972) as: 
F (K) = rra exp (jcp sgn (K)) • exp (-1 KId) 3.7 
where a = 2kFc sin S 
K = the wavenumber. 
The power spectrum, s (K) is given by 
S(K) = F(K) F*(K) 
where F (K) = the Fourier transfonn of F (K) and F* (K) represents its canplex 
conjugate, 
hence 
S(K) = (rra) 2 exp (-21Kid) 3.8 
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z 
1 2. . 2A C = -COS I.Sin 
<t>=2I -13-90° 
Figure 3. 3 The geometry for a hro-dimensional magnetised 
step and the definition of related parameters 
(after Nabighian, 1972). 
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Taking the natural logari tlmt of both sides of Equation 3. 8 and 
noz:malising to the K = 0 tenn, yields the result: 
ln S(K) = -21Kid 3.9 
Thus, the depth to the causative body may be estimated fran the power 
spectrum obtained fran the horizontal derivative of the ananaly in the 
case of an infinite magnetised step and directly fran the paNer spectrum 
of the ananaly itself in the case of an infinite thin sheet. A thin sheet 
is defined as a body whose thickness is small relative to its depth of 
burial. 
As previously observed, the exponential behaviour of the power 
spectrum, S (K) in Equation 3. 9 is independent of the inclination and 
declination of the Earth's magnetic field and the profile azirrn.lth. The 
profile ImiSt be oriented perpendicular to the strike of the body. 
What about the effects of any resultant magnetisation present in the 
causative body? Following the fonnat of Nabighian (1972) and the insight 
of Hcxxi (1964), it is shown in Appendix C that the fODllllla for the total 
field magnetic ananaly, 6T due to a unifoiinly magnetised step, taking 
into account rananent rnagnetisation is given by 
where$=>-+ljl-d-2!. 
2 
J = the resultant rnagnetisation of the finite step. 
The symbols are defined in Appendix c (Figures C.l and C.2). 
The fonn of this equation is identical to that given by Nabighian 
3.10 
for the finite step, with induced rnagnetisation only, in Equation 3.5. 
Therefore, by Equation 3.8, it is concluded that the resultant rnagnetisation 
of the causative body has no effect on the depth dependent tenn for the 
paver specti:um, S (K). 
Gudmundsson (1966) gave the following equation for the Fourier trans-
fonn of the magnetic ananaly due to a two-dimensional finite dyke: 
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where d1 , ~ = the depths to the upper and la-rer bot.mdaries respectively 
~ = the half-width of the dyke 
C = a constant 
a = the angle of dip of the parallel-sided dyke. 
For the infinite dyke case, d2 ~ <XI and d2 » d1 , so that that power 
spectrum reduces to the fonn: 
2 -2Kdl 
S (K) = C e 
If KLlX ~ o, that is, K~ « ~' then sin K~ ~ K~ and so, 
2 2 S(K) = C ~ exp (-2Kd1) 3.11 
Under these circumstances, the interpretation is much s:i.rrpler if 
the J;XJWer spectrum of the actual magnetic ananaly is estimated rather 
than the spectrum of the gradient of· the ananaly. The latter approach 
(Cassano and Rocca, 1975) leads to the evaluation of S (K) !K2 , an unnecessary 
canplication.· 
Spector and Grant (1970) adopted a statistical approach in estimating 
the :power spectrum caused by a number of independent ensembles of 
rectangular, vertical-sided parallelepipeds. According to Spector and 
Grant, the regional magnetic ananaly revealed on an aeranagnetic map is 
assumed to consist of the superposition of a large number of individual 
ananalies, many overlapping each other, which are the product of several 
ensembles of blocks of various dimensions and magnetisations. The power 
spectrum, reduced to the north magnetic pole, for such a statistical model 
in its one-dimensional profile fonn is: 
2-:2 2 (E(K)) = 41T M (exp (-2Kd))(l- exp (-Kt))(S (K)) 
where 1... E (K) ) = the expectation value of the energy density function 
M = a magnetic manent per unit depth 
d = the depth to an individual block 
t = the thickness of an individual block 
(S2 (K)) =a factor depending on the mean size of the blocks. 
The tenn exp (-2Kd), where d is the mean depth of the ensemble, is 
3.12 
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the daninant factor in the expression for the power specb:urn. Spector 
and Grant (1970} extended their hypothesis to cover the presence of two 
distinct ensanbles; the deeper source daninates at low wavenumbers but 
decays rapidly, and the shallower source daninates the high wavenumber 
range of the power spectJ:urn. Hcwever, ccrnplete separation of the spectra 
of two sources is not possible due to spectral overlap of the ananalies 
(Bhattacha:t:yya, 1966}. Hahn et al (1976} emphasised that the presence of 
two straight line segments with different gradients in the power spectrum 
of the profile does not necessarily indicate magnetic sources at two 
different depths. The gentler sloping segment may represent a fonn of 
noise which is not canpletely randan and these authors suggested that 
such noise may be introduced due to the inevitable srroothing procedure 
involved in acqui.si tion of digital data. Beyond a certain wavenumber, 
the power spectrum is daninated by the contribution of measuring errors 
and in such cases, the spectJ:urn shONS a "white tail" (Hahn et al, 1976) . 
Green (1972) developed the statistical approach of Spector and 
Grant for the analysis of one-dimensional profiles. He proposed a method 
for correcting the power spectrum for the effect of the widths of the 
ananalous bodies. He suggested the use of the second vertical derivative, 
since the distance between the zeros of the second derivative is a 
reasonable estimator of the average width of the bodies within each ensemble. 
If the effect of bcdy width was ignored, depth estimates were found to be 
overestimated by at least 30% (Green, 1972}. 
In developing Equation 3.12, Spector and Grant (1970) assume::l that 
the statistical properties of the ensemble remained the same along the 
profile. This assumption is only valid provided that the profile lies 
within the same geological province (Gudrtrundsson, 1967; Naidu, 1970; 
Shuey et al, 1977). Hcwever, Green (1972) pointed out that thickness and 
depth estimates are independent of the inclination and declination of the 
geomagnetic field and any remnant magnetisation vectors respectively. 
The statistics developed by Spector and Grant (1970) allow bodies 
within an ensemble to overlap. On the basis of geological observation and 
experience, the magnetic overprinting Observed in aeranagnetic data was 
claimed to indicate the lack of sharp geological boundaries and the over-
lapping of magnetic units in many cases (Spector and Grant, 1974). 
Halm et al (1976) proposed a further innovation in spectral analysis 
of magnetic data whereby each straight line segment of the power specb:urn 
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is clc:7Nnward continued until its sp;ctrum becanes "white". Each "white 
depth" is used in estimating the subsurface relief of the magnetic basanent. 
3.2.2 Estimation of power sp;ctra 
Three methods for the estimation of power spectra were investigated. 
Lee (1972) developed a a:xrq;mter program for power sp;ctral estimates 
for the deteJ::mination of depth to magnetic basanent based on the method 
of Treitel et al (1971). He adopted the Wiener-Khintchine theorem which 
states that the autocorrelation function of a time series and its energy 
sp;ctral density constitute a Fourier transfo:cn pair. The simple result 
that the power sp;ctrum of a real time series is given by the Fourier 
cosine transfo:cn of its autocorrelation function follc:MS (Blackman and 
Tukey, 1958). 
An alternative approach is the use of the Fast Fourier Transfo:cn (FFT) 
algorithm (for example, Claerbout, 1976). Fran the Fourier transfo:cn of 
the input wavefo:cn, the periodogram (Jones, 1965) p:JWer spectrum is 
calculated by Imlltiplying the amplitude spectrum by its canplex conjugate. 
Finally, the maximum entropy method of spectral analysis was considered. 
A major restriction inp:lsed on all practical methods of power spectrum 
analysis is the finite length of the digitised input data series. The 
basic problem is to estimate the frequency content of an infinitely long 
"process" fran an analysis of a "sample" of finite duration. The inevitable 
trade-off between resolution in the spatial and wavenumber danains 
respectively is expressed by a general statarent of the uncertainty 
principle (Claerbout, 1976): 
where ~k = the spectral bandwidth in the wavenumber dauain 
~T = the length of the input data series in the spatial dana.in. 
For sharp resolution in the wavenumber danain, the input spatial 
data series nrust be long. The actual length of data series chosen is 
ideally govemed by the maximum wavelength of interest and the rate at 
which the data is digitised govems the mi.nirm.un wavelength which can be 
unambiguously sampled (the Nyquist sampling theorem, Equation 3.2). 
3.13 
The resolution problan is illustrated in Figure 3. 4 (a) • The 
separation, s between two adjacent wavenumber components representing 
wavelengths A and A + 6A respectively is given by: 
where 6A = the separation between adjacent wavelength carq;:x:ments. 
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In order to resolve these two wavelengths in the wavenumber danain, 
let us adopt the simple resolution criterion that 
By substitution for 6k and s fran Equations 3 .13 and 3.14, and re-
arranging, then the wavelength separation, 6A may be expressed by: 
3.14 
3.15 
This function is shown graphically in Figure 3. 4 (b) • It is clear that 
wavelength resolution is not possible for wavelengths greater than or 
equal to the length of the input data set, since t:.A + Q). This places a 
severe restriction on the rnaximurn wavelength which can be detected and 
resolved by a given data set of finite duration. 
In the case of the Blackman and Tukey method, the autocorrelation 
function becanes less reliably defined for increasingly long lags due to 
the finite length of the data set. Indeed, Blackman and Tukey (1958) 
reccmnend maximum lag values no greater than about 5 or 10 per cent of 
the input data set length. Since the estimated p<:::hJer spectrum is 
represented at wavenumbers KJ given by: 
K = 'll'J 
J MAx for J = o, 1, 2, .•. , M 
where M = the maximum lag value 
6x = the sample spacing of the input data set, 
this lirni tation on the maximum value of M imposes a serious drawback on the 
method in tenns of its ability to resolve narrCM-bandwidth frequency 
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CCitq?Onents. This .limit on the maximum lag value also means that long 
period variations taking place in the "process" may not be represented 
at all in the power spectrum estimated fran the short duration "sample" 
(that is, the autocorrelation function fonned fran the "sc3IY'ple" may 
not even be defined out to its first zero crossing point) . 
Two problems ccmnon to the Blackman and Tukey approach and the FFT 
periodograrn methcx:l are the introduction of spurious high-frequency can-
ponents due to the sharp cut-off in data sampled by the data windCM and 
the reduction of variance in the wavenumber danain. 
In order to minimise the effect of Sc3IY'pling the "process" and thereby 
generating high-frequency canponents at the discontinuities at each end 
of the "sample", a data windCM is chosen which will taper the discrete 
"sample" values to zero at each extremity of the window. An alternative 
approach to eliminating discontinuities introduced by sampling is the 
technique of reflecting the data contained within the data windCM as an 
inverted image of itself at both ends of the window. This creates an 
artificial periodicity not present in the actual "process" and thus 
intrcduces a spurious phase COitlfXJllent. Black and Scollar (1969) propose 
a more elegant methcd of surrounding the data with "itself" by fitting a 
least squares polynanial surface (for 2--d.imensional arrays) to the data 
and extrapolating it beyond the confines of the data window. These authors 
consider this technique to be superior to simply surrounding the data with 
zeroo (and thereby padding-out the length of the data window to provide 
increased resolution in the wavemnnber danain) because the repeated data 
contains noise with similar characteristics to the original data (see 
also Rao, Murthy and Rao, 1978 for end corrections). 
These techniques make assumptions about the nature of the "process" 
outside the data window. The application of a taper to the "sample" 
assumes that the data values attributed to the "process" are zero outside 
the data window and data reflection techniques assume the continuation of 
data outside the sample to be periodic in an artificial way. 
The statistical significance of the estimated power spectrum may be 
enhanced by the application of a spectral windCM in the frequency danain, 
which is equivalent to the Itn.ll tiplication of the original sample with 
the appropriate lag windCM. This smoothing process results in reduced 
resolution of frequency canponents in the power spectrum. Applying the 
uncertainty principle to the problem of frequency resolution, Ulrych and 
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Bishop (1975) point out that for an unsnoothed pericxlogram a data length 
of l/(f2-f1 ) is necessazy to resolve two peaks at frequencies f 1 and f 2 . 
Furthennore, for ncm-rectangular data wi.ndcMs producing a smoothed 
periodogram, the length must be increased to 2/ (f2 -f1) to obtain the sane 
separation. 
However, the window functions associated with both conventional 
methods of spectral analysis are independent of the data and the statistical 
properties of the stationary process tmder scrutiny. Therefore, the esti-
mated spectrum approaches the convolution of the window function and the 
true spectrum of the process in the frequency danain. The selection of 
appropriate window functions is not trivial and since the window does not 
depend em the properties of the true spectrum, erroneous results may occur. 
For example, negative values in the estimated power spectrum and peaks in 
the estimated spectrum which do not represent the true spectrum but are 
an artifact of leakage through a sidelobe of the windc:M function. 
The difficulties of tapering the "saiii>le" with an appropriate 
data window, of statistical variance and resolution in the estimated 
power spectrum are most acute for data sets which are short relative to 
the wavelengths present in the process. It has already been established 
by Equation 3 .16 that wavelengths greater than the length of the data 
set cannot be resolved. In such cases, the Blackman and Tukey methcxl 
and the FFT algorithm are completely unsuitable for the reliable estimation 
of paver spectra. 
For a statistical analysis of aeranagnetic data, Horton, Hempkins and 
Hoffman (1964) emphasised that not only ImlSt the number of samples, N be 
large but also the length of the profile, Nllx must be large relative to 
the features tmder study. Fran empirical studies, Regan and Hinze (1976) 
reccmnended that the datAset length should be at least six times the 
max.i.Im.nn depth to the source of the magnetic ananaly. Cianciara and Marcak 
(1976) stated that profile lengths in excess of ten times the target depth 
yielded depth estimates of sufficient accuracy. In an attempt to relax 
these stringent requirements on profile length relative to target depth, 
the rnaxilm..1m entropy spectral analysis technique was investigated. 
p 
The maxinu.Im en~ methcxl (MEM) of spectral estimation, a nonlinear 
technique proposed by Burg (1967), is not subject to the problems of 
choosing a sui table data windc:M because it makes no explicit assumptions 
about the nature of the "process 11 outside the data 11 Sample 11 • Lacoss (1971) 
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points out that the rrethod, when estimating power at one frequency, adjusts 
itself to be least disturbed by :pc:lY.ler at other frequencies such that the 
11window11 adapts itself to the spectrum of the noise under analysis. 
Hence, MEM is classified as a data adaptive method. Ulrych and Bishop 
(1975) and Ulrych and Clayton (1976) emphasise that the MEM spectrum is 
an optimally smoothed one and the former authors conclude that the 
resolution is a.lnlost twice that of the periodogram spectnun. By the 
uncertainty principle, Equation 3 .13, this implies that a data set of 
length, t.T subjected to MEM spectral analysis exhibits a resolution 
equivalent to a data set of length, 26.T subjected to oonventional FFT 
periodogram analysis. For a segment of a stationary series which is 
short cctrq?ared to the autocorrelation of the stationa.cy series, the MEM 
spectral estimate is substantially superior to any truncated Fourier 
transform method (Claerbout, 1976). Its superiority over conventional 
spectral estimates is particularly dem::mstrated in its ability to 
resolve narrow spectral peaks and it always yields non-negative estimates 
of the power spectrum. 
The Burg algorithm, adapted fran Claerbout (1976), was used for 
spectral depth estimates over basanent areas and isolated magnetic ananalies 
in an attempt to .improve resolution and spectral definition for data sets 
of limited duration. The MEM spectral estimate for a known input signal 
is canpared with conventional estimates made by the Blackman and Tuk.ey 
method and the FFT periodogram in Figure 3. 5. The enhanced resolving 
power of the MEM spectral estimate is clearly shown. 
3. 2. 3 The maxirm.lm entropy method of spectral estimation 
The maxinrurn entropy method of spectral estimation is described on 
several levels by various authors (Laooss, 1971; Burg, 1972; Ulrych and 
Bishop, 1975; Kanasewich, 1975; Claerbout, 1976). An outline of the 
principles involved is given here, together with .important innovations 
on the statistical nature of the spectral estimate obtained and its 
relationship to the power contained in each frequency. 
Ccmnunication theory is involved with transmitting infonnation and a 
statistical definition of information, defining a. quantity called self 
information, I is given by 
1 I. = k log - = -k log p. 
~ pi ~ 3.7 
where k = a constant depending on the base chosen for the lo:rari tiun 
pi = the probability of occurrence of event, xi. 
This relationship indicates that an event with lOW' probability of 
occurrence is thought to contain more significant infonnation than an 
event with a high probability of occurrence. 
The expectation value of the self infonnation is defined as 
M 
(I.)= r p. r. 
l . 1 ~ ~ ~= 
FollCMing Shannon (1948), the entropy, H is defined as 
M 
H = - k r p. log p, 
i=l ~ ~ 
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3.18 
Entropy is a measure of the disorder in a system. For a system where 
all p. are zero except one, which is unity, the entropy is zero; the 
~ 
system is :perfectly detennined and no uncertainty exists. Entropy is 
positive for all other cases. 
In his approach, Burg (1967) dis:pensed with conventional assumptions 
of s:pectral analysis which constrain the data to lJe :periodic or zero 
outside the sample wind.cM. Instead, he used the statistical pro:perties 
of the known sample as a constraint on prediction of the nature of the process 
lJeyond- the data windCM. Burg d.elron.strated a method of obtaining the 
power s:pectrum by requiring the spectral estimate to lJe the most randan 
(that is, to have the maximum entropy) of any power spectrum consistent 
with the statistical properties of the observed data. Essentially, the 
method uses available lags in the autocorrelation function without 
m::xli.fication and proceeds to predict non-zero estimates of the auto-
correlation function beyond those directly available fran the data. Since 
the s:pectral estimate has maximum entropy, its resolution capability is 
very high (see Figure 3. 5) . 
Applying Wiener optimum filter theory to the problem of prediction 
(Kanasewich, 1975), the impulse response, W of the prediction error filter 
required to operate on the data is given by: 
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MV = C 3.19 
where A = the N x N autocorrelation matrix 
C = the column vector representing the cross-correlation between the 
input signal and the desired output (the prediction error power) 
W = a coll.J[lU'l vector containing the coefficients of the prediction 
error filter. 
This anb:::dies Burg' s approach. Instead of estimating the auto-
correlation function directly fran data, he finds a mini.nn..nn-phase prediction 
error filter directly fran the data. If the input data is represented by 
s (x) and the spatial coefficients of the filter by w(x), the output, 
p(x) is given by: 
s(x) * w(x) = p(x) 3.20 
where * represents the operation of convolution. Transfonning to the 
spatial frequency danain and using the spatial convolution theorem gives: 
p (f) = s (f) . w (f) 
Rearranging this equation yields: 
s (f) = p (f) 
W(f) 3.21 
Hence, the desired input spectrum may ·be estimated as the inverse of 
the spectrum of the prediction error filter. Since the output of a 
prediction error filter is a white spectrum, the effect of the filter 
operation on the input data is to whiten its spectnnn. 
The actual form of the maximum entropy power spectral estimate de-
signated by Burg is derived by Olen and Stegen (1974). The derivation 
begins with the relationship between the entropy and the spectral density, 
SE (f) of a stationary randan Gaussian process, given by Ulrych and Bishop 
(1975), as: 
1 H=-4~ 
where H = the entropy 
3.22 
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~ = the Nyquist frequency. 
In order to maximise the entropy, H the stationary value is evaluated 
by using Lagrange's nethod of undeteJ:rnjned multipliers (Thanas, 1969) 
subject to the constraints that: 
where a = the autocorrelation coefficient for lag n6t. 
n 
3.23 
Equation 3.23 simply states that the autocorrelation ftmction, a is 
n 
the inverse Fourier transfonn of the power ~ctnlm, SE (f) . Since the 
autocorrelation function is only dependent on the lag Mt, it is a constant 
under integration with respect of f, so that: 
JfN a df = 2a f -~ n n~ 
and so, the constraints of Equation 3.23 may be rewritten as 
f J N [s (f) e21TfjnC!t - an J df = o 
-£N E 2£N 
Following Kanasewich (1975), the maximisation of entropy subject to 
the constraint of Equation 3. 25 is carrie:i out by intrcducing the un-
deteJ:rnjne:i Lagrange nru.ltipliers, >.. , such that: 
n 
3.24 
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3.26 
The maximum value of entropy nru.st satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation 
for an extremum (Kanasewich, 1975) which states: 
aL _ £.... ( aL ) = 0 ay c1x ay' 3.27 
where L is identified as the integrarrl of Equation 3. 26, Y as SE and x as f. 
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Since ~· = 0, it remains to detennine ~ , which yields the expression: 
E 
1 ~ (f) = -::N~___;;;,.._ _ 
I: >- e2 'ITjfn~t 
n=-N n 
Introducing matrix notation whereby the column vectors r and E 
are defined by: 
and E = 1 
where e = 21Tjf~t and since: 
and 
N 
-ne 
= 1 + r rn+l e 
n=l 
N 
= 1 + I: r ene 
n=l n+l 
e 
e 
29 
e 
3.28 
then, because the power spectrum is real and positive or zero, Equation 3. 28 
may be rewritten in the fonn: 
PN+l ~t 
SE (f) = -:-..:..:...;..:::.......;;;--
ET r* rT E* 
or, as the equation derived by Burg, which gives: 
PN+l SE (f) = ----,--~....:..:....;_=--------.-=-
1 + i r 1 e-2~jfn~t 2 
1 n+ n= 
3.29 
3.30 
'Ihis equation is analagous to Equation 3. 21 with r n representing the 
unknown prediction error filter coefficients giving a mean square error 
i?aNer p N+ 1. 
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The detailed canputation of the prediction error filter coefficients 
is expanded elsewhere (Andersen, 1974; Ul.J:ych and Bishop, 1975; 
Kanasewich, 1975; Claerbout, 1976). It is sufficient to say that Burg 
recognised that the prediction error filter def.ined by Equation 3.19 
depends on the autocorrelation of the data and not the data itself. This 
is because the autocorrelation function and spectral density estimate 
constitute a Fourier transfonn pair and are both phase independent. This 
means that the same filter is canputed fran both a spatial series and 
fran a space-reversed (canplex conjugate) spatial series. Burg therefore 
used a filter for fol:Ward and backward prediction and sumned the prediction 
errors for each direction (Claerbout, 1976). In the Burg algorithm, the 
filter is constra.ined to be rniniimJm phase by using a Levinson recursion 
technique to construct a filter of order. (n+l) fran one of order n 
(Kanasewich, 1975). If the filter is not min.1mum phase, the method 
yields an unsatisfactory st::ectral estimate (for further details, see 
Claerbout, 1976). 
The maxiim.:un entropy methcx:l assumes that the input data represent a 
sample of a stationary randan Gaussian process. Subject to this assumption, 
the .input spectral estimate must be the inverse of the spectJ:um of the 
filter because the output of the prediction error filter is a constant 
(that is, a white SJ::ectl:um) • 
The critical factor .in the use of the Burg algorithm for MEM 
spectral estimation is the detennination of the optimum length for the 
prediction error filter. An important contribution to this problan was 
made by Akaike (1969a, 1969b, 1970). Ulrych and Bishop (1975) emphasise 
the correspondence of MEM spectral analysis and the autoregressive 
representation of a randan process and point out that the autoregressive 
representation of a stochastic process exhibits the maxllnurn entropy of 
any representation. Treitel, Guto.vski and Robinson (1977) define an 
autoregressive process, y t by the relation: 
where t = the discrete time variable 
b1 . • . bn = coefficients to be detennined 
3.31 
x = the systan .input, in many cases taken to be uncorrelated randan 
noise. 
This equation shows that the value of y t at time t is a linear 
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canb.i.nation of n previous values of the process y t plus randan noise. 
Akaike worked on the estimation of the order of the autoregressive 
process in the representation of a stationary time series and he established 
a criterion for the detennination of opti.nu.Im filter length in terms of the 
f.i.nal prediction error. The expression for the final prediction error of 
th 
an M order process, in the fo:on given by Ulrych and Bishop (1975), is: 
(FPE) = [N + M + 1 J S 2 M N-M-1 M 
where N = the number of tenns in the input data set 
M = the number of coefficients in the prediction error filter 
sM2 = the residual sum of squares for the Mth order autoregressive 
fit to the data. 
This foiin of the FPE criterion assumes that the mean value of the 
input data has been ranoved prior to estimation of the prediction error 
filter coefficients. SM 2 actually represents the prediction error :power 
3.32 
and this may be calculated in the recursive scheme adopted by the Burg 
algorithm. The mininrum value of the FPE gives an estimate of the optirm.mt 
length far the prediction error filter and it represents the best mean 
square detennination between the conflicting requirements of high resolution 
and low variance error. If the number of tenns in the prediction error 
filter exceeds the Akaik.e criterion, frequency splittings and spurious 
peaks may give rise to an illusion of high resolution which is statistically 
unreliable. Fougere, Zawalick and Radoski (1976) fmmd spontaneous line 
splitting whereby lines that should have been single split up into two or 
more canp:ments. These authors observed that splitting is a function of 
initial phase and signal length relative to wavelengths sampled. Ulcych 
and Bishop (1975) recamlel1.ded a cut-off of M = N/2 for the maximum length 
of the prediction operator, especial! y in the presence of sharp spectral 
peaks. This recx:ninendation arose fran canparisons of the predicted order 
of a knONn autoregressive process using the Akaik.e FPE criterion and its 
actual order, which showed that a search for the first minimum in the FPE 
values often yielded more reliable results than the Mth order process 
indicated by the absolute minimum of (FPE)M. 
Berryman ( 1978) proposed a foDm.lla to calculate the operator length 
in MEM spectral analysis based on anpirical studies of real seismic data. 
He proposed an operator length, M given by: 
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M = 2N/ln 2N 3.33 
where N = the mnnber of elements in the input series. 
The choice of this operator was not an attanpt to estimate the order 
of any underlying autoregressive process. It was suggested on empirical 
grOI.U'lds to obviate such difficulties as the lack of a clear mininn.nn in 
the FPE of Akaike (1969a) and the observation by Treitel et al (1977) 
that 1.mreliable spectra result fran series which are not purely autoregressive 
in nature. Berryman pointed out that the operator length given by 
Equation 3. 33 represents, in general, an upper bound on the operator 
lengths that would be obtained using the FPE criterion. 
Chen and Stegen (1974) used Burg's algorithm and observed frequency 
shifts as a function of initial phase and length of sinusoid for data 
sets of short duration relative to the period of the sinusoidal canponent. 
Tanan (1965) investigated the spectral shifts of truncated sinusoids and 
concluded that if the truncation length is less than or equal to 0. 58 
times the sinusoidal pericd, the peak of the spectral canponent is shifted 
to occur at de. 
It is :iroportant to note that the MEM spectral estimate is actually 
a spectral density est.iroate (Lacoss, 1971; Burg, 1972). The peak value 
of the MEM spectral estimate is proportional to the square of the paver, 
whereas the area under the spectral line is proportional to the total 
power. Hence, to obtain a power spectnnn for which the peak values are 
proportional to the power, the integrated MEM paver spectrum must be 
adopted. Ulrych and Bishop (1975) point out that the variance of the 
integrated p:JWer spectrum is much smaller than the variance of the power 
spectnnn density estimate. Johnsen and Andersen (1978) propose a new 
method of power estimation in MEM spectral analysis which avoids the 
problans associated with numerical integration of the area under each peak, 
especially difficult when the peaks are not well resolved. In this work, 
the paver spectral density estimate was used for estimation of depth to 
magnetic sources. 
3.2.4 DeteDminatian of depth to magnetic sources using the MEM spectral 
density estimate 
The maximum entropy method of spectral density estimation is based 
on the relationship between the entropy and the spectral density of a 
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stationary randan Gaussian process (EqUation 3.22). Furthennore, the 
equivalence of MEM spectral analysis to fitting an autoregressive mcrlel to 
the process under examination is emphasised by Ull:ych and Bishop (1975) 
and Ull:ych and Clayton (1976). In applying MEM spectral analysis to 
digital magnetic ananaly data, it is important to realise the nature of 
the underlying assumptions implicit in the technique. 
Adopting a statistical approach, the magnetic ananaly is assumed to 
be a realisation of a stochastic (or randan) process (Gudmundsson, 1967; 
Cianciara and Marcak., 1976; Halm et al, 1976 ; Shuey et al, 1977). 
The further assumption of stationarity has been made by Gudrnundsson (1967) 
and Shuey et al, (1977), although both authors pointed out that the 
assumption is only reasonable for profiles restricted to the same geological 
province. Statistical properties of the magnetic ananaly have been 
observed to differ fran one geological province to another (Naidu, 1970). 
Cianciara and Marcak. (1976) did not assume the process to be stationary. 
Instead, they evaluated the anticipated value of a nonstationary process 
by estimating the ~ spectra, S (K) fran several segments of the same 
r 
profile and calculated the estimator of the anticipated spectrum, S (K) 
in the following manner: 
where K = the spatial wavenumber. 
In estimating the ~ spectrum of a magnetic ananaly profile, it 
is assumed that the aperiodic function represented by the finite length 
ananaly may be synthesised by an infinite aggregate of sinusoids of all 
possible frequencies of differing amplitude and phase (Spector and 
Bhattacharyya, 1966). In practice, the frequency content of the sample 
is band-lllni ted, the lCM frequency limit dictated by the length of the 
sample and the upper limit by the Nyquist frequency. Therefore, a real 
magnetic ananaly is assumed to represent a band-limited hannonic process 
with additive noise. 
3.34 
UlJ:ych and Clayton (1976) discuss the important aspect of model 
identification with particular reference to the representation of 
harmonic processes with noise in tenns of autoregressive moving-average 
(ARMA) models. These authors develop their discussion in relation to the 
Wold decanposi tion theorem which states that any stationcu:y stochastic 
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process, ~'t allows the decanposi tion: 
where ut and v t are statioruu:y, mutually uncorrelated, and have the 
following properties: 
(1) v t is det.eJ:ministic 
(2) ut is non-det.eJ:ministic with an absolutely continuous spectral 
distribution function and has the one-sided moving average (MA) 
representation: 
co 
where tjJ 
0 
= 1 and the variable, e t has the properties: 
and 
The two mcxiels of interest may be represented by: 
(a) the autoregressive (AR) model: 
(b) the autoregressive rroving-average (ARMA) mcxiel 
p p 
y = E ~ y k + n - E ~ nt-k 
t k=l t- t k=l· 
where yt = xt + nt 
xt = the har.manic process 
nt = the additive noise. 
For the ARMA process of Equation 3. 38, there are AR tenns and MA 
tenns. Ulrych and Clayton (1976) emphasise that the MEM spectrum for 
har.manic processes in additive noise is a SIIDOthed version of the exact 
3.35 
3.36 
3.37 
3.38 
ARMA spectrum calculated by a method pro:posed by Pisarenko (1973). Havever, 
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Ulrych and Clayton observed that the Pisarenko approach was particularly 
sensitive to the estimate of the autocovariance matrix and the frequencies 
were deteimined less accurately than with the MEM estimate when applied 
to short realisations of hannonic processes. 
Treitel, Gutowski and Robinson (1977) stress the importance of the 
"correct" rrcdel identification to represent the tmderlying process sub-
ject to analysis and illustrate the distortion of the power spectrum 
which may result by incorrect choice of spectral analysis technique. Their 
results confinn Ulrych and Clayton's observation that the MEM estimate 
represents a smoothed version of the exact ARMA spectrurn for a precisely 
generated ARMA process. 
Although the magnetic data collected during the cruise were filtered 
and smoothed, the final magnetic ananaly is still subject to small randan 
errors. Miller (1977) discusses the cause and likely magnitude of such 
randan errors in detail. 
Recent investigations carried out by SWingler (1979) indicate that 
the Burg method of MEM spectral estimation is not strictly applicable to 
all detenninistic signals (including sinusoids) because of the bidirectional 
nature of the prediction operator. Swingler also shows that observed 
frequency shifts during processing of sinusoids with the Burg algorithm 
are caused by the .implicit assmnption that the autocovariance matrices 
are Toeplitz, in order to t:ennit the adoption of the Levinson recursion 
schane. 
However, SWingler addressed the problem of resolving narrow spectral 
peaks fran a haiJnonic signal containing I!Ull tiple sinusoids. In estimating 
the p::Mer spectrum of magnetic ananalies, resolving narrow spectral 
peaks is not the problem.· Instead, it is necessary to define the st:ectrurn 
with sufficient accuracy, especially at low wavenumbers, since the power 
contribution fran long wavelengths is generally substantially greater 
than the power at short wavelengths. Since Ulrych and Bishop (1975) 
pointed out that the resolution of the MEM spectral estimate was 
approximately twice that obtained fran the t:eriodogram spectrurn, the 
equivalent length of the data set is almost twice its actual length (by 
the uncertainty principle, Equation 3 .12). Therefore, the longest wave-
length resolved by the data set should be almost doubled as a result of 
the predictive nature of the MEM technique. 
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Bearing these limitations in mind, the Burg algorithm for MEM 
spectral analysis was used to estimate the power sy;:ectrum for short seg-
ments of magnetic ananaly data. The applicability of the tecimique to 
magnetic profile data was tested on an empirical basis by assessing the 
accuracy of depth detenninations made by analysis of magnetic ananalies 
generated fran model bodies of known gearetry. 
A canputer program entitled SPECI'RAL was written in order to implenent · 
the MEM spectral estimation procedure using the Burg algorithm (Claerbout, 
1976) on total field magnetic ananaly data. A listing of the computer 
program and operational instructions appear in Appendix B. 
The canputer program incorporated the facility far cubic spline 
interpolation of unevenly spaced input data. Prior to spectral analysis, 
the mean and any linear trend were ranoved fran the data segment in order 
to canply with the asst:nnption of a stationary randan Gaussian process 
and to avoid distortion of the calculated spectrum. In estimating the 
input spectrum, the Fourier transfonn of the prediction error filter was 
calculated using the FFT algorithm. The ~r of the sy;:ectrum calculated 
by FFT is distributed over both negative and :positive waventnnbers. For 
one dimensional profiles, this representation is meaningless since the 
pcwer is considered to be restricted to :positive wavenumbers (Horton 
et al, 1964; Cianciara and Marcak, 1976). Therefore, the values of 
pcwer at all :positive waventnnbers, exceptfor the de canpanent, were 
doubled. 
The following options for selecting appropriate prediction operator 
lengths were available in the program: 
(1) the Akaike final prediction error criterion 
(2) the empirical criterion pro:posed by Ben:yman 
(3) calculation of all spectra for operator lengths between 
the values given by the Akaike and Ben:yman criteria respectively 
and finally, calculation of the average spectrum 
( 4) the selection of an arbitrary value for the operator length. 
Option (3) was incorporated because Kane (1977) drew attention to a 
criterion mentioned by CUrrie (1973) whereby similar lines appearing in 
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spectra for more than one operator length may be considered real and not 
an artifact of the MEM spectral estimate technique. The average spectrum 
was finally calculated to produce a more stable spectral estimate :in which 
spectral peaks camnon to several individual spectra were reinforced and 
isolated peaks occurr:ing on few individual spectra were relatively 
suppressed. 
Kane (1977) suggested that :in order to resolve long wavelength 
ccmponents, the length of the necessary prediction operator should be much 
longer than the arbitrary half data length cut-off proposed by Ulrych and 
Bishop (1975). In order to test this idea for magnetic profile data, 
option ( 4) was :included to allow the :input of a prediction operator of 
arbitrary length. 
A further .:innovation, :inspired by Cianciara and Marcak (1976) , 
was made an :integral part of the canputer program. Any :input profile 
was sub-divided into overlapp:ing segments of chosen length. The MEM 
spectral density was calculated, us:ing the appropriate operator length 
criterion, for each segment and f:inally 1 the average spectrum was estimated 
for the whole profile. This procedure is analagous to Equation 3. 34 
:in. which the expected value of a nonstationary process is evaluated fran 
a number of different realisations of that process. 
Running the canputer program was designed as a two-pass I semi-
autanatic procedure: 
1st pass: the MEM spectral density estimate is calculated using the 
selected operator length criterion and a graph of the 
natural logarithm of the nonnalised power spectrum versus 
wavenumber is plotted. 
2nd pass: having chosen wavenumber lirni ts between which straight 
l:ine portions of the spectrum can be recognised 1 the 
program is re-run and a straight line is fitted through 
the data of each chosen segment of the spectrum by least 
squares regression. Depth estimates, with standard errors, 
are output for each straight line segment and for the 
average spectrum of each segment too. 
This ~-pass procedure is illustrated in Appendix B. 
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Figure 3. 6 Model magnetic structures used to generate total field 
magnetic anomaly profiles for MEM spectral analysis and 
subsequent depth determination. 
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Figure 3.7 Model of randomly magnetised magnetic basement used for MSM spectral depth determination 
(generated by method of Treitel et al., 1971). 
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TABLE 3.1 
Depth estimates to various IOOdel magnetised bcxlies using MEM spectral analysis an noise free ananalies. Constant 
sample inteiva.l, tJ. x = 0. 3 km. 
AClUAL PROFILE . NO. OF ESTIMA.TED DEP'IH BY LEAST SQUARES ID. OF '1'EIM:i IN MArnETIC I:J.T REGRESSION PREDICITON OPERA'IOR ' 
BODY DEP'lli LENG'IH D SAMPLES ALGEBRAIC 
I D, KM T, KM N AKAIKE BERRYMAN SUM AKAIKE BERRYMAN 
FINITE STEP 1.0 18.0 (6l
8 61 1.30+0.02 1.25t0.03 1.28t0.02 13 25 
I 
- -
(3.0) 9.0 (3) 9 31 1. 43-t0.04 1. 2 5-tO. 07 1. 32-t0.09 9 15 
i - -
I 
INFINITE 30.0 6 101 5.29-t0.21 4.82-t0.08 4.86-tO.OS 14 38 
' 
-
I 
VERTICAL 5.0 I 
DYKE I 15.0 3 51 4.68-t0.17 4.85-tO.l5 5.13t0.16 11 22 
' 
- -
INFINITE 30.0 6 101 5.34t0.25 5.62t0.24 5.65t0.16 20 38 I 
- - -INCLINED 5.0 
DYKE ' 15.0 3 51 4.42t0.12 3.63-t0.09 3.76t0.04 11 22 
- -
I 
INFINITE 10.2 5 35 1. 4 7-tO.ll 1. 70-tD.ll 1. 77-tO. 29 13 16 I 
- -
'IHIN 2.0 
SHEET 5.1 2.5 18 1.14-tO. 01 0. 99-tO.ll 1.01-tO.Ol 5 10 
- -
RANCOMLY 30.0 6 100 4.16-tO.lO 5.14-t0.37 4.55-t0.28 11 37 I 
.t-lAGNEITSED 5.0 
BASEMENT 15.0 3 50 3.44-tO.lO* 3.32-t0.07* 3.24t0.19 8 21 
1.0 6.0 6 20 - 0.97-t0.04* - - 11 
-- ---- -- -
(*Depth estimated fran average spectrum of several profiles within extent of ananaly) 
8 
TABlE 3.2 
Depth est.inates to various rroeel magnetised lx.xties using MEM spectral analysis on anana.lies plus additive randcm noise. 
Constant sample interval, /J.x = 0.3 km. 
ACTUAL PROFILE 00. OF ESTIMATED DEPTH BY LEAST SQUARES 00. OF TERMS IN MAGNEI'IC DEPTH LENGI'H /J.T SAMPLES RffiRESSION PREDICI'ION OPERA'IOR BODY AUE3RAIC D, KM T, KM D N AKAIKE BERRYMAN SUM AKAIKE BERRYMAN 
1.0 18.0 (b) 18 61 1.21+0.01 1.22-+0.03 1.21-+0.01 9 25 
- -FINITE STEP 
(3.0) 9.0 (3)9 31 1.29-+0.03 1.32-+0.04 1.35-+0.02 9 15 
- -
INFINITE 30.0 6 101 3.84-+0.51 4.13-+0.23 4.13-+0.28 12 38 
- -VERTICAL 5.0 
DYKE 15.0 3 51 2.74-+0.28 5.00+0.42 4.18-+0.54 8 22 
- -
INFINITE 30.0 6 101 4.29-t0.42 4.38-t0.42 4.39-t0.43 35 38 
-INCLINED 5.0 
DYKE 15.0 3 51 3.15-+0.28 3.93-+0.36 3.34-+0.38 8 22 
- - -
INFINITE 10.2 5 35 1.87-+0.12 1.68-+0.09 0.97-+0.07 6 16 
- -
'IHIN 2.0 
SHEFI' 5.1 2.5 18 0.22-+0.CO 2.27-+0.21 1. 34-+0.11 2 10 
- - i 
RANJ:Xl.1LY 30.0 6 101 4.54-+0.50 3.38-+0.55 4.39-t0.76 12 38 
- -MArnEr !SED 5.0 
BASEMENT 15.0 3 50 1. 26-t0.04 * 4.56-+0.88* 3. 72-+0.41* 6 22 
- -
1.0 6.0 6 20 1.29-+0.12* 2.39-+0.15* 1. 83-tO.lO* 4 11 
-
--- ----- - - --
(*Depth estimated from average spectrum of several profiles within extent of ananaly) 
1--' g 
The canputer program SP:oc'I'RAL was applied to magnetic ananalies 
produced by the follcwing model magnetic structures: 
(1) finite magnetised step (horizontal derivative of ananaly) 
(2) infinite vertical dyke 
(3) infinite inclined dyke 
(4) infinite thin sheet 
(5) randanly magnetised basanent. 
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Mcdels ( 1) to ( 4) inclusive are illustrated in Figure 3. 6 and model 
(5) is shown in Figure 3. 7. The randan numbers were generated by a 
standard subroutine available on the NUMAC CCitlpllter (*NAG subroutine G05DDF). 
The randan numbers represented a Gaussian process with an ari thrnetic 
mean of 1.5 and a standard deviation of 0.5. 
Depth estimates for the noise-free anomalies are tabulated in Table 3.1. 
The same ananalies were then corrupted by the addition of randan noise 
with zero mean and standard deviation of 2. 0. The spectral depth estimates 
for the noisy data are tabulated in Table 3. 2. 
The magnetic ananalies for models (1) to (4) THere calculated using 
the program MAGN, available in the Geophysics Department of the University 
of Durham. The magnetic ananaly due to a basanent of randan magnetic 
line sources was calculated by using the foDlllllation of Treitel et al, 
(1971). 
In order to test the predictive properties of the MEM spectral 
density estimate, various profile lengths relative to the depth of the 
particular magnetic bcdy THere investigated. In particular, Regan and 
Hinze (1976) recx::mnended that the data set length fran which the Fourier 
transfonn of a profile was to be estimated should be at least six times 
the maxinrurn depth to the source of the ananaly. Therefore, profile lengths 
of 6 and 3 times the maximum depth respectively were used. For bodies 
whose depth extent tends to infinity for practical purposes, the depth 
estimate obtained relates to its upper surface only (see rrodels (2) to 
(5) inclusive). For ananalies caused by b:xlies at different depths (see 
model (1)), their overlapping hanronic canponents produce spectral dis-
tortion. See Figure 3. 8 and Figure 3 .12. 
A selection of .MEM power spectral density estimates is displayed in 
Figures 3. 8 to 3 .15 inclusive. Each spectrum shc:MS a pronounced peak at 
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Figure 3.11 Natural logarithm, normalised MEM spectral density estimates for the randomly 
magnetised basement model (Figure 3.7). (a) Profile length; 29.7km, Akaike 
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Line of regression and depth estimate indicated for each graph. Crosses indicate 
mean spectrum. 
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Figure 3.12 Natural logarithm, normalised MEM spectral density estimates for the finite 
step model (Figure 3.6a) with random noise. (a) Profile length~ 18km, Akaike 
criterion, (b) Profile length= 9km, Akaike criterion, (c) Profile length= 
18km, Berryman criterion, (d) Profile length= 9km, Berryman criterion. Line 
of regression and depth estimate indicated for each graph. 
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Figure 3.13 Natural logarithm; normalised MEM spectral density estimates for the vertical 
dyke model (Figure 3.6d) with random noise. (a) Profile length= 30km, Akaike 
criterion, (b) Profile length= 15km, Akaike criterion, (c) P~ofile length = 
30km, Berryman criterion, (d) Profile length= 15km, Berryman criterion. Line 
of regression and depth estimate indicated for each graph. 
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low wavenumbers. The precise location of this peak appears to be a 
function of the initial phase of the input signal as shown for the 
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Imlltiple spectra of Figures 3.11 and 3.15. This dependence on initial phase 
may be an illusion since SWingler (1979) showed that observed frequency 
shifts are caused by assumptions implicit to the Burg algoritlun itself. 
However, it was obsel:Ved that the lew wavenumber peak corresponded to a 
wavelength of the order of the length of the input data series. Taking 
this peak in the pcwer spectrum to be a measure of the longest wavelength · 
resolvable by the MEM technique before appreciable power loss at longer 
wavelengths, a graph was drawn to illustrate the dependence of the longest 
wavelength, AL to the length of the prediction error filter, LPEF. This 
graph is drawn in Figure 3 .16. 
If flT = the length of the input data series, all values of AL/I:J.T 
lie between the limits 0.48 and 1.02 (except Arf!:J.T for the thin sheet of 
Figure 3.14b). Fran Equation 3.16, it was deduced that the longest wave-
length resolvable by a data set of finite length was less than the length 
of the data set itself. This was especially true since the assumed 
resolution criterion of Equation 3 .15, 
3.15 
was an optimistic one. As a result of the optimal smoothing property of 
the MEM spectral estimate (Uhych and Bishop, 1975), it was supposed that 
the equivalent length of the data set would have been substantially in-
creased due to the predict! ve nature of the MEM technique. Havever, the 
results of Figure 3.16 indicate that the predictive property of the Burg 
algoritlun does not extend the maximum wavelength resolved beyond the length 
of the data set. The graph also indicates that the longest wavelength 
resolvable was sensibly independent of the length of the prediction error 
filter for the models analysed. This result is disappointing, although 
increased resolution at lew wavenumbers is observed far long operator 
lengths (Figure 3.17) in agreement with Kane (1977). Improved resolution 
at lCM wavenumbers is accanpanied by extrarely peaky spectra at higher 
wavenumbers. This increased resolution at lew wavenumbers is not a 
desirable feature for depth estimation fran the slope of the log spectrum 
and implanentation of long prediction operators was not pursued. 
The uncertainty principle of Equation 3 .13, that is, 
3.13 
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predicted that the equivalent length of the data set should have been 
2AT. This apparent contradiction may be explained in tem1s of a trade-
off between frequency resolution and statistical resolution. A InOJ:e 
oanplete fo:cnulation of the uncertainty principle (Claerbout, 1976) states 
that: 
where Ak = the spectral bandwidth 
AT = the length of the input data set 
p = the variance of the spectral estimate 
Ap = the error associated with the estiiDate of the variance. 
Therefore, the improved resolution of the MEM spectral estimate is 
acccmnodated at the expense of statistical resolution in the estimated 
spectrum and not by increasing the equivalent length of the input data 
,. 
set. 
3.39 
Depth estimates obtained by fitting a least squares line of regression 
through the spectra between specified wavenumber limits are presented in 
Tables 3 .1 and 3. 2. OVerall, the depth estimates canfiDn the reccmnendation 
of Regan and Hinze (1976) that the data set should be at least six times 
greater than the max:imum depth to the causative lxxly for reliable 
spectral detemrination. When the data set length was reduced to three 
times the max:imum depth, the depth estimates were generally underestimated 
due to loss of power at low wavenumbers. Depth estimates for the finite 
step were consistently too large. This was probably due to a canbination 
of spectral overlap between c:atp:ments generated by the upper and laver 
surfaces respectively and the fact that the sample spacing was 0.3 km. 
Such a large sample spacing meant that the shortest wavelength sampled 
was 0. 6 km. Since there was likely to be appreciable power generated at 
shorter wavelengths by the upper surface at 1.0 km depth, the absence of 
this power in the high wavem.nnber canponents of the s~ would tend 
to prarote overestimates of depth to the upper surface of the step. An 
additional slope estimated fran the first segment of curve in Figure 3.8a 
yields a depth of about;. 3 km i.e. the depth to the lower surface of the 
finite step. 
The effect of additive noise is illustrated in Figures 3.12 to 3.15 
inclusive. The :power in high wavenumber canponents has been substantially 
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increased and, in general, the depth estimates are less than those obtained 
fran the noise-free ananalies. 
The technique of calculating the mean spectrum fran those generated 
over several segments of one profile was fOl.md to be unreliable. Its 
effectiveness was reduced due to the migration of the la-~ wavenumber peak 
value as an apparent function of the initial phase. For more reliable 
estimates, care would have to be taken to ensure alignment of la-~ wave-
number peaks prior to estimation of the mean spectrum. This procedure 
TNOUl.d only be valid for considerations of spectrum slope. 
The choice between Akaike and Benyman criteria to detez:mine the 
prediction operator length was not obvious due to the observed fluctuation 
in the tabulated depth estimates. However, the Benyman criterion seemed 
to prcxiuce marginally superior depth estimates for the data with additive 
randcn noise (Table 3.2). 
The tentative application of MEM spectral analysis to magnetic 
ananalies prcxiuced reasonable depth estimates, even for very short data 
sets in sane cases. However, the final accuracy of the procedure was 
disappointing and in general, the reccmnendation of Regan and Hinze (1976) 
for data sets at least six times greater than the maxllm.Im depth to the 
causative lxxiy ranains valid. Therefore, these results danonstrate that 
MEM spectral analysis has little advantage over conventional teclmiques 
of spectral estimation for this particular application. However, it has 
allowed depth estimates to be made fran very short data sets for which 
the Blackman and Tukey approach and the FFT periodogram method would have 
been less satisfactocy. 
3. 3 Gravity modelling 
A general pw:pose computer program, M;PIOT, was written for gravity 
modelling of profile gravity data and it incorporated the facility to 
plot observed magnetic and gravity data with calculated free-air or 
Bouguer gravity ananalies, calculated residuals, the 2-D isostatic gravity 
ananaly, bathymetcy and the crustal rncdel itself, including an isostatically 
canpensated Moho discontinuity. 
The standard approach to gravity interpretation was adopted whereby 
the near-surface structure was detellni.ned as accurately as possible fran 
a canbination of seismic reflection, sanobuoy and magnetic data. Isolated 
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gravity ananalies were interpreted where possible to reveal subsurface 
structure. Having delineated near-surface stl:uctures, deep structure 
was inferred by inspection of the gravity residuals. Therefore, by 
"fixing" those structures deteon:i.ned with confidence by other methods, 
less well-known interfaces were adjusted in order to reduce the final 
residuals. This p:rocedure was proposed as a c::x:~rprehensive technique by 
Hanmer (1963). 
However, Hamner (1963) indicated a very real limitation of this 
approach. He enphasised the fundamental requirement of adequate 
definition of subsurface density contrasts and added a note of caution 
to the effect that deep structure inferred fran gravity residuals is 
subject to all the uncertainties inherent in the near-surface structural 
inteJ:pretation. The accurate appiaisal of subsurface density contrasts 
is absolutely crucial. 
It was found to be easier and instructive to use the Bouguer ananaly 
during rnaielling of gravity ananalies. The Bouguer ananaly was calculated 
by replacing the seawater layer with material of the same density as the 
. ocean floor sediments. This procedure effectively removed the sea-floor 
interface and obviated the effect of bath:yrnetJ:y on the calculated ananaly. 
The ~ional isostatic gravity ananaly was calculated by 
equating pressures along the profile at a chosen depth of canpensation, T 
to the pressure at the s~ depth beneath a crust of standard crustal 
density. The procedure and nanenclature are given in Figure 3.18 and the 
following equation was derived: 
where pi = the density of the i th layer 
hi = the thickness of the ith layer 
and p = p 1 , where p = the standard crustal density. c n- c · 
The depth, d to the isostatically canpensated Moho is then given by: 
d=T-h 
n 
3.40 
4.41 
These equations were used to calculate the ~ional isostatic 
Moho. The isostatic gravity ananaly was then calculated as the difference 
i 
I 
1 h1 1'1 water 
h2 fJ2 sediment 
h3 1'3 STANDARD CRUST I T 
I 
2: hi I for i = 4,5, .. Pc I I 
I ... n-1 
. 
. t hn fln 
--- --------------
MOHO l 
upper mantle 
n-2 
= 2: hi + hn-1+ hn ............ 1 
i = 1 
Equate pressures at compensation depth,T; 
n-2 
T Pc = 2: fJi hi + fln-1hn-1+ fJn hn · · · · · · · · · · · 2 
i=1 
Multiply equ.1 by Pn-.1 and subtract the 
resulting equation from equation 2 
to give; 
n-2 n-2 
T( flc -Pn-1) = 2: ,,ihi - f'n-12: hi + hn{,.on-Pn-1} 
i=1 i:1 
If fJc = /'n- 1 , solving for hn gives; 
n-2 n-2 
fln-12:hi- l:f'ihi 
i:1 i:1 
:. Depth to isostatic moho = T- hn 
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Figure 3.18 The derivation of Equations 3.40 and 3.41 respectively 
for the calculation of the depth to a 2-D isostatic 
~1oho for the gravity profile models. 
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between the Bouguer ananaly and the canputed ananaly of the anti-root 
(Bott, 1971). In calculating the isostatic ananaly, the Bouguer ananaly 
was evaluated by replacing all layers within the model crustal section with 
material of a single standard density. Therefore, the Bouguer ananaly 
referred to a crustal model of constant density between sea-level and Moho 
(Kearey, 1973). 
The actual m:x:lelling of free-air gravity ananalies was carried out 
on a "trial and error" basis, those coordinates of a model which were 
confidently estimated being fixed and the other coordiJ'lates being allowed 
to move in a "sensible" way to provide a good fit with the observed gravity 
data. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SEISMIC PROCESSmG AND INTERPRErATION 
4 .1 Intrcxluction 
Despite the acquisition of .multi-channel seisnic reflection data 
during the geophysical cruise, no processing facilities were made available 
at ·the University of Durham. An offer made by The British Petroleum 
Canpa.ny Limited to process sane of the seisnic data was therefore gratefully 
accepted. 
The seismic data ac:x;ruired along profile 11 were chosen for detailed 
processing (see Figure 1.1) • This decision was made on the basis of 
gravity, magnetic and sonobuoy observations. A free-air gravity low of 
about 40 Ill3'al, the subdued nature of the associated. magnetic ananaly and 
the suite of velocities revealed. by a sonob:uoy refraction experiment to 
the north (depth to "basement" = 5. 3 km) indicated the possible presence 
of a major sequence of Mesozoic sediments underlying the continental shelf. 
Spectral depth estllna.tes using the Iriaxinrum entropy method (Chapter 3) 
p:rovi.ded. depths to magnetic basanent of about 4.0 km. It was clear that 
an accurate interpretation of the seismic data collected along profile 11 
was crucial to any proposal for the developnent of the continental margin. 
Processing details are sumnarised. in the follCMing section. An 
interpretation of the processed section is then given and finally this 
is extended to encanpass those reflection horizons identifiable on single-
charmel shipbome monitor records fran contiguous profiles. For canpleteness, 
a discussion of available sonobuoy velocity values is also included and 
general conclusions are made about the nature of the continental mazgin of 
East Greenland. 
4.2 Processing of multi-channel seismic reflection data 
The processing sequence carried. out by The British Petroleum Co. Ltd. 
was applied in 13 stages, after danultiplexing the seismic data: 
(1) Amplitude recovecy 
The purpose of amplitude recovery is to canpensate for the effects 
of spherical divergence, attenuation due to solid friction, energy loss 
'). 
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due to reverberations and transnission losses due. to propagation through 
many layer boundaries (Sheriff, 1975). In order to recover amplitude losses 
not relevant to subsurface geology and thereby· re-establish relative 
amplitudes Of reflected events 1 the following gain function Was applied to 
the recorded reflection. time series, point by point, along each trace: 
gain factor = t eat 
where t = the two-way travel time 
a = a constant = 0.2. 
4.1 
"( ~ A static time correction was also applied at this stage in order to 
cc:rcq::ensate for multiplexer delay (Waters, 1978) . 
(2) Traee editing 
The 11 channels of recorded· seismic data were displayed at selected 
shot points to enable assessment. of recording fidelity arid verification 
·· that each channel had been recorded co:rrectl.y. It. was found that no 
meaningful seismic data were recorded on charmel 10 (see Enclosure 2). 
The precise reason for this is unknown but it was undoubtedly· caused by 
malfunction of the acquisition systan. 
( 3) Deconvolution 
The final recorded seismic signal is the result of the convolution 
t of the input signal consisting of the superposition of tJie airgun array 
~ pulse and the surface 11ghost11 , and the filter coefficients (subsur£ace 
; . ' 
: reflection coefficients) of the earth and subsequent r~rding systan. 
( The operation of deconvolution is an attatpt to c1eteilnine the coefficients 
i 
; of the recoroed .wavelet, including· the input wavelet cX:rnponent, fran an. 
' analysis of the recorded seismic traces thanselves· and then te design an 
. inv~e filter which when applied to the seismic trace will yie~d the 
· primacy reflection events encountered during the•passage of .the seismic 
signal through the earth filter. Convolution of the recorded seismic 
trace with this inverse .filter produces ·pulse canpression >since its phase 
approaches zero and its amplitude spectrum is made flat (cf. the Dirac delta 
fm1ction). This procedure assumes that the filtered source jmpulse is 
miniirnml phase (Waters, 1978). The m:in:imum phase condition-provides a 
unique . link between the phase and amplitude spectrum of the pulse. 
., 
~ ,, 
.:-' 
. ··~ 
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Pulse canpn;!ssion is necessary due to selective absorption of high 
frequency carpone.rits within the source signal during its passage through 
the earth filter which produces pulse broa.Q.ening. Deconvolution attanpts 
(a) to restore the sharp impulsive character of the recorded seismic signal 
and to enhance the definition of the onset of a reflection event, (b) to 
correct for non-whiteness in the spectra of the source and recording 
instrumentation impulse responses and (c) to reduce the reverberating tail 
of the pulSe which obscures later events (G. Ba-Jyer, pers. canrn. ) • 
Prewhitening was perfo:mted before the design of the deconvolution 
operator. This enhanced the power contained iil high frequencies and is a 
technique used to reduce the dynamic range of the spectrum (Bloanfield, 1976). 
( 4) Nonnal moveout correction 
The application of noJ:Jnal moveout corrections to the seismic time 
series is an essential prerequisite to camnon depth point (COP) stacking. 
In order to calculate th.e'correct value of no:cnal moveout (Dobrin, 1976; 
Water~ 1978), an appropriate stacking velocity must be assigned to each 
particular primary reflector. After rerroval of nonnal moveout fran the 
seismic traces to be stacked together, primacy reflection horizons should 
lin&-up fran trace to trace within the COP gather. No:cnal rnoveout corrections 
ccmpensate for the effect of increasing offset between shot and receiver 
for waves which have a camncn subsurface reflection point (naninal, in 
practice) and reduce each seismic trace to one of nonna.l. incidence for 
primacy reflection events. 
A technique for estimation of appropriate stacking velocities for 
evaluation of no:cnal moveout corrections was proposed by Taner and Koehler 
(1969). 
Velocity functions \<lere dete.IInined at an average interval of approx:imately 
12 km on profile 11, except over a confused zone beneath the continental 
shelf where well-defined, identifiable reflection horizons were absent. 
Only one velocity function was evaluated here. 
Application of nonnal m.oveout corrections to seismic traces has an 
tmdesirable effect on pr.imary reflections called "NMO stretch" (Waters, 
1978). Serious wave shape and spectrum distortion of the seismic pulse 
result. 
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(5) Dynamic offset dependent trace weighting 
The degree to which the a>P stack is successful in long-wavelength 
, multiple reflection elimination is a flmction of the differential moveout 
between primal:y and multiple reflections. Effective multiple cancellation 
is only possible for significantly latge values of differential moveout 
obtained with long hydrophone streamers. 'Ihe maximum offset available with 
the Flexotir streamer used for the 1977 Durham survey was 1253 m. 
In order to enhance multiple attenuation within each a>P gather, 
dynamic offset dependent trace weighting was carried ·out before stacking 
so that seismic traces corresponding to long offsets were given greater 
weight than these traces recorded at short offset;s. 
However, pulse broadening due to attenuation of high frequencies is 
mre pronounced at long offsets and the definition of primal:y reflection 
horizons is correspondingly less clear. 'Ihus, a trade-off between 
enhanced multiple attenuation and sharp reflector definition must be 
recognised in this procedure. 
This tedmique also reduces the signal to randan noise ratio of the 
final stacked trace (G. BaNyer, pers. ccmn.). 
(6) First break mutes 
Muting consists of arbitrarily assigning zero values to seismic 
records in order to ranove the direct water arrival and refraction events 
imnediately followmg the water-break pulse. Direct and refracted arrivals 
are generally so strang that their ranoval is necessacy in order to avoid 
significant degradation in the quality of near-surface reflection events 
(Telfom et al, 1976) • 
(7) 11-fold ccmnon depth point (COP) stack 
After application of noll'll.al. moveout corrections and muting, the traces 
within each gather were canposited to foll'l\ a nc:minal 11-fold a>P stack. 
SUch traces sunmed are .implicitly assumed to consist of seismic pulses 
reflected fran a cat1110il subsurface point on a given horizon for each 
primal:y reflection event. The necessazy shot spacing to give an 11-fold 
a>P stack was 50 m, that is, half the distance between centres of adjacent 
hydrophone groups along the streamer. 
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'!he average ship's velocity along profile 11 after projecting navigation 
data onto a line of constant heading was 11.32 krn hr-l and, given a constant 
shot inteJ::val of 21 s, the actual distance between shot points was 
approximately 66 m. The significance of this result is illusqated in 
Figure 4.1. Assuming the required geaneb:y for optimum stacldng has 
created a linear region of about 160m over which nan:inally ooincident 
reflection points have been evenly distributed for the case of a horizontal 
reflector. This phenanenan is exacerbated far a dipping horizon although 
the precise effect depends on its orientation relative to the shot-detector 
acquisition systan. Distortion and smearing of primaJ:y signals is an 
1nevi table consequence especially for horizons showing rapid topographic 
changes within the zane of reflection points. 
The actual multiplicity of CDP stack was lo-fold because no useful 
pr.imacy reflection data appeared on charmel 10. 
Objectives of COP stacking are (a) the ilrq?rovement of primaJ:y signal 
to randan noise ratio by a factor of hi, where N is the number of traces 
to be CatQ?Osited to fonn a stack, (b) the attenuation of lang-wavelength 
multiple reflections, and (c) to maximise the ratio of primary P-wave 
reflections to all other reflections (ItDJltiples and mode-converted), 
refractions, diffractions and any externally generated noise, for example 
electrical pick-up, ship • s tow noise, tailbuoy tugging, etc. (G. Bc:Myer, 
pers. camn.). 
(8) F-K velocity filtering 
The original "pie-slice" process of velocity filtering was proposed 
by Einbree et al (1963). This method has now been superceded by a IOOre 
general 2-D filter approach using the Fast Fourier Transfoz:rn (FFT) algorithm 
(Waters, 1978). 
The purpose of velocity filtering is to ranove 1011 velocity coherent 
noise fran the CDP stacked seismic section. This was particularly necessary 
over the oontinental slope of profile 11 where differential noveout between 
primal:y and ItDJltiple events was not sufficient to give destructive inter-
ference of steeply dipping, long-wavelength nW.tiples so that important 
geological detail ranained obscured. Velocity filtering was also effective 
in ranoving steeply dipping diffractions and remnant noise due to ship noise 
and Cable tugging not attenuated by the hydrophone array canprising the 
detector group of each charmel (Figure 2. 5) • 
AIRGUN POSITIONS 
ship's 
. k -1 mot 10n,11 m. hr. 
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Figure 4.1 Diagram showing the actual configuration of sources and detectors for the CDP stack carried 
out by British Petroleum Co. Ltd. Note the re'gion over which reflections are "smeared" in 
sharp contrast to the assumed common point of reflection for a flat, horizontal reflector. 
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The rejection zone :spec;i.fied by BP for F-K velocity filtering was for 
apparent velocities ~ !LO ms/trace and this is equivalent to an apparent 
velocity of about 6.6 km s-1 • 
C9 ~ 3-fold weighted, trace mix 
The ~-fold ~ghted trace m:Lx (in the ratio 1:2:1) was primarily a 
cosmetic, snooth.tng operation in order to improve reflector ccmtinuity and 
to facilitate geological intezpretation of the final seismic section. The 
enhancanent of laterally continuous events in this way was carried out 
becau,se the signal to noise ratio on the stacked section was rather poor 
(G. Bowyer' pers. ccmn. ) • 
(10) Static corrections 
A static correction of 12 ms was added to each trace of the stacked 
seismic section in order to canpensate for the depths of the airgun array 
( 6. 7 m) and the hydrophone streamer (12. 2 m) • This time correction was 
calculated assum:i..ng nonnal incidence reflection and a propagation velocity 
of 1500 m s -l for seismic waves in water. 
(11) Deconvolution 
Application of ncmna.l moveout corrections introduces undesirable 
filtering effects by distorting the spectrum of primal:y pulse and by 
stretching the pulse width in the time danain. Deconvolution was applied 
as a spiking agent in an attanpt '!=0 eliminate undesirable filtering effects, 
analogous to stage (3) above. 
~stack deconvolution is only partially effective because the high 
level of broad-band noise present on pre-stack traces tends to limit the 
arrount of ''whitening" achieved. The improved signal to noise ratio on 
I:XJSt-stack COP seismic data -prdvides an opportunity to improve further 
pulse canpression (G. Bc:Myer, pers. ccmn. ) • 
Prewhitening was carried out in order to reduce the dynamic range of 
the spectrum. 
(12) T.ime and space variant bandpass filter 
Since the :impulse fran the airgun array has a finite bandwidth, pulses 
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xep;resent±ng prilnaxy events on the seismic section are also band-limited. 
The ;funct.±on of bandpass filtering is to ranove primarily recorded noise 
wh.U,st ret:ain.tng those fxequencies within the bandwidth- of the primal:y 
reflection events. A time-varying filter operation is used because the 
b~d;th of th.e seismic pulse Changes with increasing time d.cMn each trace. 
;Each filter was zero phase so that the phase characteristics of the 
sigpai xenained unaltered after filtering. 
In filter design there exists a trade-off between noise cancellation 
enhanced by narrow-band filtering and improved resolution of primal:y events 
resulting f:rom wide-band filtering. 
(13) Dynclnic equalisati~ 
'!he final step in the processing sequence cons~ted of an amplitude 
nannallsation procedure in order to suppress daninant, laxge-amplitude 
events and to enhance low amplitude primaries on the seismic display. The 
signal of each trace was scaled to a constant amplitude over a time-vacying 
w;i:ndow· down the trace (Waters, 1978) • 
This CCI11pleted the data processing of llU.llti-channel seismic data 
acquired along profile 11. The final CDP stacked section (Enclosure 2) 
is stored in the pocket on the inside cover of this thesis. The overall 
quality of the processed section is excellent, bearing in mind the crudely 
sub-optilllal stack, and it is vastly superior to the single-channel ship-
home monitor records. 
4. 3 Geological interpretation of CDP stacked seismic section, profile 11 
A line drawing of the geological interpretation of profile 11 is 
illustrated in Figure 4. 2. 
The resolution of reflecting horizons is limited by the wavelength of 
the incident seismic signal. Vertical resolution is of the order of 1/8 to 
1/4 wavelength (Sheriff, 1977). For a dan.:l..nant frequency of 50 Hz fran 
-1 
shallow reflectors in a meditnn of velocity 1. 8 to 2. 5 km s , the 
corresponding wavelength range is 36 to 50 rn. Deeper reflections contain 
a lower dan.:l..nant frequency, say 20 Hz and for rock velocities of 3. 0 to 
5.5 km s-1 , the signal wavelengths lie between 150 and 175 rn. Therefore, 
bed thicknesses of about 12 rn for shallow penetration and 68 rn for deeper 
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penetration represent the approximate limits of vertical seismic resolution. 
The two-way travel times corresponding to these bed thiclmesses are about 
10 and 25 ms respectively. 
Sheriff (1976) anphasises that attributing stratigraphic significance 
to seismic details is a hazardous and ina:mpletely understood procedure. 
Although no ndgrated seismic data or borehole infODnation necessary for an 
accurate identification of reflecting horizons were available, an atterrpt 
was made to apply the principles of seisnic stratigraphy (Payton, 1977) to 
the seismic section of profile 11. 
tJnconfo:cn:i.ty recognition was carried out by locating discordant 
relationships between reflectors characteristic of various depositional 
environments. 
In discussing character and inter-relationships of seismic reflectors 
and inferriri.~ deposi tiona! histo:cy fran than, three broad groups of 
sediments have been defined (Ewing et al, 1966; Eldholm and Windisch, 1974}: 
(1} pelagic sediments: usually thin, may show moderate stratification 
generally confonnable with. basanent surface, acoustically ve:cy trans-
parent due to isolation fran sources of terrigenous detritus; 
(2} haoogeneous sediments: less specific origin, often weakly stratified, 
less transparent than pelagic deposits, may be quite thick; 
(3) turbidites: smooth, highly stratified sequences of strong, reverberant 
reflections and penetration can be severely reduced due to their high 
reflectivity. 
Seven unconfo:cn:i. ties were recognised on the seismic section. Correlation 
of sedimenta:cy cycles with fluctuations in relative global sea level (Vail 
et al, 1977a) was attanpted, subject to the constraints of known geological 
events onshore and the age of oceanic basement dated by recognition of 
oceanic magnetic ananalles offshore. In this way, a tentative stratigraphy 
has been developed. 
Horizontal position on the seismic .section is indicated by shot point 
(SP) number. 
Horizon identification and ·the geological developnent of the continental 
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margin along profile 11 are :inferred as follows: 
Horizon B 
This horizon doeS not show a constant reflection signature and, with 
~ rare exception, represents the deepest recogniSable reflector on ·the seiSmic 
; section. Following Gairaud et al (1978) I who distinguished 1:hree types of 
; basalt marker horizon fran gocxl quality 24-fold coverage s~~c reflection 
. data by correlation with several DSDP boreholes (locations 337, 348 and 
[ 350) which reached basalt, horizon B has been intel:preted as basalt. 
' . 
• Between SP 2100 and SP 2480, and also SP 2660 to SP 2800, the general wavy, 
disturbed nature of the reflector is s:imilar to that marker associated 
with basalt .extrusions through tension cracks in the vicinity of the ocean-
. cxmtinent boundary. south-east of the Jan Mayen Ridge (Gairaud et al, 1978). 
; ' . 
! Its irregular sUrface may represent ~ine pillow lavas, although well-
' ( ~illed diffraction hyperbolae characteristic of oceanic basement are absent. 
~ . . 
; Interrupted reflectors are observed below this horizon at several locations 
,>~_ 
; {e .• g. SP 2240) . 
Horizon B also appears as a relatively smooth, strong, laterally 
r persistent reflector in the intervals SP 1800 to SP 1970, SP 2800 to SP 3150 
·' -~-
:\ 
• and SP 3200 to SP 3580. Gairaud et al (1978). suggest that such a canparatively "' 
.-, 
(flat marker may be spread over a sedimentaJ:y unit and that it sanetinles 
! represents a tuff and volcai'li.c breccia layer overlying basalt. 
Irregular, humnocky sea floor topography to the notth-west of SP 260 
;. 
is inteJ:preted as basalt. A high-amplitude, short-wavelength magnetic 
i ananaly canfiDns this interpretation. 
The position of the ocean-cxmtinent boundary, B along profile 11 is 
shown in Figure 4.2 and is inferred fran Hinz and Schluter {1980). The 
· rec:x::lgnition of marine magnetic ananalies, the dating of oceanic crust, and 
. the location of the ocean-cxmtinent boundary are discussed in Section 5. 2. 2. 
r 
: The i.np:)rtant implication of the location of the continental margin an 
' ' . : prof~le 11 is that horizon B is associated with continental crust to the 
r • 
:NW of SP 1775 and with crust of oceanic affinity to the SE of SP 1775. , 
To the NW of SP 1775, horizon B; infexred to represent basalt on the 
\'basis of reflection character, is assumed to be related to the massive suite 
( . 
['of plateau basalts along the Blosseville coast, situated about 30 km north-
) west of P?=Cfile 11. The . plateau basalts of East Greenland are knCMn to be 
.; 
._,_ 
·1 
. I ~ 
" 
-~; 
.} 
. ,' 
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a Late Palaeocene-Early Eocene fatmation and pX'O}::lably span an age range of 
52 - 55 Ma (Soper et al, 1976; mcdified to timescale of Hailwood et al, 
1979; S?ee Figure 1. 4). 
These basalts accumulated as a series of predaninantly subaerial, 
laterally extensive, almost parallel flows in an approximately horizontal 
orientation (Deer, 1976). The individual flows are only rarely separated 
by erosional surfaces, coal seams and sediments and a continuous, unifOJ:I'I\ 
subsidence contanparaneous with lava effusion ensured that the upper 
surface of the lava succession was never far above sea level (Biikernnajer 
et al, 1976). A canplete absence onshore of any intrusions representing 
likely feeders for the plateau basalts (eg Birkenmajer et al, 1976) has led 
to the proposal for an offshore lava source. 
This major eruptive :phase inmediately preceded and probably continued 
throughout the initial stages of sea floor spreading between South East 
Greenland and the Rockall Plateau, and also the opening of the Nonategian 
Sea about the Aegir Ridge at ananaly 24 t:ime (Soper et al, 1976) • The 
plateau basalts were subsequently subjected to two imp:>rtant events. 
F~tly, the fcmnation of an anticlinal uplift centred on the 
Kangerdlugssuaq area, about 185 km WNW of SP 1 on profile 11. See 
Figure 1.1. The Kangerdlugssuaq dane (Brooks, 1973, 1979) is roughly 
elliptical with a NW-SE major axis and is sane 200 km across. Brooks 
(1979) estbnated a total uplift at the centre of the dane of the order of 
6 km relative to present sea level but pointed. out that this height was 
unlikely to have been actually attained due to isostatic rebound of the 
region as erosion stripped a!ila.Y successive rock layers. 'Ihis dana! uplift 
post-dated lava effusion, but convinced that dane and magmatism were 
related phenanena, Brooks (1979) proposed an age of fonnation similar to 
that of the alkaline magmas (e.g. the Kangerdlugssuaq syenite, 50.0 ± 0. 4 Ma; 
Pankhurst et al, 1976). The erosion of the dane ranoved an estbnated 
thickness of several kilanetres of sediments and lavas at an early stage 
of its uplift in the Early Eocene and provided sane SO,CXX> km3 of sediment 
for deposition on the continental shelf (Brooks, 1979). 
Secondly, the plateau basalts were subjected to a coastal flexure 
whereby both plateau and inland dane now plunge steeply belCM sea level 
in the coastal regions. Wager and ·Deer ( 19 38) envisaged an enonnous down-
warp of the crust providing pronounced subsidence of the basalt lavas below 
sea level to fOJ:I'I\ the sul:merged aseismic ridge in the Demnark Straits and 
oorresponding uplift of the inland plateau to farm the highest mountains in 
Greenland (up to 3700 m) • Crustal flexure was associated with differential 
'i,. vertical m:wements of order 8 krn (Haller, 1970). Nielsen (1975) proposed y . .·· 
(_ an al temati ve mechanislll for coastal flexure in which a large. scale pattem 
·=· . . 
;_ of marginal nomal faults, dipping in both north and south directions 
l caused rotation of fau;Lt blocks towards the coast and the variations of 
~-dip observed in ·the lavas. This interpretation is equivalent to the 
\" 
~- folll!g.tj,.On. pf .a "half" e9%'aben structure parallel to the coast with. fault-
l controllect subsidence towardS the oeimtark Straits. Coast-parallel Tertiary 
\' . . 
t faulting has been recorded to the north in the region near Kap Dalton and 
I . 
; Kap Brewster, south ·of Scoresby SUnd (Birkenmajer, 1972) where individual 
' 
: faults downtlu'ow by up to 2 km (Birkenmajer et al, 1976). The crustal 
! 
flexure in the Kangerdlugssuaq region was associated with the intrusion of 
[ seVeral generations of dyke swanns (Nielsen, 1978) • 
t· 
Brooks (1979) proposed an age of 50 - 55 Ma. for the crustal flexUre 
l_ because it was obsez:ved to defoiin basalts and gabbroic ¥1trusions 
l (Skaergaard intrusion, 54.6 ± 1. 7 Ma; Brooks and Gleadow, 1977) but not 
l.the later syenite intrusions (Kangerdlugssuaq syenite, 50.0 ± 0.4 Ma; 
[Pankhurst et ai, 1976). In Figure 1. 4, an age of SO - .52 Ma is given for 
rthe coastal flexure. The faulting obseMct in the Savoia Halv¢ district 
t 
!to the north (noted above) was a later event of possible Miocene age 
:· (Birkenmajer et al, 1976). 
The fOIInation of the Kangerdlugssuaq dane and the crustal flexure 
I . ~daninated subsequent pattems of sediment deposition on the continental 
I· 
<>margin t~ . • 
:7 
' ,. 
The possibility of faulting affecting the basalt horizon between 
i 
_;SP 300 and SP 600 is shown in Figure 4.2. A fault-controlled basalt contact 
i is propcsed in relation to its aSsociated magnetic ananaly in Chapter 5. 
~ continuation of the basalt horizon between SP 600 and SP 1800, a distance 
of sane 80 krn, is- .inferred but the exact nature of such a surface cannot 
~be delineated fran the seismic section due to poor data quality ana. absence 
· of coherent reflectors in this zone for two-way travel times greater than 
0. 85 s. . Spectral depth estimates based on an analysis of the magnetic 
: ananaly along profile 11 were used in an at"l:a'cq?t to trace the upper surface 
!of the basalt over this jnterval (Chapter 5). 
' 
To the SE of SP 1775, horizon B is associated with oceanic crust. 
i Vogt et al (1980) identified oceanic magnetic ananalies 13 to 22, related 
; to spreading about the Reykjanes Ridge, in the Denmark Stral ts region and 
'· ~ananalies 6, "6A and 6B off the-east coast of·GreenJ.and in the Ncn:wegian 
j· 
t. 
,. 
J, 
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~- ~ea associated with spreading a)::lout. the Kolbeinsey Ridge. A fracture zone 
twas inferred to separate these oceanic areas and in Chapter 5, it is 
speculated that the ·fracture zcihe intersects profile 11 at a shallow angle 
between SP 2480 and SP 2640 (Figure 5. 7) • The results of Chapter 5 will 
he- quoted here witlleut discus~ion. 
.Associated With crust of oceanic affinity fOJ::med by seafloor spreading, 
horizon B x-epresents a di.achronous surface and can only be assigned a 
unique age at a given location. Be~ SP 1775 and SP 2480, horizon B is 
associated with a wedge of oceanic crust to the north of the fracture zone 
and Which probably oontains subdued marine ananalies 7 through 18 (Nunns, 
'1980). Adjacent to the continental margin, the oceanic crust is likely 
' . 
' to be alxmt 41 Ma old, beccming younger to the SE but greater than 30 Ma 
: oid at SP 2480 (dates after Hailwood et al, 1979; Figure 1. 4) . 
{ 
SOUth-"east- of the proposed fracture zone, ananaly 13 has been projected 
onto profile ll to intersect at about SP 2800 and this dates the oceailic 
crust at this po;tnt as 35 Ma old. 
·.;_' 
,, 
( Before the recognition of the Denmark Straits fracture zone by Vogt :l 
' et al (1980), the interpretation of the uplifted "hoi:'St" block between 
· SP 2480 .and SP 2640 was extremely puzzling. The absence of any obvious 
drape over this feature by oontiguous pelagic sediments of Late Eocene to 
; . . 
'Late Oligocene (see horizon Ul) suggested its fault-OOunded uplift 
' . . 
; in Late Oligocene times. The refiection character on top of the. horst is 
' 
:similar to the Sll'OOth, strong reflector of the basalt interface, B and the 
!discontinuous, wav-j appearance of weak reflections below it is like t.he 
i 
i· interrupted reflectors obseJ:Ved below horizon B. However, the interpretation 
:of the horst-like feature as uplifted basalt is not conclusively proved 
by the gravity or magnetic data (see Chapter 5). Also, the upthrown "horst" 
'and associated faulting are not reoognised on the neighbouring seismic 
. profiles (see Section 4. 4) and appear to be local features. 
An alternative, if unlikely, explanation considered for the feature is 
i salt or nru.d diapirism. Diapirs of Eocene siliceous oozes have been penetrated 
:by drilling on the Voring Plateau (Talwani et al, 1976; Nilsen, 1978a). 
(The undisturbed character of secllinents above the "diapir" preclude its 
! foDllation later than unoonfoz:mity Ul. This suggests its syn-depositional 
·fcu::mation, sedimentation keeping_ pace with upward diapir growth (Stuart and 
caughey, 1977). Flat-topped salt diapirs occur in the Campeche Fan area 
~.of the Gulf of Mexico (Ballard and Feden, 1970) • 
< 
·:· 
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However, these proposals are dismissed in favour of the fracture zone 
hypothesis, put. forward on the basis of the interpretation of marine 
magnetic ananalies by Vogt et al (1980}, and this seems to be the simplest 
and mc::st likely explanation for the structural feature between SP 2480 and 
~P 2640. Movement along the fracture zone associated with seafloor 
· spreading and the creation of oceanic ananalies 7 through 18 in the wedge-
shaped area of oceanic crust to the north of the fracture zone (Nunns, 1980) 
should have ceased about 27 Ma ago when the pericx:l of fan-shaped spreading 
alxru,t the Aegir Ridge in the No:r:wegian Basin stopped (Figure 1. 4) . The 
steep faulting defining the "horst" block and its associated nonnal faults 
only appear to affect tmconfonnity Ul and older ·sediments (Figure 4.2). This 
observation is consistent with the proposed age of tmconfonnity Ul and 
its correlation with a Jna,jor lowstand in global sea level at 30 Ma 
indicated by Vail et al (1977b). 
Jlorizon Ul 
Horizon Ul is a prominent r~flector. It is tentatively identified as an 
unconforlllity on the basis of the onlap of weak, overlying reflectors between 
SP 2200 and SP 2400. Horizon Ul pinches out against horizon B at SP 3080 
.(cf. Nil.sen, 1978a for the pattern of sedimentation during development of young 
ocean ba.3ins with special reference to the Norwegian-Greenland Seas). 
The pinch-out of horizon Ul against horizon B occurs sane 20 km 
south-east of the point of intersection along profile 11 of ananaly 13 
and the line of the profile. Since ananaly 13 represents an age of about 
35 Ma, it is argued in Olapter 5 that the oceanic crust beneath the pinch-
out of horizon Ul is about 32 Ma. old. Horizon Ul appears as a distinct 
marker on profile 11 and it is therefore tentatively correlated with the 
lowstand in global sea level proposed by Vail et al (1977b) in Late 
Oligocene times, 30 Ma ago (Figure 4. 3). 
The Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe aseismic ridge imnecliately to the south 
of profile 11 fanned a land bridge between Greenland and Europe fran Eocene 
to Middle Miocene times (Vogt, 1972; Talwani and Udintsev, 1976; Nilsen, 
1978b; Gr¢nlie, 1979) and therefore provided a major circulation barrier 
which prevented exchange of bottan water masses between the youthful 
ocean basin of the No:r:wegian Sea and open ocean of the Atlantic to the 
south. Circulation northwards was further restricted by the land bridge 
between Greenland and Svalbard (the De Geer route of Nilsen, 1978b) until 
opening of the Greenland Sea at about 36 Ma (Figure 1. 4) . Talwani and 
I. 
' 
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of relative change of sea level during Tertiary time for the continental 
margin of East Greenland based on the seismic interpretation of profiles 
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Udintsev (1976) a:nphasise that the only circulation pattems existed with 
the Nox:th Sea and the basins of Northern Europe via a shallow sea extending 
over the Norwegian cx:mtinental margin and Inner V¢ring Plateau. This is 
substantiated by similarities in Eocene fauna fran ·the Norwegian Sea and 
the North Sea and its environs. 
Furth.el:mare, parts of the Jan Mayen Ridge were at or above sea level 
fran sane time before the separation fran East Greenland until Middle or 
Late Miocene times (Gr¢nlie, 1979). Therefore, the wedge-shaped area of 
spreading, north of the Denmark Straits fracture zone and carplanentary 
to the fan-shaped spreading which took place in the Norwegian Basin about the 
Aegir Ridge between ananalies 7 and 20, represented a restricted basin. 
Such restricted depositional environments have been associated with fcmnation 
of thick evaporite and black shale sequences in relatively deep water 
(Schmalz, 1969; Thiede, 1978). 
The smoothness and lateral continuity of reflector B between SP 2850 
and SP 3150 suggest subaerial basalt lava flow or tuff rather than the 
characteristically uneven surface of sul:marine pilloW lavas with associated 
diffraction pattems. This inteJ:pretation is consistent with a land 
bridge between Greenland and Europe fOl:Illed by the Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe 
Ridge. Profile 11 parallels the axis of the sul:merged Greenland-Iceland 
Ridge at a distance of about 130 km to the north-east. 
Nilsen (1978b) points out that, for the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge, Eocene 
to Upper Oligocene marine sediments resting on basalts at DSDP Site 336 
(Ieg 38) situated on the north-east flank of the ridge clearly indicate 
that the ridge was subsiding before this time. A 30m thick lateritic 
palaeosol overlying basalt at Site 336 and which \oTcl5 subsequently covered 
by microfossil-bearing marine mudstone, sandy rudstone and claystone 
of Middle Eocene to Late Oligocene age is described by Nilsen and Kerr 
(1978a, 1978b). Radianetric dates for the basalt horizon were detenn:i.ned 
as 40.4 :t 3.2 Ma and 43.4 :!:: 3.3 Ma (Talwani and Udintsev, 1976). 
The disposition of reflectors in the sedimentary tmit between 
horizon B and unconfoDni.ty Ul is consistent with deposition in a gently 
subsiding basin. The struct:uial "high" inferred by a series of dipping 
reflectors between SP 1800 and SP 2050 above horizon B is apparent structure 
associated with the rapid change in water depth over the continental shelf 
edge (Taner et al, 1970). The order of magnitude of ttUs velocity "pull-up" 
phenanenon was estimated between SP 1840 and SP 2050 for a change in water 
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~ of a,Pou,t 560 m ove1: a horj:zontal distance of sane ·15 km. Assuming 
an aveJ:"age velocity of 2. 5 km s-i for the sediments beneath the shelf edge 
anQ a sej.smiC veiocity m water 0f 1. 5 km S -l 1 yields a velooity contrast 
o~ J?;rec~sely 1. <:> l<m s-1. r;rhe d;i:.fference 1 t:. t in two-way travel time was · 
estJ:mat.ed. u.s~ the eqQation: 
.. 2d 
At=- 01 -v) v. v s w 
ws 
where d = the differential wate1: depth 
V'8 = the setsm;i:c veiooity of the sediments 
V' w = the seism;tc ve!locity of sea water. 
4.2 
J:.quation 4. 2 gives an estimate of approximately 300 ms for the difference 
in two-way travel time for the parameters specified above. This effect and 
related. lateral sediment velocity changes over the continental shelf edge 
due to <p:"eater canpacti.on with increasing age and depth of burial westwards 
are probably wh.oily responsible for the apparent structure observed on the 
basalt j:nterface (horizon B) and overlying sed:imentacy horizons prior to 
unc:xmfoonity U3. Hence, ·the true dip of these horizons is probably to the 
west (cf. Grant, 1972) • 
The sediments beneath unconfOlllli ty Ul are implied to be of Late 
Eocene to Late Oligooene age and therefore represent depOsits possibly 
cont.anporaneous with the Kap Dalton Series, since the latter may range in 
age fran Eocene to Oligooene (Henderson, 1976). The sediments of the Kap 
Dalton Series consist of sandstones, shales and tuffs with a marine fauna 
and at Kap Brewster 1 deposits of the same sequence are predaninantly 
sandstones with sane marls, and a basal conglanerate overlying a palaeosol 
horizon above Tertiary basalt (Henderson, 1976). The pre-unconfo:cnity Ul 
sediments are characterised by weak, wavy, relatively low amplitude reflectors 
and may indicate a more distal 1 pelagic sedimentation pattem in quiet 
marine conditions praooted by gentle subsidence. Jones et al (1970) 
associate a sequence of weakly stratified horizons with pelagic sedimentation 
in studies relating to sedimental:y processes in the northern North Atlantic 
and Labrador Sea. Birkenmajer et al (1976) describe the Kap Dalton 
Fonnation as 1~ sediments anphasising the generally quiet depositional 
epoch prevalent at this time off the ooa.st of East Greenland. 
It is suggested that the earliest sequence of sediments deposited prior 
to unconfo:onity Ul represents low-energy terrigenous sediment derived by 
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erosion of the upli£ted Kangerdlugssuaq dale since Early Tertiacy relief 
along the Blosseville coast was subdued after cessation of basalt eruption 
(Brooks, 1979). 
I 
In the upper part of this sequence, several strong and continuous 
reflecto~ p~ly relate to phases of increased terrigenous input into 
the widening basin or to brief periods of non-deposition. 
At about the same time as the onset of canplementacy seafloor spreading, 
north of the Dernnark Straits fracture zone, associated with the anti-
clockwise rotation of the Jan Mayen Ridge and the period of fan-shaped 
spreading in the Noxwegian Basin, a large-scale regional uplift of the in-
land basalt plateau began and continued fran IA:Jwer Oligocene lU'ltil Miocene 
t;imes (Brooks, 1979). The influx of relatively high-energy terrigenous 
sediments due to erosion of the. uplifted basalts to the west may explain 
the more frequent occurrence of strong reflectors in the upper part of the 
pre-Ul sequence. 
The identification of uncanfo:cnity Ul between SP 340 and SP 540 is 
highly speculative. However, the increasing easterly dip with depth 
below this horizon is consistent with sediment aCClmU.llation along the 
bOlmdary of a subsiding basin. 
Roberts (1975) reported a similar sedimentary sequence in the Hatton-
Rockall Basin beneath an unoonfonni ty, R4. Horizon R4 represents the 
top of Upper Eocene li thified oozes and was suggested to be of Upper 
Eocene - Late Oligocene age. Although the angular discordance of R4 
increases towards the basin margins and the Late Eocene sedimentS may 
pinch out against basement, the Hatton-Rockall Basin is developed an 
continental crust of the Rockall Plateau (Roberts, 1975) and may not be 
strictly ~le to the oonditions under which lU'loonfonnity Ul was fonned. 
R4 is also p:raninent in the Atlantic west of the Rockall Plateau where it 
has been obsexved to pinch out against oceanic crust dated fran marine 
magnetic ananalies as 37 Ma old (Nilsen, 1978a) . 
Brooks (1979) anphasised the telp.:lral separation between the coastal 
flexure and a subsequent episode of . regional uplift during which the inland 
basalt plateau was elevated. These two separate events were originally 
considered contemporaneous by Wager (1947). The uplift occurred during 
the period fran IDwer Oligocene to Miocene, about 40 to 25 Ma ago (Brooks, 
1979). According to the timescale of Hailwood et al (1979), a date of 
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40 ~ occurs in the tate Eocene (see Figure 1. 4) . Regional uplift was 
a~ed by severe, coast-parallel faulting along the northerly 
cont;tnuation of the crustal flexure, in the area south of Sooresby Sund 
(l3irkenmajer et al, 1976; Brooks, 1979). This faulting episode probably 
~elates to tne onset of fan-shaped spreading in the Norwegian Basin resulting 
fxan the anti-clockwise rotation of the Jan Mayen Ridge. Rotation away 
fJ:an the East Greenland margin probably began about 41 Ma ago (Nmms, 1980) . 
The regional uplift of the inland basalt plateau of East Greenland 
through Late Eocene to Miocene times caused the relatively quiet marine 
sedimentatiOn with basin subsidence to be replaced by a prograding sequence 
of high-energy sed:iments. 
TP.e most well~loped marine onlap sequence between SP 1980 and 
SP 2240 is tentatively correlated with a surface of erosion truncating a 
succession of reflect.crs (between SP 580 and SP 750) intel:preted as a 
ooastal onlap series deposited during a relative highstand of sea level. 
The thin Tertiacy sequence between unconfonnities Ul and U3 west of 
SP 2500 is relatively stratified and represents a typical continental slope 
cla,stic facies deposited by turbidity currents. In contrast, the weakly 
stratified, ahrost tra.nsparent and hanogeneous-layer below unconfoz:mity 
U3 between SP 2940 and SP 3100 is intel:preted as a sequence of distal 
seCllinents, deposited in relatively quiet marine conditions away fran 
sources of terrigenous material. 
The oonspicuous escarpnent at SP 3200 was originally intel:preted as a 
noll'llal fault, post-dating unconfoiinity U3. The fault intezpretation was 
made for the following reasons: 
(1) the character of horizon B is similar on both sides of the fault; 
(2) a thinned sequence of allrost transparent material appears to the east 
of the fault, on the upthrown side. This was intel:preted as possibly 
the same sedinlentacy" facies as the distal deposits below U3 to the 
west of the fault plane; 
(3) relatively well-bedded sed:iments overlying horizon U3 between SP 2900 
and SP 3200 contain good reflectors attributed to terrigenous turbidites 
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w;i:.th provenance ·to ·the east. This inplies uplift of the landmass 
to th.e east and the llkelih.ocxi of the subaerial erosion of the upthrown 
fault block. 
Jbrever, tllis major basanent step with a vertical magnitude of at 
' . ;I,~t 800 m has been explained in teDns of an abrupt increase in mantle-
plume discharge and basalt magmatism about 25 Ma ago (Vogt, 1974). Talwani 
and Eldholm (1977) suggested that Iceland per se began to fo:cn in its 
PXeSent surface expression about 27 Ma ago, at the same time as seafloor 
spreading stopped about the Aegir Ridge. Vogt et al (1980) preferred to 
interpret the fo:cnation of the insular basanent steps of Iceland as due to 
increased mantle-plume discharge rather than due to a westward jump in the 
spreading axis postulated by Talwani and Eldholm (1977). 
Seafloor spreading about the Kolbeinsey Ridge began about ananaly 6C 
time (25 Ma ago) according to Vogt et al (1980) who dismissed the existence 
of the extinct InteJ:mediate Icelal:ld Plateau axis proposed by Johnson et al 
(1972) and Talwani _and Eldholm (1977). Therefore, the most likely inter-
pretation of the basanent step at SP 3200 is as an escarpnent fo.nned about 
25 Ma ago due to vigorous basalt magmatism in association with the onset of 
seafloor spreading about the Kolbeinsey Ridge. However, the basement 
esccu:pnent is also observed on profiles 13 and 16 (Section 4. 5) and the 
inplied strike of this feature crosses oceanic ananalies 6B, 6A and 6 shown 
in Figure 5. 7. The fault interpretation therefore cannot be ruled out 
but the sustained uplift of this basement feature is probably caused by 
prax:lmi.ty to Iceland and the fomtation of relatively thick Icelandic type 
crust by vigorous differentiation fran ananalously la-Miensity, hot upper 
mantle material beneath it (Bott, 1974). 
Nunns (1980) suggested that the rate of spreading about the Aegir 
Ridg~ may have slowed down dramatically between ananalies 7 and 11. Vogt 
and Avery (1974) also indicate a marked decrease in spreading rate between 
25 and 30 Ma ago for magnetic ananalies about the Reykjanes Ridge north of 
56'\r in the North East Atlantic. This provides an explanation for the 
close prax:lmi.ty of ananaly 13 (35 Ma) to the basement escazpnent at SP 3200. 
The obsel:Vation of reflectors onlapping 'lnlconfonnities Ul, U2 and U3 
between SP 2()(X) and SP 2300 led to the idea that these horizons may represent 
surfaces upon which marine onlap has taken place. It is tentatively 
suggested that 'lnloonfonnity U3 correlates with the lONStand in global sea 
level at 22 Ma ago indicated in Figure 4. 3 (Vail et al, 1977b) . The 
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proposed Early Miocene age for horizon U3 correlates well with the subsidence 
histo:cy of the Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe Ridge and its major ilnpact on 
ocean circulation patteJ:ns in the North Atlantic ocean during Miocene 
times (Vogt, 1972). 
Reflectors between SP 3100 and SP 3200, at about 1.6 s (Figure 4.2), 
outline a trough-like feature which interrupts horizon U3 and is inteJ:preted 
as a maJ:ginal channel caused by the erosional action of strong bottan 
currents. In his reconstruction of topography along the Greenland-Iceland-
Faeroe Ridge, Vogt (1972) indicated the location of a narrow, but relatively 
deep, subnarine channel in the Denmark Straits to the west of Iceland 
about 10 Ma ago. The erosional channel incised into 1.mconfonnity U3 along-
side the basanent escazpnent on profile 11 is interpreted as being fomred 
by the first strong currents flowing through the Denmark Straits in Early 
Miocene times, about 20 Ma ago, when the vigorous overflow of cold waters 
fran the Norwegian Sea to the North Atlantic first began (Vogt, 1972) • 
-1 Bottan current veloci "t;ies of NOJ:wegian Sea overflow water of order 150 em s 
have been recorded in the Denmark Straits _ (Jones et al, 1970). 
The date of onset of strong, botton-scouring currents causing vigorous 
erosion at about 20 Ma ago correlates well with the proposed age of 22 Ma 
for 1.mconfonni ty U3. 
Sediments in the interval U3 - U7 
The Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe aseismic ridge continued to subside 
through Miocene times and probably sank below sea level in the Denmark 
Straits in Middle Miocene times (Vogt, 1972; Gr¢nlie, 1979). 
On the East Greenland maJ:gin, north-west of SP 2500, post-tmconfonnity 
U3 sediments below horizon U7 appear to fo:on a prograding sequence of 
sediments showing SIOOOth, highly stratified layers of strong, reverberant 
f 
reflections typical of continental slope turbidites (Ewing et al, 1966). 
Onlap and offlap relationships may be recognised and these fol:Illed the 
basis for unconfonni.ty recognition. No attempt has been made to correlate 
these horizons with the cycles of global sea level changes proposed by 
Vail et al (1977b) and illustrated in Figure 4. 3. 
Vogt et al (1980) note the locally extensive shelf prograding off the 
East Greenland maJ:gin and assign m:>st of the deposition to have taken place 
during the last 3 ~ as a result of coalescing ice streams fo:oning an 
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"~!l.ta''. 'l'hese ice streams are Pel.ieved to have ananated fran , 
J<angerd!l.ugssuaq FjOl:d south of the Denmark Straits and fran Scoresby Sund 
to the north. The rOle of glaciation is discussed in connection with 
horizon U7. The contention of Vogt et al (1980) clearly conflicts with the 
intez:pretation of the present study and does seem to ignore major periods 
o~ uplift and erosion during the Tertiary anphasised by Brooks (1979). The 
·truncation of seismic reflectors, especially horizons Ul and U3, against 
relatively well-dated basanent features and oceanic magnetic ananalies 
lends support to the interpretation of this thesis. 
This p~a.ding sequence of sediments which accumulated over the 
likely range of between 3 and 22 Ma ago (Figure 4~3) is app:r:ox:imately 
contemporaneous with deposition of the Kap Brewster Fcn::mation. The basal 
conglanerate, sandstones and coarser clastics (Henderson, 1976) of this 
fomatian contain an abundant shallOW""'fCfarine to littoral fauna and are of 
probable Miocene age (Birkenmajer, 1972) . 
South-east of SP 2700 along profile 11, the reflectors in the U3 - U7 
int.&val are less well-stratified, although the sed.imenta.Iy sequence over-
lying horizon U3 between SP 2950 and SP 3100 shows good bedding. There is 
evidence of post-depositional instability arid slumping may have occurr::~d.. 
between SP 2800 and SP 2980. 
Sane reflectors above horizon U3 between SP 2800 and SP 3CXX> show 
chaotic relationships and this sequence marginal to the basanent esca.rprcent 
at SP 3200 may have been deposited and/or reworked by strang bottan currents 
flowing southward and over the Greenland-Iceland Ridge into the Il:minger 
Sea. These contour-following bottan currents and their action parallel 
to the coastline or sutmarine barrier contrast with the turbidity current 
deposits of a sedimentary sequence prograding in the direction nomal to 
the continental slope. The increasing influence of contour currents fonned 
by the southward overflow of co~d Nozwegian Sea waters as the subsidence 
of the Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe aseismic ridge continued in Miocene times 
is at¢asised by Vogt (1972) and the erosional effect of such contour 
currents is illustrated by Featherstone (1976). It is possible that the 
post-u3 sedimentation south-east of SP 2800 on profile 11 has been daninated 
by the action of fast-flCJ.t.Ting botton currents or contour currents (fran an 
original suggestion by Bott, pers. ccmn. ) • Progradation of the Iceland 
margin represented by the basement step at SP 3200 on profile 11 is not 
apparent, in contrast to sediment accumulation to the north and south-west 
of Iceland respectively (Vogt et al, 1980). 
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Horizon U7 
Substantial erosion is inferred to have taken place in order to 
establish this unoonfcmnity since steeply-dipping reflectors associated 
with a prograding sequence of sediments are trtmcated and subcrop beneath 
it between SP 1500 and SP 1900 (Figure 4.2). Vigorous erosion may have 
been caused by the onset of fast-flowing contour cw:rents as the Greenland-
Iceland Ridge continued to subside belCM sea level in Middle Miocene times 
(Vogt, 1972; Gr¢nlie, 1979). 
However, it is probable that unoonfonnity U7 was fomed by glaciation. 
Greenland is considered to have becane glaciated at the beginning of the 
Pleistocene {Brooks, 1979). The scouring action of glacial ice· may have 
created erosional truncation of underlying beds between SP 800 and SP 1900. 
The overlying sediments may represent glacial seabed deposits trans{X>rted 
to the continental shelf by glaciers or deposited offshore by melting 
icebel:gs. The secliltlents shCM horizontal stratification in contrast to 
the deposits belCM horizon U7. 
The relatively deep water over the continental shelf of order 300m 
is possibly a factor weighing against the foJ:Inatian of unconfolltlity U7 
by glacial ice. However, the present thickness of the Greenland Ice Sheet 
is about 2CX:O m and Gregersen (1971) gives a thickness of 2500 m for ice . 
covering the inland Greenlandic Shield estimated fran surface wave dispersion 
studies. Bearing in mind this thickness of ice and the extensive nature 
of glaciation during the Ice Ages of the Pleistocene, the fonnation of 
unoonfonnity U7 by glacial scour and the subsequent deposition of stratified 
glacial marine sediments is not ruled out. 
It is interesting to note the change in seabed character over the 
proposed glacial marine deposits. The smooth seafloor sedimentary horizon 
gives way to a small scale botton roughness and this is typically associated 
'th faster currents (Schneider et al, 1967). 
Similar features appear al::x:>ve the basement esca.rpnent of the Iceland 
lateau between SP 3340 and SP 3580 and horizon U7 is speculatively indicated, 
lain by presumed glacial seabed deposits. 
The poor quality of the seismic record between SP lOCO and SP 1800 
lCM 0.9 s has prevented reliable seismic intel:pretation in this zane of 
· continuous, irregular reflectors. Hc::MeVer, one feature is important. 
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At SP 1500, the sedilnen-q:; l:>elow unamfOllll.ity US appear to fo:r:m an anticlinal 
structure not seen in younger sediments above. This may be simply a 
topograph.ic expression of the unconfcn:mity or it may indicate diapirism 
01: ~t::u,s~on f:ran J;>eiow. 
4.4 The significance of interval·velocities along profile 11 
The results of velocity analysis carried out prior to COP stacking 
appear above the seismic display of Enclosure 2 and interval velocities 
are shown graphically in Figure 4.2. Velocity functions were not evaluated 
between consistent pairs of reflectors and this devalued their usefulness 
in correlating litholCXJical tmits on the basis of interval velocity. 
HcMever, by linear interpolation between stacking velocity values, 
the stacking velocities to horizons of interest were estimated for velocity 
functions 8 through 15 along profile 11 {Enclosure 2). Stacking velocities 
to the seafloor and horizons U3; Ul and B respectively were estimated. 
Assuming that the stacking velocities were apprax:imately equivalent to 
root mean square (RMS) velocities, the Di.x equation (Dix, 1955) was used 
to give a first order estimate of the intel:val velocities. The mean values 
of interval velocity for the 3 sequences of interest were calculated to be: 
U3 + SE'AFUX)R 
Ul + U3 
B + Ul 
+ -1 2.07 - 0.10 km s 
+ -1 2.63 - 0.27 km s 
+. -1 3.98 - 0.59 km s 
It was necessary to assess the effect on interval velocity values of 
the sub-optimal COP stack {see Figure 4. 1) whereby a shot inteJ:Val of 
5o rn was assumed to provide naninal 11-fold coverage. In practice, a 
minimum value for the actual shot interval was 65 rn. A likely speed of 
6. 5 knots along ship's track yields a maxinrum shot interval of sane 70 rn. 
Stacking velocities estimated fran seismic traces within a given COP 
gather confo:r:m to a hyperbolic relationship of the fo:r:m: 
~1ere T = vertical incidence two-way travel time 
0 
V ST = stacking velocity 
and T = two-way travel time for shot-receiver offset, x. 
4.3 
+ X 
shot CGP 
1---X/2~+--
·I 
by the cosine rule, 
d2 = 4H 2 + x 2 + 4H x.cos( cJ> +90°) 
if T = two -way travel time, 
2 4H 2 x 2 4Hx.sinc~> T = 2 + ~ + v2 
however, 
hence, 
Vo Vo o 
H = H ( x) 
H = H - ..O..sin cJ> 
0 2 
by substitution and re-arranging, then 
2 4 H2 x~cos 2 cJ> T = o+--=---
v2 v 2 
0 0 
and if Va = apparent velocity, 
I V = Vo . a COS 4> 
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Figure 4.4 Derivation of Equations 4.4 and 4.5 respectively, 
showing the effect of a single dipping reflector 
on the stacking velocity. 
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The stacking velocity is generally equated to RMS velocity and 
assum.ing horizontal, plane, parallel interfaces, the interval velocity of 
each seismically defined layer is calculated using the Dix equation (Dix, 
1955) • Sheriff (1976) points out that high quality RMS velocity values are 
required far reliable interval velocity estimates and he stresses that 
uncertainty in interval velocity calculations is always appreciably 
greater than for the RMS velocities used in the canputation. Interval 
velocities calculated over intervals less than 200 ms are generally 
unreliable (op. cit.) • 
The effect of a single dipping reflector is illustrated in Figure 4.4, 
and for a. · horizon dipping at an angle, ~ the Equation 4. 3. becanes 
4 H 2 2 2 
T2 = o + X COS ~ 
v2 v2 
0 0 
Symbols are defined in Figure 4.4. Hence, apparent velocity, VA 
is given by 
v 
4.4 
V = 0 4 5 . 
A cos~ 
For a conventional CDP gather in the presence of dipping reflectors, 
the "ocmnon depth point" becanes a function of offset and is replaced by 
the concept of a "canmon ground :point" (CGP) (Taner and Koehler, 1969). 
The value of apparent velocity, v A due to dip always increases for a CGP 
stack and is indepeiident of updip or downdip shooting for a given value 
of H . 
0 
However, the naninal CGP stack carried out on the seismic data of 
profile 11 was subject to a systanatic error in the :position of the CGP 
due to an incorrect shot interval of 65 - 70 m. Using the syinbols de-
fined in Figure 4. 5, the value of H in Equation 4. 4 becanes a function 
0 
of offset, x, dip of x-eflector, ~ and direction of shooting relative to the 
dipping reflector. This is quantified as follCMS: 
J:Xl\1NDIP SHOOI'JNG H = H - (n-1) ~h 
on o 4.6 
UPDIP SHOOI'ING H = H + (n-1) ~h 
on o 
ere n = the streamer. channel number which directly fixes offset, x for a 
marine survey. 
Llh = ~x.sin.¢ 
ship's motion 
4( 
H =H -( n-1)~h on o 
ship's motion 
DOWN DIP 
SHOOTING 
UPDIP 
SHOOTING CGEnCGPa ...__ ___ ____. 
n =channel number, 1-11 
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~x = distance migrated per shotpoint 
by nominal CGP along surface 
Figure 4.5 Definition of symbols used to assess the effect 
of incorrect shot interval on stacking velocity 
estimates. 
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The offset, x remained unchanged and correct due to the fixed geanetJ:y 
relating the airgun source and the hydl:ophone streamer. 
The importance of the systanatic migration of CGP along the surface 
is shown for a specific example in Figure 4. 6. 
An att.anpt was made to quantify further this effect by selecting a 
range of velocities, v
0 
and angles of dip, <P and calculating the appropriate 
apparent velocities, VA for updip and doNndip shooting assuming a fixed 
value of H = 20CO m. The results are shown in Figure 4. 7a. Apparent 
0 
velocity, VA was estimated by making a r? - .; plot .for each set of 
2 
values of H
0
, <P and v
0 
and a straight line of slope l;VST was fitted 
through the data by the method of least squares. The ratio V A('V 
0 
was then 
calculated and was plotted against angle of dip, <P for updip and downdip 
shooting. The results are shown in Figure 4. 7b. The variation of VX'Vo 
for true CGP coverage is plotted for canparison. The factor of 1/cos<P 
fran Equation 4. 5 is swamped by the effects of CGP migration. 
The important result anerges that the stacking velocities, and the 
interval velocities calculated fran them via the Dix equation, are likely 
to be substantially in error for the processed data of profile 11 except 
where estimated over horizontal, plane, parallel reflecting horizons. The 
effects for a series of dipping reflectors will be more canplex but the 
single inclined reflector serves to illustrate the effect of CGP niigration. 
As an illustrative example, Table 4.1 gives the effect of both down-
dip and updip shooting, as defined in Figure 4.5, on the interval velocities 
quoted above for the three intervals U3 + SEAFlOOR, Ul + U3 and B + Ul 
respectively. Constant values of H = 20CO m and t.x = 15m are assumed 
0 
for the case of parallel layers with constant dip. 
The probable systanatic errors in interval velocity values estimated 
fran dipping horizons due to CGP migration are important when trying to 
infer lithology on the basis of interval velocity and also when correlating 
sedimentary units along profile 11 and with other sequences observed on 
adjacent profiles. 
Furth.eiinOre, Grow et al (1979) anphasise the irrportance of target 
depth relative to the length of hydrophone streamer used to conduct the 
seismic survey. Interval velocities estimated for depths equal to 3 times 
the length of the streamer may be inaccurate by 15% or more. The high 
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TABLE 4.1 
'llle Effect of CGP Miqratian an Interval Velocities Estimated from Stacking Velocities Along Profile 11 
(for velocity functionS. 8 through 15) • 
H = 20C:O m, l1x = 15 m 
0 
SlMPLE DIX CORREX:TED VALUE roR INI'ERVAL VEUJCI'IY 
ESTIMA'IE ASSUMING OONSTANI' DIP, H = 20C:O m, Ax .= 15 m 
INl'ERVAL OF INTERVAL DIP= 2° DIP= 5° DIP = 10° VEWCI'IY 
I 
·-1 kms UP DIP J:X:WNOIP UPDIP IXMNDIP UPDIP IXMNDIP 
SHOOI'ING SHOOI'ING SH<:XYl'm:; SHOOTING SH<X>'l'l:OO SHOOI'ING 
U3 +.SEABED 2.07-+{).10 2.11 2.01 2.20 1.94 2.30 1. 74 
Ul + U3 2.63-+0.27 2.68 2.55 2.80 2~46 2.92 2.21 
B + Ul 3.98-+{).59 4.06 3.86 4.23 3. 72 4.42 3.35 
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velocity layers between SP 1900 and SP 2240 on profile 11 are at least 
3 km below sea level, whilst the length of the streamer was 1100 m. This 
factor decreases the reliability of the interval velocities still further. 
4. 5 Interpretation of single-charmel seismic monitor records 
The single-charmel seismic monitor records were not processed in any 
way. Therefore, the sea-bottan multiple event tended to obscure primary 
reflections, especially in relatively shallow water, and each primacy 
signal consisted of several cycles due to the bubble pulse oscillation of 
the ai.J:guns. Without deconvolution, these strong arrivals overprint 
subsequent pr.llnaJ:y events and preclude a detailed analysis of the seismic 
reco:rd. Inter-bed multiples could easily masquerade as pr.imal:y arrivals. 
These factors degrade the reliability of any interpretation and caution 
has been exercised in drawing intricate conclusions from these data. 
The location of the profiles in the present sw:vey is shown in Figure 1.1. 
Line diagram interpretation of the two seismic profiles north of 
profile 11 is shown in Figure 4. 8. Two horizons are tentatively identified 
and correlated with horizon B and lUla:mfo:z::mity U3 respectively on profile 11. 
orizon B on profiles 13 and 16 represents the lowest identifiable reflector 
therefore may not always correlate with a basaltic interface. 
Identification of lmconfo:z::mity U3 is based on reflection character 
velocity info.tmation. The general absence of coherent, strong reflectors 
the transparent layer beneath U3 is similar to the Oligocene sediments 
~(l.ea:th horizon U3 south-east of SP 2800 on profile 11. The velocity 
ta fran two sonobuoy stations, 13V28 and 14V28 (Figures 4. 8 and 4 .13) 
projected. on to profiles 13 and 16 as indicated in Figure 4. 8. The 
rrelation of interval and refraction velocities in ms -l is proposed 
follows: 
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The mteJ:val velocity values for profile 11 were estimated fr:an 
stacking velocity ftmctions 13 through 15 (Enclosure 2) re-picked as 
described in Section 4. 4 for the intez:vals 01 -+ 03 and 03 -+ SEAFLOOR 
respectively. The mean interval velocity, corrected for downdip shooting 
along parallel interfaces dipping at constant angle of 1° to the north-
west (estimated fran the dip of the seabed), for each interval is shown 
above. 
Gairaud et al (1978) identified an unconfomdty, Horizon A, on the 
Jan Mayen Ridge which was dated as the contact between Upper Eocene and 
the Oligo-Miocene at the site of the DSDP 349 borehole. The interval 
. -1 
velocities a00ve Horizon A were 1. 7 - 2.0 km s and below the unconfo.tmi.ty 
2. 2 - 3. 3 km s -l. These authors state that the series 1.D'lderlying 
their Horizon A appeared to have undergone intense erosion in a subaerial 
' 
envi.ronment. 
Nwms (1980) has tentatively proposed an age of 30 Ma for Horizon A 
f Gairaud et al (1978) , corresponding to its fo:cnation during the major 
all in sea level in the Late Oligocene (Figure 4.3; Vail et al, 1977b). 
ince parts of the Jan Mayen Ridge were above sea level until the Miocene 
(Gr¢nlie, 1979) , only limited circulation was probably possible between the 
' ters of the N01:wegian Basin and the restricted basin fOillled by the can-
lanentazy zone of seafloor spreading during the anti -clockwise rotation of 
e Jan Mayen Ridge aJNa.Y fran Greenland between ananaly 18 and ananaly 7 
(discussed in Chapter 5, and after Nunns, 1980) . The interpretation 
f unconfo.tmi.ty 01 (Figure 4.3) implies that its time equivalent horizon 
the east of the Jan Mayen Ridge is Horizon A of Gairaud et al (1978). 
e relatively high interval velocity of about 3.98 ± 0.59 km s-l for 
ed:i.ments below unconfo.tmi.ty 01 off the East Greenland margin probably 
eflects the greater influx of terrigenous detritus during the interval of 
ue-.:JOSition relative to contanporaneous deposits on the eastem flank of 
Jan Mayen Ridge. 
Two important structural observations were made on profiles 13 and 16: 
1) the fracture zone between SP 2480 and SP 2640 on profile 11, and its 
associated faulting to the west, were not identified; 
2) the basanent esca.q::ment at SP 3200 on profile 11 continues northwards 
and intersects profile 16 as a praninent scarp at about 156 km 
(Figure 4. 8) . Ha-rever, between 20 and 45 km along profile 13 still 
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farther north, the major scaxp degenerates into a series of apparently 
faulted blocks stepping down to the north-west. The absolute depth 
of the scarp-bounded basement plateau increases northwards fran a 
two-way travel time of about 1.1 s on profile 11 to at least 1. 5 s 
on profile 13. This possibly reflects the decreasing influence to 
the north of the themal ananaly associated with Iceland. The major 
basenent scarp has no topographic expression at the seafloor on 
profiles 11 and 16 but a shallow erosional channel has developed, 
associated with the westenmlost, downfaulted (?) block on profile 13 
between 33 and 40 km. 
The pattern of sedimentation established in detail for profile 11 
(Section 4.4) is also seen in its general aspects on profiles 13 and 16. 
daninant influence of terrigenous detritus derived fran the west is 
clearly seen in the fom of prograding Tertiary sediments fOJ:ming the 
tinental slope of East Greenland and the general offlap of distal 
ed.iments on to horizon B, especially evident on profile 13 (Figure 4.8). 
The recognition of marine magnetic ananalies 6B, 6A and 6 off the East 
1.3.1.'=lu.a~.IU. ooast north of the Denmark Straits by Vogt et al (1980) has 
erred the age of oceanic crust along profiles 13 and 16. The oceanic 
mp~~,anaau~~and6 
~~~~e very tight restrictions on the maximum age of unconfoii'llity U3. 
apolating ananaly 6A on to profile 16 yields an age of about 23 Ma 
or the basement scarp at the SE extremity of the profile. The intersection 
f ananaly 6 on profile 13 coincides with the lowest basement step whose 
rth-westem edge occurs at 40 km along the profile and the age of material 
omt.ing the step is therefore about 21 Ma (Figure 1. 4) . Horizon U3 has 
tentatively correlated with a lowstand in sea level at 22 Ma 
Figure 4. 3) and is obsel:Ved to of flap onto the basement scarp of profile 16 
with the developnent of an erosional charmel similar to that on profile 11, 
igure 4. 2) and to offlap against the basement step of horizon B in profile 13. 
tight control on the max.iira.Im age of horizon U3 seems to canfi.J:m the 
tative oorrelation of Figure 4.3. 
To the south of the subnerged aseismic ridge, four seismic sections 
interpreted and line diagrams are shown in Figures 4. 9, 4 .10, 4 .11 
4 .12. Profile locations are indicated in Figure 1.1. 
The Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe Ridge was a land bridge until its 
robable sul::mergence in Middle Miocene times (Vogt, 1972; Gr¢nlie, 1979) 
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and presented an effective barrier to circulation between the Norwegian 
Sea and Atlantic ocean. Therefore, correlation of sedimantary horizons 
rth and south of the aseismic ridge was not anticipated although 
· simil-arities in depositional style were apparent. 
Dnmediately to the south of the aseismic ridge, profile 7 {Figure 4.9) 
Shc'MS a prograding wedge of Tertiary clastic sediments. Individual 
lectors within the sequence dip eastwards with increasing steepness 
....... ., ..... ds the shelf edge. The lateral extent of the prograding beds over a 
tance of sane 180 km is anphasised by Brooks {1979) who attributes the 
ceptional width of the continental shelf here to erosion of the 
gerdlugssuaq dane throughout the Tertiary and predicts the occurrence 
f sediments as a prograding mantle on the continental slope. This is 
ecisely what is observed on profile 7. Sediment transport would have 
·predaninantly to the south and south-east. SUbsequent Quatemary 
laciation has eroded and scoured the shelf. The fast-flowing Norwegian 
ea overflow currents have prevented further sedimentation on the shelf 
tself. The snall-scale bottan :roughness is probably caused by a can-
lbination of the erosional truncation of dipping beds and the action of 
~ttan currents {Sclmeid.er et al, 1967). 
Profile 5 shows the continental shelf and slope consisting of pro-
grading sediments (Figure 4.10). A tentative location for the ocean-
fntinent bot.mdary, B is indicated at 110 krn along the profile. This 
eparates the irregular interface of the basal tic horizon of oceanic layer 2 
the east fran the continental crustal material consisting of metam:>J:phics 
d probably Mesozoic sediments to the west. This bol.D'ldal:y is not clearly 
ined. Roberts (1975) notes that the transition fran oceanic to continental 
anent is not marked by a major change in reflection character in the 
Rockall Trough. The "basanent" (?) feature to the south-east of the proposed 
dcean-continent bol.D'ldal:y, between 70 and 110 km, is i.Irplied to be a ridge 
dt oceanic material. Similar topography on oceanic basanent has been 
I 
.: ·reported adjacent to the continental rise of eastern North America by 
·, ~ et al (1970) . 
Recognition of tmconfonni.ties was tenuous. A tentative horizon 
separating an Early Tertiary sequence of transparent pelagic {?) sed.im3nts 
fran an overlying sequence of stronger, more persistent reflectors is shown 
I . 
in Figure 4.10. This may correlate with horizon R4 of widespread occurrence + the North Atlantic region west of the Rockall Plateau {Nilsen, 1978a). 
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'lhe angular discordance of the sedimentacy horizon, D culminates in a 
inch.-out against oceanic "basanent" dated as 40 - 41 Ma old fran the 
ine 'magnetic ananaly 18 identified along the profile (Figure 5. 7) . This 
tes the underlying sediments to the north-west as Early to Middle Eocene. 
The seabed eJChibi ts several erosional channels along profile 5 at 
tances of 45, 50,70 and 98 km ,respectively. 
The two profiles farther south, profile 3 (Figure 4 .11) and profile 1 
(Figure 4 .12) shc:M a distinctive wedge of prograded Tertiacy secliments 
th a steeper continental slope (about 7° canpared to 2° on profile 5 
3° on profile 7) carved back by the erosion caused by contour currents 
Featherstone, 1976). These currents arise fran the overflow of Nmwegian 
ea bottan water (1) through the Denmark Straits and (2) via the Faeroe-
tland Channel, along the Gardar Ridge, then north-eastwards along the 
kjanes Ridge and finally turning south-westwards along the East Greenland 
in in the IDninger Sea (far example, Nilsen, 1978a). 
The position of the ocean-continent botmdaJ:y, B has been marked on 
rofiles 3 and 1 in Figures 4 .11 and 4 .12. The location was chosen as 
t point separating an irregular reflector to the east attributed to 
alt of oceanic layer 2, and a smcx::>ther reflecting horizon to the west, 
ssibly representing continental "basanent" (magnetic ananalies were 
lso used to identify the ocean-continent brnmdary - see Chapter 5) . 
astward dipping seismic reflectors were indicated below the continental 
orizon on profile 3 between 156 and 165 km. These reflectors may indicate 
e presence of pre-Tertiary, probably Mesozoic, sediments deposited in a 
siding basin prior to seafloor spreading between Greenland and Rockall 
lateau (cf. Featherstone, 1976). The steeply dipping reflectors between 
and 30 km along profile 3 may also represent eroded Mesozoic sediments 
cated. at the seabed by glacial action. 
The "basement" ridge-like feature located. between 70 and 95 km on 
ofile 1 may only be apparent. Its appearance, if it does exist, is 
y enhanced by a velocity "pull-down" effect .imnedi.ately to the west 
to the marginal channel observed above it at the seafloor (cf. Taner 
e al, 1970) . Using Equation 4. 2, a differential water depth of 375 m 
a sediment velocity, V of 1. 8 to 2. 0 km s -l, the difference in t:!No-way 
s 
avel tiire through sea water relative to the sediment would produce 
a "pull-dCMn" of sane 83 to 125 ms in reflectors beneath the erosional channel. 
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Figure 4.12 Interpretation of single-channel seismic reflection data for profile 1. 
The ocean-continent boundary, B is inferred from the recognition of 
matine magnetic anomalies in Chapter 5. 
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The possible presence of reflector, R4 is shown an profiles 1 and 3, 
although the contrast between transparent, pelagic sediments overlain by 
~11-stratified turbidites is not always convincing an . the unprocessed 
Shipbo:r.ne monitor reoords. 
I, 
The unconfotmi ty, u recx:gni.sed to the east of the continental scarp 
~eng the East Greenland m.ar:gin by Featherstone (1976) and Featherstone 
et al (1977) was not observed an the single-channel seismic records of 
profiles 1, 3, 5 and 7 to the south of the Denmark Straits. Uncanfoz:mity U 
considered to have been fonned by the action of deep ocean contour 
ts originating as cold Norwegian Sea overflow water spilling over 
Denmark Straits as the Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe Ridge subsided below 
Jea level during Miocene times (Featherstone et al, 1977; vo¢, 1972). 
l;t was argued (op. cit.) that unconfannity U separated m.ar:ginal sediments 
~ow fran a sequence of yom1ger, oceanic sediments deposited as contourites f the east where the current velocity was reduced and active erosion was 
~laced by deposition. The presence of contour current sediment deposits 
alm,y fran the rapid current velocity regime of the continental slope is 
~ghly probable. 
I 
4f6 Refraction velocities along the continentall11aZgin of East Greenland 
I Seismic velocities derived fran various disposable sonobuoy refraction 
arid wide-angle reflection studies an the East Greenland continental margin 
I in the Nonvegian Sea are shown schanatically in Figure 4 .13a and 
ical values for selected locations are given in Figure 4 .13b. The 
obuoy stations are identified in Figure 1. 2. 
The existence of major aCCUilUllatians of Mesozoic, and possibly Palaeozoic, 
·~FU-'-'LIC:uts has been predicted on the V¢ring Plateau of the Noi:"Neg'ian margin 
( alwani and Eldholm, 1972; Sellevoll, 1975) , an the Jan Mayen Ridge 
( alwani and Udintsev, 1976) , an the Barents Shelf (Eldholm and Ewing, 1971) 
southern Barents Sea area (Sundvor, 1975), on the Hebridean continental 
in (Janes, 1978) and an the East Greenland continental margin (Johnson 
et al, 1975a). These predictions were made primarily fran seismic velocities 
~ved fran disposable sanobuoy refraction experiments. A critical 
Jsumption was made that Tertiai:y sediments have velocities less than 2~5 km s-1 . This was based an evidence provided by Homabrook (1967) and 
Wyrobeck (1969) that Tertiary sediments in the North Sea seldan exceed a 
.,locity of 2.25 km s -l, even when buried at great depths. Wyrobeck (1969) 
atFhasised that the velocities found in the North ·Sea are only appropriate 
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Figure 4.13(b) Sonobuoy refraction profiles .for selected locations 
along the East Greenland continental margin (after 
Walker, 1977 and Gronlie and Tah1ani, 1978). 
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or caoparisan with surrounding areas which belong to the same northem 
EUJ:op~ Pennian Basin. callanon et al (1972) indicated a narrc::M sea~ay 
tween East Greenland and western NoJ:Way continuous with the Penni.an 
in of northern Europe in Penn.ian times and which persisted more or less 
ghout the Mesozoic era. However, the extrapolation of North Sea 
ed.iment velocity-age relationships to the East Greenland continental 
in ImiSt be considered highly tenuous. Lateral facies changes, 
ferential rates of aco.nrulatian and burial, contrasting lithologies 
ived fran different provenance and subsequent tectonic histocy impose 
jar ~traints an velocity-age interpretation extrapolated over even 
distances. 
I In particular, Johnson et al (1975a) use two sanobuoy profiles, 15V28 ~ 16V28 (Eldholm and Windisch, 1974; Figures 1.2 and 4.13) to infer the 
p' ence of about 2.3 l<m of law velocity sediments (2.22 - 3.54 l<m s -l) 
o presumed Tertiacy and Mesozoic age overlying a "basement" of well-lithified 
zoic or Palaeozoic strata of velocity 4. 2 l<m s -l. 
However, the recognition of oceanic ananalies 6B, 6A and 6 to the 
st of sanobuoy locations 15V28 and 16V28 by Vogt et al (1980) implies 
at the sequence of refraction velocities must be associated with sediments 
rocks of Tertiacy age only. 
The results of the sanobuoy experiment, S2 carried out during the 1977 
Olp:J::ha:m cruise are shown in Figure 4 .13b. The original inte1:pretatian was 
an the light-sensitive paper output fran the shipborne Geospace digital 
~:.~lu..'c monitor recorder. 
The refraction velocities 2.21, 2. 85 and 3.25 l<m s -l are interpreted 
representing Tertiacy sediments of cumulative thickness 4.1 l<m. Velocity-
d pth relationships for the Pennian Basin of northern Europe and the North 
S , extrapolated fran Wyrobeck (1969) , are illustrated in Figure 4 .14a. 
ical velocity-depth curves for clastic and carbonate rocks and salt 
· e shown in Figure 4.14b (after Sheriff, 1976). 
Grow et al (1979} report seismic tmits of inferred Tertiacy age with 
intel::val velocities fran 1. 7 to 2. 7 km s -l, increasing with age and depth 
o~ burial beneath the continental shelf and slope between Cape HatU:as 
and Cape Cod. Roberts (1975) gives an interval velocity of 2.8 km s 1 for 
an Oligocene chert sequence in the Hatton-Rockall Basin. Keen and Barrett 
(~972) used velocity data obtained by reversed refraction shooting and 
(a) compiled from Wyrobeck(1969) (b) redrawn from Sheriff (1976) 
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· sposable sonobuoy techniques to identify two sedinentacy lU'li ts in Baffin 
y: 
-1 1) tmconsolidated and semi -consolidated sediment, 1. 9 to 3. 2 km s ; 
-1 
consolidated sediment, 3. 9 to 4 . 2 km s . 
Since seafloor spreading catmenced in Baffin Bay at the same time as 
t in the Noxwegian Sea at alm::>st ananaly 24 time (Srivastava, 1978) , 
e sediments ltDlSt represent Tertiary lU'li ts. 
To illustrate further the wide fluctuations in interval velocities 
observed in Tertiary sediments, the following velocity relationships, 
ed on well tie-ins, sonabuoy and two-ship refraction profiles, were 
surned (Milliman, 1979) for the continental margin off Brazil: 
-1 1.7- 2.1 l<m s 
2.5 - 3.5 
3.8 - 4.4 
4.6 - 5.2 
post-Miocene 
Miocene 
Oligocene 
Eocene 
Gairaud. et al (1978) obtained int~al velocities in the range 1. 7 to 
3 3 km s -l for Tertiary sediments on the Jan Mayen Ridge. These data 
i lustrate the wide range of Tertiary secliment interval and refraction 
localities and lend general support to the 
· sed interpretation. 
-1 
'l'he 4. 42 l<m s refractor of sonobuoy 52 (Figure 4 .13b) is interpreted 
the upper surface of Palaeocene-EoCene plateau basalt (about 1 km thick). 
A spectral. depth estinate to magnetic sources belorN the line of the sonobuoy 
file supports this conclusion (Section 5. 2 .1) • 
Pal.mason (1963, 1965) ;reports the results of seismic refraction 
r.iments which gave average velocities of 4.16 and 5.06 krn s -l for 
iary flood basalts in Iceland and 3.9 and 4.9 krn s-1 for Tertiary 
lts in the Faeroe Is1ands. smythe et al (1978) have argued a similar 
e for the existence of Palaeocene-Eocene basalts on the Hebridean 
tinental maJ::gin on the basis of a high velocity refractor of 
+ -1 4.4 - 0.3 km s • 
The prax.imity of the onshore Tertiary plateau basalt province and the 
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":.dence for major dONnfauiting to the east (Birkenmajer, 1972; Birkenmajer 
· ·a1, ;1.976) support this proposal. This contradicts the view of Johnson 
· 'al (1975a) who believed that the extrusive volcanic province south of 
resby SUnd did not extend offshore more than a few kilanetres. The 
ued magnetic signature offshore is explained :in teJ::ms of basalt dc:wn-
f u,:ltJ:ng and burial. W'lder a prograding sequence of Tertiacy sediments. 
:.s .tn,terpretation is analagous to that proposed by Keen and Barrett (1972) 
f · r the continuity of basalts, downfaulted by several kilanetres, fran 
Dyer across the Davis Strait sill in southern Baff:in Bay, off West 
GfE!en:J.cmd. 
'lll.e probal:lle continuation of the plateau basalts offshore is discussed 
Chapter 5 in· relation to the magnetic .ananaly and the above inteJ:pretation 
confil:med. 
r;rh.e refraction velocity of 5.84 krn s -l on sonobuoy S2 (Figure 4.13b) 
i tentatively interpreted as indicating continental metamorphic basanent. 
' -1 A velocity of 5.8 krn s was measured by Keen and Barrett (1972) to the 
of the Melville Bay graben (West Greenland) in an area of rough 
ttan topography without any sed.irnentaJ:y overburden. A possible correlation 
o this horizon with Precambrian basanent rocks exposed on nearby islands 
suggested. Refraction velocities fran 5.62 to 6.54 krn s-1 were 
a tributed to IDwer Palaeozoic or Precambrian rnetarrD:rphic basanent rocks 
the continental margin off Labrador and eastern Newfoundland by Grant 
C 972) • In particular, "bas anent" velocities of 5. 80, 5. 86 and 5. 87 krn s -l 
e recorded, amongst others, in the above range. 
The location of sonobuoy 52 is situated to the west of the ocean-
tinent boundal:y proposed by Larsen (1980), shewn in Figure 5. 7 and this 
further support to the proposed continental nature of the "basement" 
The velocity profiles in the Noxwegian Sea have largely been interpreted 
teJJns of oceanic crustal models proposed and discussed by Ewing and 
·. g (1959) , Clague and Straley (1977) and Detrick and Watts (1979) . 
EWing and Ewing (1959) carried out refraction experiments :in the NonJegian 
anb I.ofoten Basins and reported an oceanic layer 2 average velocity of 
I . -1 -1 -1 5. r krn s (ranging fran 4. 96 krn s to 5. 37 km s ) and of thickness 
between 2.5 and 3.0 krn. This was underlain by a high velocity layer of 
I -1 
average value 7.5 krn s . 
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The sonobuoy profiles associated with the Greenland-Iceland Ridge are 
~~ := ~~s:::.of ::::=.:::4~~s:y" 
1e~ractar of sonobuoy 12V28, the 4. 30 km s -l refractor of sonobuoy 118V30 
and the 3.95 km s-1 refractor of sonobuoy 117V30 (Figure 4.13b) are inferred 
~o represent the upper surface of Tertiary flood basalts on the basis of 
flocity correlation with the results of Palmason (1963, 1965) and Smythe 
"t al (1978). This ilrplies a sediment thickness of at least 600 m on this 
1 
_ of the Greenland-Iceland Ridge. 
I 
j Sonabuoy Sl4, situated almost precisely on the proposed ocean-continent 
bOundaJ:y (Figure 5. 7) on the South East Greenland Il'laZgin provides a velocity 
I -1 of: 6. 49 km s • The sonobuoy station is landward of the proposed ocean-
, -
~tinent boundary and this velocity is interpreted in tenns of metamorphic 
cOntinental basanent, canpatible with the standard o:n1tinental crust 
i -1 
velocity of 6.36 km s proposed by Worzel (1974)- (cf. Grant, 1972). 
I -1 Gregersen (1971) obtainoo an upper crustal P-wave velocity of 6.25 km s 
I 
f surface wave dispersion studies of the Greenlandic Shield. 
The velocity of 4. 84 km s -l in profile Sl3 is interpreted as oceanic 
yer 2B (Clague and Straley, 1977) . This velocity is consistent with a 
· te of refraction velocities ranging between -4. 35 and 5. 55 km s -l for 
eanic "basanent" in the western North Atlantic (Houtz and Ewing, 1964) . 
It must always be rananbered that seismic velocities alone lend than-
s lves to ambiguous interpretation as indicated by the range of overlapping 
v loci ties in Figure 4 .14. Alternative interpretations are always possible. 
l 
I 
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CHAPI'ER 5 
MAGNETIC AND GRAVITY INTERPREl'ATION 
~-1 IntJ:oduction 
I Methods developed far the intezpretation of magnetic and gravity data 
e proposed and discussed in Chapter 3. In this chapter I the results 
o applying those techniques to the potential field data are presented and 
ir geological significance relative tO seismic reflecticin data discussed 
5 2 Magnetic interpretation 
In order to assess the extent of magnetic stollllS during the Durham 
of 1973 1 1974 and 1977 1 magnetogram records fran two observatories 
cated within the auroral zone were obtained. 
Magnetic data collected on the continental margin of Sruth East 
G eenland during 1973 and 1974 weJ;"e visually correlated with obse:tVatocy 
r cords fran Narssuarssuaq (Figure 2.9). In addition to a large amplitude 
gnetic stonn between Julian days 231 and 234 (1974) and a short-lived 
gnetic stonn on day 202 (1973), reported by Featherstone (1976) having 
J.llS;pecte~ magnetograms fran Eskdalermrlr and Lel:wick, the Narssuarssuaq 
r cards revealed further disturbances caused by precession of the auroral 
al and related ionospheric current phenanena. In particular, the 
gnetic low deduced as delineating the ocean-continent bol.mdacy (B-B' , 
F gure 5. 6) was affected by magnetic disturbances at the following times: 
1973 Day 200 (2100 hrs) - Day 201 (0600 hrs) 
Day 202 (0 - 0300 hrs) 
Day 204 (0100 - 1200 hrs) 
1974 Day 239 (2300 hrs) - Day 240 (0800 hrs). 
. 1 However, these disturbing ~etic effects do not appear to invalidate 
conclusions of Featherstone (1976) and Featherstone et al (1977). 
Magnetogram records fran I..eizvcgur and Narssuarssuaq obse:tVatories. 
(F gure 2.9) were c:btained to check the 1977 magnetic SU:tVey data. The 
I 
extent of ll'.agnetic disturbances is indicated along the profile data of 
I 
Appendix A. The extensive sunspot activity (Waldrneier, 1978) produced 
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Figure 5.1 Magnetic anomaly from profile 11 with observatory 
magnetogram records from Leirvogur, ciral'Tn to show 
the impulsive effect of the precession of the 
auroral oval. 
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TABlE S.l MEM spectral depth estima.tes on real rragnetic data 
~f5 ~ SPATIAL~ OF DEP'lH ESTIMATE SPEX:TRAL ANALYSIS wrm ERroR ~ .RM .FR:>M SIDPE ~.! ~ XS'mRI' XEND I<M 
1 ~8 .01 78.83 1.30i0.03 
2 63.62 94.44 2.14-+0.05 
3 79.22 110.05 4.02-+0.17 
4 94.83 12S.66 3.6S-t0.38 
11 
s 110.44 141.27 2.49-+0.04 
6 119.27 1S8.43 2.34-+0.09 
7 139.0S 178.20 2.31-+0.28 
8 1S8.82 197.98 2.S4-t0.08 
9 178.60 217.7S 1. 69-+0.14 
10 9.96 30.14 l.S3+0.03 
11 9.96 30.14 6.40-t0.77 
13 
12 46.11 6S.24 4.26-+0.38 
13 SS.87 74.99 .4.39-+0.07 
14 33.11 50.77 2.18-+0.13 
1 lS 42.12 S9.79 4.06-+0.26 
-
. 
CORRElATION WAVENUMBER LIMrTS OF 
COEFFICIENT LINEAR SF.GlENI', RlillS. 
I<M-1 
Uli-aJI' HIGI-aJl' 
-o.9984 0.44 0.90 
-o.998S 0.44 0.90 
-o.9949 0.44 0.90 
-o.9691 0.44 0.90 
-o.9991 0.44 0.90 
-o.9840 0.43 L81* 
-o.870S 0.43 1.81* 
-o.9907 0.43 1.81* 
-o.9338 0.43 1.81* 
-o.9977 0.84 1.89* 
-o.9723 0.49 0.84 
-o.9626 0.48 1.22 
-o.9986 0.48 1.22 
-o.9738 O.S9 1.83* 
-o.9682 o.S9 1.83* 
NOS. OF IREDicriON 
ERroR F~TER 
COEFFIC j:ENr5 
AKAIKE :E£RRlM\N 
3 32 
7 32 
8 32 
2 32 
4 32 
8 38 
27 38 
s 38 
14 38 
11 22 
11 22 
3 22 
10 22 
4 22 
13 22 
-~ 
~ d 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
100 
100 
100 
100 
so 
50 
50 
50 
50 
so 
r-o 
-...1 
(X) 
TABLE 5.1 (contd) 
SPATIAL LIMI'IS OF DEPlH ESTlMATE OORRELATION WAVENUMBER LIMI'IS OF N)S. OF PIEI:n:CffCN 
u ·~ SPECrRAL .ru:-IALYSIS WI'lH ERROR CI>EFFICIENI' ~ SEGmNI', RADS. ERROR FILTER il KM F.RJM SIDPE, JG.ll a:>EFFICIENI'S I<r1 CJl XS'mRl' XEND I..CM-CUT HIGH-<m' AKAll<E BERRlM\N 
16 51.13 68.80 2.65-+0.13 -o.9827 0.59 1.83* 13 22 50 
17 60.15 77.81 2.27-+0.11 -o.9810 0.59 1.83* 3 22 50 
18 69.16 86.82 2.67+0.23 -o.9450 0.59 1.83* 12 22 50 
1 19 112.52 129.46 2.59-+0.17 -0.9719 0.48 1.55 5 22 50 
20 121.16 138.11 2.35-t0.08 -o.9934 0.48 1.55 3 22 50 
21 129.81 146.75 2.40+0.11 -o.9877 0.48 1.55 6 22 50 
22 138.45 155.39 2.07i:0.06 -0.9950. 0~48 .1.55 . 5 22 50 
.. 
-
.. 
23 . lti.08 39.87 4.07i:0.44 -:0.9717 0.47 .0.90 13 25 60 
14 .., 
·' 
. . . . .. 
* depth est.inates for which upfer wavenumber cut-off limit exceeds the restriction of bandwidth p:ro:r;:osed by Miller (1977) 
assuming that only data for wavelengths greater than 4 km are valid for geological interpretation. 
1-' 
-...J 
\0 
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p;rolonged magnetic stonns during the period of the 1977 cruise, especially 
I . 
be~ day 217 (0030 hrs) and day 220 (0830 hrs). Strongly impulsive 
J.sturbances were also praninent in the vicinity of local midnight on 
nbst days. The magnitude of this impulsive behaviour due to the precession 
o~ the auroral oval is illustrated in Figure 5 .1. An important magnetic 
I 
c:L\ ...... L!I;u.Y along profile 11 affected by this magnetic activity is also sha-m, 
s ce an interpretation of the magnetic ananaly is pl:Op:)Sed in the follc:wing 
ctions. 
5 2 .1 Spectral depth estimates 
DeteJ:m:i.nation of depth to magnetic sources using the maximum entropy 
c:'l'lll::or+·T".al density estimate was described in Section 3. 2. 4. The cat1pUter 
.........i¥~arn SPEX:TRAL was used to analyse selected segments of real magnetic 
=~'-'"w;u... y data in an attempt to define the depth of magnetic "basement" and, 
particular, to map the buried surface of the subsided plateau basalts 
the vicinity of the sul:merged aseismic ridge. 
The spectral depth estimate technique was used on magnetic anc:analy 
data fran 4 profiles to delineate magnetic "basement" trends over areas I . 
~ere seisnic data were poor or absent and to confinn the interpretation 
~J' selected horizons on the seiSmic sections. The results are tabulated 
4 Table 5 .1 and are Sl..mtlarised as follows: . 
Plfile 11 
MEM spectral depth estimates, and their associated standard deviations 
culated by least squares regression, are indicated in Figure 5. 2. The 
in rface representing magnetic "basement" and defined by gravity modelling 
(S ction 5.3.2) is also shown. 
Despite the obsavation in Section 3.2.4 that the BerJ:yman criterion 
prediction operator length gave marginally superior depth estimates 
on model data with additive randan noise, the Akaike criterion was adopted 
fo analysis of real data. This was done to achieve smoother spectra and 
to avoid over-resolution at long wavelengths. 
With reference to Figure 5. 2, depth estimates over the range 50 to 
km were attempted in order to define the upper surface of the postulated 
of shore continuation of the plateau basalts. Depth estimates over the 
r ge 110 to 220 km were carried out in order to test the interpretation 
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i 
of horizon B (Figure 4. 2) fran seismic reflection data as a basalt layer. 
I 
' 
Bearing in mind the uncertainty involved in converting times picked 
along selected reflectors on unrnigrated seismic reflection records, the 
I 
spectral depth estimates agree surprisingly well with depths deduced for 
the basalt interface, horizon B, in subsequent gravity modelling. In 
gi::meral, estimated depths fran the spectra were too shallCM relative to 
I 
tl;le gravity model which was initially inferred fran seismic reflection 
I 
~ta and subject to relatively minor adjustment during the gravity .modelling 
I 
P~edure. 
' 
Depth estilna.tes nos. 1 through 4 (Figure 5. 2) were puzzling. Reference 
3
1 Figure 5 .1 shONS that the magnetic data were still subject to magnetic 
cmn activity over the range· 50 to 110 km along profile 11. This high-
, equency noise INOU!d have increased the pat~er represented in the spectra 
at high waventmlbers and this would result in shallow depth estimates 
(nos. 1 and 2 respectively). 
1 The dilanna presented by the greater depth estimates of segments 3 
! + .~r, + (~.02 - 0.17 km) and/\(3.65 - 0.38 km) respectively may be resolved in view 
ol recent geophysical investigations by Hinz and Schluter (1979, 1980) . 
,ese authors reported the location of a graben zone based on the inter-
pretation of multi-channel seismic reflection data. This graben zone 
, I 
' ects profile 11 as shown in Figure 5. 7. Deep structure was not dis-
le on the seismic reflection record of profile 11 at this location 
igure 4. 2, SP lOCO to SP 1800) . The spectral depth estimates over 
:e!:mrtents 3 and 4 respectively are in good agreanent with the depth models 
ed by Hinz and Schluter (1980), and also Larsen (1980). 
'!he surface to which the spectral depth estimates refer is interpreted 
as the offshore continuation of the plateau basalts associated with a phase 
of faulting and rifting prior to the onset of seafloor spreading about 
411 Ma ago (after Nunns, 1980; also Figure 4.3). '!he pre~ence of pre-drift, 
Mek>zoic sediments beneath the basalts cannot be ruled out but no direct 
evidence for their existence is apparent. 
I 
I 
I 
1
1 
Mi.ller (1977) analysed the relative :importance of phenanena contributing 
to marine magnetic ananalies by canpa.rison of magnetic data collected 
s.ubltaneously at the sea surface and near the seafloor. His important 
I 
conclusion was that magnetic data observed near the sea surface are con-
I 
tarninated by ionospheric noise and he deduced that, for his particular 
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Figure 5.3 Natural logarithm of the MEM spectral density estimate 
curves for data analysed along profile 11. 
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survey, only data for wavelengths greater than 4 km were valid for geological 
futerpretation. In principle, the faster sw:vey speed (about 11 km hr -l 
chnpared with 3. 2 km hr -l for Miller's survey) of the East Greenland project 
I 
should have increased the bandwidth of geological validity to greater wave-
n6noors (at faster towing speeds, ionospheric variations are represented 
I 
at lower wavenumbers where the geological pc:Mer is stronger) • Ha-~ever, 
+e greater target depth to magnetic sources off the East Greenland coast 
ld have tended to negate this effect (Miller, 1977}., Therefore, Miller's 
lt was adopted in general and portions of spectra defined beyond a 
ton:nFQnllltlber, K = 1.57 rad km-l (equivalent to a wavelength of 4 km} were not 
ed. Depth estimates for which this restriction of bandwidth was not 
I 
a lied are indicated by an asterisk (*} in Table 5 .1. 
The ·curves of the natural logarithm of the nonnalised MEM spectral 
ity estimate for data analysed along profile 11 are shown in Figure 5. 3. 
Spectral depth estimates are canpared with the magnetic "basement" 
ced by graVity rrodelling in Figure 5. 4. The depth estimates 10 and 11 
e deduced fran bJo different linear portions of the same log noll1lalised 
al density estimate. The three depth estimates greater than 4 km 
all evaluated frtm1he steep slope associated with a highly resolved 
ak at long wavelengths in their respective log nonnalised spectra. This 
h · h resolution property at low wavenumbers appears to produce spurious 
ts requiring interpretative discretion since the depths to magnetic 
ces indicated by est:imates 11, 12 and 13 are difficult to justify 
logically. 
Depths to magnetic "basement" calculated by spectral analysis of 
ents fran profile 1 are shown in Figure 5. 5. The cluster of estimated 
to magnetic "basement" between 110 and 160 km agree very closely 
with the interface deduced by gravity modelling. The group of four depth 
viues, located between 30 and 90 km, which represent underestimates of the 
depth to the horizon produced fran gravity mcx:1elling, was calculated fran 
I 
MEM log no:tmalised spectra generated fran segments of magnetic data barely 
6 ~ longer than the final estimated depths themelves (each data segment 
was only 18 km long). Regan and Hinze (1976) reccmnended the use of data 
se at least 6 times longer than the maximum depth to the causative body 
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(Section 3.2.4) and at the extrane of this criterion, unreliable depth 
eStimates have apparently occurred. 
' . 
I 
I 
Profile 14-
In order to test the interpretation of seismic velocities associated 
th sonobuoy S2 shot along profile 14 (Figure 1.1) , the segment of magnetic 
analy data acquired at the same time was subjected to spectral depth 
:ysis. The estimated depth to magnetic ''basanent 11 was calculated to be 
4 07 :!: 0. 44 km. 'n1is value corresponds to the depth of 4. 36 km deduced 
-1 f sonabuoy refraction arrivals for the depth to the 4. 42 km s refractor. 
refractor velocity is believed to indicate the presence of a layer of 
eocene-Eocene basalts and they are expected to fonn the local magnetic 
The spectral depth estimate of 4. 07 km supp:rts this interpre-
tion (see Section 4.6). 
However, it must be said that this is a fortunate result since the 
TTl;w'Tn"'tic data of profile 14 were acquired during a magnetic stonn. Such 
h-frequency noise would contribute to an 'lll'lder-estimated depth to 
ied magnetic sources • 
. 2 Magnetic ananalies off the coast of East Greenland 
A canpilation of the magnetic ananaly data projected along simplified 
p's track for the Durham geophysical research cruises of 1973, 1974 and 
7 is shown in Figure 5.6. The quantitative interpretation of individual 
etic ananalies was severely limited due to the extensive magnetic 
activity experienced especially during August 1977 (the extent of 
etic disturbances is indicated in Apperidix A). 
Although the magnetic profiles were widely spaced, an attempt was 
to identify characteristic marine magnetic ananalies and to correlate 
anq:mau...ies northwards along the East Greenland continental maxgin fran the 
kjanes Basin and into the Denmark Straits. 
A straight line was fitted through the magnetic ananaly data of each 
file bY the method of least squares. This linear trend was subtracted 
the ananaly data to reoove a first order estimate of any regional 
fi ld and to facilitate the recognition of characteristic oceanic magnetic 
~ies. '!he reduced data are sha-m in Figure 5. 7. 'lhe identification 
of individual oceanic ananalies in the Reykjanes Basin and along the east 
ETIC PROFILES ALONG 
I FlED SHIP'S TRACK 
CRUISES: 1973.1974 <rod 1977 
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Figure 5.6 Magnetic anomaly profiles along simplified ship 1 s track for Durham 
cruises 1973, 1974 and 1977. Numbers adjacent to profiles represent 
profile identification. 
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Et of Greenland was made with reference to Williams and McKenzie (1971), Vi and Avery (1974), Featherstone (1976), Larsen (1980) and VCXJt et al 0). Ananaly identification and the tentative extrapolation of oceanic 
I 
y trends through the Denmark Straits are shaNn in Figure 5. 7. 
Recent work by Vogt et al (1980) suggests that the marine magnetic 
analy sequence 13 through 22 extends northwards into the Denmark Straits 
that these lineations appear to tenninate abruptly at a major fracture 
z e north of the sul:::merged aseismic ridge. . Pranpted by this proposal, the 
gnetic ananalies 13, 18, 20 and 21 have been tentatively extrapolated 
ough the Denmark Straits on the basis of visual correlation fran profile 
profile as shC7Nll in Figure 5. 7. The location of the fracture zone pro-
ed by Vogt et al (1980) was plotted from Larsen (1980). 
The recCX}nition of the Denmark Straits fracture zone and the truncation 
o linear marine magnetic ananalies against it provided crucial evidence 
the interpretation of CDP stacked seismic data of profile 11 (Section 4. 3) . 
ing indicated the location of profile 11 and the inferred fracture zone 
:re,::;J:'ect.l:vely on the map of Figure 5. 7, it became clear that an approx:imately 
ear extrapolation of the proposed fracture zone ESE intersected profile 11 
a a shallow, acute angle between SP 2480 and SP 2640 (Figure 4.2). The 
Pfzling structural feature and associated nolJilal faulting observed on the 
a:>P stacked seismic section, initially interpreted in teJ::ms of a faulted 
ho t block or unlikely diapirism, became readily explicable as the expression 
of a fracture zone. This presents a more plausible explanation. 
VCX}t et al (1980) also identified magnetic ananalies 6, 6A and 6B off 
margin of East Greenland north of Iceland as shcMn in Figure 5. 7. 
· g the ocean-continent bcn.mdary north of the Greenland-Iceland Ridge 
p posed by I.arsen (1980) implies the presence of a wedge of oceanic crust 
to the north of the supposed fracture zone. If this interpretation is 
co ct, the "horst" between SP 2480 and SP 2640 on profile 11 separates 
+c crust of bJO contrasting ages. Nunns (1980) proposed the likely 
prjence of a wedge of c;x:eanic crust to the north of the Derunark Straits 
frfcture zone, bounded eastwards by oceanic ananaly 6B {VCXJt et al, 1980) 
aru;I to the west by the band of very short wavelength magnetic ananalies 
adjacent to the Blosseville Coast of East Greenland. Nunns (1980) presents 
a 9onvincing schane for the formation of the fan-shaped ananaly pattem 
cli.Splayed by ananalies 20 through 7 in the No~ ian Basin, fanned about 
the; now extinct, Aegir Ridge and caused by the anti -clockwise rotation of 
the Jan Mayen block as spreading continued. In order to accamrodate fan-
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ped spreading in the Norwegian Basin, cx:mplanentacy spreading was 
erred to have taken place to the west of the Jan Mayen block foiilling 
al.wedge-shaped zone of cceanic crust in whidl oceanic ananalies 7 through 
18 may be present (NunnS, 1980}. 
l Oceanic crust along profile 11 to the SE of the fracture zone (between S. 2480 and SP 2640} is dated at approximately 35 Ma by the location of 
aljKlma.L¥ 13 (Hailwood et al, 1979} and this implies a younger age for the 
altic horizon beneath the pindl-out of reflector Ul at SP 3080 (Figure 4.2}. 
Sl.mling a half-spreading rate of order 0.8 an yr-l (Vogt and Avery, 1974), 
e distance of sane 20 km between the projection of ananaly 13 on to 
file 11 and the pinch-out of reflector Ul against horizon B represents 
t 3 Ma.. 'nlerefore, the age of horizon Ul must be younger than 32 Ma 
since it represents a significant marker horizon on the seismic section, 
is tentatively oorrelated with the major lowstand in global sea level in 
te Oligocene times, about 30 Ma ago (Figure 4. 3} . 
This interpretation is subject to the 1.mcertainty associated with the 
recognition of oceanic ananalies and their tentative extrapolation via 
I 
r correlations through the Denmark Straits. Havever, the absence of a 
ked depth differential between oceanic crust of alleged contrasting ages 
ss the fracture zone on profile 11 is inconclusive evidence since the 
difference on either side of the fracture zone is not significantly 
e. The rate of subsidence of oceanic crust is a function of the age 
of the ocean basin (Parsons and Sclater, 1977; Royden et al, 1980). 
Veevers (1977) made an :i.mp:)rtant point relevant to this debate. He 
ested that if basalt was emplaced subaerially, either above sea level 
or i.ri an arid basin barred fran the sea, initial oceanic crust would not 
co tain typical seafloor spreading magnetic ananalies. Since the plateau 
alts of the Blosseville Coast accumulated in predan:i.nantly subaerial 
co ditions (Deer, 1976) and the Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe Ridge fOIIned a 
1 d bridge between Greenland and Europe fran Eocene to Middle Miocene 
(Vogt, 1972; Talwani and Udintsev, 1976; Gr¢nlie, 1979), the 
ence of well-defined and easily-correlated oceanic magnetic ananalies 
in the region of the Denmark Straits is not surprising. 
'!he position of the oceaJ'l-cx:>ntinent bo1.mdary is inferred fran the 
, :±cation of oceanic magnetic ananalies and by reference to recent work 
by Vogt et al (1980} and Larsen (1980). Nunns (1980} proposed a relatively 
s le scheme to explain the evolution of the Noz:wegian Sea and he inde-
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p$ndently developed a continental margin north of the Denmark Straits 
~racture zone similar to that indicated by Larsen (1980) . The ocean-
cxfntinent boundal.y proposed by Featherstone (1976} and located along a 
praninent trough in the magnetic ananaly has been adopted up to latitude 
6~~- The continental margin is then considered to swing farther north 
~ eastward to accamnodate the truncation of ananalies 22 through 24 resulting 
a westward jump of spreading axis in the Reykjanes Basin inmediately 
r to ananaly 21 time (Featherstone, 1976). '1hi.s northward continuation 
the ocean-oontinent boundary is supported by the evidence of the 
s~c reflection data discussed in Chapter 4. The pt:oposed ocean-
aJntinent transition is shewn in Figure 5. 7 and this interpretation oonflicts ± that of Vogt et al (1980) and Larsen· (1980) whose ocean-mntinent 
1 
dary south of the Denmark Straits fracture zone was located sane kilo-
metres westward and magnetic ananalies 22 and 23 persisted northwards up to 
I 
the fracture zone itself. 
I 
I 'Ihe possibility that ananaly 22 oontinues north through the Denmark 
I 
Straits and is truncated by the Denmark Straits fracture zone cannot be 
~sed. Vogt et al (1980) recognised ananaly 22 at the western edge of 
I 
the aeranagnetic smvey south of the fracture zane and Featherstone et al 
I (lf77} suggested that the westward shift of axis in the·Reykjanes Basin took 
P~fce prior to ananaly 22. Nevertheless, the inferred location of the 
ocran-continent boundal.y fran seismic data along profiles 3 and 5 respectively 
sE:to preclude the northward oontinuation of ananaly 22 into the Denmark 
S aits and constrained by these data, the interpretation indicated in 
Fi 5. 7 has been adopted in this study. 
I 
I 
Voppel et al (1979} studied detailed magnetic measurements south of 
Iceland-Faeroe Elidge and concluded that a westward jump of spreading 
ImJSt have taken place prior to ananaly 21 time. These authors stress 
tenuous nature of their interpretation due to the difficulty of 
11-V':1U..L·~ing oceanic ananalies older than ananaly 21. However, their pro-
al agrees with the conclusion of the present study that ananalies 22 
gh 24 are truncated by the ocean-continent boundary off East Greenland 
(F gure 5. 7). 
A careful study of oceanic ananalies 20 and 21 in Figure 5. 7 shows a 
tinct bend in their generally linear disposition just north of 65~. 
s observation agrees with the results of Johnson et al (1975b} who 
id I tified a left lateral offset of ananalies 20 and 21 at 65~ and they 
erred the existence of a major fracture zone off the East Greenland 
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tinental margin at this la~tude. The fracture zone is not shown 
licitly in Figure 5. 7 because its precise location cannot be specified 
f an the widely spaced profile data of Johnson et al (1975b) and this study. 
'Ihe accurate location of the ocean-cx::mtinent boundal:y is a prablan. 
e single-channel shipbome rronitor records of profiles 5, 3 and 1 
igures 4 .10, 4 .ll and 4.12 respectively) indicate a transition between 
latively smooth continental-type acoustic basanent and the irregular 
ace of the basaltic layer 2 associated with oceanic crust. However, 
the seismic data provide only a rather subjective interpretation 
s ce the abrupt change anticipated at the cx::mtinental margin is not 
.... u,..,="'"" convincing. The seismic data to the north of profile 5 do not 
dicate the location of the ocean-continent boundary because the transition 
obscured by sedimentacy aover. Furthemore, the interpretation of 
grjavity ananalies discussed in the following section does not uniquely 
define the zane of transition f:ran oceanic to cx::mtinental crust. The 
I 
ence of well-defined oceanic magnetic ananalies precludes their use for 
accurate definition of the ocean..,.continent boundary. 
Larsen (1978) studied offshore aeranagnetic data in an area along 
East Greenland coast shown in Figure 5. 7 and although his correlation 
of magnetic ananalies fran profile to profile is not definitive, he con-
cl that the coast-parallel dyke swazm of East Greenland continues on 
continental shelf as a broad, coast-parallel belt. The massive 
ion of dykes along the East Greenland coast (Nielsen, 1975, 1978), 
th ir offshore continuation proposed by Larsen (1978) and the presence of 
hi -amplitude, long-wavelength magnetic ananalies landward of the inferred 
-continent bouncl.aJ:y on profiles 3, 5 and 9 respectively supp:::>rt the 
that continental lithosphere may crack and allow the intrusion of 
dy es or diapirs from the mantle during the initial phases of rifting 
( 
The possible offshore continuation of the Tertiacy basalts along the 
Blosseville coastline between latitudes 68~ and 70~ was investigated by 
I 
analysis of a praninent magnetic ananaly, marked A, along profile 11 
(Figure 5. 7) • Irregular seafloor topography assoc;i.ated with a high-amplitude, 
~rt-wavelength magnetic ananaly to the north-west of SP 260 (profile 11, 
Figure 4.2) is interpreted as representing basalt (see Section 4.3). It 
is \unfortunate that this crucial magnetic ananaly was subject to considerable 
in ference by magnetic stonn behaviour (Figure 5 .1) . HONever, it is 
idered that the general integrity of the ananaly is preserved despite 
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the magnetic stonn disturbance. 
The magnetic interpretation is shown in Figure 5. 8. The inclination 
arid declination of the Earth's magnetic field were calculated fran u.S. 
I 
Naval Charts (U.S. Naval Oceano;raphic Off:!-ce, 1966) and the inclination 
declination of the basalt resultant magnetisation were estimated fran 
ta obseJ:Ved on the palaeanagnetic properties of sane Tertiacy lavas fran 
E t Greenland (Tar ling, 1967). 
Tertiary flood basalts are not necessarily highly magnetic and a 
value of natural remanent magnetisation (NBM) for East Greenland 
ait flCMS of 0.24 Am-land a single measurement of 2. 7 A m-l of an 
rtdual basalt flew have been recorded by Faller (pers. ccmn.) . Havever, 
value of 3.8 A m-1 for THOL 1 dykes (as defined by Nielsen, 1978) 
also been reported (Faller, pers. cxmn.) . For a:mparison, an arithmetic 
value for NR-1 of 5. 0 A m -l for the upper 230 m of Atlantic ocean 
t was given by Faller et al (1978) . The mcdel shown in Figure 5. 8 was 
loped with a resultant magnetisation of 4 • 0 A m -l. 
The model suggests that the plateau basalts are datm-flexured and 
tinue offshore beneath the proposed wedge of Tert.iaiy sediments. 'nlis 
is a similar interpretation to that propcsed by Larsen (1980). The 
alt model assumes reverse magnetisation (Faller, 1975) and whilst not 
sn¢JWn explicitly in Figure 5.8, the flexure of the basalts is assumed to 
be faUlt controlled (Nielsen, 1975). 
This rrodel is not unique. The total field magnetic ananaly due to a 
· te step model was calculated in order to illustrate the al temati ve 
posal that the Tertiacy plateau basalts actually tenn:inate offshore. 
ever, difficulty was found in matching the wavelength and amplitude of 
obseJ:Ved ananaly with the finite step model, although the general 
y shape calculated fran the mcdel was s:lmilar to the obseJ:Ved ananaly. 
efore, the finite step model was dismissed in favour of the geologically 
mo e acceptable structure presented in Figure 5. 8. 
The magnetic interpretation of Figure 5. 8 indicates a greater thickness 
of Tertiary sediments, of order 6 km, overlying the basalt horizon than 
'cted by the spectral depth estimates (Figure 5.2) or subsequent 
_ity modelling (Figure 5 .11) , and also a steeper dip for the upper 
ace of the datm-flexured basalts. Hence, the model shown in Figure 5.8 
d be regarded as a qualitative indication only of the fonn of the 
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p, atea.U basalts offshore. 
5 3 Gravity interpretation 
'!be free aix gravity ananaly values calculated fran shipbome gravimeter 
urarents were tied-in to an absolu~ gravity value in Reykjavik, 
I eland. '1hi.s absolute gravity value was established with reference to the 
o d gravity reference network ieferred to a unique value of gravity at 
P (Palmason et cil, 1973). In order to reduce the gravity ananaly 
ues to be canpatible with the new IGSN '71 (Coren, 1972) , the Potsdam 
urn correction of -14.0 mgal must be applied to the ananaly values 
llard, 1979). WOOllard emphasised that although the Potsdam correction 
at:!J;:leelrS to be a 11IXJQrly established, rounded-off value to an even milligal, n 
is essentially correct and the uncertainty is less than about 0.04 mgal. 
This correction has not been applied to the gravity data presented in 
thesis • 
• 1 Assessment of subsurface densities 
Estimation of densities for relatively shallaN subsurface sedimentary 
ts along selected profiles was carried out by projecting the results 
of contiguous sonobuoy refraction experiments an to the respective seismic 
se · ons _and thereby identifying sedimentary units with an average refraction 
ve~ocity. Each average velocity was then used in conjunction with the 
Nafe-Drake curve (Nafe and Drake, 1963; Grant and West, 1965) in order to 
establish a constant density for a given layer, assuming hanogeneity and 
no lateral density variations within a. given unit. 
-3' A constant density of 1.03 g an for seawater was adopted throughout 
gravity mcxlelling. Worzel (1974) proposed standard crustal structures 
fo both oceanic and continental crust. He assigned an average density of 
-3 -3 2. j6 g an to standard oceanic crust and an average density of 2. 84 g an 
to 
1
standard continental crust. Since the exact nature and location of the 
~-continent boundazy along the East Greenland margin were tmknown, a 
c:::oi15tant crustal density of 2.85 g an - 3 was assumed for both types of crust. 
I 
' An estimate for the density of the metamorphic basanent canplex was ~estigated, although ultimately not incorporated into any of the gravity 
IOOdels. The follc:wing geological units canprising the met.amorPU.c basenent 
I 
c:x::rnplex (Haller, 1970; Deer, 1976} were assigned average densities based 
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J work by Smithson 
I 
(1971): 
(1) Granulitised acid gneisses in Kangerdlugssuaq region, 2.65 g an-3 
(2) Amphibolite horizons fomU..ng approximately one tenth of metamorphic 
canplex, 3.03 g an - 3 
(3) small areas of sedimental:y origin (gamet-sillimanite bearing 
gneisses), 2.80 g an - 3 (?) 
( 4) Migmatite gneiss group, 2. 73 g an-3 
-3 (5) Microcline augen gneiss to microcline granite, 2. 71 g an 
(6) Amphibolite dykes, 3.03 g an-3 . 
I The arithmetic mean (a gross simplification, since the figure has not 
bEfn weighted in ~ way to cx:mpensate for the relative abundance of 
.inflividual rock types) of the above six densities is 2.83 g an - 3 • 
stthson (1971) reports mean densities of metamorphic terrains to be 
generally in the range 2. 70 to 2. 79 g an - 3• In support, Ramberg (1976) 
re'frts Precambrian gneisses of No:rway of density 2. 74 g an - 3 and 
Srnfthson and Ramberg (1979) give gneisses of granulite facies in Nol.Way a 
density of 2. 70 g an-3 and 2. 75 g an - 3 for granitic :rocks. 
Due to its unknown extent laterally and at depth, the metamorphic 
anent ccmplex was not m::xlelled as a less dense unit within the continental 
t. However, surface WaNe dispersion studies by Gregersen· ( 1971) 
su est a two-layer crustal model for the Greenlandic Shield, an upper 
-3 
" ani tic" layer, 16. 5 krn thick and of density 2. 80 g an , and a lower 
altic" layer, 23.7 krn thick and of density 2.85 g an-3. If the mean 
ity value of 2. 83 g an-3 for the metamorphic units calculated above 
is at all re~entative, the absence of the metamorphic basanent canplex 
t fran the gravity models should not be a serious anission. 
Average refraction velocities assigned to sedimental:y units fran 
...... ,rn..r sonabuoy results were also used to convert two-way travel times 
acted fran unmi.grated seismic sections (see Figures 4. 2, 4 . 8, 4. 9 
4 .12) into initial depth models for input into the gravity modelling 
-3 Gravity models were developed using a constant density of 3.30 g an 
In view of the uncertainties already existing in 
delineation of near-surface structure and sedimentaJ:y units fran 
ted seismic reflection data, it was considered unjustified to introduce 
further refinanent of t.J:ying to model lateral density changes in the 
198 
per mantle. However, it should be reoognised that such heterogeneities 
t and the importance of tanperature gradients and their associated 
ity variations in the lithosphere and asthenosphere in the North 
A lantic Ocean has been illustrated by Haigh (1973). 
FurtheJ:IttOre, a significant tenperature gradient and associated theJ:mal 
~:>ar.ISion within the oceanic lithosphere of a relatively young ocean basin 
e Reykjanes Basin, for example) adjacent to the ocean-continent botmdary 
wi 1 produce a lower value of density in the upper mantle beneath the oceanic 
t. Featherstone (1976) estimated the value for the sub-oceanic upper 
. -3 
:tle density to be 3.22 g an adjacent to the continental margin of 
t Greenland. 
The choice of a suitable depth of canpensation or level in the mantle 
be ow which lateral density variations do not occur was made sanewh.at 
ar itrarily. Values of the order of 30 km were used, similar to a depth 
of a::rnpensation of 32 km anployed by Rabinadtz and LaBreque (1977). A 
mo e consistent lithospheric model with a depth of cx:mpensation of about 
70 km and including lateral density variations would have been preferable 
(c • Roots et al, 1979). Haigh (1973) estimated that the thickness of 
th oceanic lithosphere in the North Atlantic decreased northwards fran 
85 km to 64 km between 43~ and 61 ~. The approach adopted in this study 
the calc.ul.ation of isostatic ananalies and isostatically canpensated 
discontinuities assumed an upper mantle structure of constant density 
out lateral i.nhanogeneities • 
• 2 Gravity m::xiels 
Gravity models for four selected profiles were developed. 
'!he interpretation of the free air gravity ananaly, the isostatic 
ly and the magnetic ananaly of profile 1 is shown in Figure 5. 9. 
'!he range of sediment velocities, 1. 62 to 2 . 57 km s -l observed on 
uoy results fran locations 513, 514, 515 and 517 (Figures L2 and 4.13) 
-1 
, assessed and a mean sediment velocity of 2. 3 km s was assumed. '!he 
esponding sediment density is 2.07 g an - 3 (Nafe and Drake, 1963). 
Oceanic magnetic ananalies 22 through 24 have been identified in 
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Figure 5.9 Gravity interpretation for profile 1. B represents the proposed ocean-continent 
boundary and marine magnetic anomalies 22 through 24 are also indicated. 
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F ~ 5. 9 and the inferred location of the ocean-continent boundary, B is 
~ sane 20 krn south-east of the continental slope. The location of the 
-continent boundary is based on correlation of marine magnetic 
CIIJI:.n~Cu.ies (Figure 5. 7) and the single-channel seismic reflection record . 
igure 4 .12) . This interpretation conflicts with that of Featherstone 
( 976) who located the ocean-continent botmdary sane 80 krn seaward of the 
tinental slope on a profile at an angle to and just south of profile 1. 
the new interpretation is correct, representing a shift of sane 25 krn 
tward of the ocean-continent boundary, it casts doubt on the identification 
interpretation of eastward dipping ~rtia:ry reflectors proposed by 
therstone (1976) at this latitude along the continental margin. 
· 'Ihe gravity roodel indicates strongly attenuated, ananalously thin 
co tinental crust of 11 krn thiclmess at the proposed ocean-continent bo'LU'ldary, 
~ckening in a series of steps to 25 krn at a distance westt:m.rd of about 
I 
180 km. The thick oceanic crust adjacent to the continental crustal 
I 
boimdary is cxmsistent with a mechanism for shallow spreading ridges in 
I yorg oceans proposed by Roots et a1 ( 1979) . Hcwever, these authors 
pa;;tulated a thickening of the oceanic crust at the continental margin of 
up I to about 18 km thiclmess. This was not obsexved on profile 1 but the 
de to the t-'bho was arbitrarily fixed at the eastern extremity of the 
file to give a standard Moho depth of 11 krn for oceanic crust. The 
tinental crustal structure deduced by Gregersen (1971) for the Greenlandic 
eld gave a crustal thickness of about 40 krn and therefore the Moho is 
pr ably too shallCM as shown in Figure 5. 9 . The shallow depth of the Moho 
eath the continental crust is undoubtedly due to the assumption of a 
tant density upper mantle. COOler lithosFbere beneath the continental 
t would result in a higher density in the upper mantle relative to 
t beneath oceanic crust. The inet~~d. density contrast between con-
ental crust and upper mantle would yield a thicker crust in order to 
el a given free air gravity ananaly. 
\ The oanputed Moho for canplete isostatic cx::mpensation indicates 
th.cit the cx>ntinental margin and adjacent crust are rrore or less in isostatic 
~librium except that the prograded wedge of Tertiaxy sediments and the 
~tinental slope cut-back by cx:mtour current action remain tmccmpensated. 
Roots et al (1979) ooncluded that the ocean-continent boundary was essentially 
in \isostatic equilibrium but their results were drawn fran data gathered 
on Ia margin starved of sediments. The thick overburden of sediment enootmtered 
on \the East Greenland margin has obscured this isostatic equilibrium, if 
in eed it does exist. The relative high in the canputed two-dimensional 
ll 
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isostatic ananaly also shows that the prograded wedge of Tertiary sediments 
I 
U, tmder<XIIifEilSated. It is also :fOSSible that crustal flexure has partly 
achmrooated sediment accumulation along the oontinental margin. 
To the west of a point about 220 km along profile 1, the isostatic 
ananaly shows a deepening relative lCM and the canputed Moho for cx:mplete 
is~tatic ~ibrium is shallower than for the Moho actually moielled. 
~ over-ccmpensation may be explained in tei:Ins of isostatic crustal 
rePound due to the ranoval of ice since the last glacial period (cf. the 
raltsed beaches of Fennoscandia, see Batt (1971), for example). 
'!he interpretation of gravity and magnetic data along profile 7 is 
cohtt'lf.rn in Figure 5 .10. 
Taking into account the sonabuoy refraction velocities at sites 12V28 
-1 
· 110V30 (Figures 1. 2 and 4 .13) , an average seismic velocity of 2. 3 km s 
wJ assumed for the Tertiacy sediments along the profile. 'Ihe sediment 
~ity ~ estimated to be 2.07 g an -J (Nafe and Drake, 1963). 
The tentative identification of oceanic ananalies 18 through 21 is 
o shown in Figure 5 .10 and the location of the ocean-continent ool.mdary 
been inferred fran the cessation of the marine magnetic ananaly sequence. 
The two-dimensional isostatic ananaly indicates that isostatic 
librium has been adlieved except between apprOK:irnately 140 and 230 km 
g the profile and this is interpreted as being caused by uncompensated 
iary sediments. 
The outstanding feature of this interpretation is the lack of variation 
in the depth to the M:mo discontinuity across the inferred ocean-continent 
......,, ..... .c;u..l! • The thinning of continental crust is attributed to surface 
ion during the initial stages of rifting and attenuation of the crust 
to lower crustal mechanisms such as metamorphism and creep (Batt, 1979). 
abnonnally thick oceanic crust may be caused in part by the youth of the 
· c crustal material as proposed by Roots et al (1979) • lateral 
var ations in upper mantle density would also provide a greater crustal 
thi ess contrast across the ocean-continent oounda.Iy as discussed pre-
via ly. However, it is more probable that the nearby subnerged Greenland-
Ice and aseismic ridge to the north is associated with thickened oceanic 
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Figure 5.10 Gravity interpretation for profile 7. B represents the proposed ocean-continent 
boundary and marine magnetic anomalies 18 through 21 are also indicated. "' 2 
lt of at least a thickness 20 - 25 km (Detrick and Watts, 1979 bas~03 
~ work by Bott et al, 1971) or even greater ( cf. the crustal thickness 
beheath the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge, 30 - 35 km, after Bott and Gurmarsson, I . 
1980). The thickness of oceanic crust beneath profile 7 has been influenced 
byl proximity to the aseismic ridge. 
'Ibis interpretation of thickened oceanic crust is supported by work 
ied out by Danenitskaya and Dibner (1966) who presented a sketch map 
of crustal thickness in the northem Atlantic regions which indicated a 
de to the Moho of between 20 and 27.5 km in the vicinity of the Greenland-
land Ridge. 
A detailed crustal model for the gravity data along profile 9, parallel 
to the crustal axis of the Greenland-Iceland Ridge is not presented. '!he 
llOW' penetration of the single-channel shipbome monitor seismic display 
ented arr:1 reliable estimate of upper crustal sediment structure due 
ily to strong water-bottan multiple interference. A Bouguer ananaly 
c culated along the profile indicated a distinct lOW' of sane 16 mgal over 
an area of secliroent cover suggested by the limited penetration of the 
seismic data. A density contrast of -o. 75 g an - 3 indicates a sediment 
~ckness of the order of 500 m in the deepest part of the section. Harrever, 
~i steep Bouguer ananaly gradients of 4. 5 and 1. 8 mgal km -l observed by 
BoJt et a1 (1971) over the oontinental margin between the Iceland-Faeroe 
Ri~ge and the Faeroe block were not observed along the westem segment of 
ile 9 and the large magnitude variation in Bouguer ananaly of about 
al was also absent. 'Ihese results may indicate that the location of 
ocean-continent b:>undary shCMn in Figure 5. 7 is incorrect and that it 
= .... ,,..u.·· d be displaced by a minimum of sane 100 km to the west. This is 
ely, however, in view of the interpretation of oceanic magnetic 
anaJlla.l.ies in this study and by Voppel et al (1979). 
'!he interpretation of gravity data along profile 11, to the north of 
the sul::merged aseismic ridge in the Demnark Straits, is shown in Figure 5 .11. 
The sediments along profile 11 were divided into two units. '!he pro-
Early Miocene unconfoiinity U3 was asstmted to separate sediments of 
-1 
age velocities 2.1 and 3.0 km s respectively (see Section 4. 4) . The 
pending densities are 2.00 and 2.22 g an-3 (Nafe and Drake, 1963). 
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Figure 5.11 Gravity interpretation for profile 11. B represents the proposed ocean-continent 
boundary taken from Hinz and Schluter (1980). 
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~!be possible continuation of the plateau basalts of the Blosseville 
t 'beneath the Tertiaxy prograded sediments (Section 5. 2. 2) was not 
-3 
eluded in detail in the gravity interpretation. A mean value of 2.86 g an 
f the bulk density of Tertiary basalts fran the Faeroe Islands, under 
n confining pressure, was calculated fran data presented by Kern and 
ter (1979). ~!his density was also fOWld fran the data of Saxov and 
ahamsen (1966). A density of 2.83 g an - 3 was quoted for Tertiary basalts 
of Iceland by Schleusner et al (1976). Kern and Richter (1979) further 
ted a density range of 2.82 - 2.99 g an-3 for Faeroese basalts at a 
ining pressure of 0.5 kbar (approximately equivalent to a depth of 
ial of 1300 m}. A standard crustal density of 2.85 g an - 3 should ensure 
no major errors have been introduced into the gravity merle! solution due 
to the absence of the proposed basalt layer. 
'Ihe striking aspect of the gravity interpretation in Figure 5.11 is 
almost constant depth to the r.til.o. ~!he two-climensional isostatic 
"" .. +&L~A::u.y and the isostatically canpensated Moho indicate that the Tertiaxy 
· entaJ:y wedge between 80 and 130 km is undercanpensated. '!he ocean-
tinent boundary was taken fran Hinz and SchlUter (1980) and corresponds 
t exactly with the location proposed by Larsen (1980). Nunns (1980) 
loped an ocean-cOntinent boundary based on model reconstructions of 
Nol:Wegian-Greenland Seas and his continental margin was located about 
27 km to the west of that indicated in Figure 5 .11. Perhaps significantly, 
th ocean-continent boundary as shown coincides with the thinnest portion 
of crust predicted by the gravity model. 
The close proximity of the Greenland-Iceland aseismic ridge and its 
probable association with thickened crust of oceanic affinity explains the 
I 
abncmnal thickness of oceanic crust inferred by the gravity model. The 
fonnation of thick crust of oceanic type beneath the Greenland-Iceland-
Faeroe Ridge has been explained in teirns of an unusually vigorous differ-
entiation of crustal material fran an ananalously hot, !ON-density upJ_:er 
mantle (Batt et al, 1971; Batt, 1974). The subseqU.ent subsidence of the 
aseismic ridge is attributed to the cooling and themal contraction of the 
206 
erzy;tng Uthosphere on which the ridge was built (Bott et al, 1971; 
V~, 1972). These authors explain the ananalously shallCM depth of the 
~and-Iceland-Faeroe Ridge as a direct result of its remaining at or 
abOve sea level fran the time of its far:mation in Eocene times until the 
MiF.~ Miocene (Vo:Jt, 1972; Nilsen, 1978b; Gr¢nlie, 1979). The crustal 
th · ckness !:Jeneath the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge in its central and south-eastem 
~~~~C! has been estimated fran crustal refraction seismology studies as 
twe~ 30 and 35 km (Bott and Gunnarsson, 1980). It is the abnonnal 
'ckness of the crust along the aseismic ridge which maintains its 
.'IJO:)~.LCU.· ly high elevation, although the upper mantle underlying it may be 
r atively less dense due to a residual thennal ananaly. 
'!he location of the proposed fracture zone (Vogt et al, 1980) is 
in Figure 5.11. No gravity 6r magnetic ananaly is apparently 
as ociated with this feature. An estimate of the gravity ananaly due to 
a structure was made using the fozmula: 
A =1Gp9t 
wh e A = the gravity ananaly 
p = the density contrast 
9 = the angle subtended by the causative body at the point of observation 
t = the thickness of the causative body 
an G = the gravitational constant. 
-3 -3 -3 Assuming p = + 0. 71 g an (sediment = 2.19 g an and basalt = 2.90 g an 
ive a maximum value for p) and calculating 9 and t fran Figure 4. 2, 
gravity ananaly ccmputed was about +to ngal. Since this was a maximum 
:te assuming a two-dimensional structure, the gravity ananaly caused 
e "horst" feature ma~ -. not be reliably detected at the surface by 
gravity data. However, the age contrast between the oceanic crust 
ither side of the fracture zone is not markedly different and therefore, 
ignificant change in elevation is apparent due to differential rates 
ennal contraction in the underlying lithos!ilere. 
Profile 13 
The interpretation of gravity data along this profile proved to be 
I 
rather difficult. A gravity model is shc:Mn in Figure 5.12 but the inferred 
I 
Moh? appears to be unrealistic. 
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Figure 5.12 Gravity interpretation for profile 13. B represents the proposed ocean-continent~ 
boundary taken from Hin~ and Schluter (1980). 
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The sedilnent velocities above and bela-~ the interpreted Early Miocene 
confomd.ty U3 were taken fran the two sonobuoys, 14V28 and 86V29 
( igures 1. 2 and 4 .13) • 'Ihe velocities 1. 78 and 2. 55 krn s -l ~ equivalent 
J densities of 1.84 and 2.U g an-3 respectively (Nafe and Drake, 1963). 
'!he ocean-continent boundacy proposed by Hinz and Schluter (1980) 
is also marked in Figure 5 .12. 
'lhe major difficulty encountered in developing a crustal model con-
s tent with the gravity data of profile 13 was fitting the obsaved free 
gravity high situated to the west of 120 km along the profile. The 
erred z.bho seems to be nonsense. Ha-~ever, whilst apparently unrealistic, 
it does indicate the requirement for a high density causative body within 
th crust. GrcM et al (1979) infer the presence of a large scale mafic 
intrusion on a marine seismic section off New Jersey on the east coast of 
NoJ;:th America. Their intrusion is associated with a magnetic ananaly of 
sane 450 nT whereas there is no such ananaly recognisable on profile 13. 
As~g a CUrie point of 600°C (Sheriff, 198Q) , the depth of U km to 
0 -1 the modelled intrusion implies a geothennal gradient of SO c km in order 
to I ensure that such a mafic intrusion would have no magnetic signature. 
Su~ a geothennal gradient is unlikely. 
The variation sham by the modelled Moho fran the isostatically can-
pensated Moho suggests that profile 13 is located in approximate isostatic 
eqliilibrimn. 'lhe wedge of Terticu:y sediments appears to be uncc:mpensated, 
a feature characteristic of this continental margin to the south of the 
Denmark Straits also • 
. : Since the oceanic crust is associated with spreading in the No:rwegian 
Sea and, in particular, about the Kolbeinsey Ridge (V()3t et al, 1980), a 
relatively young ocean basin (24 Ma old, Figure 1.4), thick oceanic crust 
would be expected (Roots et al, 1979). Ha-~ever, the gravity mcxlel in 
Figure 5 .12 is suspect and arrt further carments are superfluous. 
For canpleteness, the free air gravity ananaly projected along 
s~lified ship's track for the Durham cruises of 1973, 1974 and 1977 
is ~ in Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5!. 13 Interpretation of free air gravity anomaly profiles along simplified 
ship's track for Durham cruises 1973, 1974 and 1977. 
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CHAPl'ER 6 
CXJNCLUSIONS 
6 .1 Introduction 
'!he scientific goals of the 1977 Durham University marine geophysical 
"'u"c" ... 'v of the continental margin of East Greenland were outlined in 
pter 1. '!his final chapter includ~ sane ranarks about the magnetic 
retation technique developed during the work and draws together the 
conclusions of the thesis. Brief speculation on petroleum prospects 
J the work to a close. Magnetic interpretation techniques 
'!he methcxl of deteiinining the depth to magnetic sources- usincj the 
maJI~nn entropy method (MEM) spectral density estimate was developed in 
pter 3 and applied to real data in Chapter 5. '!he results were dis-
inting when the method was applied to magnetic ananalies generated fran 
1 bodies of known geanetl:y. Nevertheless, it has pennitted spectral 
ysis to be perfoillled on very short data sets for which more traditional 
would have been unsuitable. '!he recarmendation that data sets be 
at least 6 times greater than the maximum depth to the causative body 
( an and Hinze, 1976) was confimed. 
When applied to real magnetic data, the accuracy of MEM spectral 
estimates was suspect, sanet:imes showing good agreement with structure 
inf~red fran seismic reflection data and gravity modelling, and at other 
, demonstrating apparently unrealistic results. 
6. 3 Dnplications of the geophysical interpretation 
Several scientific objectives were proposed at the beginning of this 
th is. By extending previous geophysical work undertaken on the continental 
margin of East Greenland (Figure 1.1) fran 63~ to 69%-, it has been 
I 
poslible to draw the following conclusions: 
(1) 'Ihe definition of the ocean-continent boundal:y depended on the inter-
, pretation of marine magnetic ananalies because the seismic character 
! 
of oceanic and continental type "basanent" was not significantly 
different (an observation also made lJy ~ (19751 in the Rockall 
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Trough), except on profiles 5 (Figure 4.10) and 3 (Figure 4.11) 
respectively, and the variation in crustal thickness inferred by 
gravity modelling was not diagnostic of either oceanic or a:mtinental 
type crust. A lithospheric IOOdel with thick oceanic crust at the 
continental bo\D'ldal:y was proposed by Roots et al (1979) . Since the 
profiles along whidl magnetic data were available were widely separated 
and correlation of marine ananalies through the Denmar~ Straits was 
not definitive, the proposed ocean-cbntinent boundal:y of Figure 5. 7 
ItDJSt be considered tentative. 
(2 The indication of the gravity interpretation of lines inmediately 
adjacent to the sul::merged Greeriland-Iceland Ridge (profiles 7 and 11 
respectively) ~ that the aseismic ridge is isostatically canpensated 
by local Airy-type thickening of oceanic crust beneath it ( cf. the 
Iceland-Faeroe Ridge; Bott and Gunnarsson, 1980). This oonclusion 
is supported by work carried out on the isostatic equilibrium of 
aseismic ridges by Detrick and Watts (1979). 
(3) '!he interpretation of the geophysical data, in particular the magnetic 
ananaly, A along profile 11 (Figure 5 .11) , indicates that the plateau 
basalts of the Blosseville coast do not teiin:inate offshore. Instead, 
the width of the magnetic ananaly, A, the implication of the seismic 
interpretation and the evidence supplied by seismic refraction 
velocities fran sond::moy, 52 (Figure 4 .13) suggest that the plateau 
basalts were da-mflexured (tmder fault control, cf. Nielsen, 1975) and 
oontinue offshore beneath the prograding wedge of Tertiary sediments. 
This is an explicit statenent of the nature of the offshore oontinuation 
of the .plateau basalts, s:imilar to that suggested by Larsen (1980) . 
(4) '!he detailed interpretation of processed multi-channel seismic reflection 
data along profile 11 and an assessment of sonobuoy refraction velocities 
off the East Greenland coast have raised doubts about the existence 
of a massive accurnu1ation of pre-drift Mesozoic sediments in coast-
parallel offshore basins as postulated by Surlyk (1977) . Apart fran 
southward extrapolation of the Mesozoic, south-pl\mging sedimentary 
basin of Jameson Land (north of Sooresby Stmd, Figure 1.2), there is 
no geophysical evidence to the author's knc:Mledge which supports the 
presence of an offshore oontinuation of the Mesozoic basin to the 
north in the vicinity of the Denmark Straits. Mesozoic sediments may 
be present offshore over oontinental crust but it is likely that they 
will be overlain by Tertiary plateau basalts in the region of, and to 
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the north of, the Dernnark Straits. 
(5) '1he wedge of pi:Ograded Tertiacy sediments along the oontinental margin 
is not isostatically cx:mpensated. The location of the continental 
scarp, cut-back due to erosion by oontour cm:rents (Featherstone, 1976) 
bears no a priori relationship to the proposed ocean-continent boundary 
(Figure 5. 7) . 
(6 The reCXIgtlition of oceanic magnetic ananalies and the identification 
of the ocean-oontinent boundal:y, especially on profile 5 (Figure 4 .10) 
and profile 3 (Figure 4 .ll) , indicate the truncation of ananalies 22 
through 24 against the continental margin of East Greenland. 'nlis 
conclusion is independently supported by Voppel et al (1979) fran a 
study of detailed magnetic measuranents south of the Iceland-Faeroe 
Ridge. Thus, the westward jump of the spreading axis in the Reykjanes 
Basin prior to ananaly 21 time proposed by Featherstone (1976) is 
oonfi.Imed. 
(7) The seismic reflection data along profiles 13 and 16, and especially 
the processed Imllti -channel seismic reflection data of profile 11 
(Chapter 4) , have enabled the reCXIgtlition of the offlap relationship 
between Tertiary sediments and the underlying oceanic crust as pre-
. dieted by Nilsen (1978a). Two seismic horizons, Ul and U3 (Figure 4.2), 
have been tentatively dated and the possibility of a detailed seismic 
stratigraphic interpretation (Payton, 1977) of the Tertiary prograded 
sediments of the East Greenland margin to the north of the Denmark 
Straits has been suggested (Figure 4. 2) . 
6. 4 Ideas for future work 
Further work on the East Greenland continental margin should include 
seismic refraction work to establish the actual depth to the Moho 
tinuity, and hence provide crustal thicknesses. Reversed refraction 
parallel to and on each side of the proposed ocean-continent boundary 
d be undertaken in order to reduce arry ambiguities of interpretation 
ced by traversing the ocean-continent transition zone. 
The acquisition of good quality multi-channel seismic reflection data 
several profiles perpendicular to the continental slope (with strike-
cross-ties) should provide excellent records for the implanentation 
seismic stratigraphic analysis of the East Greenland continental 
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And of oourse, the luxury of deep drilling would provide definitive 
sJlutions conceming the age of oceanic crust north of the pro:r;osed fracture 
I 
zone on profile 11, the confirmation of the offshore continuation of the 
Blbseville coast plateau basalts and the existence of deeply-buried 
I " 
zoic sediments offshore, for example. 
Further work should also be done to delineate the precise location 
of the fracture zone in the vicinity of profile 11. The apparent absence 
of any associated gravity or magnetic signature is rather puzzling (cf. the 
gr ity ananali.es associated with Jan Mayen and Greenland-Senja fracture 
z es respectively and described by Talwani and Eldh.olrn, 1977). The 
de ation of the fracture zone affecting oceanic ananalies 20 and 21 at 
should also be carried out. 
This thesis offers a fEM more insights into the structure of the 
tinental margin of East Greenland. Further refinenents may arise fran 
tinental motion studies and canputer-oriented palaeogeo;raphical reoon~. 
ctions (for example, Nunns, 1980). 
Petroleum prospects 
Any developnent of offshore hydrocarbon accumulations will of necessity 
aartarlLd. the application of deep-water drilling tedmology in water depths 
of 300 m or more on the continental shelf. 
Onshore geology has been investigated for petroleum :r;otential and the 
.. '"""''1'-U-ts tentatively extrapolated for their offshore :implications (Stevens 
Perch-Nielsen, 1972; Henderson, 1976). Attention has been focused on 
the Upper Pennian - IoNer Cretaceous rocks in which four sarrples were 
des 'gnated as potential source :rocks (Henderson, 1976). However, since the 
exi tence of pre-Tertiary secliments offshore is not proven, these results 
may not necessarily apply. And if Mesozoic sediments are present east 
of e Blosseville coast, the wildcat driller may encounter the best cap 
in the world - plateau basalt of substantial thickness! 'lhe 
ibility of Tertiary source rocks cannot be ruled out (Hinz and Schluter, 
) . 
ReseJ:VOir :rocks are likely to be present as :r;orous sandstones within 
the thick prograded Tertiary sequence. The apparent absence of well-defined 
s ctures and salt (or mud) diapirism may indicate the requirement to look 
for subtle stratigraphic traps. 
The seardl far hydrocarbons along the a:>ntinental margin of East 
Greenland may provide the oil industJ:y with a difficult proposition. 
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APPENDIX A 
GEOPHYSICAL DATA FROM THE 1977 EAST GREENLAND CRUISE 
i 
: Gravity, magnetic, bathymetric and navigational data are stored on a 
~tic tape located at the NUMAC Systan tape libraxy, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne. 
'!he\ tape name is GP04¢1. 'lhe data are recorded in Merged-Merged Fonnat 3 
(~ :wani et al, 1972) on ~ inch, 9 track, 800 BPI, NRZ, IBM canpatible 
ma<;ile~c tape and each logical record represents a card image of 80 
cters length. Individual logical records are separated by an inter-
gap. 'lhe reoorderl data represent processed 2-m.inute data values 
Figure 2.7). 
'!he fonnat of each card .image on magnetic tape is indicated in Table A.l. 
'!he cx:mputer a::mnands for data retrieval fran magnetic tape and their 
I 
sub equent storaqe in a tanparacy file are as follCMS: 
~ -filename 
~UNT GI?04¢1 *T* NV 
~PY *T* -filename 
In order to facilitate rapid access to specific profile data on ma91:1etic 
tape, a rncxlifierl data file was established in which the cruise identification 
I 
infonnation in oolumns 1 through 8 was deleted and profile start and end 
I 
markers were edited into the new file (oonsistent with Nunns, 1980) . In 
1
·cu1ar, the first line of each profile was designated with the profile 
(fonnat: IS) and the second line of each profile oontained the 
,,.,..}--~o.,.. of lines of 2-minute data values stored for that profile (fonnat: 
'!he end-of-profile marker was denoted by the negative value of the 
pro ile nunber in the last line of data for that profile (fonnat: IS) . 
lr't:lh.el:nDre, seismic ta:pe identifiers were edited into the profile data 
t: IlO) and the duration of the seismic ta:pe was indicated in the 
folljowing line by the appropriate integer number of 2-rninute data values 
(fo:r:rnat: IlO) . 
I 
i Distance calculated al.onq simplified ship's track (!an) was entered 1n1 the modified data file in fOJ:mat F7. 2 in columns 46 through 52. 
\ 'lh~e modified data and various tmcanpiled canputer programs are 
stored on magnetic ta:pe, QGK29J2 located in the NUMAC tape library. The 
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T le A.l 'lhe fo:cnat for geophysical data stored in each logical reoord 
as one card image on the magnetic tape, Gl?04f2ll. 
AS Cruise designation Ship/Cruise No./Year 
3X 
Il Time zone 
lX 
3I2 Year/Month/Day 
lX 
IS Time (hours/tenths of minutes) 
F8. 4 Latitude (decimal degrees: + north, - south) 
F9.4 Ialgitude (decimal degrees: +east, -west) 
lOX 
IS uncorrected depth (metres) 
IS Corrected depth (metres) · 
I2 Matthews area 
lX 
IS Total magnetic field ( ganma) 
IS Magnetic ananaly; IGRF 1967 (ganma) 
IS Free air gravity ananaly (tenths of ngals) 
files were stored on tape using the Ml'S file save program *FS. The 
I 
cx::nrand for mounting this magnetic tape (1600 BPI, DSL, volume label = 
V'l'LADAT) is: 
~ QGK2fij2 *T* VTLADAT 
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Various versions of working data files exist on this tape. In particular, 
the following files (version number in parentheses) are important: 
(4): listing of edited cruise data with start and end profile 
markers and seismic tape markers, distance along ship's 
track (km) estimated by projection on to great circle 
through data points (method later abandoned) • 
J:.SI$0 (1): listing of edited cruise data with start of profile markers, 
distance along ship's track (km) and geocentric coordinates 
calculated by projection of data on to best fitting rhumbline 
(in least squares sense, program MERCAT). Each profile is 
te.nninated by a data sumnaJ:Y including the ~eading (degrees) and 
average velocity (km hr -l) along the projected profilE} the average 
sample spacing (km) and the RMS error in the sample spacing (km) • 
ISHEAD (2) : the same as ISHEAD (1) except that projected coordinates are 
I 
geodetic coordinates. 
' I The canputer programs, MERCAT and SPECI'RAL, are also stored on this 
ma9ll'etic tape (uncx:rnpiled source programs). 
The geophysical data recorded along profiles 1 through 16 are reproduced 
on e follc:Ming pages and .consist of: 
total field magnetic ananaly (gamna) 
free air gravity ananaly (rrgal) 
EotvOs correction (rrgal) 
co:r:rected bathymetry (metres) 
ship's speed (km hr -l) 
ship's course (degrees) 
distance along ship's track (krn) 
time (Julian day ,!hours , Gfi') • 
InfoDnation relating to the start and end of each profile in tei:ms of 
and geographical coordinates is presented in Table A. 2. 
'I7WLE A.2 
'Ienporal, and geographical ooordinates of the start and end of each ~ta profile for the East Greenland Cruise, 1977. 
~ 1"\'CI .,.,.. l:ol'I1.J ur· .t'KJ.r·.u...t; 
- - . 
~~ ~ . ..,......:~ 
--------..__ .. 
f!3. \ 
: ~ ~ Ill\.TE JULIAN TIME IATI'IUDE I.CNGI'IUDE \ DA'IE JULIAN TIME LATIWDE 1!377 DAY G1T ON ow 1977 DAY Gfi' oN 
1 31 JULY 212 0322 63.0119 35.0912 1 AUGUST 213 0710 64.7634 
2 1 AUGUST 213 0800 64.8286 38.9547 1 AlnJST 213 1718 65.3085 
3 1 AUGUST 213 1BCO 65.2757 36.9156 2 AUGUST 214 1332 63.6989 
4 2 AUGUST 214 1350 63.6898 33.2555 3 AUGUST 215 0040 64.1!301 
5. 3 AUGUST 215 0100 64.2619 31.1362 ,3 AUGUST 215 2200 65.9126 
6 3 AUQJST 215 2304 65.9925 34.9730 . 4 AUGUST 216 1026 66.5491 
7 4 Al:.:GET 216 1046 66.5528 33.3240 5 AUGUST 217 0856 65.2004 
8 5 AUGUST 217 0910 65.2064 28.4063 5 AinJST 217 2258 65.9135 
9 5 AUGUST 217 2316 65.9380 25.4380 7 AUGUST 219 0430 67.6721 
10 7 AUGUST 219 0516 67.7127 31.7436 7 AUGUST 21!3 2130 68.2476 
11 7 AUQJST 21!3 2158 68.2403 28.1010 8 AUQJST 220 1842 66.9495 
12 8 AUGUST 220 2000 67 .<X>94 23.5950 9 AUGUST 221 0554 67.8273 
13 9 AWJST 221 0612 67.8536 21.7416 9 AUGUST 221 2112 68.8179 
14 9 AUGUST 221 2140 68.8513 25.0478 10 AUGUST 222 0220 69.1104 
15 10 AUQJST 222 0720 68.9385 23.1956 10 AUGUST 222 1824 68.5603 
16 10 AUGUST 222 1844 68.5361 26.2074 11 AUGUST 223 1044 67.6541 
-
- - -- --- -
~ 
' IDNGITUDE\ I 
ow 
39.0736 
37.0450 
-
33.3180 
31.2627 I 
34.8640 
33.3895 
28.4616 
25~4407 
31.6761 
28.1!382 
23.7420 
21.7113 
25.0750 
23.8963 
26.2221 
23.0733 
t.J 
w 
N 
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'llle reader's attention is drawn to the ranarks made in Sections 2.4 
and 5.3 respectively regarding the absolute values of the free air gravity 
y stored on magnetic tape and presented in the following diagrams. 
The extent of magnetic stonns indicated by magnetogram reoords fran 
and Narssuarssuaq {Figure 2. 9) is shown schematically along each 
e folladng data profiles by a thick black, horizontal l.ine. 
The seismic reflection data are stored in multiplexed fonn {SEG A 
fo t) on magnetic tapes ·{m.unbers. 1 through 148) stored in the Department 
of ¢eological Sciences, University of Durham. 
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-40 -40 -40 ·40 
-60 •ED -60 -£0 
mTIICPi 
·ID ·ID 
£01\/0i. 
-&:I -.0 
---
-100"' PROFILE 11 ·100 ·100 ·100 
0 0 0 0 
2350 i!.COO 
:m ::.00 3:XI :;oo 
600 r.oo 600 600 
!IIXl !IIXl !nl !IIXl 
CEPTH lax! . a:PTH li200 li200 IDlR· .. 1200 ~-u 
1500 1500 ~ 1500 
1000 11m I.BlQ 111l0 
2100 aoo 2100 aoo 
2oiCD 2400 2400 ~= 2700 i?1CiO 2700 3XlO 3XlO 3XlO 
5'f.EI) ~~ f~ !if'E£0 3Jtd3J ~ i!O1\Ai 1\Ai 10 . 10 10 
0 .:1.1 I I I I i!ko I I I 0 0 ·i!~..D 0 
=~ ~= XDUYO Ol-""1: CllJl!:£ llli· a:G· liD ~ liD 1\J ol=:r==rnr--......,--....-r-~• ... 0 0 0 OS::. 
;,-- :D ?.:00 ~4'.D 0 DI.!MN.t. .'l.ll~j IF'KJ\ 11:.1 01!:11\:.C.l: lol Cl"U TRALI\ lUI 
~! ;ro n'l ~Y--ff'.l....-y 
-.--..- -.- ·-,--.-c-,-
IU.II o'O d C'O: i:J oJ 1 o! ~ ·I ti,: li:U~ :; !.'k 
t£•~ 1!111 111£ llr£ 0 n:m 1!177 TJt.t' liN: 0 
GOO 6UO 
.000 40U 
200 200 
IIAGII:TIC 
Mo.W.Y 0 a 
(iN,NA 
-200 ·200 
-.coo ·«JJ 
-60() ·In! 
·BIO ·WI 
-iooo -um 
100 100 
Ill Ill 
f•A•A• 60 60 
-- 40 40 
a:> i!O 
CRAVITY 
NONII..Y 0 0 
aQl· 
-a:> ·CD 
-40 -.a 
-60 ·60 
rDT\1J'i 
·Ill -Ill 
-1CD PROFILE 13 ·100 
0 0 
3X) 3D 
liCXI 600 
!D) !D) 
a;PTH 
~· "1200 1200 
5ftm 
ilf'H 
CQ.J\'SE 
a:ti-
1500 1500 
18Xl UJIO 
2100 2100 
2400 C)<OO 
2700 2r.D 
3X)O ::ax! 
~l I I I i?m I I I I ~ I ~ I 1: a£j I I J~ 
~, i ~~ ~ ~~ 
0 I I I 12'.-!:ol I I Iii& I I I llr.:!l) I I I 0 
O!STA'I(( /oLCl'G TRAO\ 1<.\i 
~~~l --~~---r-r--r-~-,--~-r-~--,r.--r--r--r-r 
tOR S \i !) 1~ 111 Ji 1~ 114 11; J1 tS· :\. th dJ a Gl 
1f.M 1!:171 I il.( li"W: 0 ""E' 
ll(l a:o 
6110 6110 6110 6110 
.000 400 .000 400 
ao i.m 200 200 
I.WM:IIC IIAIM:TIC 
NI()W..Y 0 NOJILY 0 0 
·200 ~ - tWIIo\- -<!IJ· -200 (iN,NA 
·i.'OO 
·oiCD ·400 ~400 -400 
·6110 -GOO -6110 -GOO 
-BXl -BXl ·lliO ·BXl 
·tiD) -tiXD -um ·tiXD 
f•A•A• 
--
llt\\"ITY 
~y 
t.GIL-
£01\0i 
100 
Ill 
60 
-a:> 
-40 
·60 
-Ill 
-100 
sao 
!D) 
1CD 100 1CD" 
Ill Ill II) 
60 f·A•A• 60 Bl 
40 40 40 
i!O i!O a:> 
GlAYJTY 
0 NOJILY 0 0 
loGIL. 
-aJ -co -co 
-40 -40 -.oo 
·Bl -8) -60 
[!JlYQ; 
-Ill --- -60 -8) 
14 LIDO -too PROFILE 15 -too 
0 0 0 
::00 Dl Dl 
GOO GOO 6110 
!D) !110 !D) 
a:PTH ID'IH 
CGR• u 1200 1200 ~· ... 1200 1200 
'5AID 
ilf'H 
CilR5t 
Wi· 
1500 
J.8CO 
1500 1500 1.500 
J.8CO J.8CO J.8CO 
2100 
2400 
2700 
3X)O 
2100 2100 2100 
i:?400 24:0 2400 
2700 2700 <?700 
3X)O :lXO 3Cm 
3)~ j3l i!O ro 
10 • 10 
Oia::s;;l. I 0 
=J ~F~ 
o1a:6?1, ,=:;- o 
Ol!iTI'Nl: IUJLi lRK.l\ 1\11 
!HEll 
ilf'H 
CU&. 
m;. 
~};: I I I I ain I I I I m I I f~ 
=r F;: 
02t!illi I I iaini i I lahJi I 0 
Dl!i>lN£E IUJG li!AOI r.11 
o-v ~ c.?<! flAY i?'C"'! 
r<lR ~0 i- ~ 
I'[NI 1!11# TIIA: ZlN: 0 l4f IO.R B \1 10 1
1
1 ili t'i i4 1\i J6 V J.8 .a.. 
Y£NI 1977 "~ ZIN: 0 ..... 
1\,) 
ol:>o ,.... 
242 
- . 
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APPENDIX B 
The two canputer programs presented in this appendix have been 
des gned primarily for interactive use an a VDU teJ:m:inal. Extensive 
cx:m$en·ts have been incorporated into both program listings. During 
~ tion, each program will pranpt the user with questions relating to 
var ous input parameters and any input foz:mats are specified at this time 
a1s • CoMr.u\:.e.t- pt-o~fO.MS, ME.RcAT o.nc:A. _SPE.CTRf\L 1 Olt-e 6l::ot-ed. o~ the. 
(\e.bc. l:ape ~<%\C. 2rp2. ( ~e.e ~rrend.t>< ~). 
(1) Prc?gram: MERCAT 
Purpose: To calculate distance along ship's track in kilanetres for 
marine data fran geodetic latitudes and longitudes. The program may 
be used to project the navigational data on to a loxodrcma. of specified 
heading or the best fitting rhumbline, in the least squares sense, may 
be fitted through the data. 
Program execution: 
$RUN *Fl'NX SCAIIDS = MERCAT 
$RUN -temp 2 = input file 
5 = *SOURCE* 
SPUNOI = -temp 
4 = output file 
6 = *SINK* 
I/O Data transfer: 
The input file attached to logical unit 2 is assumed to be in edited 
Merged-Merged Foz:mat 3 (Appendix A and Table A.l) . Beginning of 
profile markers and the integer number of 2411inute data values along 
the profile are used by the program to locate each profile within the 
data set. The program reads the following parameters from unit 2: 
ITlME(J) 
RIAT(J) 
RIDN(J) 
IDEP(J) 
IMAG(J) 
IGRAV(J) 
time (hours/tenths of minutes) 
geodetic latitude (decimal degrees) 
longitude (decimal degrees) 
corrected depth (metres) 
magnetic ananaly (ganma) 
free air gravity ananaly (tenths of nqals). 
After program execution, these data are written onto the output fil~ 
attached to logical unit 4 in exactly the same fo:nnat, with the 
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addition of calculated distance, DIST (J) along the projected loxodrane 
inserted between RWN (J) and IDEP (J) in the faz:mat: 3X, F7 o 2, SXo 
Each profile listing in the output file is tenninated by Sl.1llltlaZY infor-
mation including: 
heading of projected profile (degrees) 
average velocity along projected profile (km hr -l) 
average sample spacing (km) 
~ error in sample spacing (krn) o 
1 c 
2 c 
3 C PR~G~AM NAME: MERCAT 
4 c 
5 c A YTI:tll~: T0!4 ARMSTI-lO~G JOLT , U I 9 
6 
7 
3 
Q 
I 0 
11 
I 2 
13 
14 
15 
15 
1 7 
18 
1 ·.;) 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
21:S 
2Q 
30 
31 
3?. 
Jl 
14 
3'5 
36 
37 
31'1 
3'1 
4') 
4 1 
42 
4:l 
44 
45 
46 
47 
41i 
4q 
50 
51 
5?. 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
sa 
59 
60 
c 
C ABSTRACT: 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES DISfANCt: ALONG SHIP'S TRAC:K IN 
C KILOMETRES FOR MAQINF DATA FROM GEGOffiC LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES. 
C IT MAY OE USED TO PROJECT THE DATA UNTO A LOXODROME OF SPECIFIED 
C ltEADING OR THE BEST FITTING RHUMBLINE IN THE LEAST SQUARES SENSE 
C ~AY DE FITTED TO THE OATA 
c 
C REFERENCES: 
C (1) PICHARDlJSoPo AND ADI.t=R,H.K.(1972),MAP PROJECTIONS 
C FOR GEOiliClSTS,CARTfiGRAPiiERS AND GFllGRAPHFRSo 
C NORTH-HOLLAND PUBL.C:OooAMSTERDAM-LONOONol97?o 
C (2) BOMFORO,G.(1962)oGEOOESY, 
C OXFORD JNIVERSITY PUFSS,OXFtlRDoSECONO EOITIONo1962. 
C (3) EWINGoCeF.oANO MITCHt::LLot~oMo(1970),1NTROOlJCTION TO 
C GEODESY,AMERICAN ELSEVIER PUBLoCO.olNC.,NFW YU~K, 
C 197C. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C DATA INfliiT SECTION: DFSIGN£0 FOR INTERACTIVE USf-
C UNITS SPECIFIF.D: 
C ?=INPUT FILE 
C 4=0UTPUT FILE 
c 
C DEFINITIONS: 
C A=FOl.JATrlRIAL RAL>IUS OF filL EARHioKMo 
C F=FLATT~NING OF THE E~RTHoCA-H)/A 
C RTD=RADIANS TO DEGREES CONVERSION FACTOR 
C SCALC=~CALING FACTOR Fn~ MfRCATOR PROJECTION 
C OUAD=INTEGER FLAG TO O~NnTC Ol.JADRANT IN WHICH VALUF 
C OF HEADING LIES 
C NPUOF=INTEGER PROFILE fi)LI"IJIFICATION NfJ. 
c 
~EAL~~ DLAToDLGNofoDARG 
D P·1E NS I ON f!L 1\ T ( I 0 0 0) , RL 0/"H I C u C ) , D I S T( I 0 C 0) , I DEP ( I(; G C ) 
11 I MENS I ON I GR A V ( I (\ 00 ) o l T I MF. ( I C 0 I) ) o nt_A T ( 1 CC.. u) o DLON ( 1 0 C 0 I 
r>IMENSIC"IN IMAG(I000),X(l0COI,Y(11';C•:JI 
INTEGER QIJAO 
PI =3.14159265 
A= 6 .~ 7 [I • I 6 
t'=lo0/2Qt1o25 
RTO=lt:iC.O/fll 
ISAMP=2 QlJAI>::O 
SCALE=A/1 OOoO 
IIIRITC(6,20t.) 
20C FORl4AT(tENTE17l :.>lAPT ANI) t:ND LEG NI.J'.IIIEHS' ,/,'FORMAT: ~1:3') 
~EAD(5ol00) ISTARToiENO 
100 FORMAT(2J:il 
wR I Tf ( 6, 2 r) l ) 
2Gl FO~"'AT(•JF DATA 15 TO HE P~OJECTEfl nt-ol TCJ GIVEN HEADING',/, 
t•:::NTER HEI\OING IN OEGHE;:S; FOP.MAT: l~i'o/o 1 IF LEAST SOlJARrS LINE TO 
2 BF FITTFD THRilUGH PROFILE DATA, ENrt:H 4 VALUE >36Co•) 
1\,) 
~ 
l11 
61 REAU(5ol01) IHEAD 
6? 101 FORMAT(I5) 
63 DO 90 1=1~TARTolEND 
64 5 READ(2,1Cl) NPROF 
{,§ ff-lr~f'l~OF.NE:.I J ... u Ill 5 
66 Rt::Afll2ol01) NlJM 
b7 OACKSPACE 2 
6R HACKSPACE 2 
64 DO 10 J=loNUM 
70 READl2ol05l ITIME(J),RLAT(J),RLON(J)oJDt::P(J)oiMAG(J)oiGRAVCJJ 
71 105 FORMAT(20~ol5oF8.4oF9e4ol5Xol5oBXo.l5ol5) 
72 c CHANGE INPUT LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE INTO RADIANS AND CONVERT 
GEODETIC LATITUDE TO REDUCED LATITUOflSE~ REFERENCE (3), 
PAGES 23-24) 
73 c 
74 c. 
75 c 
76 c 
77 
7d 
79 
BO 
81 
62 
133 
~4 
as 
86 
A7 
88 
ti9 
9C 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
9~ 
9'·) 
100 
10 I 
102 
103 
104 
105 
I OF:. 
107 
lOA 
1G9 
1 I 0 
1 1 I 
I 12 
I 1 3 
I 1 4 
l l s 
l 1 6 
I 1 1 
1 18 
1 1 (J 
121"l 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
OLATCJ)=RLAT(J)/RTO 
DARG=OSORTC1.0-2.0*F+F**2)*DSINCDLAT(J))/OCOS(OLAT(J)) 
0LAT(J)=04TANCDARGJ 
DLON(J):RLONCJ)/RTD 
TRANSFORM REDLICEO LATITUOC AND LONGITUDE ON 
ELLIPSOID TO THE X AND Y COORDINAT~S OF THE 
THE TRANSFORMATION FORMULAE FOR A i~~IERJCAL 
SINCE THE DATA HAV~ BEEN PROJECTED 11NTO THE 
THE ELLIPSOID. 
X(JI=SCALF.*OLON(J) 
THETA~0.5*(DLAT(J)+PI/2o01 
YCJI=SCALE*ALOG(SINCTHETAJ/COS(THETA)) 
10 CO~TINUF 
MAJOR SPHEPE OF 
MERCATOR PROJECTION. 
EARTH ARE USEO 
MAJOR SPH~RE OF 
C IF THE OfST FITTING LEAST SOUARES LOXOURnME 15 TO HE FITTEn 
C THRCli.IGH THC DATAoCALL TI1E LEAST S(liJAi~fS 5UHROUTINE. 
c 
IF C I HE All • G T • 36(1) CALL LEASOUC X o Yo Nll~-1. GRAI) o GlNS T • ERROR) 
JFCIHEAD.GT.J60) GO TO 15 
c 
C IF DATA TO RE P~OJfCTED ONTO A LOXODnOME OF SPECIFIED AZIMUTH 
C CALC~LATE THE SLOPE OF THE STRAIGHT LINE ON THf X-Y PLANE 
C ~QliiVALfNT TO THE GIVEN HEAD1NGoiHEAD AND THE CONSTANT IN THE 
C EQUATION Y=SLOPE*X*C• 
c 
c 
THfTA=FLO,T(IHCAO)/~TD 
IF(THETAoLE~PI I THETA=0.5*PI-THETA 
JF(THETAeGT.PI) THETA=1.5*PI-THETA 
GRAU=SJN(TtiETAJ/COS(THETA) 
CCJNS T=Y C 1 ) -GRAD.O:X C 1 I 
C r>RrlJF.CT Htl:'" DATA fiNTf) THE CHOSEN LOXOiH~OME AND CALCULATF 
C THE NEW X AND Y COORDINAT~S. . 
c 
15 CALL COOROS(XoYoNU~1oGR,I)oCONST) 
c. 
C INV~RT THE NEW X ANO Y COORDINATES ALONG THE LOXODROM[ 
C TU THFIR EQUIVAL~NT R~~UCEO LATITUD~i ANO LONGITUDES. 
c 
CALL INVE~T(XoYoNUMoOLAToDLON.SCALC) 
c (. COrW:O:RT T11E NEW RF.DUCfl> LATITIIOCS Td GEODETIC LATITIJOCS 
N 
""' 0\ 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
l 31 
132 
133 
1.34 
135 
136 
137 
13'3 
l 39 
140 
141 
142 
143 
14 4 
1 4~:i 
146 
147 
l4H 
149 
150 
I 51 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
ISH 
IS<J 
160 
1 61 
1 6:? 
163 
1()4 
165 
166 
167 
16'3 
169 
l 70 
171 
1 72 
l 73 
l 7'• 
1 75 
1 76 
177 
J7H 
1 7~) 
1 RO 
C AND CHANGE ntr:: ANGULAR VALUES Ffll11-1 RAOI ANS TO DEGREES f"OR 
C OUTPUT PURPOSES: STORELl IN ARRAYS '~LAT(Jt ANil RLON(J). 
c 
c 
DO 20 J=loNIJM 
0 A R G = D S f N ( r> LA T ( J ) ) / ( DC :l S ( D L AT ( J ) ) '' I>~ tHH ( 1 • 0- 2 • 0 * F -t F * * 2 ) t 
OLAf(J)=DATAN(OARG) 
Db H( J l -SNGU I>LAll J) f<~TDJ 
RLDN(J)=SNGLCDLON(J)*RfO) 
20 CONTINUE 
C. HAVING OETERr-11NED THE QUADRANT IN 1'1HICii THE AZIMUTti 
C OF THE LOICODROME LIES, CONVERT Tt-tE SLOPE OF HIE STRAIGHT 
C LIN~ TO TliE EQUIVALENT liEADING IN DEGREES FR0!-1 NORTH 
C (CLOCKWISE). 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
.30 
4(J 
50 
fF(IHEAO.LEe36C) GO TO 50 
IF(~LAT(NUM).GE.RLAT(tt.ANOeRLONCNUMt.GE.RLON(1)) QUAD=I 
IF ( RL AT( NUM) .L T eRLAT( l) • ANO.RUJN( NIJM) .tiE eRLON( 1 ) ) OUAD=2 
IF(RLATCNI.JM) .L T.RLAT( I) .ANO.QLON(NIJM) .L T.RLON( It) OUAD=3 
IF(RLATCNUM)eGE.RLAT(l).AND.RLON(NUM)eLTeRLON(l )) OUAD=4 
GO TO (30o30o40o40),0U~O 
HEAR=0.5*PI-ATANCGRAD) 
GO TO 50 
HEAR=1.SOPI-ATAN(GRA0) 
IF(IHEAD.LE.~~O) HEAO=FLOATCIHEAil) 
IF(IHEAD.GT.350) HEAD=BEAR*RTD 
IF(IHEAO.GT.360) ERROR=ATAN(ERROR)•RTD 
CALCULATe DISTANCE ALONG THE LOXOOROME ONTO WHICH 
THE GEOPHYSICAL DATA HAS BEEN PROJECTED. 
CALL I) I STAN( DLA T ,OLON, NUfJI,D I ST, Ao F ,11£ AI)) 
CALCULATf THE MEAN AND STANDARD D~VIATION QF THE 
SAMPLING INTERVAL ALONG THE LOX(}DRIIME PROFILE. 
CALL STDDEVCNUMoDISToXMEAN,RMS) 
CALCULATf: THE AVEQACiE VELOCITY ALilriG TilE NEW SHIP• S 
TRAC~ PROJECTED ONTO THE LOXODROME 
ISAMP=THE SAMPLING INTERVAL IN TIMC(MINUTESJ 
AVEL=hO.O*(OIST(NUM)-DIST(1))/FLOAT(lSAM~*(NU~-1)) 
DATA OUTPUT ':JECTION: 
THE NEW DATA 4nE OUTPUT IN THE SAME 
FORMAT AS THE DATA ARE INPUT. THE <;I:.'ODETIC LliTITUDfS ANI> 
LONGITUDES ALONG THE LOXOURUME ARE GIVEN IN DEGREeS; THE 
DISTANCE ALONG SHIP'5 TRACK IN KILOM~TRES. 
'riR I TE ( 4 I 2 0 ()) I I I T I ME ( I , • RL AT ( I ) • RL LlN ( 1 ) • D I 5 T ( I ) • I OE p ( l ) • I MAG ( 1 ) I 
IIGRAV( 1) 
w R I T E ( 4 • 2 () <) ) N I I M • I T I 11.1E ( 2 ) I ~~ L AT ' 2 ) I I~ LC It J( 2 ) • D I s T ( 2 ) I I u [ tJ ( 2 ) • I 1'4 A G ( 2 ) 
1 I I (jQ A v ( 2 ) 
209 FORMAT(I5olSXII51F8.4,FQ.4,3XIF7.2oSX,I518XII5115) 
DO 60 J=3,NIJM 
WRITE(4o210) ITIME(J)IRLAT(J),RLON(J)IDIST(J)IIOEP(J),JMAG(J), 
liG~AV(J) 
~10 FOR~AT(?OICoi5,F8e4oF9.4,3X,F7.2o5Xoi5,RX,I5,J5) 
f>C. CONTINUE 
1\J 
ol::oo 
......, 
161 WRITE(4o220t tiEAO,AVELoXMEAN,RMS 
182 220 FOR14AT(/o 1 HEAL>ING GF PROJECTED PRilFILE(OEGREES)=• ,F7.2o/o 1 AVEHAGE 
ltU !VELOCITY ALONG PROJECTED nPOFILEfKr.1/tiR)=•,F7.2o/dAVEHAGE SAMPLE 5 
184 2PACING(KM)= 1 oF7.2,/, 1 RMS ERROR IN iAMPL~ SPAC:ING(KM)='oF7.2) 
185 IF(It1EAD.GT.36D) WRITE(4,221) ERRIII!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
~~~~~~-----,18 221-r= JRfvt.A-T ('STANDARD F. RRUI'l 1/irAZ fMUI H-Ut" PROFILE C DEGREES)=', F 7. 2) 
187 QO CONTINUE 
188 STOP 
189 END 
190 
191 
192 
193 
I <)4 
1-,)5 
196 
197 
19S 
199 
200 
201 
202 
20.3 
204 
205 
206 
207 
20H 
;!CCJ 
210 
2 I I 
212 
213 
214 
215 
21n 
217 
21R 
21<) 
22') 
221 
222 
22.3 
224 
225 
221'> 
227 
22~i 
229 
230 
231 
23:? 
233 
234 
~35 
236 
~37 
?.38 
23'' 
240 
c 
c 
C SlltJROUT I NE LEA SOU 
c 
C THIS SURROIJTINf CALCULATES HIE BEST FITTING STRAlGtiT LINE 
C OF THE FORM Y=SLOPE*X+YO IN THE LE4~T SQUARES SENSE TO LX 
C f"IAIRS OF XoY COORDINATES AND RETURtl5 HiE VALUES OF THE 
C G~ADIENT AND THE CONSTANT IN THE VARIABLES SLOPE AND YO 
C ~ESPECTIVELYe 
c 
c 
c 
~IJdROUT I NE Lf ASOU( X, Y t LX, SLOPE, YO, EI<RflU t 
DIMENSION X(I000toY(1000) 
~EAL*O SUMX,SUMV,SU~XY,SUMX2 
SUMX=O.O 
SUMY=CI.J 
SUMXY=O .0 
SU"'1X2=C.O 
1)0 1 0 1 = 1 t LX 
SUMX = SlH1X +X ( I ) 
SU"'1Y=SU14Y+Y( 1) 
10 CONTINUF. 
XMEAN=SUMX/FLOAT(LX) 
VMEAN= 5U"'1Y /FLOAT (LX) 
1)0 20 1=1oLX 
SU~XV=SUMXY+IX(I)-X~F.AN)*Y(I) 
SUMX2=SUMX2+C X (I )-Xr-tEAN) **2 
20 CONTINUE 
SLOPE=SUMXY/SUMX2 
YO=YMEAN-SLOPE*XMEAN 
5u"'x=c.o 
llO 30 1=1oLX 
SUMX=SUMX+(Y(I)-SLOPE*XII )-YO)*•= 
30 CONTINUE --
CRf<OR=SNGLIDSORT(SIJ.I4X/(SlJNJX2>e<FLOATCLX-2) I) I 
rlETURN 
CND 
C SUti~llUTINE COO .... [)S 
c 
C THIS 3UAPOUTINE PROJECTS POINTS AT x.Y COORDINATES IN TH~ 
C X-V PLAN~ ONTO A SPECIFIED STRAIGHf _IN~ OF GRADIENT=SLOPE 
C f<ND CON5TArH=YI1. T111:: Nf.','l XoY C0011Dit1AfE5 ALI'lNt; THF LINC 
C ARF. CALCIJLATED AND QETI.JRNF.D VIA TH"' x,y ARRAYS, SG OVFR-
C WRITING THE ORIGINAL OAT~. 
c 
SU~RDUTINE COO~DS(X,V,LX,SLOPE,YOI 
OI~~NSION X(1000)oY(1000) 
f)O 10 l=loLX 
C0=YII)+X(J)/SLOPE 
X(I)=SLaPEe(CC-Y0)/(1.J+SL0PC**2) 
IV 
~ 
00 
241 Y(IJ=YO+SLOPE$X(I) 
242 10 CONTINUE 
243 RfTURN 
244 END 
245 c 
------~-----24fi 
247 C SUA~UUTINE INVERT 
24H C 
249 C THIS SUBROUTINE INVERTS THE X AND Y COORDINATES 0~ THE 
25) C MERCATOR PROJFCTIUN RACK INTO REDUCED LATITUDE AND LONGITUOF. 
251 c 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
?.61 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
269 
269 
270 
271 
272 
27J 
274 
275 
2 7F, 
:>.77 
278 
~79 
2AO 
2Al 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
28B 
289 
290 
~91 
2':1~ 
29.3 
294 
295 
291'> 
297 
29A 
299 
JQ.') 
r: 
c 
SUBROUTINE INVERT(X1YoLXoFY1RLAM1SCALEt 
REAL•B FY1RLA~oTOP1BOT1THETA 
DIM~NSION X(IC00)1Y(l000)1FV(1000),RLAM(1000) 
DO lC I=l1LX 
HLAMCI)=X(I)/5CALE 
TH£;TA=V( I)/SCALE 
TDP=~EXP(THETA)-leO 
ROT=DEXP(THETA)+l.v 
FV(I)=2.C*D~TAN(TOP/BOT) 
IC CONTINUE 
RETUI~N 
F.ND 
C SU~ROUTINE DISTAN 
c 
C THIS SUAROUTINE CALCUL.o\TES DISTANC!': II.IJING SIHP'S TRACK FRO~ 
C INPUT LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE ALONG A LOXOORm-1E OF SPF.ClFIEO 
C ttEADING. A GREAT CIRCLE, REING THE SHORTEST DISTANCE OETwEEN 
C TWO POINTS ON A SPHERE, 15 PROJECT~O B~TWEEN EACH PAIR OF 
C ADJACFNT POINTS AND TH~ DISTANCE ALONG THF ARC IS CALCUL~TFD 
C USING A SUITAALY CALCULATCO VALUe rlF TtiE liADIUS OF CIJRVATIJPE 
C 0 F T H f. C L L I P S 0 J 0 A T TIH T L AT I T lll)[ • 
c 
c 
s u !3 R 1 1 u T 1 N F. o 1 s T o\ N c F v , R LA M • L x 1 x 1 A 1 r • •·t L A o , 
REAL*A DLAM,SDUMoCDUM1SOoCDoCSoSS 
REAL*O 1-'YoHLAMIR,F,TiiC::T,'\oAZIMIDC::N,IHliRN 
Df~ENSION 1-'Y(IC00)1RLAM(l000)1X(1000) 
Pl=3el4159265 
I)TR=P I /181') .0 
AZ I ~=IICAO*DTR 
r4STAf.C T=l 
MEND= LX 
JJ=l 
X(l)=f·.O 
K=1 
IF(""Y( I) .GT.FV(Ll()) JJ-=-1 
IF(JJ.GT.O) MSTART-=2 
IF( JJ.LT.O) MEtiO=LX-1 
~0 10 J=MSTARToMENO 
K=K+1 
C CALCULATE THE. PADIUS OF CIIRVATURE ALONG THE .o\ZIMUTH OF Htr 
C LOXOORUME t=R0!\11 EIJLf~'S TliEORHICSEE J1f.t=ERENC': (3)1PAG£:5 17-21) 
C AT T1il:'. MrAN LATITIJDE1TtiETA OF THE. 1"1'10 ADJACENT POINTS. 
C RR=qAOIUS OF CURVATURE IN THE PLAN:= OF THe r_,CRJDIAN 
C lm='""!AilJUS OF C\Jf,IVAT•.JI~E IN THE PLANr. OF THE PRIME VERTICAL 
C rJ:fH.DILJS ilF CUqVATURE ALONG TilE LllXdOROME AT LATITUDE HiFTA. 
c 
1\) 
ol:=o 
\0 
301 THETA=O.S*CFY(J)+FYCJ-JJ)) 
302 OEN=OSO~T(1.0-(2oO*F-F**2)*DSIN(THFTA)**2) 
303 ~R=A•Ct.G-2.0*F+F**2)/DEN**3 
304 RN=A/OEN . __ 
JD5 ~~- RiU~'R~'I't'Rfii>OS IN ( AZ I M) ih 2 i-RN*OCOS ( 1\ .!1M J * * 2) 
.loa 
307 
308 
'309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
32G 
321 
322 
323 
324 
125 
326 
327 
:~28 
.32<:1 
330 
331 
332 
331 
334 
135 
336 
.J-j7 
138 
339 
34:> 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
34<) 
350 
351 
352 
153 
354 
3~5 
.~56 
157 
35.S 
35Q 
.io[: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CALCULATE DIFFERENCE IN LONG I TUDE oL•LAM ANI> CORRFCT THIS 
S~ALL CIRCLE ANGLE TO THE EQUIVALENT GPEAT CIRCLF ANGLE. 
DLAM=OAOS(QLAM(J)-RLAM(J-JJ)J 
CDU~=DSJN(FY(J-JJ))**2+0COS(OLAM)*(DCOSCFY(J-JJ))**?I 
SDU~=OSQRT(Ie0-CDUM**2) 
USING SPHt:RICAL TfHGONOMETRY, CALCIILATE ANGULAR DISTANCF. 
IN ~ADIANS BETWEEN ADJACENT POINTS ALONG THE LOXOOROMF. 
58=0SJN(Oe5*PI-FY(J-JJII*DSIN(OLAM)/SOUM 
CHECK SB IS NOT GREATE~ THAN ZEROoSINCE IF ANGLE IS CLOSE 
TO 90 OF.GREESo THIS CONDIT ION MAY AfHSE QIJF TO INHERENT 
LACI( OF PRECISION IN VALLIE OF CAL.CIILATEO SINC: VALUE. 
lF(SB.GToleOJ SD=I•O 
CB=DSORT(I.O-Sn**2) 
THETA=DAHS(FV(J)-FY(J-JJJ) 
CS=DCOSCTHETAI*CDUM+OSIN(THETAI*SDUM*CA 
SS=DSORTC1.0-CS**2) 
CALCULATE INCREMENTAL DISTANCEoS ALONG LOXOOROME AND 
THEN ACCUMULATIVE OJSTANCE,X(K)o 
S=OATAN(SS/CS)~P 
X(K)=X(K-1 )+5 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
FND 
SUBROUTINE STDOEV(LXoXoAMEANo~MS) 
SliRRCJUTINE STDOEV CALCIJLI\TF.S Tl-tE MFMI AND I'WOT Mf.AN SQU.~RE DEVIATION 
nF THE DATA FROM TH~ MEAN FOR A ONF DlMENSinNAL ARRAYo WHICH I~ THIS 
1\Pf'lLICATION IS YJ.tE SPATIAL JNCRFMErH,XSTEP(I), Ot:TWEEN ArJOMAl..Y VALUES 
DIMENSION X(lOOO)oXSTE~(IOOO) 
l...STEf'l:LX-1 
~lJM=C.O 
1)0 10 l=loLSTEP 
XSTEP( I )=X( 1+1 )-XC I) 
SUM=SU~+XSTEP( I) 
1 0 C:ON T I NUF=: 
AMEAN=51JM/FLOAT(LSTCP) 
SUM=O.O 
1>0 20 I =1 oLST£P 
SUt-t=SUM+( XSTEP( I )-M-lEAi\11**2 
2r. CDNTINUF 
VAA=SUM/FLOATCLSTF.P-1) 
RMS=SQfH(VI\1~) 
RETURN 
t'ND 
N 
~ 
251 
Program: SPEX:'I'RAL 
Purpose: To calculate the pa..rer spectral density estimate of magnetic 
ananaly data using the max:imum entropy method (the Burg algorithm; 
Claerlx:mt, 1976) , and subsequently, to estimate the depth to the 
causative buried magnetic body by calculating the slope of the natural 
logarithm of the nomalised pcwer spectral density estimate plotted 
against wavenumber. 
Prc?gram execution: 
SCARDS = SPEX:'I'RAL SPUNCH = -temp 
$RUN - tanp + *GHOST + *NAG 2 = input file 
9 = plot file 5 = *SOURCE* 
$RUN *DURPIDT 
I/O Data transfer: 
6 = *SINK* 
1 = plot file 
4 = output file 
The P'03:tdln is designed to operate on a two-pass basis: 
Pass 1: At this stage, a plot of the natural log of the nozma.lised 
maxinnJm entropy spectral density estimate versus wavenumber 
is produced. Furth.ei:more, a plot of the final prediction 
error (Akaike, 1970) versus wavenumber is also prc:xiuced for 
the Akaike criterion option if only one spectral estimate is 
made fran the data set (that is, if the segment of data chosen 
for spectral estimation is equal to the data set length itself) . 
The plot file is assigned to logical unit 9. A typical plot 
is shown in Figure B .1. 
ass 2: A straight line least squares regression is perfonned between 
specified wavenumber limits (dlosen fran the log spectrum plot 
prcxluced in Pass 1) for each spectral density curve generated 
fran the segrrents of magnetic ananaly data and the depth to 
the causative body is estimated fran the slope of each 
straight line (see Section 3. 2. 4) • '!he depth estimates and 
associated statistics for each segment of data are written 
on to the output file· assigned to logical unit 4 (see 
Figure B. 2) . 
'rh.e ba$;i.c ;i.nput data f;i.le for the program operating in pass 1 or 
s 2 IOOde is either of edited Merged-Merged Fonnat 3 (Appendix A) 
0.31 
-2 
:s:: 
:::::) 
a 
-4 1-
u 
w 
a.. (/) 
a 
w 
~ 
-6 0 
a.. 
0 
w (/') 
...... 
_J 
< 
--8 :s:: 
a 
0 
:z 
• Cl 
0 
_J 
·-1 0 
-12 
1.04 1.95 4.73 
3 4 5 6 7 6 
UAVENUMBER <R~OIANS/KILOMETRE> 
. I SEGMeNT LfNGTH.NPOINT ~ 100 I I I 
I DATA LfNGTH LX = 196 
PE FILTER L~NGTH = 0. I hNPOJNT I 
PROFILE; 7 TlME, 1100 1730 HRS 
MEH SPE:CTRAL OE:NSITY ES Tl MATE 
I 
I 
I 
SA~1PLE INTERVAL = 0. 386 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.012 
SPECTRAL fST I MATE: OE:RI VEO FROM MAGNEHC ANOMALY 
AKAIKE CRITERION AOOPTfO TO PREDICT fiLTER lfNGTH 
DATA INTERPOLATION: CUBIC SPLINE 
Figure B.1 Typical example of the natural logarithm, normalised MEM spectral density 
estimate drawn by the plotter after execution of Pass 1 of the computer 
program, SPECTRAL. 
IV 
l11 
IV 
~~RIN~ PPnFTLF NOo 7 
STA~T = 1110~ lEND= 173CD 
flDERAT;lR L~NGTH CIIOSF:"N BY AKAIKt CRITERION 
Sf: r,r-o~r- NT 
X5TART XFl'Fl LfNF ( < M) (K""') N• JWJf .:· 
2 • f> I 4(: o A2 t 
~.AI t~C .R::! 2 
~·"'1 4C. R?. J 
21. 91 60.12 I 
21 • Q} ,:_r·.l-2 2 
21.q1 "' ( • 1 -~ ., 
--
~~AN STATISTJCS ~n~ Lf~C NO. 
AVE~AG~ 0FPTH = 1.~8 
<iTANDA'1.:> fi~Pnf;· I rt DFJ"JTH = r: ol? 
CJR~ELI\TIIl"! l.(li-':Ff'ICJ~NT =·-G.·-:\AJ() 
LFI\IGTI·I OF FIE!?f~Y~'AN CJPF'PATr)P: ,,, 
MEAN ST4TJSTirS FOR Lf~F NO. ? 
AVF.RAG:: OE.,Tii = 1.05 
STANDI\~) ~RQ~p IN OFJ"JTH = 0.(0 
C:J~R~LI\ T I ON Cl'lt=Fr J C J E NT =-·o • qq•;)7 
~ENGTH 3F HrDDYM~N n~FnATQR = ~q 
~EI\N STATJSTJrs F()P LINF NOo -, 
AVE~AG~ ncnTH = 0.7~ 
STANOAQD EPPnR JN ~FPTH ~ · ~.~? 
COPREL-TinN COFt·rrrrrNT =-~.~7C~ 
LE'NGTH ;lf llr:'lnyMI\N OPf'~ATi'lh' = :1~~ 
V': l"lfH 
(K'-t) 
I • 2 3 
o.7n 
0.6C) 
2. 74 
1 • 1 ~ 
-11.~') 
FQQ,_l!1 COt:FFICJFNT LOI'l-I.UT Hll"i-C'IT 
+/-(1(..,) nF ('["'o:>Qf"t.AT I iJ"J WAVF.:NIJM"lf'P \IIAVFN' Jl·'iF-~ 
fl.~·7 -~ • .:J .. ?I r • :i 1 1 o ( II 
o.ot - !'·. <)C);"'~ 1. Q5 4.7"'\ 
o.r:t -n.q<l?O n.31 ,, • 7 :: 
0. I 7 -n.c·.·<12 c.Jt 1 • ~II 
c.o:? - n. ·)•-•7? 1. 95 4.73 
().~4 _ fr 0 '1 ·1 1,1 J (' • 11 4 • 7 -~ 
Figure B.2 Depth estimates and associated statistics for each segment of data written on the output file assigned to 
logical unit 4 after execution of Pass 2 of the computer program, SPECTRAL. 
LD::!= 
AKAIK'-
~ 
~ 
" I J 
1 I 
t t 
rv 
U1 
w 
254 
type (for example, the outplt file fonnat fran program MERCAT) or it 
may be in the fonnat of the output file fran the magnetic ananaly 
generating program, MAGN, available in the Department of Geological 
Sciences, university of Durllam. If alternative input fonnats are 
required, it is suggested that the FORMAT statement contained in 
line 132 of the program listin:J is Irodified rather than alter the 
marine data input fonnat option. 
The parameters read by the program fran the input data file are 
the distance, X(I) along the profile and the magnetic ananaly, ANCJ.1{I). 
In addition, for the marine data input option, the time is read fran 
the input file since time is used to define the start and end of the 
data set length. The start and end times specified must be~ 
nUll. tiples of 2~ute values in order to match the geophysical data 
2~ute values listed in the input data file. It is important to 
note that when used for analysis of marine magnetic data, the 
program searches through the input data file to find the beginning 
of the specified profile. Therefore, the input data file must have 
start-of-profile markers present as indicated in Appendix A. 
I C 
?. c PROGHAM NAME: SPECTRAL 
J c 
4 c AUTt-tOR: TOM ARMSTRON(; AUGUST, 1 'J7 C) 
'5 c 
6 C ABSIRACf! 
7 .C THIS PHOGRAI .. U:iES TtiF. MAi<JM•JM ENTROPY METI-100 (MFM t TO 
A C CALCJLATE THE POwE~ SPECTRAL DENSITY tSTIMATE. 
9 c 
10 c 
11 c 
12 c 
13 c 
14 c 
15 c 
16 c 
17 c 
113 c 
19 c 
20 c 
21 c 
22 c 
23 c 
24 c 
25 c 
26 c 
27 c 
28 c 
2') c 
30 c 
ll c. 
32 c 
]_l c 
34 c 
3!., c 
36 c 
37 c 
3H C 
]9 c 
40 
41 
42 
4] 
44 
45 
4o 
47 
4~1 
49 
50 
51 
52 
5:i 
54 
55 
56 
57 
5d 
5') 
6C 
c 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THE BURG ALGORITH~ IS USEO TO CALCULATE THE COEFFICifNTS OF A 
PREDICTION ERROR FJLTE~ WHICHt ODERATING ON THE INPUT SIGNALt WILL 
PRODUCE A WHITf' SPECTRUM. FHOr.t \>lll:Nt:1~ OPTIMUM FILTf~ THF0'1Yo THE 
OFSIRED INPUT SPFCTRUM IS O~TAINEO A~ THE INVEHSE OF THE SIJIIAI~ED 
RESPONSE OF THf PREDICTION fRROR FILTER. 
THe FiNAL PREDICTION FRHOR CRITf:"RION DUL:: Tfl AI<AIKE(l·17C) 15 
ADOilTEI) HI PREDICT THE OPTIMUM PRf.I)ICTI£1N ER~QR FILTFR LfNGTH 11'1 
THE IN~VITAHLE TRADE-OFF OET~E~N srATISTICAL VARIANCE ANO RFSOLUTJON. 
AN EMPIRICAL CRITERION PROPOSED ~y HER'1YMAI'I(l97U) IS ALSO 
AVAILABLE AS AN OPTION TO CALCULATE Al'l UPPER BOUND ON THF 
NUMOER Of COEF~ICIFNTS IN THE PREDICTION ERROR OP~RATOR. 
*NOTE*: TttE INTEGRATED ~EN SPFCTRUM AMPLITUOt VM.UF IS PROPORTIONAL 
TO THF ACTUAL ~OWE~ IN A GIVEN FRf~U~NCY. THE SPfCTHAL DENSITY ESTIMATF 
IS P~OPORTIONAL TO PO~ER**2• 
I~EFEi-tfNCE5: 
( l ) CL.At::RHOIJT • J • F • ( 1976) FIJNI)A~If.NTAL 5 OF GF.OPI-tY S I CAL 
DAlA PROCESSINGor-tt:GRAW-111LI.oNEW VORl<. 
(2) KANASEWICH 1 FeRo(197St TIME SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 11'1 
GEllPitYSJCS ,UNIVERSITY OF ALI!ERT 4 PRESS, F.OMONTI1N ,CMIADA • 
(3) LACOSS.~oTo(l971J DATA ADAPTIVE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 
Mf. THODS, GEOPHYS ICSo 36 t (:.(>1--f. 75 • 
(4) AERP.VMAN 1 JoGo(l97~) CIIDICE nr= OPERATOf~ LFNGTH Ffm 
MI\XII .. III-1 =NTROPY SPFCTR4L ANALYSI5 1 
GEOPHVSJCSo43o11S4-13Ql. 
R E: 41_ * :3 X DUM( 1 0 24 ) , YI)!J lo.t ( 1 0 2 4 ) t P•ll NT , VAl. U[ t W flRK 1 ( ~')lj ) o VJ 01< K2 (50 ) 
D 1 t.t F N ~ 1 n N s ( 2 5 f-. J • G ( 1 n 2 4 l • X ( 1 0 2 4 ) • A ~ h l M ( 1 0 2 '' t • '.II ( 2 56 ) • F P [ ( 2 ':. 6 t 
f)Jt.tt:N5ION SS(256toANEW(1024),XNFW(l(.;'ta),TI.TLE(tit 
0 I l-IENS I ON 5 TORE ( 5C, ?.56 t 1 BCIJT( I 0), TCliT ( I C) 
*********************************•···~··················*····~····· 
llATA INPUT SECTION! Dt=SIGNEt> FIJR INltFACTIVF USE 
UNITS SPF.CIFIED: 
;:!=fiATA FILF. 
4=0UTPIJT FJL[ 
5=*SOURCE:cr 
;)=*SINK* 
')=PLOT FILE 
THI::O PI-HJGI~AI4 I~; Ut::SIGNED ON A TWO PA:>S SYSTF.t4i 
1\.) 
l11 
l11 
61 c PASS 1: 
62 c 
63 c 
64 C-, 
65 c 
THE MEM SPECTRAL OFNSITY FSTIMATE IS CALCULATED 
FOR THC CHOSEN OPERATOR LC::"IGTI1 4.NI> A PLOT IS r>RnDUCED 
OF THE LOG SPECTRUM Vt:R:jiiS W4.VFNUMHEI<oFOn HH:C: 1\KAIKE 
Cl-liTERJt1NoiF THC tW':i. OF POI:-.IT5 IN Tttl SF.GMF."-'.t'.!~J-T__!I._,<;h--::=-------
------------~~------C--- ~---------EE~9}jii:IJAA-!:L:----'Tf,OQ--'fT+tF.-NOS-.- OF PO I NT !:i- IN- THE- PROFIL-E-;-· A FUI-lHiF.I? PLOT OF FINAL PREDICTION [l-lki1R 15 PRODIJCE(). 67 c 
ne c 
69 c PASS 2: 
70 c 
71 c J' 72 c 
~AV~NUMHER LIMITS ARE ~IV[N HETWEEN WHICH A STRAIGHT 
LINE LEAST SQUARES REG~FSSION IS PERF!IRMEO ON THE LOG 
SPECT~UM VS. WAVENUMnER PLOT. THE RESULTS ARE OUTPUT 
TO THE FILF. UN UNIT 4o 73 c 
74 c 
7'5 c 
76 c 
77 
7FJ 
79 
80 
AJ 
82 
83 
04 
85 
86 
87 
08 
8<J 
90 
91 
92 
93 
91~ 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
10:) 
I 01 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
10 I~ 
109 
110 
1 1 1 
1 12 
1 LJ 
I 1 4 
11 !) 
I I 6 
1 1 7 
I 1 9 
11-J 
120 
~·····~············$***************~************************•$***** 
PI =:J• 1'~15'l265 
VJRITE(6,206) 
206 F0R'-1Al( 1 IS THIS THE FIRSf PASS? YE5=(~ t-10=1 1 ,/,'FOUMAT: 12') 
RfA0(5,t05) IPASS 
105 FORMAT(J2) 
lf-(IPASS.EO.O) GO TO 3 
WhliTE(6,207J 
207 FOR~AT('ENTER NOS.OF STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENTS fO AE FITTEO'o/o 
l 1 FORMAT: 12 1 ) , 
R~A0(5,105) NLINE 
on 6 I=loNLINE 
WRITE ( 6, ?.0 H) I 
2Cu FuRI.tATl'ENTER WAVENUMBt:R LIMITS OF LH1f 1 oi2,/, 1 FDRMAT: ?.F5.?.•) 
I~EA1)(5 1 10H) I:JCUT(II,TCUT(I) 
IOH FUNMAT(2F5.2) 
6 CONTINUt: 
:J i11HITE(no2051 
205 FuH-.4AT( 1 ENfER NOS. OF PfJJNT5 Itt CM:-11 PHOriLF. -5EG,.IfNT 1 o/o 
l'F0~'4AT: ll') 
REA1>(5ol02) NPOINT 
1 0 2 F 0 I~ ~4 AT ( I 3 I 
WRITE(6,~0ll) 
2J9 FORMAT(•CHUSE CRITERIO~ FOR LPEF 1 1 /,'AKAIKE=O AE~RY~AN=l' 
1,/, 1 ALGE8HAIC SUM OF SPECTRA CALCULArEn BETWEEN THES~•,/, 
2 1 C:Rl1F.RIA=~• ,/,'SPECIFIC VALliE OF Ot->Fl~ATOR=3 1 ,/,•FORMAT: 
REA~(5ol05) IFILT 
IF(IFILT.LT.3) GO TO 
WIHT£:(6,204) 
12' 
2C.4 FORI•1AT( 1 ENTER LENGTH OF OPERATOR AS ~ llF SF.GI-1FNT LI?NGTH 1 ,/, 
l 1 FO!"l.\1AT: 121) 
REA0(5ol05) LPEF 
LPEF=I~IXf0.5+FLOAT(LPEF*NPOINTI/100.C) 
1 WI~ I TE (f.. , 2 1 ~ ) 
215 F11RI-1AT( 1 CHOOSF: METHOD OF 5PECTPAL I:STIMATION:•,/, 
1 1 SPf.CTf~AL ESTJI-11\TE FRil'-4 1-iAGNET IC Ar~Ci\tALY=O• ,/, 
2'5PECHIAL F.STIMATE FR0·'1 tiOfHZOtiTAL 1Jf::I11VATIV[ OF A"IIHIALY=1' 
]o/o 1 FOI!MAT: 12 1 ) 
RLAD('SolC5) IFL.I\G 
WI< IT[ ( 6 I ?0(J, 
200 F!HP-1AT('f>ATA fNTf"RPilLATION=0 1 o/e 1 F.VENLY SPACI:O OAIA=l 1 o/o 
l 1 llN;=VENLY SPAC[ DATA=2 1 o/o 1 1-'0R~IAT: 12 1 ) 
READ(5,1D5) INPOL 
t-11? I T r: ( f, I ?.l.l 1 , 
2~;1 FGIH1AT('Ctt00Sf' MOOF. OF DATA INPIJT•,/,'1-IAIHNE=t•,/, 
"' U1 m 
121 1 1 MAGN=0 1 o/o 1 FORMAT: 12 1 1 
122 RcAD(Sol051 ISIG 
123 IF(ISIGofOo1J GO TO 4 
124 WRITE(6o220) 
125 22:. FUR'III<\T( 1 ENTF.R TITLE TO Af'll'lF.AR ON GHl\PII 1 ,1, 1 EQ(2~P.l~ tt.A-4• ---
l2h 'tr.t.f)t 5 I 11 0) 1 lTLE ~ -- ~~-
- ~~ 110 F(JflMAT(81\4) 
11EADC2o100) LX 
IOto FO~~AT(I5J 
12f 
12fl. 
12Q 
1 30 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
13t> 
137 
I 3•J 
139 
140 
l 41 
142 
141 
144 
I 'tl5 
146 
14 7 
14~ 
14? 
150 
1 51 
152 
153 
154 
155 
15r) 
157 
l51:i 
15'-1 
16C 
161 
162 
163 
H>4 
16':5 
lbf> 
167 
1 61'j 
169 
17G 
1 71 
I 72 
173 
l 74 
l 75 
176 
1 77 
17'3 
1 7•':1 
1!30 
c 
c 
DO ~ 1=1 ,LX 
I~ E AU ( :? , 1 50 J X ( I ) • A NOM ( I I 
15C FO~MAT(2X,FAo1ol2XoFlOoll 
2 CONTINUE 
GO TO 16 
4 I'IRITC(6o2401 
240 FO~MAT(•E"'TER PROFILE rMMdER•,/, 1 Fi11lMAT: 12 1 ) 
READC5e105) NPROF 
WRITE(6,2451 
24~ FORMAT(IENTER START ANU END TIMES IN HRS/MJNS•,/, 
1 I FO~ MAT: 2 15 I ) 
REA0(5ol06) ISTARToiEND 
106 FOfH-tAT(215) 
I STAfH=JSTART*lO 
IE:IID=IF.ND•IO 
.1=0 
WRITE(6,250) 
250 FORMAT( 1 ARC: START AND END TIM[S AI\HIIGUOUS? 1 1/o 1NO=O YfS=l 1 1/o 
1'F0f1MAT: 12 1 ) 
~CA0(5ol05) JAr-18 
IF(JAMO.EQ.O) GO TO 5 
WRJTEC6o25f>J 
256 FORMATC'ENTF.R NENTH OCCllRRENCF. REOIIIRE(J'o/1 1 FOI~MAT: 12 1 1 
I~ f. AD ( 5 ol 05) I Ar-1f3 
5 READ(2,100) N 
IF(NoNf.oNPROF) r.o TO 5 
dACKSPAt::F ~ 
LX= I 
11 HE4D(2ol.l5J ITI~E 
115 FORMAT(2tXoi5J 
IF(ITIMEoN~oiSTART) GO TO 10 
J=J+l 
IF(IAM~oGToOoANOoiAMOoNE.JI GO TO 10 
BACKSPACF. 2 
15 REA0(21120J ITIME,X(LX)oi~AG 
120 FOR~AT(20Xol5o20XIF7.2ol8X.I51 
AN~~(LX)=FLOATCIMAGI 
lf(ITIME.~O.IFNn) GQ TO 16 
LX=LX+l 
GO To 15 
16 lr(IPASS.t:O.OI GO TO 2S 
c 
C PREnARE OUTPtJT FILE ON UNIT 4 WITH riTL~oOPERATnR LENGTH 
C CRITERION AND DATA HEADINGS 
c 
IF(ISIGoEOoOI WRITE(4o2lll TITLE 
JF(ISIGoE~.lJ WRITE(4,212) NPROF, ISTAHToiCND 
211 FORMAT(//~~X.AA4o//) 
212 FOR~AT(//o3Xo 1 MARINE PROFILE N0o 1 oi~,/,3X,•START ='o1Ao3XI 
N 
lJ1 
-.....) 
lf:H 
1132 
181 
11'34 
--------:1.85 __ _ 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
I <H 
192 
193 
194 
19~) 
196 
197 
1t)li 
199 
20 ') 
201 
2.0 2 
20] 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
21d 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
22lJ 
22!:> 
226 
227 
22.-'J 
~2·) 
23v 
231 
?.3?. 
23"l 
234 
235 
23f. 
237 
.239 
23•) 
240 
c 
1 1 ICND = 1 el6,//) 
IF(IFILT.EO.O) WRITE(4,213) 
I~(IFILTeEO.l) WRITF.(4o214) 
JF(JFILT.F0.2) WRITE(4,216) 
213 FIJI~MA TC3X-._!.OPF:-P-~r?-kENG Tli CHOSEN IJ Y- AKA IK [. -o'l-r-T-rRTOI<fTI/T 
214 f'DIH4AT(3Xe •OPERATOR LENGTH CHOSEN liY Ut:R 1~VMAN CRITERION',/) 
21() FL1R'-tAT(3X, 1 AL.GEURAIC SIJM OF SPECTRA GeNERA TEO BV L.PEF 11 S 1 , 
1/t"lX,•AETWEEN AKAIKE AND BERRYMAN CRITF.RJA 1 ,/) 
wRITEC4,255) 
255 FIIRMAT(12X,•SEGt-IENT• o/o8Xo 1 XSTART 1 ,c;x, 1 XI'::ND 1 ,6Xt 1 L.INE 1 ,5X, 
1 1 OEDJH 1 1 5X o 1 ERROR' , 5 X 1 1 CDEFF I C TENT 1 o 7 X, 1 LOW-CUT 1 , 7 X, • HI Gli- ClJT 1 , 
2 HX •• LPE F I • /. 9X. I 'K M) •• 6X •• ( KM) •• 4 X •• NlJMiiE R •• 5 X. I ( K M) •• 5X. 
3 1 ~ /- ( K t-4) 1 , 3 X, 1 OF CORRELATION' o 2 ( 4 X o • l'l 1\ VENIJ MBF~ 1 ) o 6 X o • AK .1\ IKE 1 o / ) 
C CALCULATE MEAN V4LUEoOELXo OF SAMPLING INTfRVAL AND ROOT MCAN 
C SOUARE ERROR OF THC DATA FROM THE MEAN 
c 
23 CALL STOOEV(LXoXoOFLXoRMS) 
c 
C CI.LCIJLATE' LENGTH OF BERRYMAN OPERATtm 
c 
c 
TOP=FLOAT(2*NPOINT) 
RIJT=ALOG (TOP) 
LOPER=IFIX(0.5+TOP/BOT) 
IF(INPOL.NC.O) GO TO 26 
C INTERPOLATION OF DATA SAMPLED AT lf~j,if."(OlJLAR INTERVALS USING A 
C ClJoliC ~PLINF. TFCHNJ(}IJE 
c 
c 
I= 1 
Xf"'NI)=X (LX) 
XNEW( 1 ):X( 1) 
17 1=1+1 
XNEW( I ):XNEW( 1-1 )+DELX 
Ir(XNf.W(I)oGTeXEND) GO TO ld 
Gil TO 17 
113 NNE W= 1- I 
I=1 
Dll 19 J=loNNEW 
2C Ii=P<NEW(J)eLE.X(1+1).ANDeXNEIII(J).GE.X(1)) GO TO 21 
I=I+l 
GLJ TO 20 
21 NJ::I-5 
~J2= [ + 5 
IF("Il·LE.O) Nl=1 
It-(Nl.EQ.1) N2=Nt+10 
lf(N~oGT.LX) N2=LX 
IP(N2oEO.LX) Nt~N2-10 
14=0 
OfJ 22 K=Nl oN? 
M= rH·1 
XDiJt-1( M) =X ( K) 
YOW4(M)=ANilM(K) 
22 CUNTINUE 
PO I NT= XNE\'1 ( J) 
I G='-H 1 
C ~NAG:r.01ADf' 
C: SU·F~OLITINE FOk INTERPOLATION Ur lJN[lHJALLY SPACED DATA 
C RtFERf-NCF.S: 
N 
U1 
(X) 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
24n 
---247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
25~ 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
25~ 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
26d 
26.:) 
270 
271 
272 
27.3 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
281 
282 
28:1 
~84 
2A5 
286 
2H7 
28B 
289 
290 
291 
29?. 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
~Q.'3 
29<) 
30(· 
c 
c 
(1) HAYESoJoGo(CD) NUM~~lCAL APPROXIMATIONS TO FUNCTIONS 
AND OATAoATHLONE PRESSo197G. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(2) tiANDSCO~B~o~O~o~C~o~(~E~O~)--M~E~T~H~O~D~S~~O~F~N~lJ~M~E~R~I~C~A~L~~A.~P~P-R~O~X~I~M-~A~T~I~O~N~,----------------------------------------PERGAMO~ PRE~So1C)66o 
19 
25 
c 
c 
c 
c 
26 
24 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CALL E01AD~(M,POINT,XD~MoYDUMoWOHKI ,WORK2,JG,VALU~) 
ANEW(J)=SNGL(VALUfJ 
CONTINUE 
DO 25 l=loNNEW 
ANOM(l)=ANE\11(1) 
X ( I ) =X NF W ( I ) 
CONTINUE 
LX =NNE 'd 
SET INTEGER VALUE OF N TO DETERMINE IJLTU.IATE RESOLVING POWER OF 
SPECTRAL DENSITY ESTIMATE CALCULATED HY OUHG ALGORITHM 
N=25o 
DO 24 1=1oN 
SS(I)=O.O 
CONTINUE 
CALCULATE NOS.OF SEGMENTS OF PROFILE FOR WHICH SPECTRAl. 
DENSITY ESTIMATF TO BE CARRIED OUT 
NSEG=(2~LX/NPOINT)-1 
NSTART=1 
Nf.ND=NPDINT 
lF(IFILToE0.1) LPEF=LOPER 
C APPLY UIJRG ALGORITHI~ T•J F.ACH SEGII.1ErH OF P!~IJFILt: lJATA 
c 
c 
D 0 4 4 J = 1 , N SE G 
IF(IFILToEO.C.oR.IFILToE0.2) LPEr=~ 
KK=O 
00 29 K=NSTARToNEND 
KK=KK .. I 
ANE ltl( KK) =ANOM ( K) 
29 CONTINUF 
lf(IFLAG.EQ.O) GO TO 2~ 
C CALCULATE HORIZONTAL DERIVATIVE UF ~AGNETIC ANOMALY 
c 
c 
CALL DERIV(NPOINT,5,XoANEW,G) 
00 27 1=1oNPOJNT 
AIIIE>II( I t=r.C I) 
27 CONTINUE 
C QfMOVE LINEAR TREND FROM INPUT OAT' 3Ef0Rf APPLICATION OF 
C SP~CTPAL ANALYSIS T~CHNJOUES 
c 
2H CALL TR[NO(XoANEtV,NPIJINT) 
c 
C CALCIJLATE SPECTQAL DENSITY ESTJMATf OF INPUT DATA USING THE 
C 8URG ALI';~QITHM 
c 
c 
CALL HURG(NPOJNToANE\IIoNoLPEF,OELX,~,w.FPE,~JM) 
IF(IFILT.N!..2) GD TO 3J 
N 
lJ1 
\.0 
301 
302 
303 
C CALCULATE MEAN VALlJF. OF Pll\IIE,_ SPECTIO'<L OEN~ITY ESTIMATE 
C HETWEEN AKAIKE AND OERRYMAN OPERATU~ LENGTHS FOR EACH 
C SEG~ENT OF nATA 
c 304 . 
305 CALL SlGMA(NPOINToANEWoNoLO~ERoLPEFoDCLXoSoWoFPEoNUM) 
306 ------~107 C CALCULATE LENGTH OF- PREDICTION E~R~H~ FILTER AS PROPORTION uF INPIJT 
308 C DATA WINDOW LENGTH 
309 c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
30 SC=FLOAT(LPEF)/FLOATIN~OINT) 
35 
_.,<) 
~E~RY=FLOAT(LOPER)/FLOAT(NPOINT) 
MID=l+N/2 
DOUBLE THE VALUE OF PO~ER AT EACH WAVENUMBER EXCfP~ FO~ 
ZERO WAVENUMBER TERMo SINCE POWER IN NEGATIVE WAVFNUMBERS 
HAS NO PHYSICAL MEANING FOR PROFILE DATA 
DO _-,q 1=2oMID 
5(1)=2.0*5(1) 
CONTINUE 
CALCULATE NATURAL LOGARITHM OF POW~R SPfCTnAL DENSITY 
ESTIMATE NORMALISfD TO MAXIMUM POWER TERM 
CALL MAXMIN(MIDoSoSMAXoSMIN) 
()I) 4C: I=loMID 
S(I)=ALOG(S(IJ/SMAX) 
STORE ( J o I ) = 5 ( I ) 
llC 
31 I 
"J12 
313 
314 
315 
316 
""17 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
"J26 
.127 
.12R 
.l2·) 
33(1 
331 
332 
333 
334 
135 
136 
337 
338 
339 
:J40 
341 
.142 
34) 
344 
345 
346 
:14 7 
.348 
349 
150 
351 
352 
353 
354 
155 
356 
357 
35.8 
15"} 
Joo 
C CALCULATE AVERAGE SPECTRAL DENSITY L311MATE OF ALL SEGMENTS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
5S( I J=SS( I )+5( I J/FLOAT(NSEGJ 
40 CONTINUE 
41 
42 
'•4 
CALL MAXMIN(MIDoSoSMAXoSMINJ 
IF(J.GT.l) GO TO 41 
YMAX=(SMAX+SMINJ/2.0 
YM I I~=YMA X 
Jr(S~AX.GT.YMAX) YMAX=SMAX 
IF(S~INoLT.YMIN) YMIN=SMIN 
Ir(IPA~S.EO.OJ GO TO 42 
CALCULATE OEPTH5 TO CAUSATIVE BODIE~ f:JY FITTING LEAST 
SOtlo\~ES LINE OF REG~ESSIUN TO SPCCTil.o\L ESTIMATE l:if.TwEfN 
SPECIFIED WAVENUMDER LIMITS 
CPLL OtPTH(WoSoMIDoL~oRC~ToTCUToNLIN~oXoNSTAAToNtNDoLPEFoLOPFRJ 
NSTAHT=NST.o\RT+NPOI NT/2 
NEN~:::NENO+NPOINT/2 
CuNTINUF 
CALCULATE AVERAr.E OEPT11 ALONG Pf<OF li.L rROM AVEPAGE 
S~ECfRAL DENSITY ESTIMATE 
If'( IPASS.E0.1) CALL OF.:PTH(WoSS,MID,LXoiJCUTofC:lJloNLII'If.'oXo 
lNSTAHToNENDoLPEFoLOPER) 
II"( IP.ASS.E0.1) GO TO 70 
·~**~********~*·*•******************•***************************** 
OIJTPIJT SECTION! 4<GHOST PLOTTING 5lJti~-<UliTJNES 
1\J 
0'1 
0 
l61 
,n2 
3o3 
364 
165 
c 
c 
c: ***********************************•*•··~·····~···················· CALL MAXMIN(MIDoWoX~AXoXMIN) 
CALL PAPER(l) 
'...6---~---E*LL C TR"II.f"l\ufT2T----~ 
367 
36;) 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
l7n 
377 
37A 
l7Q 
380 
3AI 
382 
383 
3A4 
385 
386 
387 
.Hi-'1 
.389 
390 
391 
39~ 
J<J3 
194 
395 
396 
3<J7 
39fi 
39'J 
400 
401 
40?. 
403 
404 
405 
4G6 
407 
408 
409 
41C 
4 II 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
4 1 '~ 
41 ;J 
420 
46 
47 
45 
CALL CSPACE(O.~.z.o,o.~.l.CJ 
CALL P:iPACE(OeloOe9oOe25,0.85J 
CALL MAP(XMINoXMAX1YMIN1YMAX) 
CALL AXES 
CALL PTPLOT(WISS1l1~10143J 
00 47 J=l1NSEG 
DO 46 1=1 oMID 
5( I ):STORE( J1 I) 
CONTINUE 
CALL PTPLOT(WISIIIMI0,-2) 
CONTINUE 
CALL CTROIH(l.O) 
CALL PLACF.(30o2) 
C:ALL TYPECS( 1 LOG 1 131 
CALL SUFFIX 
CALL C TRS!:T( 2) 
CALL TYPENC(l5) 
C4LL NORMAL 
CALL CTRSET( I) 
CALL TYPECS( 1 NORMALISED POWER SPECTHUM 1 126) 
CALL CTROtli(O.O) 
CALL PU\Ct:: ( 20 I I ) 
IF(ISIGeEO.O) GO TO 45 
I~TART=IST4~T/10 
I EN I>= It: t~O/ I 0 
CALL TYPECS( 1 PP~FJLF.: 1 1BI 
CALL TYPE~I(NPAOF) 
CALL SPACE(2) 
CALL TYPEC:S( 1 TIME: 1 15) 
CALL TYPENI(ISTART) 
CALL TYPENI(IENDJ 
CALL TYPECS( 1 HR$ 1 ,4) 
1~(15IG.EO.O) CALL TYPcCS(TITLEI32t 
CALL PLACE(2012) 
CALL TYPEC5( 1 MEM SPECTRAL DENSITY ~~TINATE 1 129) 
CALL PLACE(2013) 
JF(IFLAG.EO.O) CALL TYPECS(ISPf.CTRAl. E.STIII.tATE DEPIVEI> FROM MAGNf:TI 
IC MmMALV 1 147) 
JF(IFLAG.EQ.I) CALL TYPECS(•5PECTni\L £STII'.fATE DERIVED FRO~ HORIZON 
JTAL GPADIENT 1 1SOt 
C4LL PLACE"C2014) 
JF(IFILT.EQ.O) CALL TYPEC5(1AI<AJKE CriJTfllJON ADOPTED TO PREI)JCT r1 
ILTE~ LENGTH 1 149) 
IF(IFILT.EO.J) CALL TYOf:C5( 1 llPF.R.4TII~' Lf:NGTH CHOSF.I'I llY Bf':PilYMAN On 
I T[IHfiN 1 o44) 
lf(IFILTeF0.2) CALL 
I BETWfEN A~AJKE ~NO 
IF(JFILT.f0.3) CALL 
1 34 J 
CALL PLACE(20o5t 
lrCINPOL.EQ.G) CALL 
IF( INPilLeEOel) CALl. 
JF(INPOL.E0.2) CALL 
CALL PLACE(95,32) 
TYPFCS ( 1 SPECTilA CALCULATED FOR ALL LPr.'F VALUF 5 
BERRYMAN CRtTE~IA 1 ,75) 
TYPECSC"OP~RATU~ LENGTH CHUSCN ARHITRARILY 1 , 
TYPf.C:SC 'DATA JNTLf:(flCJLAT[I)N: CUBIC 5PL INF 1 132) 
TYPECS( 1EVENLY 5J)ACt:l> OATA 1 1l8) 
TYOECS( 1 UNEVENL'f SPACED DATA 1 120t 
N 
0"\ 
~ 
421 
422 
423 
424 
CALL TYPEC5( 1 5EGMENT LENGTHoNPOINT =',23) 
CALL TYPENI(NPOINT) 
CALL PLACE(95,31) 
CALL TVPEC5( 1 DATA LENGTHoLX =1 e16) 
:::> CAll TYPENI(LX) -- --42-
42 ... ,, CALL PLAC~(9b,34) 
427 
42A 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
431-i 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
44H 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
'•55 
456 
457 
45.'1 
45:;, 
46G 
4 61 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
461-3 
469 
470 
4 71 
472 
47) 
17t, 
47'5 c 
476 c 
477 
478 c: 
4 7·l (' 
4'H) c 
CALL TYPECS(•PE FILTER LENGTH =1 1 18) 
CALL TYPENF(5Co2) 
CALL TYPECS( 1 *NPOINT 1 o7) 
CALL PLACE(95o35) 
CALL TYPECS( 1 SAMPLF. INTERVAL =1 ol7) 
CALL TYPENF(DELXo3). 
CALL PLACE(95,J6) 
CALL TYPECS( 1 5TANDARO DEVIATION =•,20) 
CALL TYPENF(RMS,3) 
FACT=~(Y~AX-YMIN)/1~.0 
CALL PCSENO(XMAX,FACT, 1 WAVENUM8EA (RADIAN5/KIL0METRE) 1 ,~01 
IF(IFILT.NF.:.O.llf~.NPOINT.NEoLX) GO ffl 6C 
DO 5G l=loNUM 
X(f)=FLOAT(II/FLOAT(NPOINT) 
50 CONTINUE 
CALL MAXMIN(NUMeX,X~AXeXMINI 
CALL MAX~IN(NUMoFPEoYMAXoYMlN) 
CALL FRAt.fc 
CALL CTRMAG(l2) 
CALL CSPACE(0.0,2oCo0eO,t.O) 
CALL PSPACE(O.J,O,q,Q.1,0.9) 
CALL MAP(XMINoXMAXoYMINoYMAXI 
CALL AXES 
CALL PTPLOT(X,FPE,t,NUM 1 -2) 
CALL c Tnoru ( 1 • o J 
CALL PLACE ( .38, ~I 
CALL TYPECS( 1 LOG 1 1 3) 
CALL SIJFFIX 
CALL TYPECS("10 1 ,2) 
CALL NORMAL 
CALL TYPECS( 1 NORMALISE() FINAL PREOICTION F.~I{QR•o34) 
CALL C TROtH ( 0. 0) 
C:ALL PLACE(20 1 1) 
IF( ISIG.EO.O) <.0 TO 55 
CALL TYPf.CS( 1 PROFILf.: 1 oH) 
C:ALL TVPENI(NPROF) 
CALL SPACE(21 
CALL TVPEC5( 1 TIME:•,5) 
CALL lYPENI(ISTART) 
CALL TVPENI(IEND) 
CALL TYPFC5( 1 HPS 1 o4) 
~5 IF(ISIG.EQ,O) CALL TYP~CS(TITLEoJ21 
rACT=(YMA~-YMIN)*0•04 
CALL PC5f.ND(XMAXoFACTo 1 LENG1H OF fH"!d>ICTION ERRilR Flt.Tc'·l~ AS P170POR 
I TIDN. nF INPUT DAT~ WIN110\II LENGTH', 75) 
nG CALL GREN~ 
70 5TOP 
[Nt) 
.;liHPOUTINt= !3URGCLXoAN0 1•toNol.CoOFLX,f',l>oFI'EoNIJM) 
:OlJuqOUTINE UUiH> CALCULATeS HiE MF"r.t 1-'il':Ji":f~ SPECTHIAL DENSITY ESTIMATE 
IJS lNG HiE HURG ALr.IH JTI-iMo ADAPTED F':u~, CLA~.~iJIJIJT( 1976) o 
N 
0'1 
N 
481 C ·rHC:: SIJfJilOlJTINE ALSO CALCULATES THE FINAL PREDICTION ERROR F-OR 
482 C EACH FILTER AS ITS LENGTH IS INCREMENTfD IN THE SUHROUTINE. 
483 ·c IF PARA~ETER LC.GT.Oo THE FILTfn LENGTH SPECIFIED IN THE MAIN 
4A4 C PROGRAM IS ADOPTED. 
485 C IF PARAMFTER LC=Oo THE AKAIKf I'INALJP~R~E]DUI~C~T~IgO~N~E~R~H~O~Rl~C~R~I~T~F~R~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
485 c IS ~QQPTf:O TO PREEHCT fHE-nPI IMOM Flt_n::-r~ LEN(;TH IN THE INEVITABLE 
487 C TRI\DE-OFF OETWEEN VARIANCE AND RE ~llLIJT I ON. Flll-LIJW I NG ULRYCH AND 
4A9 C 91SHOP(t975Jo A LI"41J ON THe MAXHIIIM L~NGTH OF THE PRf.OICTION 
489 C ERIW~ FILTER nt= HALF OF THE DATA LLI-IGTII IS 1111POSl:D. 
490 c 
491 c 
492 c 
493 c 
494 c 
495 c 
49S C 
497 C. 
493 c 
499 c 
50() 
501 
c;oz 
503 
504 
505 
506 
51)7 
508 
50') 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
53? 
333 
534 
5.lS 
536 
537 
53R 
5l'J 
"\40 
REFERENCES: (I) lJLPYCHoT.J. AND 81SIIIJPoT.N.(l')75) MAXIMUM ENTROPY 
SPI:.CTRAL ANALYSIS AND <\IITOQEGRt:SSIVE DECOMPOSITION, 
REV.GEOPHYSICS AND SPACE PHYSICSol1o18~-2CC 
(2) AKAIKE,H.(l970) STATISTICAL PREDICTOR IDENTIFICATION, 
ANN.INST.STATIST.MATH.,22,203-217 
DIMENSION ANOM(l024)oP(l024),FPE(l~2q),W(1024) 
COMPLEX S(l024),CXCI024),A(1024).F.P(1C24),EM(1024) 
COMPLEX CP(I024)oSMIN(I024)oTOP,OOToCC1024),F.PI 
PI=3.14159265 
NN=l+N/2 
WL=PI/(FLOAT(N/2l*DELX) 
CP(1)=CMPLX(O.O,C.O) 
A(I):CMPLX(1o0o0e0l 
,,uMMY=o.o 
MIN=O 
NUM.=O 
fFLI\G=O. 
IF(LC.EQ.O) IFLAG=I 
IF(LC.EOeO) LC=LX/2 
00 I 0 I= 1 , N 
5(I)=CMPLX(O.CoCo0) 
SMIN(I)=CMPLX(C.O.O.O) 
P ( I ) =C· • 0 
IF( loLE.,.INl W( I )=YIL*FLOATC 1-1 l 
IF( I .c.T.NN) W( I )=WL>I<FLOAT( 1-N-1) 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 2C 1=1 oLX 
C X ( 1 ) =CMPL l( (A NO~ ( I ) o 0 • oJ) 
C:P( 1) =CP( 1 HCX( I l*CfJNJG( CX( I)) 
EM(I)=CX(I) 
E"P (I) =CX( I) 
20 CONTINUE 
CP(1)=CP(l l/FLdAT(L_l() 
FPE(l)=FLfJAT(LX+2)*CA"5CCP(l))/FLOar(LX-2) 
f'TEMP=FPE(l) 
FPF(l)=OoO 
f)Q 60 J=?ol.C 
TOP=CMPLX(O.O,C.Ol 
[IOT=CMPLX( •).0, 0.0) 
no 10 I =J ,LX 
I 'I 0 T =[I fJ T + E P ( I ) * C 0 N J G ( E P ( I ) ) H:: rH I - J + 1 ) ~ C 0 N J G ( C ~ ( I - J + 1 ) ) 
TOP=TOP+EP(I)*CONJG(EM(I-J+l)) 
](; C.ONT I NUE 
C(J)=CM~LXC2.0,C.G)*TOP/OOT 
00 40 I=JoLX 
Fp I =:::.P ( I ) 
"" 0'1 w 
541 EP(I)=E"P(I)-C(Jl*EM(I-J+I) 
542 EM(l-J+l)=EM(I-J+l)-CONJG(C(JJ)*EPI 
543 40 CONTINUE 
544 A(JI=CMPLX(O.OoOoO) 
545 ~0 50 l=loJ 
54 5 5 ( I ) =A ( I l- C ( I H•CON IG LA.~--l..*--1.-\.-1~~-------------------
547 50 CONTINUE 
548 c 549 C CALCULATION OF FINAL PI~EOICTION EniHJR FOR FILTER OF LENGTHoJ 
550 C THE SCALING FACT0Ro(LX+J+1)/(LX-J-l)o IS CHOSEN BECAUSE THF.: MEAN 
551 C HAS B~EN RE~OVED FROM THE 'PROCESS• PRIOR TO CALCULATION OF THE 
552 C FILTER COEFFICIFNTS (SEE ULRYCH AND OISHOP,1975) 
553 c 
554 
555 
55(, 
557 
55ft 
559 
560 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
56 A 
569 
570 
571 
572 
57.3 
574 
575 
57o 
577 
578 
57 C) 
5ti0 
581 
582 
5!B 
584 
585 
5~6 
587 
5AH 
58') 
:590 
5'll 
592 
59.J 
594 
595 
sq6 
5'J7 
598 
599 
r,oo 
CP(JI=CP(J-11*flo0-S(JI**21 
IF(IFLAG.EQ.OJ GO TO 55 
FPE(JI=FLOAT(LX+J+J I*CABS(CP(J.) )/FUJAT(LX-J--:'1) 
FPE(J)=FPE(JJ/FTEMP 
FPF.(J)=ALOGlO(FPE(J)) 
IF(FPE(JJ.GToDUMMY) GO TO 55 
OlJMMY=FPf(J) 
1-tl N=J 
DO 54 I= I I J 
SMIN( I J=S( I) 
54 CONTINUE 
55 DO 60 1=1,J 
A(II=S(I) 
6'"' CONTINUE 
IF(I.UNoNE.O) GO TO 65 
DO 63 I =I oLC 
~141 N ( I I = S ( I ) 
63 CONTINUE 
GO TO 70 
65 NUM=LC 
LC=MIN 
c 
C TAKE FOuPIER TRANSFnRM OF PREOICTIQtl LAROR FILTfR COEFFICIENTS 
c 
70 CALL FASFOR(N,SMINo+l) 
c 
C CALCJLAT£:' POWf.H SPECTRAL DF.NSlTY ESlJt.1ATE OF INPUT OATA FRO~'<' Hlr 
C INVEkSE OF THE SOUAREO RESPONSE OF HIE PRCDICTION ERROR FILTFR 
c ' 
c 
c 
r: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
DO 80 1=1oN 
P(I)=CAnS(CP(LC))*DELX/(SMIN(l)*CJNJG(SMIN(I))) 
00 CONTINUE 
RETtJRN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FASFOR(LX,CX,ISIGN) 
5Ul1POUTIN'= FASFO~ PERFOR.I.IS f-"1\ST FIIIJI~IER TRb,NSFOfH~ 
I'IY THE ClltJI.EY AND TIJKF.Y ALGORITI-IPH l'·lf,fl),t-IOOIFIED 
FROM RRENNE'R. THE SIJOROUTINE IS AI>Af'T[I) FROt-'1 
CLAEHBQrJT ( 1 976) o 
f~EFF.R ENCE: CLAEHO!IIJT, J oF • ( 197f'J I, FIJNii o\f.,ENT AL S OF 
GEOr>HYSICAL DATA PROCESSINGoi.,CGRAW HILLoNFW YORK 
Ol!iiTAL FOtJniFR TRANSrORM GIVFN HY; 
1\.1 
0'1 
~ 
601 c 
602 c 
603 c 
6C4 C 
60~ c 
LX 
CX(K)=SOfHC I/LX)SlJM(CX(J)OC:EXPC2*PH=ISIGN*I*(J-I )*(K-1 )/LX)) 
J=l 
FOR K=lo2••••••••••••(LX=2**fi~TEc>t:HJ 
1;)09 C tcl41'\T!::¥! 151GN=+I FOr~WARO TRANSFIJ:(M 
IN~ERSE TRANSFn~M 607 
oOfi 
60) 
F>l 0 
61 I 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 
61!j 
619 
621) 
621 
.622 
623 
624 
625 
626 
627 
628 
62'J 
630 
631 
1)32 
F,;n 
n.34 
635 
636 
637 
638 
6]9 
640 
641 
642 
64.3 
644 
645 
646 
&47 
64"t 
649 
S50 
651 
652 
653 
6'54 
655 
656 
65f 
65-1 
fl~ 'J 
66J 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
10 
2G 
ISIGN=-1 
REAL*8 PI ,SCoAI~G 
COMPLEX CX(1024)oCTEMPoCARG*l6,CW*lo 
r>1=3.1415·1265 
J=1 
ARG=loO/FLOATCLX) 
SC=OSOHT(APG) 
00 "30 I= I ,LX 
IF(.f.GT.J) GO TO 1~ 
CTF.MP=CX(J)*SC 
cxCJ)=Cxcn•sc 
CX( II =CTEMP 
M=LX/2 
lf(JoLEoM) GO TO 30 
J=J-M 
r-t=M/2 
IF ( ~1 • GE o I ) GO TO 2C. 
30 J=J+M 
'•0 
L=l 
ISTEP=2*L 
on so ~.t=t.L 
CAQG:(OoOoloOJ*CPIOFLO~T(ISIGN*CM-1))/~LOAT(L)) 
C III=CDE XP ( CARG) 
UO 50 I=M,LX.ISTEP 
C:Tf::r .. P=CW*CX( I+L) 
C~(I+L)=CX(J)~CTEMP 
CX(I)=CX(II+CTFMP 
50 CONTINIJt 
L=ISTEP 
JF(LoLT.LX) GO TO 40 
I?ETURN 
CND 
SU8i~Ol.IT IN!:" TRE Nl) (X, Y • N'.Hi) 
SUO!'-'OlJTINE TRENn CALCULATES HIE Bf:"'.;l FITTJi~G STRAIGHT Llrl~ Ot= THF 
FOR~ Y=MOX+C flY A LCAST SOUARES PROCCOURE AND THEN AEMOVES TH4T 
LltJE.AH TIHoND FROM THE INPUT DATA IJI<I>INATC AI~RAYt Y(I),OVF 1Hi111TING 
THE ORIGINAL VALUF.: S Sll Ttl A l HfE l NPIIT DA T ~ f)flO INA 1 t VALUES Af.IF. 
LOST. 
DIM~NSION X(l02~),Y(l024) 
RcAL*A <;lJM.)(,St.IMYoSIJr.fXYo5Ur-tX2oAo9. 
SliM X= 0 o ·) 0 J •i IHi C f) 
';lJWf=C o·':10COOOCO 
Sll!IIIXY = 0. (: ')(,000 (1.:; 
SU~(2=C.COOOCOC0 
00 I 0 l =I oNIJM 
SU:.tX=SUMX+X(J) 
!jllltY = SIJMY + Y ( I ) 
SU~XY=~UMXY+X(I)*Y(l) 
SlmX2=SIJMX2+X( I )*11<?. 
1\J 
0'\ 
01 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
1'>66 
667--
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
67"3 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
Fo79 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
1'>85 
686 
687 
688 
68~ 
690 
691 
()<)2 
5<)3 
694 
n95 
696 
697 
693 
699 
700 
70 I 
702 
703 
704 
705 
706 
707 
70d 
"709 
71C 
71 1 
71?. 
713 
714 
71 !i 
71f.. 
717 
711i 
71 C) 
720 
c 
c 
1 0 CONTI NlJE 
DEN=FLOAT(NUM)*SUMX2-SU~X**2 
A=l FLOAT ( NU~ t *SU~XY-SUr-IX*StJt.4Y )/DF.N 
8=(SUMY*SUMX2-SIIMX*5UMXY)/OEN 
DO 20 l=loNUM 
___ y ( I ) = Y ( 1-t--·-Ai:-X..t'-1-lf-f,.._-------------------
20 CONTINUE 
RE: Tur~N 
END 
SUOROUTINE MAXMIN(NoDU~MYoAMAXoAMIN) 
c 
C SURROUTINE "4AXMIN SEARCHES AN ARRAYoi)IJMMY( I ),TO EXTHACT THE MA.XIMUM 
C AND MINIMUM VALUES RESPECTIVELY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DI~ENSION DUMMY(l024) 
AMAX=DU"4MY(1) 
AMIN=DUMMY(I) 
no 300 1=2oN 
lF(AMAXoLToDUMMY(I)) A~AX=OUMMY(I) 
IF(AMIN.GToOUMMY(t)) AMIN=OUMMY(I) 
3~0 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
F. NO 
SUilROUTINE OEAIV(NIJMoNPoXoYoGRAO) 
C SLJHROIJTINE DEI<IV CALCULATES THE t-lll!?llONTAL DERIVATIVf 
C OF A FUNCTIONoY WHICH VARIES WITH X OY A LEAST SQUARES 
C FITTING PROCEDUHE OF THE POLYNUMI~l Y=A*X**2+H*X+C 
C OVER A WINDiJW OF CHOSEN LENGTH Of- THE OHSERVF.Il DATA. 
C THE FIRST OCRIVATIVE IS THEN CALCIJLATEO AT THE Ct:NTRE 
C ~F THF WINDOW SAMPLEoTHAT ISo 
C OY/OX=2*A*X+n 
c 
C ~W"''=NtiMf.IER OF POINTS 1:~ TH!-' Cnr-1PLfTE DATA SF.T,Y(I) 
C NP=NJMHER OF POINTS Ot:FINit'G LENGT11 OF SAf.1PLE WINfJOW 
C X(I)=ARSCISSA VARIABLE 
C Y( II=ORDINATE VARIAHLE 
C GRAO( I )=HWHZOIHAL FJR<:;T DCRIVATIVi: CALClJL4Tf=D FPCr4 
C Y(l) VERSUS X(l) 
c 
c 
OIMENSION X(IG24)oY(I024)oGRAnfiD~41 
REAL* tt StJ"''XCI, sur-tx lo sur ... x2 • St.IMX Y. S'H~-< ::>.Y, SlJMX. SUM Y 
~EAL*B C1oC2oC~eC4oC5oC6oAoHoDEN 
INTEGER UL 
MP=(Nn+1 )/~ 
._,N.,NUM-·MJ.l+l 
tlO ]:) J:MP,NN 
LL =I- Mf"l+ I 
tiL=I+t1P··I 
5UMX4=G.COCDCCGCOOOO 
5lfM:<"1=0 • 0 OOOCCOOC iH)O 
SUMX2=G.~OCOGGCOOOGO 
su~x=o.crocooccooco 
su~v=0.onoooooooooc 
~UMXY=~.00000~00~0C0 
1\.) 
m 
m 
121 suMX2Y=o.oooooooooooo 
722 00 10 J=LLeiJL 
723 XX=XIJ)-XILL) 
724 SUMX4=5tJMX4+XX**4 
725 SUMX3=SIJMX3+XX**3 
------------~7~2J' UM~X~2~~5~~~~~~X~2~+~X~X~$~0~2~-----------------------------------
727 SUMX=SUMX+XX 
721:1 SlJMV'=SIH-1Y+Y ( J) 
729 SUMXY=51H4XY+XX•Y ( J) 
730 SUMX2Y=SUMX2Y+YIJ)*XX**2 
731 10 CONTINU~ 
7~2 C1=FLOAT(NP)*SUMX3-SUMX2*5UMX 
733 C2=FLOAT(NP)*SUMX2-SUMX**2 
734 C3=SIIr4X* SUMY-5Ut4XY*FLOAT ( NP) 
735 C4=5UMX4*SUMX-SUMX3*SUMX2 
736 C5=SUMX30SU~X-SUMX2**2 
737 C6=SUMX2*SUMXY-5UMXoSUMX2Y 
738 I>EN=C 1 *CS-C4*C2 
739 A=(C6*C2-C3*C5)/0EN 
740 B=(C3*C4-Cl*C6)/0EN 
741 GRAD( I )=2.C*A*(X("I )-X(LL) )+B 
742 IF(I.GT.MPeAND.I.LT.NN) GO TO 30 
743 ISIGN=1 
744 IF(I.fO.MP) ISIGN=-ISIGN 
745 IOU~=MP-1 
746 00 25 l. = l o IOLJM 
747 LP=ISIGN*L 
74A . G~ll.[)( I+LP)=2.0*4*(X(I+LP)-X(LL))+B 
749 25 CONTINUE 
75~ 30 CONTINUF 
751 RETURN 
752 END 
75.~ 
754 
755 
7'56 
757 
758 
75';) 
760 
761 
762 
763 
764 
765 
76<"> 
767 
7nli 
75<) 
770 
771 
77::?. 
773 
774 
775 
776 
777 
7713 
77':, 
7!JG 
c 
c 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SI.JA~OlJTINE STDOEV(LXoXoAMEAN,RMS) 
SIJUROIJTlNE STDDE.V CALCIJLATES THE Mf."AI'J I.Nr> ~DOT MEil.N 5QLIARE DEVIATIDI'I 
o= T!-iE DATA FRO"'' TtiF. MEAN FOR ACINI: DJMENSII1NAL ARRAV, lllHICH IN THIS 
APPLICATION IS THE SPATIAL JNCREME~J,XST~P(I), BETWEEN ANOMAlY VAI.UFS 
r>JM::N510N X( 1024) oXSTEP( 1024) 
L~,TEP:LX-1 
SIJI-1::(..0 
00 10 1::1 oLSTCP 
xsT=PC J )=XC 1+1 )-X( I) 
SII~=Slll-1,-t-XST~P( I) 
10 CDNTINIII": 
AMEAN=SUM/FLOAT(LSTEP) 
SU.\11=0 • 0 
Oil ?.0 l=loL5TEP 
SUM=:jUIH( XSTEP( I )-A'·1EA~)**2 
2(' CONTINUf. 
VAR=SLIM/FLOAT(LSTEP-1) 
rH~ s= sm·n c vA R, 
Q!:TURN 
F. ~H) 
3lll1qLJUT I NE Lf ASUIJ (X • Yo LX, SLCJPF, El-lfHIP, CG~n) 
1\.) 
0\ 
-....) 
7Al C 5Utii~UIJTINE LEASQU FITS A LEAST SO•H•U::S LINE OF REGRESSION 
7A2 C THROUGH LX PAIRS OF COORDINATE POINT~,X AND Y. IT RETURNS 
7Al C TH~ VALliE OF THE SLOPEoTHE STANDARI> f.ICRI)~ 1.'11 TtiE SLflPF o\tl[) 
784 C TH~ COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
78!') c 
786 OIMENSION X(l0?4).Y(lQ2~t 
7A7 ~EA_t:t\ SUMXoSUMYo SIJMXYoSUMX2oDDoTOI:.,HOT 
7AO 
789 
790 
791 
792 
7C)J 
794 
795 
7~6 
797 
79A 
79~ 
aoo 
ROI 
8Cif? 
80"3 
'304 
8U5 
"on 
807 
~OA 
A09 
810 
81 I 
812 
813 
dl4 
~15 
All'> 
Al7 
81A 
819 
q2Q 
H21 
82?. 
823 
!:i2 '• 
A25 
A26 
A27 
'i2d 
82·~ 
830 
831 
1332 
l't]l 
f.H4 
i'n5 
A36 
8]7 
.9JB 
839 
,'\4 0 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c.: 
c.: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUMX=C.O 
SUMY=O .o 
SUMXY=O.O 
DO 10 l=loLX 
SUMX=SUMX+X(I» 
SUMY=SUMY+Y(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
XMEAN=SUMX/FLOAT(LX) 
YME~N=SUMY/FLOAT(LX) 
SUMX=O.O 
SlJMY=C.ei> 
llO 20 l=loLX 
SUMX=SUMX+(X(I )-XMEAN)**2 
SUI-tY=SIJMY+( Y( I )-YMEANI **?. 
SUMXY=~UMXY+(X(f)-XMEAN)*(Y(I)-YM~AN) 
20 CONTINUE . 
CO>lQ=SUMXY /DSOUT ( SIJMXt:SIJMY) 
SLUPC =SIJ\P( Y /SUMX 
YO=YMEAN-SLOPEOXMCA~ 
SUMX=O.O 
SU~1X2 =0 • 0 
nD=O.O 
00 30 I= 1 , LX 
!l)=DfH ( Y( I )-SLOPE*X (f)-YO I t::t<2 
SUMX2=SUMX2+X(I)**2 
SUMX=SUMX+X(I) 
3C CONTINUE 
TOP:DO/FLOAT(LX-2) 
~OT=FLOATCLX)*5UMX2-SUMX**2 
ERHOR=SNGL(DSORTCTOP*FLOATCLX)/BOTll 
RETURN 
€1'10 
SUBi-llliiT I NE DE PHi (X, Y, MID• LX, BCUT, fC.IIT, NL INF ,XX, NST ART, NI:ND,LPoLIJ) 
SU3ROUTINE llEPTH CALCULATF.S HK DCt•rt·l(ilf.TW~t::N SPtCIFifl) 
WAVENUr\.tAEQ LIMITS) FRD"t THE LF.AST ':.illiJARES LINE UF REGRES'>ION 
f~f: TURNEil OY SLJHRtJliT I NF.: LEA SOli AND flllTPIJT S THe tlf-PTHo STANilAnO 
tRPOR IN THE DE~THoCOR~ELATIDN Cn~~fiLIENT AND WAV~NUMOFR 
LIMITS FOI~ EACH SCGr-1ENT UF THE PROFILE TO HiE FILE ATTACHED 
TO IJN IT 4. 
0 I MEN$ ION X!>IIM ( 2 56 I , Y DIIM( 2 56 ) o XX ( I C ?4 ) , rJCU T ( I r.; ) , TC liT ( J n) 
!'>IM::NSitJN X(25ld oY(256) 
DO 3r. K=loNLINt' 
KK=O 
DO 10 l=loMID 
lf(l((J).LToOCUT(IO.OP.'<(I)oGToTCIJT(K)) GO TD lu 
KK =KK -+I 
XDIJt-1 ( K K I= l( ( .I ) 
YOlJr-1( KK) =V ( I I 
10 CONTINIJt:= 
N 
0\ 
00 
641 
842 
843 
844 
845 
>t4o 
R4 7 
~4Ft 
849 
050 
851 
852 
A 53 
A 54 
855 
856 
657 
85"1 
'l5C) 
860 
861 
862 
86] 
~64 
865 
86o 
867 
868 
869 
870 
871 
rl72 
R73 
674 
875 
~76 
H77 
l:l7B 
879 
a so 
BHI 
END OF FILE 
c 
c 
CALL LEASClU( XDUM o YDUM, KK o SLOPE, ERi~UH o CORR I 
DEP=- 0 • 5* SLOPE 
ERRnr~=O• 5*ERROn 
IF(NENDoLEoLX) GO TO 20 
1'/R I Iff 4, 2 t Q' II ,QIC-1?1€~9.,,:\M,C.~'rt 1 '1._\)-------~ 
210 FOn'-4AT(/,3Xo 1 MI.:.At_, STATISTICS FOR LJI~t..': Nllo 1 .J2o/o3Xo 1 A.Vf."I1AGI:. OFPTH 
1= 1 o=7o2o/o3Xo'5TANOARD CRROR IN D[PTI·I =•,F7.2,/o3Xo 1 CORRFLATIIJN CO 
2EFFICIEtH = 1 oF7e4o/o"3Xo 1 LENGTH OF t·tHWYMAN Of'F.f.<ATOR =•.131 
GO TO 3J 
20 WRITE(4o200) XX(NSTARTJoXX(NEND),K,D~P,ERROR,COR~oHCUT(K), 
1 TClJT( K I oLP 
200 FORMAT(3Xo2Fl0.2ol9olXo2Fl0o2oFI5,4,F13.2oFl4o2oll31 
30 CONTINUF. 
RE TIJI~N 
END 
51J9ROUT I Nf. 51 GMA (LX o Y oNo LOPER o LPEF ol)cLX, SS oW ,FPC:, NUM) 
c 
C SUBROUTINE SIG~A CALCULATES THE AVfHAGE SPECTRAL DENSITY 
C f.STIMATE FOR Or>F.RATOR LENGTHS BETwn:N TtiAT SPCCIFif.D BY 
C THE AKAIKE CRlTFRION(MINIMUM) AND THAT GIVEN RY THE BERRYMAN 
C CR I TE' R ION ( M.I\X I r4lJM) • 
c 
IHM=:NSION Y(l024Jo5(1CJ24),W(l0241,·J3(l024),FPE(1C?41 
IF(LOPER.EO.LX/21 LOPER=LOfJER•l 
IF(LOPER.LT.LPFF) WRITE(6,2CC) LO~~~oLPEF 
200 FOR~AT(/o 1 ERRnR: HEQRY~AN OPERATOR LENGTH<LPEF OF AKAJKE' 
lo/o 1 LOPER ='•l~o/t'LPEF ='ol51 . 
UOIOI=loN 
!>5(11=0.0 
10 CONTINUE 
IDIFF~LOPER-LPfF+l 
DO 30 LEN=Lf'EF oLOPEf~ 
CALL OURG (LX t Yo No LEN, Di::LX o SoW o FPf, t4dH) 
00 20 l=loN . 
55( I I=SS( I )+5( I )/FL•JAT( IDIFFI 
20 CONTIN•JE 
30 CONTINUE 
!"~t:TURN 
f. I'll) 
1\.) 
0'1 
1.0 
APPENDIX C 
DERIVATIOO OF FORMUIA FOR .MAGNEI'IC ANCMALY DUE '10 A FINITE 
MAGNEl'ISED STEP, TAKING mTO ACX:OUNT REMANENT MAGNE'l'ISATIOO 
The derivation of Equation 3.10 follows, the fonn of the equation 
bein made canpatible with that of Nabighian ( 1972) and the derivation 
270 
infl by the approach of Hood (1964). The symbols used are defined 
er definitions are as follows: 
= the depth to the upper surface of the finite step 
=the thickness of the filrlte step 
and a are the inclination and declination of the resultant magnetisation, 
!!_ relative to the axes sham in Figure C. 2 
and ~ are the inclination and declination of the Earth 1 s field, 
F relative to the axes shown in Figure C. 2 
and ~ are the inclination and declination of the renanent 
magnetisation, ~relative to the axes shown in Figure C.2 
resolved direction of 
induced, kF 
r 
renanent, Rr 
resultant, J 
r 
canponents of 
magnetisation in 
the xz plane 
= the magnetic susceptibility contrast of the finite step. 
fo:cnulae for the vertical and horizontal canponents of the total 
field magnetic ananaly in the x-z plane due to a two-dimensional finite 
step th sloping face are well established (for example, Heiland, 1940). 
follOW'lllg derivation, the volume distribution of magnetic poles is 
asSIJI11$d to be replaced by a surface distribution of magnetisation. A 
oons t, un.ifonn magnetisation is assumed. Fran the basic definition 
of mabnetic potential and the application of Gauss 1 theorem· (Grant and 
West, \1965; Telford et al, 1976), the general fonnulae for the vertical 
and horizontal canponents of the total field magnetic ananaly (perpendicular 
to s.J..ike) may be calculated: 
IJ J "' [ (r1 ) 6z = 0 21T ·D. sin i.ln r 2 + cos i.(9 -9 )] 2 1 
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p X 
.,-;. t """ , " "  , / ~' / d , / 
/ 
, 
-Jz , 
"" :. "" 
.:: , 
. . , 
.· ::: "" 
... "" 
~Jx 
t 
1 
Jz Jr 
Jz 
z 
4> = >..+Y,-(3 -90 0 
Figure C.1 Definition of symbols for derivation of the total field 
magnetic anomaly for a buried magnetised finite step model 
taking into account remanent magnetisation. 
1PLAN 
·VIEW· 
. ' 
y 
J 
R 
~ = kE'+B 
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profile 
X direction 
THE VERTICAL PLANE OF THE PROFILE; 
c: 
CIJ 
J 
a: 
1-1 
c: 
CIJ 
cr: 
Jcos i cos a 
Figure C. Definition of parameters relating to magnetic field vector 
components for derivation of Equation 3.10. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/, 
r1 /tv 
I ~ 
I 
I 
I 
p 
l1Z = ~hsin i + ~zcosi 
H - ahcosi-~zsini ~. X-
az = ~~·0 [e2- e1J 
211' 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
' 
o = outward normal to body 
273 
X 
Figure C.3 Definition of parameters relating to the vertical 
and horizontal components of the magnetic anomaly 
due to an inclined, t'l'ro-di.mensional thin sheet. 
274 
A 
wher ~ = the unit vector along the outward llOlJ1lal of the surface of the 
causative body. 
The ther symbols are defined in Figure C. 3. 
Using these equations, the derivation of Equation 3 .10 is as follows: 
Verti;cal ananaly: 
I 
i1-lo{ 1T 1T 
Az = ~ - Jz(- 2- 91) + Jz(- 2- 92) + 
1 + (Jz cos S - Jx sin S) • [sin S ln :~ + ocs S (9 2 - 91)]} 
New J\ = resultant ma.gnetisation 
and ;1 = J cos i cos a Jz = J sin i. 
X 
By substitution for J and J , and rearranging: 
1 X Z 
t.z = ...£._ - A(6 - e ) + B 1n -'1.1 J { rl} 21r 2 1 r 2 
\o1here A = sin a (sin i sin a + cos i cos a cos B) 
B = sin B (sin i cos B - cos i cos a sin B) • 
I 
Horizontal ananaly: 
I 
I 
~ l.l { r 0 1 t.H = - - J ln - + J 
X 21T Z ~ Z 
/ 
C.l 
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Since J = J cos i oos a and J = J sin i, by substitution for J and J , 
X Z X Z 
and r anging: 
dH = \loJ {- B (a - a ) - A 1n rl } 
x 2n 2 1 r 2 
where A = sin a (sin i sin a +. oos i cos a cos B) 
B = sin B (sin i cos B - cos i oos a sin B) o 
f dT = the amplitude of the total field magnetic ananaly, then: 
dT = dZ sin I + dHX cos I COS ~ 
Co2 
Co3 
substitution for dz and dH fran Equations Col and Co2 respectively, 
X 
Equa on co 3 yields the result: 
where C = A sin I + B cos I cos ~ 
D = B sin I - A cos I cos. ~0 
allowing the approach of Hood (1964): 
By definition, 
Hence: 
JA = sin a (J sin i sin B + J cos i cos a cos B) 
= J sin a (sin 1/J sin a + cos 1/J cos B) 
r 
Co4 
J 
r A = J sin a (o:)S 1jl cos a + sin 1jl sin a} 
J 
r 
= J sin a cos (ljl - a> 
Similb1y, by definition, 
JB = sin a (J sin i cos a - J cos i cos a sin a> 
I 
'!her ore, 
= J sin a (sin 1jl cos a - cos 1jl sin a} r 
J 
B = __;: sin B sin ( 1jl - B} J 
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C.6 
, using the fact that sin2 1jl + cos2 1jl = 1 and the relationships 
C.2: 
J 2 J 2 . 2 ,,, + J 2 2 ,,, r = r sm "' r cos "' 
J 
__;:= 
J 
= J s:in 2 i + ~ cos2 i cos2 a 
. 
(1 - cos2 i sin2 a}~ 
Also, J s:in tjJ = J s:in i (Figure c. 2} r . 
J . i r sm 
J =sin 1jl 
. J 
b = ...£ = sin 1 = (1 - cos2 i sin2 a)~ J sin 1jl 
an analogous approach: 
c. 7 
c.a 
C.9 
Hence 
kF ~ = (sin2 I + cos2 I cos2 ~) ~ 
2 2 ~ 
= ( 1 - oos I sin ~) 
Also,, kFr sin A = kF sin I (Figure C.2). Therefore: 
c = kFr =sin I= (1- oos2 I sin2 A_)~ 
kF sin A -~ 
Since b = Jr!J, fran F.qua.tions C.S and C.6: 
I 
I 
1 A = b sin a cos ( ljl - a) 
I 
B = b sin a sin (ljl - a) 
Fran the definitions of parameters C and D in Equation C.4 and by 
substitution for A and B fran Equation C.ll, it follows that: 
kFC JkF sin I b sin a = <~-a; + kF cos I cos P>p b sin a sin 
' 
= b sin a (kF sin A cos (ra) + kF oos A sin (lji-S)) 
r r 
= kF rb sin a sin (A+lji-S) 
But ~r = kFc (fran Equation C.lO) 
C = be sin S sin (A + ljl - a) 
Simi 
sin I b sin a sin (ljl-a) - kF cos I cos ~ b sin a oos (ljJ-S) 
sin a (kF sin A sin (1/J-S) - kF cos A oos (A-S)) 
r r 
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kFD = - kF b sin B cos (A + 1/1 - B) 
r 
• • • D = - be sin B oos (A + 1/1 - B) C.l3 
substitution of the values of C and D fran Equations C.12 and C.131 
al expression for the total field magnetic ananaly 1 aT given in 
'on C.4 becxmes: 
6T = ~ Jbc sin e [sin (A + ~ - e) (e 1 - e2) - cos (A + ~ - e) 1n :~ J 
+ 1/1 - B. Hence: 
C.14 
~ ~ (- - y) = cos (y - -) 2 2 
~ ~ (- - y) = - sin ( y - -) 2 2 
using the above relationships for sin y and cos y 1 Equation C.l4 
~ 
Now, et <1> = y - 21 so that: 
C.lS 
~ 
where cj> = A + 1/1 - d - 2· 
tion C.15 represents the final result, identical to Equation 3 .10. 
onn of the equation is identical to that given by Nabighian (1972) 
for e case of induced magnetisation only. 'Ihe nev.r equation, derived in 
a s '1ar marmer to that for the dipping dyke of Hood (1964), includes both 
t and induced magnetic canponents for the case of the finite 


